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Front cover: 
Isaac Sailmaker, ca. 1633–1721, British 
“Ships in the Thames Estuary near Sheerness”, 1707 
Oil on canvas 
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection

Lot # 608

Did you know?

In early 20th century Denmark there was a lack 
of 4 øre stamps. Therefore 32.122 sheets of 8 
øre Bicoloured Numeral type from the 121st 
printing were given a surcharge with a new 
denomination in 1904. In 1912 an additional 
issue of 813 overprinted sheets was made. The 
major part of these were from the 120th print-
ing, but one came from the 119th printing 
with inverted frames in 89 positions. So in total 

89 stamps with inverted frame were produced, 
and these are extremely rare in any condition 
and so far only one unused copy has been 
found. This stamp is a true gem of Danish phi-
lately. 
Even more exciting, coming from position 88, 
the one occurring with the variety “hook on 4”, 
this stamp is unique also for that reason! 
 

Unused with inverted frame



Featuring: 
 

Ivar Sundsbø, Romania 1864-1872 
 

“The Virginia Collection”, Denmark 1851-2001 
 

Markku Lehmuskallio, “Postal History of Greenland” 
 

Robert A. Helm, Iceland Numeral Cancellations 
 

Iceland, Postal History 1902-1943 
 

Sweden, extensive section with all periods 
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Late spring this year was very busy for us, not least due 
to the two international exhibitions IBRA 2023 & 
NORDIA 2023. The first one in Essen, in late May, was 
a flashback to the 1980s with people queuing to enter 
every morning and crowds at the dealers’ stands as well 
as among the exhibition frames. It was just fantastic and 
everybody was happy! The exhibition in Iceland was of 
course much smaller, but offered a friendly and familiar 
environment. 
The demand for high-quality philatelic items is still 
strong, and at this auction we can offer an unusually 
wide range of such, which has resulted in a four-day auc-
tion for the first time. We are very happy to have been 
entrusted several smaller, but extremely interesting 
“Name-sales” from long-time clients and friends. The 
selection, variety and quality are top class! 
On afternoon Tuesday 26th, we will start with the non-
Scandinavian countries from A-Z, ending with All 
World collections & lots. Worth mentioning is 
Schleswig-Holstein with a  unique proof for No. 1 as well 
as an outstanding copy of 1 schilling and an all world 
“Universal Briefmarken Album” in excellent quality. Next 
day, after offering the most beautiful of the existing 4 RBS 
First Day Covers, we will continue with “The Virginia 
Collection”, comprising Denmark during 150 years, built 
over more than half a century. Including the only known 
unused copy of 4/8 øre with inverted frame. 
Another one of the “Name-sales” is The Markku 
Lehmuskallio Gold Medal Collection “Postal History of 
Greenland” with rare and often unique items. At the 
beginning of this section you can study some very rare, 
and historical, early documents. After that Iceland will 
follow with two particularly interesting sections: a postal 

history collection specialized in postmarks and The 
Robert A. Helm collection “Iceland Numeral 
Cancellations”. A close friend of ours expressed it like 
this, “What an offer, probably the most interesting ever, 
anywhere, anytime…” 
Traditionally we will end with Sweden and an extensive 
section covering all periods. We will not disappoint you 
this time either, besides many stamps rated 5,5,5 at dif-
ferent price levels, you will find skilling banco covers as 
well as many other rare and unique items from different 
issues. But as always, also interesting collections & lots 
for collectors of different areas. 
We are now eager to open the bilateral Swedish-German 
exhibition TRELLEBORG 2023, 15-17 September. 
Together with our daughter company, Facit Förlags AB, 
we are the main commercial partner. Why not bring 
your family to “the city of palm trees” and spend some 
days there in mid-September. Herzlich willkommen! 
Please enjoy! 
 
POSTILJONEN
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Preface 

Lars-Olow Carlsson        Claes Arnrup 
Managing Director           Chairman of the board

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen 
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from 
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes. 

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train 
ticket already when you book your flight. 

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö



Auction TUESDAY 26 SEPTEMBER 
13.00    NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order .................    1 -  327 
16.30    EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections & mixed lots ................................  328 -  353 
             SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots.................................................  354 -  360 
             NORWAY.................................................................................................  361 -  406 
             FINLAND.................................................................................................  407 -  455 
 Auction WEDNESDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 
13.00    DENMARK ...............................................................................................  456 -  667 
15.00    FAROE ISLANDS, DANISH WEST INDIES .........................................  668 -  799 
 Auction THURSDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 
13.00    GREENLAND...........................................................................................  800 -  952 
15.00    ICELAND.................................................................................................  953 - 1169 
 Auction FRIDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 
11.00    SWEDEN single items (up to and including Circle Type) ......................... 1170 - 1408 
             LUNCH ca. 13.30 (A light lunch will be served!) 
14.30    SWEDEN single items (Oscar II onwards) ................................................ 1409 - 1574 
16.00    SWEDEN booklets.................................................................................... 1575 - 1594 
16.15    SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ........................................................... 1595 - 1754 

Viewing 
In Malmö 
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9 
Monday 25 – Tuesday 26 September 
9.00-17.00 
Wednesday 27 – Thursday 28 September 
9.00-18.00 
Friday 29 September 
9.00- 
We are flexible with viewings from 11 September, 
please contact us./ Vi är flexibla med visning från  
den 11 september, vänligen kontakta oss. 
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Programme

Auction hotel rates 
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms 
at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when  
booking through us. Please contact us for  
information! 
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till 
specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker 
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information! 

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels 
just meters from our office: 

www.firsthotels.com 
www.nordicchoicehotels.se

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB 

Onsdag den 20 september fra kl. 17.00-19.00 vil der 
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale. 
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle 
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med und-
tagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte 
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn 
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).  
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.  
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B, 
København K. 
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder,  
der ikke er medlem af KPK!

In connection with TRELLEBORG 2023 
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9,  

Wednesday 13 – Thursday 14 September 
9.00–17.00 

Reservation necessary! / Föranmälan krävs! 

We offer full viewing these two days, but you must 
notify us in advance. Certain lots might be brought 
upon request to the exhibition during the weekend./ 
Vi erbjuder full visning dessa två dagar, men du måste 
meddela oss i förväg. På begäran kan vissa objekt med-
tagas till utställningen under helgen. 
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Calendar

2023 
VIEWING 
Copenhagen 20 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections) 
Malmö 25-29 September at our office. For further information please see page 5 

TRELLEBORG 2023 
Trelleborg, Sweden 15-17 September 2023. Bilateral exhibition. Stand holder and Main Sponsor 

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION 
Malmö, Sweden 26-29 September 2023 

DEN MUNTRE 
Hornslet, Denmark 4-5 November 2023. National exhibition. Stand holder and Main Sponsor 

FRIMÆRKE, BREV & POSTKORTMESSE 2023 
Copenhagen, Denmark 11-12 November 2023 

THAILAND 2023 
Bangkok, Thailand 27 November-2 December. Visiting 

 
2024 
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION 
Malmö, Sweden 20-22 March 2024 

JOEX24 
Joensuu, Finland 13-14 April 2024. National exhibition 

EFIRO 2024 
Bucharest, Romania 16-19 April 2024. Visiting 

NORDIA 2024 
Langesund, Norway 31 May-2 June 2024. Stand holder 

MARE BALTICUM 2024 
Tartu, Estonia 26-28 July 2024. Multinational exhibition with FEPA Recognition 

PHILAKOREA 2024 
Seoul, South Korea 15-19 August 2024. Visiting 

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION 
Malmö, Sweden 25-27 September 2024 

HAFNIA 24 
Copenhagen, Denmark 17-20 October 2024. Stand holder and Main Sponsor 

MONACOPHIL 2024 
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco December 2024. Stand holder 

Conditions of sale see page 320-321

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9 
The auction will take place in our office building:  

Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor 
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
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Take part in the Postiljonen
Auction from your home!

Postiljonen now offers the choice of Live Bidding for all clients. This means you 
can bid on items in real-time during the auction, from your home at your 
computer, just as if you were in the auction room.

In order to participate as a Live Bidder in the auction you must have an account 
for the Postiljonen web catalogue. If you have previously submitted written bids 
through the web catalogue you already have an account, otherwise you can 
create an account at www.postiljonen.com

In order to be approved to bid live during the auction, you must also register as a 
Live Bidder and be assigned a bidder number. This must be done before every 
auction.

Once you have registered you will receive an email confirming that your request 
have been sent, but it is only when you receive a second email from us, where we 
have assigned you a bidder number, that you are ready to start bidding live.

If you have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact us! More 
information is also available at www.postiljonen.com

As usual, it will of course be possible to submit written bids, bid by 
telephone or use an agent.

Live Bidding

Lot 718 Sweden 2500 EUR

A spectacular copy 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer light orange red

Fair warning!

Any more bids?

Online 2600 EUR

Starting now at 2700 EUR

Bid

2700 EUR

2800 2900 3000

3100 3200 3300
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Mail Bidders! 
We always endeavour to simulate the actual  
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must 
however beforehand have determined the maxi-
mum you wish to pay for each lot and we will 
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.  
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.  
The bidding always starts with the second highest 
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of 
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between 
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail 
bidder. 

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted 
because of higher bids from others by bidding  
on many items but limit your total purchase to  
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total 
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”). 
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but 
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount 
you wish.     

You can also bid on two or several items and add 
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you 
get only one of these items. 

Further, according to your instructions we can for 
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns 
out that you got another item less expensive than 
your highest bid. 

Should there be two or more equal mail bids then 
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please sub-
mit your bids as early as possible. 

To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we 
need them at least 24 hours before the auction 
starts. 

 

V.A.T.  
Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes 
Swedish V.A.T. 
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for: 

1. Export to countries outside of EU. 
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU  

(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be 
 forwarded to us in good time before the 
 auction! 

MOMS  
Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder 
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,  
se ovan. 

Import V.A.T. 
Lots marked • 
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot  
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12%  
will be added to the auction price except for: 

1. Export to countries outside of EU. 
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU  

(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be 
 forwarded to us in good time before the 
 auction! 

Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset  
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret. 
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.  
se punkt 2 ovan. 

Financing the auction 
Purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to 
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter 
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements 
must be agreed on in good time before the auction. 

Currency Euro 
This auction is held in Euro. 
If there is anything you are wondering about regard-
ing this, don’t hesitate to contact us!  
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.  
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i 
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.  

Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB. 
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988



Bank Transfer 
Please transfer EURO to:    SEB, Malmö 
                                            IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265 
                                            Bic: ESSESESS 
If transfer in SEK:                IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247  
PlusGiro 
Please transfer SEK or EURO to:   PLUSGIROT, Stockholm 
                                                      Bic: NDEASESS 
                                                      IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118  
Cash Payment 
EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We the-
refore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that Swedish cheques are 
considered as cash by the banks! 
 

Credit Card 
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards: 

 
You can pay by credit card at our office, or contact us at stampauctions@postiljonen.se and we will 
send you a secure payment link by email. For security reasons it is not possible for us to do this 
registration on behalf of our customers. Please allow for necessary processing time. 
A service charge of 3% will be added to your invoice total.  
 

 

Shipping by FedEx 

 
 
 
 
 
For shipping outside Europe we will normally use FedEx and for this purpose we need your street 
address, telephone number and email address. Should you prefer another shipping method please 
contact us.

Shipping information 
We always strive to ship as soon as possible. Please note that due to the large number of electronic pay-
ments made immediately after the auction, the volume of deliveries can be overwhelming and each will 
be handled in turn. 

Thanks for your understanding!
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Methods of Payment 
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Extra scans on the web! 
For every auction we publish thousands of extra scans on our website 
www.postiljonen.com including more or less all certificates of single items 
and a very large number of collections and lots are scanned in their entirety, 
further many others with selected pages/scans. 
In most cases these lots are marked with a picture of a camera µ in front of 
the lot #. However, sometimes there may also be scans of lots that do not bear 
the sign. Please check our website for updates. 

More scans at cost 
We often get requests for additional scans and sometimes in higher resolu-
tions, sometimes for research or documentation purposes. 
Due to time restrictions and limited availability of the lots due to ongoing 
viewings, we must restrict this service of making further scans on individual 
requests. In the cases time allows us to supply more scans we will charge for 
the costs of € 10 for each request (maximum 10 scans or photos) 
If more than 10 scans are requested, € 1 per scan will be added. Must be paid 
beforehand by credit card, please go to “Payments” on our website.  

Please have a look at: 
 

www.postiljonen.com

Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic 
items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of  
modern collecting. 
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and 
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and pre-
sent them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete 
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention. 
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as 
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.

An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its 
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any 
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.

An item of highest excellence in regard to 
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addi-
tion to any collection in its area.

“Postiljonen Horses”



It was with great sorrow and loss that we got the sad news this past spring that our dear friend and 
valued former colleague, after a long period of illness, had left mortal life.
 

He worked nearly 24 years in our team, eventually becoming our Senior Philatelist. In 2011 he 
decided to leave Postiljonen. He and his wife, Yvonne, left Malmö for their enlarged cottage by a 
lake where he could go for long walks, go 昀shing and mushrooming. He loved to be close to nature.

Kjell was an internationally well known and most respected philatelist. His wide knowledge 
made him one of the most experienced stamp auction consultants in Scandinavia. During his time 
at Postiljonen he also visited numerous stamp exhibitions and fairs worldwide, often bringing some 
nice surprises back home!

He was always a good friend and colleague with a lot of funny stories and a cheerful soul.
 

We miss you, rest in peace dear friend!

In Loving Memory

Kjell Larsson

Your friends in the Postiljonen Team
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TRELLEBORG 2023

A bilateral
Philatelic and Postcard Exhibition

15-17 September 2023

The exhibi琀on is supported by:

trelleborg2023.se

Main Commercial Partner

SFFSV
ER

IG
ES

 FILATELISTFÖ
RBU

N
D

1886PHILATELIA UNIT

R E C O G N I T I O N

Trelleborg 2023 Annons i Postiljonen katalog 2023.indd   1 2023-08-16   10:46
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This Swedish-German bilateral exhibition will be a great 
philatelic event! Trelleborg is easily accessible by car and 
train, only 30 minutes from Malmö. From Germany it is 

convenient to travel by ferry from Rostock or Travemünde.

Welcome to our stand where you can hand in consignments 
for future auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.

15-17 September
Söderslättshallen

The Postiljonen Master Grand Prix will be 
awarded to the best exhibit in the 
Championship Class

Postiljonen is Main Commercial 
Partner to TRELLEBORG 2023

                     will as usual be 
represented in our stand and o昀er 
their current catalogues.

Welcome!
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Hovedsponsor:

Yderligere oplysning/further information: udstilling.djurs昀lateli.dk

Udstillingen arrangeres i et samarbejde mellem 
Djurslands Filatelistiske Højskole og Hornslet 
Frimærkeklub og Danmarks Filatelist Forbund.

Vi er kendte for at lave hyggelige og lidt ander-
ledes udstillinger og for at lave dem i en munter 
stemning, så kom til en hyggelig udstilling midt i 
Danmark på Djursland, lidt nord for Aarhus.

300 rammer med de bedste samlinger.
11 handlere og postvæsener.
Kåring af Danmarksmesteren, som tildeles
Postiljonens specialpris. 

Velkommen til året 2023s nationale udstilling.

Facit annonce.indd   1 31-01-2023   14:04:13
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Meet Postiljonen in 
Hornslet, Denmark
Come and join us at ”Den muntre”, a national exhibition 
in Hornslet Hallen, Stadionvej 4, 4-5 November. 

Welcome!

                     will as usual also be 
represented in our stand and o昀er their 
current catalogues.

Please come and visit us in our stand where you can hand in 
consignments for future auctions, sell for cash or 
just have a friendly chat. 

Postiljonen is main sponsor and 
will award this art glass vase to 

“The Danish Champion” 
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Sverige - SF-album 1855-2022  
3 album med kassetter
Samtlige udgivne svenske frimærker er fortrykt i disse 
album. Hvert mærkefelt er forsynet med en glasklar  
SF-klemlomme, som beskytter mærket mod enhver  
beskadigelse. Albummet består af: fortryksbladene  
fra 1855 til og med 2022 med klemlommer. 3 grønne  
perfektbind med Sverige præget i guld på ryggen +  
3 grønne kassetter. Nye SF-tillægsblade sendes auto-
matisk i abonnement, når de udkommer.

Indstiksbog - A4  
- 64 sorte sider - Læder
Luksus indstiksbog fra Leuchtturm
i A4 format (230 x 305 mm) 
med indbinding i læder. Indstiks- 
bøgerne har 64 sorte sider med  
glasklare striber og mellemblade.  
Leuchtturm indstiksbøger er kendt for 
deres høje kvalitet og holdbarhed.

Nordfrim - Allt vad du behöver 
för att organisera din samling

Pr. stk. ved 1 stk. 3 stk. 10 stk.
Nr 29036 Rød SEK  42300 SEK  40000 SEK  38500

Nr 367046 Mørkeblå SEK  42300 SEK  40000 SEK  38500

Nr 367047 Sort SEK  42300 SEK  40000 SEK  38500

Pr. stk

Køb  
10 stk. til

SEK 38500

Mængde- 
rabat

Se hele det store udvalg + 29.000 produkter på www.nordfrim.se 
og bestil online - eller ring på tlf. + 45 64 82 12 56

Nordfrim A/S, Kvindevadet 42, 5450 Otterup 
Tlf. +45 64 82 12 56 eller e-mail: mail@nordfrim.dk
www.nordfrim.se

Alt til samleren siden 1965

Nr 342KASF

Pris kun

SEK 601500

Postiljonen AB_148x210_SV.indd   1 21/08/2023   08.55
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”
 The sale of the century of

    Finnish philately

One limited edition of  35 books 
Mårten Sundberg’s bibilography of the seven Gummesson Sales 
performed by Postiljonen AB from 2016 until 2020. 
   Sundberg’s recent After Sales Review, and all prices realised are 
inserted in the reprinted original sales catalogues (584 pages). 
   Published by Nordisk Filateli AB. All books are individually 
numbered, and signed by the author. 
   Orders should be e-mailed to nordisk@filateli.se.

Price
2 000 SEK
+ shipping
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Would you like your name on an  
Auction Catalogue?

Immortalize your collection at Postiljonen, 
the leading Philatelic Auction House in 

Scandinavia.



Tuesday 26 September 
13.00 hrs 

Non-Scandinavian Countries 
 

Afghanistan

19

• Lot # 1 µ 
An exceptional collection with a very specialized section Tiger’s Head, 
starting with the first issue incl. around 20 covers incl. combinations 
with Indian stamps. Also rare 1872 6 shahi and 1 rupee (ex. Hopkins). 
Very nicely mounted on ca. 50 pages with a lot of platings, incl. some lar-
ge blocks. All can be viewed on our website. 

PLEASE INSPECT! 
 

Provenance: John Wilkins & Kaypmy 
 

€uro 5.000

Specialized Collection 1870-1901

Exhibition Collection 1907-1928
• Lot # 2 µ 

A very specialized collection on more than 100 pages incl. the scarce 1907-08 
Recess issue perf. and imperf. with sheets, the zig-zag roulette (the rarest of the 
20th century issues with only about 50 known), two extremely rare double 
impressions and the rare Abasi plate A trial perforation on cover! Also Official 
Stamps and Parcel Stamps, incl. numerous covers, blocks and many sheets/she-
etlets, varieties incl. double print, Tête-Bêche etc.  

PLEASE INSPECT! 
 

Provenance: John Wilkins & Kaypmy 
 
 

€uro 2.500



Argentina 
P µ 4 78-80 SPECIMEN, three values with “MUESTRA”, 1 peso with thin spot. 

SCARCE. 100 

Austria 
P µ 5 1Y � Wonderful copy of 1 kr. yellow with correct print on both sides with 

a perfect “TRIESTE 16.4”. Cert. Albert Matl. EXCELLENT COPY. 100 

µ 6 */ � Collection 1850-1952 incl. areas e.g. Lombardy Venetia, Levant etc. in 
an old Norma album. The collection is mixed used and hinged unu-
sed. Part of the collection can be viewed on our website. 250 

µ 7 � Interesting collection in three thick binders with postal stationery 
items with motifs related to railways, tramways and funicular 
railways mixed used and unused. Also two boxes with material to 
make complete sets incl. some with other motifs. 250 

Baltic States 
Estonia 

µ 8 Collection with a lot of interesting material  1918-39 incl. a lot of air-
mail. Many with old signtures. 400 

µ 9 � BALTIC STATES covers to Switzerland. Around 45 covers/cards to 
Switzerland. Many interesting frankings incl. with Swiss postage 
due stamps, airmail, registered, censor etc. Many exhibition moun-
ted. Please inspect! 400 

Bhutan 
• P µ 10 ** UNISSUED Malaria 1962 set of 3 blocks of four. Scott $ 1.100. As well 

as a block UPU surcharge 55 on 60 ch. INVERTED on 5 stamps and a 
label. SCARCE. Bid 

20

P µ 3 �/ � Beautiful little cover with 1 sch. tiger head, circle 28 mm. together 
with a strip of three 1 ab. 1881. Both items ex. Fabergé, the cover 
bought from Trap Holm. 200 

Ex 3

Ex 4 5 Ex 10



P µ11 **/ */ � Collection 1849-1961 in Davo album oldest part 
sparsely filled with used and a few MH. From 1911 
very well filled with never hinged stamps incl. 
several better sets, e.g. Red Cross 1918, King Albert 
I 1919, Orval Abbey 1929 just to mention a few. Also 
a section of all minisheets up to 1957. Catalogue 
value according to COB well over €35.000 (used 
stamps not counted). Part of the collection pictured 
on our website.  2.000 

µ 12 ** Lot on stock cards with mainly never hinged better sets and 
minisheets 1910s-1950s. Catalogue value according to COB ca. 
€19.000. All pictured on our website. 750 

Belgian Congo 
µ 13 � Collection in binder with postal stationery items with motifs related to 

railways incl. Higgins & Gage nos. 43, 44, 54, 55, 56, 63, 64, 65, 69 & 70. 
Also Belgian occupation in German East Africa, e.g. Higgins & Gage 
nos. I5, I6, I11 & I12. In total more than 130 cards. All pictured on our 
website. 150 

µ 14 � Complete set of 72 unused cards Higgins & Gage No. 43a with motifs 
related to railways. SCARCE SET. 100 

Brazil 
P µ 15 2 � Very fresh 60 reis on thick paper (60 microns). light trace of canc. in the 

upper margin. RHM No. 2B. Cert. Peter Meyer & sign. Brun.  
VERY FINE. 150 

P µ 16 2 � Two copies 60 r. with, one small thins and the other small margins. Bid 

Bulgaria 
P µ 17 1-5 * Lion type 1879 cpl. set (5) in fresh lightly hinged copies. 50 c. with opi-

nion Ferchenbauer. Mi=2.600. 250 

€uro
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Belgium 

15 Ex 16 Ex 17



• P µ 19 151 � Cover sent from Canton 廣州 Mar. 14 to Hong Kong, on reverse fran-
ked with 1st Peking print 2 c. Junk stamp, with black Canton 4th 
Postbox tombstone chop, Cantonfu 廣州府 Mar. 14.1st Year 元年 tran-
sit and Hong Kong Mar.16. 1915 arrival cds alongside. Bid 

• P 20 Bl. 31 ** Beauties & Flowers 1984, eight minisheets, four in perfect quality and 
four with some toning. Mi=2.000. 150 

• µ 21 Lot with with full or large part of sheets of Congress of Asian and 
Australian Labor Unions 1949 and 2nd Anniversary of Volunteer 
Corps of Korea 1952. Mi= ca. 1.400. Bid 

• 22 2841-44 ** Temple of Heaven Beijing 1997 in 59 + 59 sheets. Mi=2.124 as pairs. 100 

P µ 23 Two stockbooks with material mainly 1940s-1970s mostly used or 
never hinged with the largest value on issues from mid 1960s, e.g. 
cpl never hinged sets of Mao’s Theses II 1967 and Mao’s 
Revolutionary Direction in Literature 1968. Michel value around 
4.000 euro according to the consignor. All pictured on our website. 750 

µ 24 � Stock card with better used stamps 1959-1968 incl. cpl. set (8) Acting 
1962. Mi=1.010. All pictured on our website. 150 

25 ** Thick stock book full of issues from year 2011, well balanced. 
Mostly in minisheets, small sheets (Kleinbogen) and booklets. Mi. 
2.180. Good quality. 200 

µ 26 Stockbook with early PRC, mixed used and unused as well as stamps 
USA, Australia and Canada. Bid 

€uro
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Chile 
µ 18 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Lot with Three unused with train motifs 

(Higgins and Gage D9, D11 and D12), one with private print “Chilian 
Electric Tramway & Light Co. Ltd.” and eleven items mainly with 
motifs related to railways incl. Higgins and Gage nos D5 and D7. All 
pictured on our website. 100 

China 
Please see also Lot # 1174 

19 Ex 20



P 28 � Unused 4 c. stationery card (Higgins and Gage no. 17) with motif from 
Limón “Patio del F. C. Norte”. SCARCE. 100 

P 29 � Unused 4 c. stationery card (Higgins and Gage no. 17) with motif from 
Limón “Correos”. SCARCE. 100 

Dominican Republic 
µ 30 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Group of twenty-one items Hotel Jaragua 

1948 mixed used and unused with several different motifs mostly rela-
ted to railroads. All pictured on our website 100 

Ecuador 
µ 31 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Lot with over fifty stationery cards (Higgins 

and Gage nos 20-22) all unused. 150 

€uro
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Manchukuo 

• P µ27 **/ * Manchukuo unissued airmail stamps 1945 3+47 F 
and 6+44 F in pairs with text in both Chinese and 
Japanese. Three stamps never hinged and one 
stamp lightly hinged. Mi=6.400 for hinged copies. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 2.000 

Costa Rica 

28 29

Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.



P 33 � A wonderful wrapper with a price list sent from Lille September 13 
1828 to Alby. Canc. with the extremely rare 24 mm “P57P LILLE”. 
SUPERB. 150 

P 34 8 � Very beautiful wrapper to Autun franked with 10 c. Napoléon 1852 
canc. “171x” and “LIERNAIS 1853” on the side. SUPERB. 150 

P 35 13A � Beautiful cover with private perf. on 20 c. blue Napoleon III 1853. 
Mi=110 for a single stamp. 100 

P 36 19+29 � A very beautiful cover to Spain franked with pair of 5 c. together with 
30 c. Napoleon III with clear “2240” and “MARSEILLE 1.MAI 72”. 
Transit and arrival marks on back. SUPERB COVER. Bid 

€uro
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34 35 36

France 
Please see also Lot # 181 

P µ 32 � Letter from the Ministry of War dated April 19 1801 to General Moreau 
(Commander of the the Rhein army) regarding troop movements. 
INTERESTING LETTER. Bid 

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.
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Collection in 19 Albums

Lot # 37 µ 
� 

 
A highly specialized collection collected over a large 
number of years in no less than nineteen albums. 
Mounted on very beautiful pages (minisheets with dif-
ferent mounting). Besides the main issues 1849-2010, the 
collection also contains stamps with advertising tabs, 
postage due, official stamps, specimen, parcel post, pre-
canc., WW2 issues, occupations etc. The main issues spe-
cialized in shades, varieties and a large number of can-
cellations incl. foreign ones. Catalogue value according 
to Maury/Spink 2017 well over 300.000 Euro after some 
reductions for stamps with imperfections. Some additio-
nal material in two stockbooks and useful literature enc-
losed. A wonderful collection well worth a close inspec-
tion. 

 

 

 

€uro 10.000



P µ38 **/ */ � Fantastic collection in four albums 1849-1970s. 
Early part mainly used and nearly cpl. in main 
numbers (some imperforate cut close), very beauti-
ful 5 fr. 1869 with a minimal thin spot. From around 
1900 mostly unused with a large part never hinged 
incl. several better ones, e.g. Stamp exhibition Le 
Havre 1929, 10 fr. Airmail 1936 just to mention some. 
Example pictures can be viewed on our website. 2.000 

€uro
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P µ39 � An extensive collection 1849-1991 in five very well 
filled albums. The collection is nearly cpl. with 
used stamps (a few unused enclosed) and contains, 
e.g. 10 c. in Tête-Bêche pair, three copies of 1 fr. 1849 
with imperfections, 5 fr. 1869 without any faults, 
Philatelic Congress 1923, minisheet Strasburg 
Stamp Exhibition 1927, Le Havre Stamp Exhibition 
1929 and much more. Inspection recommended. 2.500 

µ 40 */ � Collection France in one album and French colonies in two albums 
1840s-around 1960 mounted on home made pages and containing 
both used and unused stamps. Example pictures can be viewed on our 
website. 300 

µ 41 � Collection 1849-1990 on home made pages in two binders, quite well 
filled but without the most expensive ones. See example pictures on 
our website. 150 

µ 42 PERFINS. Collection on stock pages with a few hundred stamps sor-
ted A-Z. Handbook enclosed. All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 43 � Collection in two binders with postal stationery items with motifs rela-
ted to railways or tramways incl. private ones, cpl. sets and tube mail. 
Contains both used and unused material and all can be viewed on our 
website. 200 

µ 44 **/ * Lot with unused material in five stock books 1860s-around 2000. Older 
material mainly hinged and newer mostly never hinged. Some better 
early ones and modern part with useful face value. 200 

µ 45 � Exciting lot in seventeen albums with mainly used material 1849-
1960s, seemingly remainders from old auction purchases with much 
material before 1900 as well as some “back of the book”. Example pic-
tures can be viewed on our website. 250 



French Colonies 
µ 46 � DJIBOUTI. Sixteen covers and cards 1913-38 sent from Cote 

Francaise des Somalies (now DJIBOUTI) to Switzerland. 
Registered, airmail, nice picture postcards etc. All nicely mounted 
and described in Spanish on album pages. 300 

µ 47 � INDO CHINA & TUNISIA.  Four covers/cards sent from INDO CHI-
NA and six from TUNISIA, all sent to Switzerland with insufficient 
postage in 1903/1931 and with Swiss postage Due stamps.  
SCARCE LOT. 150 

µ 48 � IVORY COAST. Twelve interesting covers or postcards sent to 
Switzerland 1908-37 incl. some airmail. All nicely mounted and 
described in Spanish on album pages. Please inspect, all available 
on our website. 200 

µ 49 � MADAGASCAR. Eight covers or postcards sent in the period 1910-
38 to Switzerland, one to Luxembourg redirected to DAVOS. Most of 
them well described in Spanish. Please inspect! 200 

µ 50 � SENEGAL, four interesting reg. or airmail covers sent 1934-39 to 
Switzerland. One to Zürich and redirected to VITTEL in France with a 
French postage due stamp. 100 

P µ51 � A very beautiful collection on exclusive home made 
pages in two albums with mostly used stamps but 
also some unused. Some page sparsely filled but 
several better stamps up to around 1930 included. A 
perfect collection to continue. 500 

µ 52 Collection on home made pages in three albums mixed used and unu-
sed up to 1980s. Please inspect. 150 

µ 53 **/ */ � Duplicate stock neatly arranged in two stockbooks with both used and 
unused stamps. Unused stamps mixed hinged and never hinged. Also 
a section with French zones in Germany. Example pictures can be vie-
wed on our website. 100 

µ 54 � POSTAL STATIONERY: Lot with twenty-three mainly unused items 
from Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Guinea, Cameroun and Madagascar. All 
railroad related. All pictured on our website. 250 

€uro
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P 56 1y * WATERMARK RARITY. Beautiful strip of three of 
3 sgr. with the three different types. Exceptional with 
wmk lily at left (on two stamps) and vertical lines at 
right (on two stamps). One pinhole of little impor-
tance. Ex. Burrus & Salm. SUPERB & RARE. 1.000 

Brunswick 

P µ 55 7f � A beautiful COD receipt sent from “BERGEDORF 23.8 (1862) to 
Gülzow in Lauenburg. Franked with 4 skilling 4th printing canc. 
with 5-bars canc. Blue arrival mark on the reverse “LAUENBURG 
23.8 1862”. RARE IN THIS QUALITY. Cert. Jørgensen. EXCELLENT. 1.000 

Bremen 

€uro
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German States 
Bergedorf 

P µ 57 1 � A very beatiful copy 1 sgr. with superb blue “WOLFENBÜTTEL 16.1”. 
Opinion Lange. SUPERB. 100 



P µ 58 13a / S II Stationery 3 Farthings/5 pfennig brown additionally franked with 3  
� pfenning/5 pfennig. Correctly cancelled with GB type circular type 

V dated “HELIGOLAND AU 17 1885”, sent to Hamburg. Cert Jens 
Müller and with signature Lemberger. 100 

P µ 59 S 2II � Stationery 3 Farthings/5 pfennig brown sent from “HELIGOLAND 
1890” commercially used to Altona. Sign. Lemberger. Opinion 
Schultz. Bid 

Lübeck 

Oldenburg 
P µ 61 2III � POSTAGE DUE POSTMARK “2 2/5” from Abbehausen on a fan-

tastic copy 1/30 thaler. Small cert. Brettl. EXCELLENT & RARE. 300 

Prussia 
P 62 8 � Very rare Danish type 3-ring numeral canc. “198” (Steamship 

Copenhagen-Stettin). A nearly full impression on Prussia 3 Sgr. yel-
low. The stamp has a horizontal fold and is mounted on new paper, 
still very attractive. 250 

P 60 DK4f � An extremely beautuful wrapper dated “Liverpool, d 23 März 1858” 
sent via “KDOPA LÜBECK 1.4 1858” to Assens, Denmark. Closed 
with address label (cut in the middle for opening).  
VERY BEAUTIFUL & SCARCE. 100 

€uro
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Helgoland 

58 59

61 62



Schleswig-Holstein 
Please see also Lot # 457 

Postal History 
µ 63 ”Placat / Copenhage General-Post-Amt den 17 Mart. 1750, hat bestim-

mt eine extra reitende Post. von Hadersleben aus nach Hamburg, in den 
Fällen, wo die Post an den Belten durch Sturm, Ungewitter oder 
wegen Eises aufgefallen wurde. Ex. Börge Lundh. RARE. The lot can 
be inspected on our website. 150 

€uro
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P 64 � Rare prefil one line canc. “Flensburg” in writing style on reverse of cover 
from Flensburg to Stuttgart (1843-44), illustrated on front of cover. 
ARGE S-H No. 4. 200 

P 65 � Scarce framed pmk. “SCHLESV. / Aug.27”. Two impressions on front 
of cover sent to Ratzeburg. AFA=DKK 4.500”. SUPERB. 200 

P 66 � Scarce framed prefil pmk. “FLENSB. / 3 Sept.” on a beautiful cover sent 
via Hamburg and “DANEMARCK PAR HAMBOURG”. Noted “fran-
co Hamburg”. SUPERB & RARE. 150 

Danish Period 

P µ 67 DK2Iv4 “KRANHOLD RETOUCH” 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 5. Cancelled 
with NUMERAL “10” BURG. A perfect centrically placed impres-
sion. Cert. Witt. EXCELLENT. 500 

P µ 68 DK2I � Earliest recorded use of antiqua III cds. “CAPPELN 1.8. 1852” on 
cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 46 sent to Bredstedt. Distinct 
mute canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 69 DK2I � Cover with 4 RBS Ferslew with rare numeral canc. “101” and antiqua 
III cds. “GRAVENSTEIN 2.6 1853”  sent to Copenhagen. Certs Debo 
and Møller. VERY RARE. 500 

64 65 66

67 68 69



P µ 70 DK2II � An outstanding copy 4 RBS Thiele I redbrown plate II No. 97 with a 
perfect impression of insurrection cancel No. “19” Kiel Railway. A 
wide margin copy with a wonderful postmark. Ex. Knud Mohr. Cert. 
Møller. EXCELLENT. 600 

P µ 71 DK2IIIA A rare cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I. Numeral canc.  
� “139” and 1 1/2-ring cds, both perfectly distinct. The stamp is used in 

the first month of stamp use in Duchy Holstein.  Sent to Roskilde. 
Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 700 

€uro
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P µ 72 DK2IIIA An exceptional cover from Bornhöved to Altona. Upright numeral  
� canc. “138” and with rare framed date stamp “Bornhöved”. Franked 

with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II No. 60. Cert. Møller. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.000 

P µ 73 DK2III � WRITTEN NUMERAL “155” Bordesholm and with written origina-
tion “Bordesh 1/7” (1854). Cover sent to Kiel. Cert. Møller.  
A GREAT RARITY IN EXCELLENT QUALITY. 1.500 

70 71



P 74 DK2IIIA Single 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II on wrapper dated  
� London d 16 Jan. 1854”, mailed from “KPA ALTONA 1854”. The add-

ress label has been reconstructed. Beautiful & RARE. 100 

€uro
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P µ 75 DK2IIIB A rare rural cover from Hanerau via “ITZEHOE 7.3” (1854) to  
� Tellingstedt pr. Heide. Rare framed pmk. “L.P. No.2”. Numeral canc. 

“156” (Hanerau). Only few such covers known. Cert. Møller. 
SUPERB. 600 

P µ 76 DK2IIIB “Insurrection canc.” 19 and double ring cds. “KIELER BAHNHOF 7.9”  
� (1853) on cover with wide margin 4 RBS Thiele III reddish brown 

plate II No. 100. Cert. Møller. A VERY RARE COVER. 600 

P µ 77 DK2IVa An exceptional impression of a very rare numeral canc. “157”  
� Kaltenkirchen. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 500 

P µ 78 DK2IVa A perfect strike of rare numeral canc. “172” Marne on 4 RBS Thiele III  
� yellow brovn plate III No.21. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 300 

P µ 79 DK2IVb A wonderful cover with 4 RBS Thiele III chestnut brown plate IV  
� from “LECK 4.4 55” to Bredstedt. Upright numeral canc. “86” and 1 

1/2-ring cds. Certs Kaiser and Møller. SUPERB. 750 

75 76

77 78 79



P 85 DK4c � A very wide margin copy 4 skilling 3rd printing on a beautiful cover with 
numeral canc. “129” and antiqua III “PINNEBERG 30.5 1856” sent to 
Uetersen. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150 

P 86 4e � A wonderful cover with 4 skilling 4th printing from “WILSTER 23.7 
1857” to Rendsburg. Distinct numeral canc. “147”. Sign. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 100 

P 80 DK2IVc Upright impression of scarce numeral canc. “97” Augustenburg on 4  
� RBS Thiele III grey brown plate III No.29. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 81 DK2IVc Blue numeral canc. “116” Glückstadt on 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown  
� plate III No. 43. Wide margins and with a perfect placed numeral 

canc. Sign W.Engel. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 500 

P µ 82 DK2IVe Scarce numeral canc. “101” on 4 RBS Thiele III nut brown plate IV  
� No. 57 on cover from “GRAVENSTEEN 19.10 1854” sent to 

Copenhagen. Stamp close at bottom but cut only to the frame line. 
Cert. Møller. FINE & RARE. 300 

€uro
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P µ 83 DK2IVe Nutbrown 4 RBS Thiele III on registered letter sent from “APENRA- 
� DE x.12. 1854” to Palsgaard pr. Horsens. Noted “Recommandirt” and 

delivery fee “3” in red crayon. Cert. Møller. RARE. 300 

P µ 84 DK4c � Very rare numeral “157” (Kaltenkirchen) on small cut with 4 skilling 
2nd printing. Framed “L.P. / No.4”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 100 

80 81 82

83

85 86

84



€uro
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P 87 DK4f � Small envelope with strip of three 4 skilling 5th printing plate V, 
Nos 82-84 sent from “AABENRAA 11.11 1858” to Bruel, 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 250 

P 89 DK7a � A wonderful cover with 4 skilling 1st printing with numeral “134” & 
antiqua III “UETERSEN 22.7 1858” sent to Meldorf. Sign. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 100 

87

Registered 8th Rate Cover

Lot # 88 µ 
DK6b � 

A spectacular registered cover from the Duchy of Schleswig to the 
Kingdom franked with pair of 16 skilling violet grey canc. with 
numeral “6” and “AABENRAA 23.12”. Notation “NB” and “8sk” 
(8 skilling registration fee paid in cash). The highest recorded 
inland franking known on a registered letter. Sign. Jakubek. Cert. 
Møller.  

UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM 
 
 

€uro 2.000

89



P µ 90 DK7a � Very rare numeral canc. “102” & antiqua III “RØMØ 9.3 1859” on 
cover with 4 skilling 1st printing sent to Ribe. Cert. Møller.  
SUPERB & RARE. 500 

P µ 91 DK7b � BLUE PMKS “146” and “WANDSBECK 30.6 1860” on cover with 4 
skilling 2nd printing sent “KDOPA HAMBURG 30.6” to “RENDS-
BURG 30.6 1860”. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 400 

€uro
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P µ 92 DK7c � A wonderful small size rural cover with a wide margin 4 skilling 2nd 
printing sent from Hanerau via “ITZEHOE 24.12 1859” to 
Rendsburg. Sign. and cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 500 

P 93 DK7c � 4 skilling 2nd printing on a beautiful printed matter dated “Leith 22 
Februal 1860” sent to Hamburg and forwarded “KDOPA HAMBURG 
25.2” to Assens, Denmark. Bid 

P µ 94 DK7d � Mute 3-ring canc. on cover from “KEITUM paa SYLT 16.10 1862” 
with 4 skilling 3rd printing on cover to Rendsburg, Carlshütte. Sign. 
W.Engel BPP and with cert. Vagn Jensen. EXCELLENT. 500 

P 95 DK7g � Wide margin 4 skilling 4th printing on a beautiful cover with nume-
ral “135” & antiqua III “AHRENSBÖCK 10.1 1861 sent to 
Bordesholm. EXCELLENT. 100 

90 91

92 93

94 95



P µ 96 DK7g � Partially franked letter from “NEUSTADT 17.8” (1862) to Haspe bei 
Hagen, Westphalia. Franked to the border at Lübeck“ (remaining 
postage paid by receiver, 3 Silbergroschen). Postage was from 
Danish rayon 1 into German rayon 3. = 17 skilling, only three such 
covers are recorded. The stamp has been cut into at top, otherwise 
fine & rare. Cert. Møller. 200 

P µ 97 DK7h � 4 skilling 5th printing on cover front with very rare 1-line 
“Møgeltønder” sent via “TØNDER 4.10” til Visby Mølle. ONLY FEW 
KNOWN of this postmark. Cert. Møller. 500 

€uro
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P µ 98 DK7h � Red antiqua type III “WANDSBECK 31.10 1862” with 4 skilling 5th 
printing sent to Weddingstedt. Upright numeral canc. “146”. 
Provenance: K.E. Reddersen collection. Sign. Møller. Cert. 
Paaskesen. EXCELLENT. 1.000 

9796

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 20 september 17.00-19.00 
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



P 100 DK7 � Wrapper with 4 skilling brown sent from “RATZEBURG 1.5” to 
Lübeck. Notatations “Postvorschuss” and with registration nos. On 
the reverse “KDOPA 2.5”. A scarce item. 100 

€uro
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P µ 99 DK7h � Rare cover with 4 skilling 5th printing, wmk. II with upright nume-
ral canc. “142” and 1 1/2 ring cds. “HORST 27.10 1862 sent to 
Uetersen. Underpaid and “6” skilling, receiver charged. Cert. 
Møller. SUPERB. 300 

P 101 DK 8 � Scarce numeral canc. “80” (Ærøskøbing) on 8 skilling green wavy line. 
Sign. W. Engel and Møller. Opinion Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100 

P 102 DK9 � Wrapper with 4 skilling brown rouletted sent from “KDOPA HAM-
BURG 28.9” (1863) to Friedrichstadt. Sign. Carl Lange.  
VERY FINE & RARE. Bid 

100 102

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building  
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



Unique Essay of Final Design

Lot # 103 µ 
Essay for the first issue 1850, burelage of the eagle design only, in dull 
blue on minisheet 118 x 154 mm. Similar to the adopted design, slightly 
smaller. The design is pictured as No. 15a on plate II in the Krötzsch 
handbook 1897. Some brown spots in the margin only. Cert. Møller. 

EXHIBITION RARITY 
 

€uro 4.000

Schleswig-Holstein Issues 

38

Excellent 1 Schilling

Lot # 104 µ 
1 � 

An outstanding copy of the first stamp with perfect numeral “19” Kiel 
Bahnhof and large even margins all around. Certs Jakubek and Møller. 
Sign. TT (Thier).  

EXCELLENT 
 
 
 

€uro 4.000



P µ 105 5I � A perfect impression of very rare numeral canc. “152” 
(Schwarzenbeck). Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 150 

€uro
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P µ 106 8+9 � Under paid letter from “SCHLESWIG 12.10 65” sent to Copenhagen. 
Framed “Unzurechend frankirt”. Postage to DK was 2 Sch.Cour, fran-
ked with 1 1/3 sch. red. Considered as an unfranked letter at 10 DK 
skilling less the value of the franking = 5,6 skilling, making 4,4 skil-
ling due, rounded up to 5 skilling, noted and receiver charged. The 
1/2 sch. stamp is defective, still a very interesting cover. Cert. Møller. 
FINE & VERY RARE. 400 

P µ 107 11 � Rare pair 2 schilling greyish ultramarine with double ring cds. “SON-
DERBURG 27.8 65”. Mi.= Euro 800. Cert. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 250 

P µ 108 20 Single franking 1 1/4 schilling purple (white letters) on underpaid let-
ter from “MELDORF 20.1” to Abbenhausen in Duchy of Oldenburg. 
Noted “1/3” in red crayon and “3” in blue crayon. The postage to 
Oldenburg was 4 Silbergroschen for an unpaid letter, but the stamp 
was counted for 1 Silbergroschen. Cert. Møller. A RARE LETTER. 250 

P 109 21 � Beautiful printed matter to Aalborg franked with 2 schilling canc. with 
duplex “37 KORSØR 27.5”. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 110 23 � Beautiful cover to Oldenburg franked with 1 1/3 schilling in a strip of 
three “SCHWARTAU 20.8”. On back “LUEBECK 21.8”, “BREMEN 
22.8” and “OLDENBURG 22.8”. Right stamp with imperfection. Cert. 
Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE. 150 

P 111 25 � Small size envelope with 4 schilling brown ochre with perfect upright 
double ring cds. “HANERAU 16.2 67” sent to Strassfurt bei 
Magdeburg. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. Bid 

105

106

107

108

109 110 111



Collection 
 

• µ 112 �/ � Collection postal history and postmarks, ca 1890-1920. Old collection 
with postmarks arranged alphabetically, mostly on postcards, seve-
ral better ones e.g. Auenbüll, Baurup, Bollersleben, Frifeld, 
Füenshaff, Haberslund, Tandslet (on soldier’s letter) and Wester-
Satrup. Also a volume with railway cancs, e.g. Apenrade-
Rothenkrug, Haders leben-Aarösund, Tingleff-Tondern, Tondern-
Hvidding and Woyens-Arnum etc. A very interesting collection. See 
also our website. 500 

Thurn & Taxis 
• µ 113 � Postal History 1654 - 1860s Exceptional exhibition 

collection nicely mounted on 47 pages (3-frame 
exhibit with introduction page missing). Large sec-
tion prephilately incl. many beautiful covers from 
the 17th and 18th century. Many letters to and from 
abroad, as well as unusual documents like post-
diligence ticket, receipts for additional fees and 
other postal documents. Further many covers with 
stamps incl. sent abroad and money orders. Please 
inspect! Entire lot scanned. 1.000 

µ 114 � Lot on two stock pages with around forty mainly used stamps. Mixed 
quality. Bid 

€uro
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Würtemberg 
P 115 5 � Beautiful 18 kr. with good margins and a well placed postmark. Mi. 900. 100 

P 116 16yb � Exceptional copy of 1 kr. dark brown on thin paper 1861 with well pla-
ced “WEILDSTADT 21.7 1861”. Mi. 320+. SUPERB. Bid 

North German Confederation 
P 117 14+15 � A very beautiful  1/3 gr. wrapper sent to England with pair of 1/3 gr. 

together with 1/2 gr. “BERLIN 20.7 70”. SUPERB. Bid 

Collection Mixed German States 
µ 118 Quite well filled collection on Leuchtturm pages with mostly used 

material. Many good stamps but as usual slightly mixed quality. All 
pictured on our website. 700 

115 117116

Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.



P 119 85I � A beautiful printed matter to Sweden franked with 5 pf. Germania and 
with an interesting advertizing label tied by the “HAMBURG” canc. Bid 

• µ 120 � Airmail & Zeppelin 1934-36, seven interesting envelopes to USA, some 
with Zeppelin letters inside. Please inspect. 100 

€uro
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German Empire 

P µ121 */ � Well filled collection 1872-1945 incl. first issues 
cpl., all minisheets and several other good stamps. 
The collection is mixed used and unused (mainly 
MH). Very high catalogue value. Please inspect. 2.000 

P µ 122 */ � Interesting mainly used collection incl. all the better minisheets eit-
her used or hinged in margin as well as several other better stamps 
all in a very fresh Leuchtturm album. A perfect collection to conti-
nue. See example pictures on our website. 1.000 

Ex 122



µ 123 **/ */ � Well kept collection in beautiful Leuchtturm album with pages 
1933-1945. Contains much MNH material but in a few cases hinged 
or used. Several better stamps and minisheets, e.g. Wagner 1933 with 
MNH 40+35 pf. Nothilfe 1933 with some staining, OSTROPA etc. 
Entire collection pictured on our website. 1.000 

µ 124 **/ */ � Collection 1872-1945 in two SAFE Dual albums. Contains both used 
and unused (mixed MNH/MH) stamps. See example pictures on our 
website. 200 

µ 125 **/ */ � Album with various German material, e.g. old German states, German 
Empire, Occupations, local issues etc. All pictured on our website. 150 

µ 126 � Collection of postal stationery items in three thick binders. Contains 
both used and unused material all with mofifs related to railways or 
tramways 1880s-1940s incl. several private prints. Entire collection 
pictured on our website. 500 

µ 127 **/ */ � Stamps on stock cards 1872-1945 incl. many from the first issues. The 
lot contains mostly used material but also some unused incl. never 
hinged stamps. See example pictures on our website. 250 

µ 128 NOTGELD. Two album with a large number of emergency banknotes. 
All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 129 NOTGELD. Album with more than thirty emergency banknotes in 
good quality and variation. Also three 1 peso banknotes from Puerto 
Plata, uncut in between. All pictured on our website. Bid 

German Colonies & Areas 
German East Africa 

€uro
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P 130 3 � Wonderful 3 pf. wrapper sent to Germany with three copies of 5 p. on 
10 pf. as additional franking neatly canc. “TANGA 30.5 94”. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

µ 131 � Two interesting postcards 1906-12 to Switzerland with Swiss postage 
due stamps. SCARCE. Bid 
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P 132 6+8 � UPPER SILESIA 1920. 10 and 20 pf. in used copies. Some minor imper-
fections. Mi=760. Opinions Gunnar Gruber. 100 

µ 133 ** BÖHMEN & MÄHREN. Collection in stock book with mainly never 
hinged material often in margin copies and gutter strips. All pictured 
on our website. Bid 

German Democratic Republic 
134 ** Complete collection 1949-69 never hinged in a Lighthouse album incl. 

all minisheets etc. Very fresh and in good quality. Mi. 4.000. 300 

µ 135 **/ � DDR collection 1949-1963 nearly cpl. in SAFE album. Largest part 
never hinged but in some cases with used stamps. Several better sets 
and minisheets. High catalogue value. 200 

German Federal Republic 
P 136 1506 � MIS-PERFORATION on 50 pf. Flower 1991 with “Deutsche 

Bundespost” at right instead of at left! Not quoted in Michel. RARE. Bid 

µ 137 ** Complete collection 1949-69 in a Lindner album incl. the Posthorn 
set signed Schlegel BPP (Mi. # 123-38 = 2.200). Mi. 4.500 in total. Very 
fresh and good condition. 500 

Berlin 
µ 138 **/ * Collection in two very fresh SAFE Dual albums 1948-1990 with very 

few exceptions cpl. unused. Early years mixed hinged and never 
hinged, e.g. black overprint 1948 never hinged and red overprints 
hinged and from 1952 nearly all never hinged. Also more than 30 
pages with duplicates, mixed never hinged, hinged and used 1948-
1969. VERY HIGH CATALOGUE VALUE. 400 

Mixed German Collections & Lots 
µ 139 **/ */ � Album with material from various German areas mixed used and 

unused incl. minisheets, e.g. “OSTROPA” 1935 (toned). Unused mate-
rial is mixed never hinged and hinged incl. better sets. All pictured on 
our website. 300 

µ 140 � A very interesting cover lot in one album. Contains more than 130 
covers and cards mainly 1940s, German Empire, occupations, zones 
etc. incl. censored covers, field post etc. Entire lot pictured on our web-
site. 200 

µ 141 Cover lot with around 200 items mainly 1950s-1980s incl. several bet-
ter frankings. 100 
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132 136

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.



P 142 2 A seemingly unused 1 d. black plate 7 with corner letters AK. Trace of 
red canc. pigments probably from a removed canc. Bid 

µ 143 */ � Collection on stock pages 1840-1920s with several better stamps incl. 
high values. Contains mostly used material but with some unused 
in between. Very high catalogue value but slightly mixed quality. 1.000 

µ 144 Collection in ten albums all on beautiful home made pages with stamps 
up to 1980s  from various parts of the Commonwealth. Example pictu-
res on our website but inspection recommended. 300 

µ 145 **/ */ � Thick binder with mostly used stamps 1840-1970s incl. several better 
ones, e.g. two copies of 2 d. 1840 (close but clear margins), high values 
1883 etc. Mixed quality. See example pictures on our website. 500 

British Commonwealth 

€uro
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P µ 146 7 � ANTIGUA. Exceptional printed matter (“Antigua Prices Current”) 
sent to Nova Scotia via Danish West Indies franked with 1 d. 1863 
with a perfectly placed “A02” and red “ANTIGUA MY.27 68” on the 
side. On back transit “ST-THOMAS B MY 29 68”. SUPERB COVER. 150 

µ 147 � SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Lot with seventeen better postal stationery 
cards with railway or tramway related motifs mixed used and unused. 150 

P µ 148 BRITISH SOUTH WEST AFRICA. Very fine collection in a stock 
book 1923 - 1947 incl. e.g.1927 £ 1 * and 1931 20 sh pair fine used, offi-
cials and postage dues. Many stamps collected as pairs. Please 
inspect. 600 

µ 149 CANADA collection on large album pages incl. many old stamps. 200 

µ 150 BOER WAR Cape of Good Hope & Orange River Colony. Three very 
interesting covers sent to Switzerland 1902. Incl. one from Orange 
River Colony to London, redirected to Switzerland. 100 

µ 151 � CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Group of eleven (four used and seven unu-
sed) 1 d. stationery cards (Higgins and Gage 15a and 19a) with various 
motifs. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 152 � CEYLON, four POSTAGE DUE covers/cards 1926-38 to Switzerland. 
All with Swiss postage due stamps. INTERESTING. Bid 

Great Britain 
Please see also Lot # 117, 862 & 863 

146 148



µ 153 **/ */ � CYPRUS. Good collection 1880-1980 on album pages. Early part used 
or unused * incl. King Edward two 45 pia., Mi. Nos 45 * and 57 *. furt-
her 118-28 *, 179-93 ** and minisheet No. 1 **. Modern part mostly ** 
and almost complete. 300 
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P µ 154 � EGYPT. A rare cover from “ALEXANDRIE 21 DEC 50” to Finland via 
Paris, Marseille & Achen with red rectangular “PAQUEBOTS DE 
LA MEDITERRANEE”. Rare destination. 250 

µ 155 � EGYPT. Scarce 5 m. stationery card with railway motif (Higgins and 
Gage no. 3) together with two different (with and without watermark) 
“Air Letters”. Bid 

µ 156 � EGYPT. Nicely mounted collection of 3 postcards, 2 postal stationary 
envelopes, 1 postal stationary wrapper and 4 covers, sent 1918-37 to 
Switzerland with insufficient postage. All with Swiss postage due stamps 
and described in Spanish on album pages. VERY INTERESTING. 200 

µ 157 � GUYANA. AEROGRAM. Two modern envelopes 90 c. “Railways of 
Guyana”, one perforated and one imperforate. Bid 

P 158 105 � HONG KONG. Beautiful 10 c. stationery envelope sent as registered 
letter to Norway with additional 10 c. George V canc. “REGISTERED 
G.P.O. HONG KONG 13.DE 18”. Bid 

P 159 � INDIA. A wonderful private wrapper “From The Gentleman’s 
Gazette” sent from India, Bombay, via Malta to Portugal, Lisboa. 
Double Ring 30 mm “MALTA MR 17 1848. A scarce transit postmark. 100 

• P µ 160 O 30b ** INDIA. UNISSUED Official stamp 6 a, 8 p. 1868 in a very beautiful cor-
ner copy, never hinged, somewhat brownish gum. SG £ 750 for hinged. 
SCARCE. 100 

• P µ 161 T 8 ** INDIA. TELEGRAPH STAMP 1867 1 r. grey die I, never hinged margin 
copy with somewhat brownish gum. SG £ 800 for hinged. Bid 

µ 162 � BRITISH INDIA. Two scarce 9 p. stationery cards (Higgins and Gage 
38a) “Served by the North Western Railway”, with motifs from “The 
Golden Temple” Amritsar and “Third Bridge Srinagar” Hashmir. 100 

• µ 163 INDIA INVERTED WATERMARKS. Interesting selection of different 
old stamps. SG £ 556 + 3 unpriced stamps. Bid 

154 158 159

160 161



µ 164 � BRITISH INDIA to Switzerland. Four covers/cards with Swiss pos-
tage due stamps incl one airmail cover from West Bengal 1937 fran-
ked with official stamps, which were not accepted and therefore 
taxed in Switzerland. Further three airmail covers to Switzerland 
1938-39. All pictured on our website. 200 

µ 165 � INDIA FISCAL STAMPS. Lot with twelve different fiscal stamps 1 
anna - 5 rupees. All pictured on our website. Bid 

• µ 166 � BHOR STATE REVENUES 1898-1900 1 anna. Four copies on part of a 
wages ledger page. The lower copy with inverted frame. KM special 
cat. # 151a US $ 1.500. RARE. Bid 

• µ 167 55 ** CHAMBA STATE. Official 8 a. 1930 George V in a part of a sheet of 80 
stamps with correct wmk. SG as * single stamps. 2.080++. 100 

• µ 168 69 ** CHAMBA STATE. Large gutter block of 56 of George V 1932 2 sh. 6d. 
with correct wmk. Split perforation in two gutters. SG as normal * 
stamps £ 448+++. Very fresh and fine. Bid 
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• P µ 169 102-07 ** CHAMBA STATE. Overprint “CHAMBA” 1942 on the high values cpl 
(6). 1, 2 & 25 R. each with one small brown dot in the gum, otherwise 
perfect. SG £ 528. Bid 

• µ 170 O 62 ** COCHIN. Official provisional 1943 3 p. on 4 p. in a very fresh and 
never hinged block of 16. SG as single stamps 1.200+. 100 

• µ 171 � INDIA COCHIN. Interesting collection on cards. All different and 
with SG numbers noted. SG £ ca 1.300. 100 

• µ 172 **/ * INDIA JIND STATE. Collection 1885-1943 on stock cards, mint, mainly 
never hinged. SG ca £ 500. Also TRAVANCHORE STATE  a ** block of 
four of 8 ca. 1946 perf 12 1/2. SG # 76 £ 280 as singles. Good quality. Bid 

• µ 173 89-90 ** NABHA STATE. King George VI 1938 1 & 2 r. in gutter blocks of 20 with 
also the vertical gutter side. SG for normal stamps £ 1.120++.  
SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 

• µ 174 ** INDIA CONVENTION STATES. Very fresh collection blocks of four, 
never hinged, of King George V & VI. Gwalior, Chamba, Nabha, Jind 
& Patiala States. SG £ 2.238. Good quality. 150 

• µ 175 ** KUWAIT. Collection commemorative issues in blocks of four 1970-89, 
all different. Scott $ 967. Bid 

µ 176 � LEEWARD ISLANDS. Interesting little cover lot George V & VI incl. 
frankings with 4d. and 6d. as well as a reg. cover via St. Thomas with  
2 sh. 6d. and 5 sh., unfortunately with torn out addressee. Please 
inspect. 100 

P 177 39 � MAURITIUS. Very fresh 2d. blue, worn impression October 1859 
with light and full canc. SG £ 950. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200 

Ex 169 177



µ 178 � NEW ZEALAND. Eight postage due covers with insufficient postage 
sent from New Zealand to Switzerland 1917-39. All with Swiss posta-
ge due stamps. Unusual lot! Please view on our website. 150 

µ 179 � NIGER. Collection of thirteen covers or postcards sent in 1923-1938 
to Switzerland. Mostly mounted on album pages and described in 
Spanish. Very interesting incl. registered, airmail, printed matters 
etc. Please inspect! 200 

µ 180 � PALESTINE, five POSTAGE DUE covers/cards 1936-38 sent by AIR-
MAIL to Switzerland with insufficient postage. All Swiss postage due 
stamps. UNUSUAL LOT. 150 

P 181 1+4 � ST. VINCENT. A very beautiful cover to France franked with pair of 
1 d. rose red together with 6 d. deep green canc. “A10” and “SAINT-
VINCENT NO.24 65”. “LONDON PAID 14.DE 65”, “PD” and 
French transit on front. On back arrival “PARIS 15.DEC”.  
SUPERB COVER. 200 

182 BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA. Collection 1853-2001 incl. Cape of Good 
Hope, Natal, Oranje, Transvaal, South Africa, SWA, Namibia, 
Basutholand, Lesotho & Swaziland. Starting with a good section 
Cape of Good Hope, Natal 1903 set *, South Africa Mi. 37-38 & 63-64 
in * pairs, Swaziland Mi. 19 * and much more. High cat. value. 400 

µ 183 � SOUTH AFRICA. Collection with over thirty postal stationery items 
with railway related motifs. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 184 � STRAITS SETTLEMENTS. Four covers/cards 1903-05 with perfins 
“S.K.C.”, all sent to Switzerland. Pictured on our website. 150 

µ 185 � MALAYSIA. Nine interesting covers/cards 1902-34 incl. one Johore, 
all sent to Switzerland. Further a reg. cover 1930 from Sandakan, 
North Borneo to a well known actress and singer in Spain. All available 
on our website. 300 

P 186 11 P VIRGIN ISLANDS. PLATE PROOF with single frame for 1 sh. in black 
& pale rose-carmine on vertical laid paper. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 
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Ex 187
P µ 187 15 P VIRGIN ISLANDS. COLOUR PROOFS for 4d., one carmine-rose and 

one sheet margin copy in lake-red. Both with sheet watermark large 
letters. SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 



µ 188 � VIRGIN ISLANDS. Interesting lot of ca 15 covers George VI incl. many 
registered, interesting frankings and postmarks. Further five different 
old postal stationery with “SPECIMEN” overprint. Please inspect. 100 

µ 189 � ZANZIBAR. Three registered letters 1902-11 and one reg. airmail letter 
1934. All sent to Switzerland. 100 

Mixed Collections & Lots 
µ190 Collection with both used and unused material 

(mostly MH) in three thick and quite well filled 
Scott albums. Contains material from a large num-
ber of areas up to around 1970s. Many better stamps 
spotted. Example pictures can be viewed on our 
website but careful inspection at our office is 
recommended. 1.000 

µ 191 **/ */ � A very interesting lot with five albums and around thirty stock pages 
with stamps from various colonies with a number of better stamps 
both used and unused (a large part never hinged). Inspection recom-
mended. 750 

µ 192 � RHODESIA & NIGERIA. Four + two covers 1908-39 to Switzerland 
with Swiss postage due stamps and various due notations. Scarce and 
very interesting. 100 

µ 193 � Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, Bechuanaland, Gambia & Tanganyika. 
Ten old postal items incl. one parcel card, postcard, registered, air-
mail etc. All sent to Switzerland. VERY INTERESTING. 300 

• µ 194 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Collection of mainly Queen Victoria statione-
ry in plastic pockets, incl. from Ceylon, Mauritius, Brit. North Borneo, 
Perak etc. More than 80 items, mainly unused and all different. Bid 

Greece 
195 � “Bulletin D’Expédition” (parcel card) of 0,75 leptas sent from PATRAS 

26 XII 1906 to ST.GALLEN (Switzerland), via BRINDISI and CHIAS-
SO. Correct postage of 2 dracmas. Rare postal stationary Bulletin. 200 

µ 196 � Binder with more than 75 postal stationery items incl. some with pri-
vate imprint all with motifs related to railways. All pictured on our web-
site. 100 

Honduras 
µ 197 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Group of six stationery cards (Higgins and 

Gage nos 29, 30, 31 & 33) mixed used and unused. All pictured on our 
website. 150 
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Auction hotel rates 
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when  
booking through us. Please contact us for information! 
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning  
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information! 

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office: 

www.firsthotels.com 
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



Iran 
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P µ 198 � Lot with four very beautiful wrappers incl. one with 1 ch. 1887 sent 
to Germany, all in good quality. SCARCE ITEMS. 500 

Israel 
µ 199 **/ */ � Collection on home made pages 1948-2001 in eight albums. First deca-

des mixed used and unused (MNH/MH) incl. a never hinged copy of 
the first minisheet and later years mainly never hinged. Seemingly cpl. 
with exceptions of a few early stamps. Please inspect. 100 

Italian States 

Lombardy & Venetia 
P µ 200 � Letter from the Doge of Venice on parchment dated 1494 with nota-

tion “Cito Cito”. RARE. 300 

Modena 
P 201 3 II ** A beautiful corner block of four of 15 c. with large margins, all divi-

ding lines visible. One hinge in margin only, two small brown gum 
spots, one in outer margin. Sign. Colla. SUPERB. 150 

Ex 198
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P 202 4 ** A fantastic gutter block of nine of 25 c., very large margins with all 
dividing lines clearly visible. As usual bent between the gutters. 
Sassone  as 3 singles and 3 gutter pairs for hinged Euro 10.500++. 
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 600 

P µ 203 4F � COLOUR ERROR 25 c. on green paper in a very beautiful copy with 
the administration canc. mentioned and quoted in Sassone as No. 4A 
at 7.000. Cert. Manzoni. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500 

P 204 4F � COLOUR ERROR 25 c on green paper. Not issued, from the archives 
of Modena with light green administration canc. Michel only price 
unused (2.200), but Sassone quote 7.000 for copies with this canc. 
Minimal thinning in the small top margin. VERY RARE. 200 
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202 203 204

205 206 207

P 205 5IIb � Beautiful copy of 40 c. on the rare paper shade, light blue paper (“milk 
blue”). Mi. 1.000. Sign. A. Diena. 100 

P 206 6 ** An exceptional margin block of four of 1 lira. The two right stamps 
with varieties: frame lines broken at top left corners, as well missing 
left frame line on the bottom stamp. SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 

P µ 207 Z 1 � NEWSPAPER issue 1853 9 c. with large “B.G.” Very beautiful copy of 
this rare stamp with blue canc. Mi. 3.000. Cert. Colla.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400 



P µ 208 1 � Very rare and beautiful canc. “TRANI 17 GIU. 1861” on a fantastic 
pair of ½ grana plate II. Sass. 12 points for the canc. Cert. Avi. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 200 

P µ209 9 � THE SAVOY CROSS ½ tor. 1860, good to large mar-
gins all around. Mi. 4.500. Certs Fiecchi & A. Diena, 
also sign. E. Diena. VERY FINE. 400 

µ 210 � Interesting collection of 14 covers and two pieces in an album, nicely 
mounted. E.g. two with 2 g. in strips of three and two with 10 gr. 
Please inspect. 200 
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Naples 

208 209

211 212 213

P µ 211 NAPLES PROVINCE (in Michel first issue of Italy). Very interesting 
little lot with two used 20 gr. with certs incl. one in the rare orange 
shade (Sass. 23b = 10.000), four other stamps and a 10 gr. postal for-
gery Sass. No. F8. Sass. ca 20.000. 500 

Papal States 
P 212 2 (*) Oily print of 1 baj. green (Sass. No. 2b = 1.500 for no gum) with wide 

margins. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 213 5a (*) The very rare grey brown shade of 4 baj. with good margins (Sass. 
No. 5 = 8.750 for no gum). Cert. Colla. VERY FINE & RARE. 500 

P µ 214 10 � Beautiful 50 b. 1852 with good to very good margins all around. Mi. 
1.700. Cert. Enzo Diena. VERY FINE. 200 

214

Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.



P µ 215 13 * Very fresh 3 c. grey 1867. (Sass. No. 15 = 3.000). Cert. Manzoni.  
VERY FINE. 200 

µ 216 � An exceptional selection of ca 20 covers with stamps from the first 
issue, many interesting postmarks also several straight line. Incl. a few 
stampless covers.  All can be viewed on our website. 150 

Parma 
P 217 2 ** An exceptional vertical gutter block of six with very good margins, as 

usual bent in the gutter. Sass. as three pairs for hinged 4.200+++. 
SUPERB & RARE. 500 

P µ 218 16 (*) PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT. The rare 80 c. in a very fresh copy 
with the variety “thick 0”, for which Michel quote double price, if 
with original gum = 2 x 7.000. Cert. Holcombe. VERY FINE. 250 

Sardinia 

P µ 219 1-3 (*) Complete set of the first issue unused. The 20 c. in good quality (Mi. 
for * 7.000), the other two defective. A VERY RARE SET. Total 
Michel value for * 22.000. Each one with a cert. Manzoni. 600 

P µ 220 7c � Beautiful pair on piece of 5 c. 1854 in the rare olive green shade 
“GENOVA 20 APR 55”. Sass. 7c = 8.500. Very good margins, just tou-
ching at right. Cert. Cilio. 250 

Sicily 
µ221 An exceptional lot with various interesting stamps 

and a cover, mostly in good quality with several 
certificates. E.g. a used 5 gr. plate II with A. Diena 
cert. and a cover with the rare 10 gr. shade Sass. 12a 
sign A. Diena and cert. Cardillo. Sass. estimated to 
more than 67.000. PLEASE INSPECT. 2.500 
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P µ 222 3 � Very beautiful copy of 2 soldi 1851. Good to very good margins on 
three sides, somewhat cut in at left and in the right edge area a minor 
scrape of no importance. Mi. 5.000. Cert. Ferchenbauer. 400 

P µ 223 9 � An extremely fresh copy of the rare 60 cr. 1852 with clear “PD”. Two 
very good margins, slightly cut in at bottom left and touching at 
right with a minimal cut at lower right. Mi. 20.000. Cert. Raybaudi.  
FINE & VERY RARE. 750 

µ 224 Very interesting lot with many good stamps incl. shades and varieti-
es as well as one cover. Several with small certs Manzoni. Sass. esti-
mated to more than 35.000. Somewhat mixed condition as can be 
expected. PLEASE INSPECT. 600 

Collections & Lots 

P µ225 Extensive collection containing most of the stamps 
from all the states, mixed quality, but also many 
good ones. Some better are signed and some with 
certificates. E.g. a Lombardy Venetia 5 c. No. 1 with 
print on both sides “recto-verso” (Sass. No. 13) with 
cert Raybaudi, good section Sardinia incl. Mi. No. 5 
with cert. Diena and 6 diff. Cavallini cuts, good 
Toscana incl. 1857 1 soldi & 9 cr., both with Diena 
certs. Pictured here is also a forgery of the 3 LIRE, 
extremely beautiful. At the end, five pages full of 
duplicates, forgeries etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000 

µ 226 Ca 15 covers incl. some Italian Kingdom. Interesting Toscana and from 
Modena a newspaper with a 10 c. Mi. No. 3Z. Please inspect. 150 

Tuscany 
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P 227 P I � An extremely fresh and fine pair of the first and scarce postage due 
stamp on a front of an underpaid cover from Papal States with a pair 
of 1 baj from “CEPRANO” The pmk. partly hidden under the postage 
due stamps, which are canc. “RIETI 25 LUG 65”. Sign. A. Diena. 
Beautiful and scarce. 100 

P µ 228 16+18P COLOUR PROOFS on ungummed paper with wmk. crown. Victor 
Emanuel 1863 5 c. green and two 15 c. in yellow and grey. SCARCE. 100 

P µ 229 26P * COLOUR PROOFS Victor Emanuel 1867 15 c., three proofs in different 
colurs. Sass. 660. SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 230 55 * Coat of Arms 1889. 5 c. in a lightly hinged copy. Mi=700. Sign & cert. 
Sorani. Bid 

P 231 83 ** Victor Emanuel 1901. Never hinged margin copy of 1 L. brown and 
green with huge pre-printing fold. Bid 

P 232 193 � Manzoni 1923. Piece with 5 L. lilac and black beautifully canc. “ROMA 
14.1.24”. Mi=2.000. Sign. Albert Diena. SCARCE. 150 

P µ 233 748-760 ** Liberation 1948. Complete set (13) in never hinged fresh copies. 
Mi=600. Bid 

P µ 234 PF1-4 ** BOLOGNA LIBRARY 1924 cpl (4) in never hinged blocks of four. Sass. 
Nos 1-4 = 2.250. Cert. Manzoni. 150 

Italian Colonies 
µ 235 � ITALIAN EAST AFRICA. Three stationery cards with motif related to 

railways (Pertila 17A & 17D), two used and one unused. 100 

Italian Kingdom 
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P 236 35 ** LIBYA. The Antique 1921 in a never hinged block of four of 10 L. 
blue and olive. Mi=1.200++ (for hinged single copies). 200 

µ 237 � LIBYA. Five covers/cards sent from TRIPOLI and BENGASI 1912-
1936 with insufficient postage and Swiss postage due stamps. 
INTERESTING. 100 

Japan 
µ 238 Collection 1870s-1989 on home made pages with stamps and minishe-

ets mixed used and unused (mostly mint hinged) without the most 
expensive ones. Also sections with Manchukuo and Ryu-Kyu. See 
example pictures on our website. 150 

µ 239 � Collection of Echo cards in two binders all with motifs related railways 
or tramways, in total around 360 cards. Also a box with around 250 
cards with various motifs incl. some duplicates. 150 

Liechtenstein 
240 ** Collection 1960-86, complete in an elegant Lindner album. Bid 

Mexico 
µ 241 � WELLS FARGO ENVELOPES. Collection with around 80 stationery 

envelopes both used and unused incl. a few sent abroad. Entire lot 
pictured on our website 500 

Monaco 
µ 242 **/ */ � Collection 1885-1990s nicely mounted on home made pages in a thick 

album. Containing both used and unused material in seemingly very 
good quality. 250 

Montenegro 

P µ 243 **/ */ �/ � A very nicely mounted specialized collection 1874-1944 with both 
used and unused (MNH/MH) stamps and postal stationery items. 
Includes perf. varieties, plate flaws, overprint varieties, a few imper-
forate incl. an interesting double print. Also Italian and German 
occupation issues. Entire collection pictured on our website. 250 

Nepal 
• µ 244 � Four used blocks of 4 anna green in shades 1917-30. SG 41 £ 540. Bid 

µ 245 � Small collection on three stock pages to 1950s. All pictured on our 
website. 100 
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The Netherlands 
246 � Duplicate stock 1852-2019 of mainly used stamps in two stockbooks, 

one very thick. Very good variation. Please inspect! 200 

Dutch Colonies 
Please see also Lot # 869 
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P µ 247 6-28 ** NETHERLANDS ANTILLES. Never hinged sets of Numeral Type (7) 
and Queen Juliana (16) 1950. Mi=553. 100 

µ 248 **/ */ � DUTCH INDIES JAPANESE OCCUPATION. Collection in stockbook 
with material 1945-1949 with many different overprints, some proofs 
etc. All pictured on our website. 300 

µ 249 68-72P INDONESIA. Complete set (5) imperforate proofs of Asian Games 
1951 with large top margins. (Zonnebloem 67-71A €7.000). SCARCE. 300 

P µ 250 73-81P INDONESIA. Imperforate proofs in pair of 1 s. - 25 s. Rice & Cotton 
1951 incl. extra colour of 10 s. (Zonnebloem 72-80H + 77HA €3.000). 
SCARCE. 100 

µ 251 ** INDONESIA 1949. Stockbook with never hinged material incl. “MER-
DEKA 1949” overprints. All pictured on our website. 100 

Poland 
µ 252 � Exceptional collection of 30 covers 1900-1918 with Russian stamps 

sent to Switzerland, nicely mounted and described (in Spanish) on 
album pages. Interesting frankings with many registered as well as 
censored and Red Cross. Very interesting! 300 

µ 253 � Collection of postal stationery items with motifs related to railways or 
tramways 1930s-1980s incl. a few with private prints. In total 119 
items, all different. 100 

µ 254 � Mail to Switzerland 1902-15 with Russian stamps. Six covers/cards,  
registered, Red Cross and two with Swiss postage due stamps. Please 
inspect. 100 

Ex 247 Ex 250
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Portugal 
Please see also Lot # 159 
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P µ255 1 � An outstanding copy of 5 r. type II with large even 
margins and a beautiful numeral “42” of Setubal. 
Cert. Sismondo. EXCELLENT. 500 

P 256 1 � A very big copy of 5 reis Queen Maria II 1853. Mi. 1.200. Sign. Ebel & 
Reddersen. VERY FINE. 250 

P µ 257 17 **/ * Very beautiful block of 8 King Luis I 5 reis in type I. A few ** and a few 
stamps with very small stains. Full margins and very fresh.  
SCARCE BLOCK. 150 

µ 258 � Collection of postal stationery items in binder with around 80 items 
mostly unused incl. six copies of the rare “Carta Postal Universal” 
envelopes (five unused and one used). All related to railways. Entire 
lot pictured on our website. 700 

µ 259 � MAIL TO SCANDINAVIA early 1900 from Portugal and some Acores. 
Mainly sent to Sweden & Denmark, but also some to Finland and 
Norway. More than 50 items incl. interesting frankings, registered, 
censored, stationery with additional frankings, picture postcards etc., 
also 3 items sent to Portugal & Madeira from Denmark + one from 
Sweden. All pictured on our website. Please inspect! 100 

µ 260 � Interesting lot with around 200 covers, cards and postal stationery 
items mostly before 1950s incl. several item from the colonies. Entire 
lot pictured on our website. 200 

256 257

Please note! 
Lots marked with      have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com µ



P µ 261 � CRIMEAN WAR. A disinfected cover 1855 sent to Norway from 
“GALLATZ  28. MAI”, at the time Austria. The cover was pierced 
and fumigated due to cholera epidemics. Extremely rare destination, 
only two believed to exist.  Interesting long and full contents (in 
Norwegian), where the Captain of the ship writes about the pro-
blems to continue the journey. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 500 

µ 262 I-III **/ * Prince Alexandru Cuza 1864, not issued. Very nice collection on seven 
mounted pages. Shades as well as many types and varieties incl. seve-
ral blocks of each value. All well described. 100 

P µ 263 13 ** An exceptional block of 17 of 20 par. red 1865, plate II. Including the 
four spaces at top left, unprinted in order to make the entire sheet con-
tain 200 stamps. Just some hinge remainders far out in the margins and 
some gum folds. Rare and attractive. 200 

Romania 
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 The Ivar Sundsbø Collection 
Romania 1864-1872 

 
The well-known international judge and exhibitor Ivar Sundsbø has entrusted us his 
exceptional collection Romania 1864-1872. We thank Ivar for his confidence. The col-
lection is offered below in nicely and professionally mounted sections of the various 
issues from this period, as well a few single lots.  
We recommend viewing either at our office or if that is not possible, on our website, 
where everything is pictured. You will see that the collection is highly specialized in 
prints, settings, types and colour shades. Also including numerous varieties, many 
covers, specialties etc. The quality is also very high, as can be expected. 
Please enjoy the study of this interesting period from a philatelically exciting country, 
where already next year a large international exhibition will be arranged. 



P 267 23 � An extreme PRE-PRINTING FOLD on 15 par. 1869 resulting in a 
very big stamp. Spectacular and rare. 100 

P 268 24 � SAMPLE WITHOUT VALUE with 25 b. on a very beautiful cover from 
Bucarest to Vienna 1869. Paying the normal rate as no specific rate 
existed for samples. SUPERB & RARE. 200 

µ 269 21-25 Third Prince Carol issue 1869. An exceptional collection on 23 pages 
full of colour shades, transfer types, various settings, plate flaws, 
varieties, cancellations and some covers. Very nicely mounted and 
well described. Please inspect! 750 

P 270 26 � RECEIPT for a registered letter 1871 with 5 bani zinober red, type 8 
“BUCUREST 18.2”, vertical fold in the middle, not touching the 
stamp. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

P µ 264 11-13 Prince Cuza in oval 1865. Beautiful collection on 7 pages incl. sha-
des, printings, diff. papers, varieties, various cancellations, blocks 
and a cover. Very well and nicely described. 750 

µ 265 14-16 The First Prince Carol issue 1866-67 on nine pages. Many different 
types and varities, diff. papers, some cancellations, blocks, mul-
tiples and covers. Also two singles of the extra type variety and one 
on cover. Please inspect! 500 

µ 266 17-20 Second Prince Carol issue 1868. Collection on twelwe pages full of 
varieties, shades, plate flaws, cancellations and three covers. Very 
well described. 500 
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µ 271 26-30 Prince Carol with full beard 1871. Very interesting collection on 
fourteen pages, extensively showing transfer types, plates, shades, 
cancellations, errors and plate flaws incl. two covers with 25 b. and 
10 b. Further eight copies of the scarce 15 b. printed in January 1871. 
Please inspect! 750 

µ 272 29+31-34 Prince Carol with full beard 1871, perforated 12½. Nine pages exten-
sively covering this little issue. Large number of types and varieties 
incl a double perf. 10 b., colour shades, plate flaws, some blocks and 
a cover with 25 b. Further the “Emergency issue” 1872 imperforate 10 
b incl. margin multiples and six copies 50 b. All nicely mounted and 
described. Please inspect! 500 

µ 273 � Extensive collection of postal stationery envelopes 1956-2000 in five 
binders all with motifs related to railways or tramways. Highly spe-
cialized with different papers, size of back flaps, inside colours etc. 
Mixed used and unused. All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 274 Small selection of 1864-79 imperforate proofs & essays, mostly in strips 
of three. Interesting lot. 100 

Russia 
Please see also Lot # 866 
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P 275 1 � Beautiful 10 kopek imperf. 1858 with nice rectangular canc. Pernau, 
Estonia. VERY FINE. 200 

P 276 2 � Cover with 10 kopek perf. 14½x15 with rectangular “KRONSTADT 26 
MAI 1858” sent to Libau, now in Latvia. SCARCE. 100 

P µ277 2 � A wonderful cover with very rare franking of two 
copies 10 kopek 1858 to Moscow. Superb dotted 
numeral “6”, border canc. of Odessa and on back 
the preph. canc. “ODESSA 1 JUNE 1858”. Only few 
known acc. to Mikulski. Ex. Lipschütz. Cert. 
Mikulski. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 500 

275 276



P µ 278 3 � Beautiful 20 kopek 1858 on paper ca 0,11 mm thick. Mi. 2.000. Cert. 
Raybaudi & sign. A. Diena. VERY FINE. 300 

P 279 4y � A nice copy of 30 kopek 1858 perf. 14½x15 on thin paper (ca 0,09 mm). 
Mi. 3.500. FINE COPY OF A RARE STAMP. 300 
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P 280 5 � An outstanding cover to Riga, now Latvia, from St Petersburg 1859 
with 10 kopek perf. 12½ and numeral “1” and at side two excellent 
red date canc. Sign. Bolaffi. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 281 6 � Exceptional pair of 20 kopek 1858 with an excellent canc. “ODESSA”. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

P 282 18+20+ A wonderful three colour franking to Loano in Italy  1869 with 1, 5 and 
21 �  2 x 10 kopek “ODESSA 30 MAR. 1869”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 283 18+20+ A very beautiful three colour franking to Marseille with 3 x 1, 5 & 2 x  
21 � 10 kopek “ODESSA 20 OKT. 1870”. Sign. Sorani. SUPERB. Bid 

278 279

280

281

282



Local Issues 
P 285 � ZEMSTVO BOGORODSK. Two complete 5 kopek newspaper wrap-

pers 1869. One colour for use within Bogorodsk and for use outside the 
area. Ex. Frederick Jarret. VERY RARE. 100 

Fiscal Stamps 
P µ 286 125+ Sample of yeast in small cover sent by Russian-British company in  

138-141 Odessa franked with a Tête-Bêche block of four of 5 kopek together  
� with 10, 15 and 20 kopek fiscal stamps, authorised for postal use and 

a  5 kopek postal saving stamp canc. “ODESSA 21.8 18”. On the back 
a reciept. An additional 5 kopek Tête-Bêche block of four on a small 
piece included. VERY RARE FRANKING. 200 

Russian Areas 
µ 287 Interesting old collection on album pages with various Russian are-

as. Please inspect! 400 

Collections & Lots 
µ 288 Interesting collection 1858-1923 incl. shades, varieties, multiples, 

cutouts etc. Please inspect. 1.000 

µ 289 � Exceptional small cover collection from 1869 and mostly before 1900. 
Many interesting frankings incl. several in three colours, destinations 
incl. Buenos Aires etc. A few signed. PLEASE INSPECT. 250 

µ 290 � Collection of more than 40 covers/cards sent to Switzerland 1900-
1918, all nicely mounted and described on pages. Many registered 
and censored incl. interesting frankings, a few wrappers and one 
insured parcel card. Exceptional lot. Please inspect! 400 

P 284 21 � A fantastic Valentine envelope ( ca 4 x 10,5 cm) 1869 with beautiful 
embossing on front and back. Franked on back with 10 kopek. 200 
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µ291 � Fantastic collection of 27 exhibition mounted 
covers/cards 1910-23. All sent to Switzerland and 
except one, with Swiss postage due stamps. Many 
from places that now are in Ukraine. SCARCE 
OFFER. Please view on our website. 600 

µ 292 � Nicely mounted collection of 19 covers or postcards sent in the period 
1900-1916 to Switzerland.  All described in Spanish on album pages. 200 

µ 293 � Ca 20 very interesting covers/cards sent to Switzerland before 1920. 
E.g. registered, Swiss Postage due stamps, Red Cross prisoner of war 
and two prisoner of war cards from Uzbekistan etc. All scanned on our 
website. 200 

µ 294 � An exceptional section covers/cards 1900-1918 sent to Switzerland, 
all nicely mounted and described (in Spanish) on pages. From 
interesting areas: Azerbaijan (5), Georgia (6), Estonia (2), Lithuania 
(1) and Ukraina (6). Interesting frankings incl. many registered and 
censored. Please inspect! 250 

µ 295 � BELARUS & KAZAKHSTAN 1905-17, 12 covers/cards sent to 
Switzerland incl. several prisoners of war cards. All exhibition moun-
ted. Please inspect. 100 

µ 296 � UKRAINE, GEORGIA & MOLDAVIA, 10 old covers/cards sent to 
Switzerland incl. one with a Swiss postage due stamps, registered etc. 
All scanned on our website. 100 

µ297 � RUSSIA and areas 1900-1918 incl. early CCCP 1919-
1939. An exceptional selection covers/cards sent to 
Switzerland with many interesting frankings incl. 
one mixed with a British stamp, British occupation 
with a local Bhatum provisional, Uzbekhistan with 
a franking of 30.000 Romanov rubles, several 
interesting covers from Azerbaijan incl. one from 
Baku with 600.000 Romanov ruble franking and 
another with local stamps mixed with Russian and 
much more. All pictured on our website incl. a list 
with all covers described in English with valua-
tions. PLEASE INSPECT. 600 

µ 298 */ � Collection 1858-1989 incl. areas and offices abroad beautifully moun-
ted on home made pages in seven albums. Partly well filled incl. diffe-
rent perf. and paper. The collection is mixed used and MH. Part of the 
collection pictured on our website. 300 

Serbia 
µ 299 84-94etc Large lot King Peter I 1905-11, mainly in large blocks. About 4-500 of  

** most values from the 1905 set, Mi. 84-94 as well as more than 700 
copies 3 din 1911. Michel estimated to 50.000 and possibly much 
more if better papers. Please inspect! 250 
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N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building  
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 304 30+32 � A wonderful cover to Sweden franked with a pair of 10 c. red together 
with 25 c. green “VEVEY 8.II 74” and with transit mark on back “PKXP 
No.10B.UPP. 11.2 1874”. SUPERB COVER. Bid 

P 305 98P * Helvetia 1907 colour proof  of 10 c. in yellow colour. Bid 

P 306 Bl. 1 ** NABA 1934 never hinged minisheet. Mi. 800. 100 

µ307 Collection 1850s-1970s with used stamps and a few 
covers beautifully mounted on home made pages. 
Contains several better stamps and is somewhat 
specialized with different papers, perforations and 
shades etc. Example pictures can be viewed on our 
website but careful inspection recommended. 5.000 

µ 308 �/ � Collection 1850-1966 in a thick Schaubek album, mostly used and 
some early covers, but semimodern sometimes both used and unu-
sed. Starting with a few “RAYON” incl. pairs and three beautiful 
covers, nice sitting Helvetia incl. covers and beautiful cancellations, 
PAX 1945 all high values used and a set * etc. 500 

µ 309 � Basic collections 1850 to the 1940s in a stockbook. Incl. some good ear-
ly stamps and further incl. Airmail. Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, a few 
Tête-Bêche, minisheets, postage due, officials etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 200 

P µ 300 � Stampless cover 1864 to Finland via Paris & St. Petersburg.  
SCARCE DESTINATION. Bid 

P µ 301 1 � A wonderful 6 c. with a perfect red “0” of Alicante. Cert. Graus. 
SUPERB. 100 

µ 302 **/ * Collection 1920s-1960s all unused mixed hinged and never hinged, 
e.g. MNH 4 & 10 pta. Alfons XIII 1924, MH 4 pta Air Mail 1926, 100 
year stamp jubilee 1950 in a lightly hinged set, interesting civil war 
issues etc. 150 

µ 303 Stock book with various “back of the book” material. All pictured on 
our website. Bid 

Switzerland 
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Spain 
Please see also Lot # 36 & 1299 

300 301

304 305 306



P 317 � CHOLERA COVER (punched) from Constantinople to Finland via St. 
Petersburg, arriving in Jakobstad 16.12 1847, vertical fold. SCARCE. 200 

P µ318 V-VI * NOT ISSUED 5 & 25 ghr 1876 in perf. 13½. Mi. 
5.600. A VERY RARE SET. Cert. Sorani.  
VERY FINE. 750 

µ319 */ �/ � Extensive specialized collection 1863-1892. Starting 
with a small but interesting section of the first 
issue, followed by five good covers with totally 10 
stamps from the overprint issues, all signed Sorani. 
Further  stamps unused and used incl. shades and 
some varieties. All pictured on our website.  
PLEASE INSPECT! 500 

µ 320 � Ten interesting covers or postcards sent to Switzerland 1912-26 inclu-
ding two with Swiss postage due stamps. 100 

310 */ � Collection 1850-1968 incl. a few “RAYON”, Pro Juventute, some 
minisheets, PAX 1945 cpl used etc. Please inspect. 150 

311 Collection 1850-1962 in a Davo album. Incl. good singles and sets, e.g. 
good used Pro Juventute, PAX 1945 5 & 10 fr. used + MNH 10 fr. Please 
inspect. 200 

312 **/ * Collection in a Lighthouse album up to 1968, mainly never hinged. 
Starting around the 1880s incl. the NABA 1934 minisheet **, Pro Patria 
& Pro Juventute (incl. fore-runners) more or less complete, various 
PAX 1945 incl. a lightly canc 5 fr. Please inspect. 300 

313 � Extensive collection in a Lighthouse album up to 1995. Very little in the 
classic section, from the 1880s well filled and mostly with light canc. 
E.g. PAX 1945 cpl set, some good minisheets, Pro Juventute cpl. etc. 
Please inspect. 300 

µ 314 � CLASSIC COVERS. Very interesting cover lot with three covers 
with “Rayon” stamps, ten covers with Sitting Helvetia (two fronts), 
one cover and one wrapper of 1882 issue and five covers with posta-
ge due stamps from, e.g. French Indochina, Sweden, France and 
Russia. All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 315 � Fantastic lot railway related postal stationery items incl. more than 
twenty “Suchard” cards. In total almost one hundred items. All pic-
tured on our website. 500 

µ 316 � Lot with over thirty covers 1950-1960 mainly FDC’s. High catalogue 
value. 150 

Turkey 
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P µ 326 **/ */ � Collection 1850s-1940s in a brand new exclusive SAFE album. Sparsely 
filled with both used and unused stamps (mixed hinged and never 
hinged) incl. better ones. See example pictures on our website. Bid 

Vatican State 
P µ 327 147-48 ** Airmail 1948. 250 and 500 L. in fresh never hinged copies. Mi=700. Bid 

Ukraine 
µ 321 � Nicely mounted collection of 27 covers or postcards during the period 

1900-1917 to Switzerland. All described in Spanish on album pages. 200 

µ 322 */ � Lot with seventeen stamps, all but one unused (MH), 10/6 H 1918 
with fault. Most stamps with signatures. All pictured on our website. 100 
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United States 
Number according to Scott 

Please see also Lot # 1171, 1222 & 1254 
P 323 73 � Interesting wrapper to France franked with 2 c. Andrew Jackson with 

black figure canc. and a French due notation. Some nibbled perfs due 
to the placement. Bid 

P µ 324 � Collection on old album pages 1850s-1930s with mostly used stamps 
incl. several better ones, e.g. 90 c. George Washington 1861, both 
types of 15 c. and 90 c. Abraham Lincoln 1869 (minor imperfections) 
etc. See example pictures on our website. 500 

µ 325 � Collection 1847-1920s on home made pages incl. several better stamps 
but in some cases slightly mixed quality. Some additional stock pages 
with later material as well as some Confederate States. Entire collec-
tion pictured on our website. 400 

323 Ex 327
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Europe Collections & Mixed Lots 
16.30 hrs 

328 ** EUROPA CEPT. Collection in Leuchtturm album 1981-1992, cpl. and 
never hinged. High catalogue value as well as face value. Bid 

329 ** EUROPA CEPT. Never hinged collection 1983-1989 cpl. according to 
the album pages with exception of a few minisheets. High face value. Bid 

µ 330 Interesting old material on stock cards from Russia, Ukraine, 
Montenegro, Romania and Belgium incl. various occupations etc. 
Many good stamps and sets, varieties, proofs etc. All scanned on our 
website. PLEASE INSPECT. 200 

331 Lot with eight stockbooks with unused material from mostly 
Scandinavian countries but also some Spain and Netherlands, around 
100 giftfolders and year sets from various countries incl. good face 
value. Please inspect. 150 

µ 332 Interesting lot with two old albums, one postcard album in very good 
condition with around 240 unused picture postcards from various 
towns around 1900, and one album with more than 60 photos from the 
same time. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 333 � Interesting little lot of poscards, picture postcards, covers, postal sta-
tionery etc. Incl. Iceland with a nice picture postcards 1910 to Austria 
canc. Copenhagen and “Fra Island”, Sweden incl. airmail, Finland incl. 
reg. letters etc. Bid 

All World Collections 

P 334 A very well preserved “Universal Briefmarken Album” up to 
around 1890. Some minor wear on the cover but nearly all pages in 
excellent condition. The collection is sparsely filled with stamps and 
stationery cut outs in slightly mixed quality. A perfect album to con-
tinue collecting in. 500 



P 335 ARTHUR MURRAY “Album Universel de Timbres-Poste”. French 
produced All World album 1840 - 1882 (without stamps) in very good 
condition. Unfortunately one page (p. 11) from Great Britain is mis-
sing, otherwise exceptional. It contains spaces also for stationery cuts, 
telegraph stamps and local stamps, e.g. from Norway, Spain and 
Denmark, as well as Swiss hotel stamps. 100 

µ336 AIR MAIL STAMPS. Extensive collection contai-
ning all continents in eleven thick binders nicely 
mounted on approx. 1.500 home made pages wit-
hout the most expensive ones, but better stamps in 
between, e.g. Japan 1914, China 1921, Albania, etc. 
The first album from Europe (of five) is all scanned 
on our website and further on, some selected pages. 
PLEASE INSPECT! 750 

• µ 337 MINING INDUSTRY. Thematic exhibition collection on over one 
hundred pages with material from prephilately to modern incl. several 
interesting items, e.g. local post, proofs, picture postcards, documents 
etc. See example pictures on our website. 200 

µ 338 UNITED NATIONS. Charming collection on home made pages in 
seven albums covering New York, Austria and Geneva up to 2000, 
with unused stamps, minisheets and some additional FDCs. Mixed 
hinged and never hinged incl. a never hinged copy of the first minisheet 
1955. Bid 

µ 339 COUNTRY COLLECTIONS. Mainly unused collection San Marino 
1877-1979, collection Turkey 1860s-1979 mixed used and unused, 
Bulgaria 1881-1989 in two albums, Brazil 1840s-1966 and one album 
with Dutch colonies. 300 

All World Mixed Lots 
µ340 REMAINDER LOT. A very fascinating lot contai-

ning interesting and unusual items, much old, but 
also semimodern scarce varieties etc. Including 
covers, proofs, essays, imperforate, classic stamps, 
cancellations etc. Many notes and explanations. 
Also some certificates. Inspection necessary! 1.000 
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Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.



• P µ 341 **/ */ � A very interesting lot with both unused (large part MNH) and used 
material on nearly 400 stock cards and a few stock pages with mate-
rial from a large number of countries incl. much Europe with areas 
and colonies with better stamps here and there. See example pictu-
res on our website. 500 

µ 342 **/ */ � Two albums with motly better stamps and sets on stock cards from dif-
ferent countries incl. Denmark, Switzerland, Germany etc. High cata-
logue value but slightly mixed quality. All pictured on our website. 200 

µ 343 Interesting remainder lot with covers from various countries, stamps 
and booklets from the Scandinavian countries. See pictures on our 
website. Bid 

µ 344 Remainder lot with material mainly from Scandinavian countries and 
United Nations with, e.g. a number of unsorted envelopes  from sub-
scriptions, year sets, gift folders etc. Also a folder with Swedish full 
sheets, collection of Swedish advertising stamps etc. Inspection recom-
mended. Bid 

µ 345 Remainder lot with a number of covers, mainly 20th century incl. 
much airmail as well as stamps on album pages and stock cards incl. 
one page with Norwegian skilling stamps, pages with unused Belgian 
Congo, a few pages with China etc. Example pictures can be viewed 
on our website but inspection recommended. 150 

µ 346 Remainder lot in carton with, e.g. three stockbooks DDR, old stock-
book and a few circulation booklets with mainly older stamps from 
various countries, Swedish and Estonian stamps on album pages etc. Bid 

347 Large moving carton with 58 small boxes containing used stamps and 
sets from a large number of coutries, old to semimodern and better 
stamps has been seen. Also two boxes with unused stamps sorted by 
country in envelopes. Must be inspected. 300 

µ 348 � A very interesting cover lot mainly 1880s-1930s with material from 
Japan, Sweden, Denmark, United States, Soviet Union etc. Most covers 
sent to Sweden. A part of the lot pictured on our website. 150 

µ 349 � Lot with more than thirty covers incl. Cape of Good Hope, China, 
Belgian Congo etc. All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 350 � Remainder lot covers and cards from estate incl. much Finland, Russia, 
Germany (incl. picture potcards with ships) etc. Much sent abroad. 
Please inspect! Bid 

µ 351 PICTURE POSTCARDS. Lot in six old albums with early 20th century 
cards, mainly unused European. Also two old folders with private 
photos and cut outs, one dated 1917 and a bundle of extra cards. Please 
inspect. 100 

352 MICHEL CATALOGUES. Carton with Europe cpl. (16) 2021/2022, 
Switzerland specialized 2021/2022, Brief Deutschland 2016/2017 as 
well as four different Übersee 2017-2020. Bid 

µ 353 � Lot with almost 100 coin letters, more than 60 Swedish and around 30 
non Swedish, several with silver coins. See example pictures. 100 
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Scandinavia Mixed Lots 
µ 354 Album with collection Danish West Indies, Faroe Islands, Greenland 

and Iceland on beautiful home made pages. The collection is partly 
well filled and contains material up to 1990 mixed used and unused. 150 

µ 355 A very interesting lot with Greenland and Faroe Islands mainly covers 
in quantities with the largest part modern commercial ones. Also some 
early stamps from Faroe Islands, e.g. provisional stamp 1919 on piece 
together with 5 øre Christian X, 60/6 øre 1940 in a superb never hinged 
copy sign. Dr. Debo etc. Please inspect. 150 

µ 356 � PREPHILATELY. A very mixed lot with old documents and letters e.g. 
instruction, postal receipt etc. Bid 

µ 357 A very interesting remainder lot with a few  Denmark skilling covers 
and stamps e.g. numeral canc. 198 (Copenhagen-Stettin) on 4 skilling 
1858, registered letter with 4 skilling 1854, 50 øre air mail grey on post-
card also two Iceland items and an album page with Faroe 1940 cpl. 
used and also a cover with two blocks of four 20/1 øre. A beautiful 
German Reich cover from “HANERAU”. 250 

358 Lot in thirteen stock books from Finland, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, 
Faroe Islands and Greenland with mostly unused material mainly 
1950s-2000s incl. useful face value from later years. Please inspect. 100 

359 Remainder lot with mainly year sets, gift folders etc. 1970s and 1980s, 
e.g. Sweden (24), Denmark (23), Greenland (22), Faroe Islands (14), 
Finland and Norway (12). Also modern unused material from various 
countries. Please inspect. 100 

µ 360 � COVERS SENT TO SWEDEN. Lot with seven covers sent from 
Norway, Denmark and Finland 1860s & 1870s with three beautiful 
Danish covers with Swedish canc., cover with 16 skilling 1854 (cut clo-
se and a tear in the cover), two covers from Norway and an interesting 
cover from Finland with manuscipt in red ink. All pictured on our web-
site. 300 
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The train brings you directly from Copenhagen 
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from 
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes. 

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train 
ticket already when you book your flight. 

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö



Norway 
Please see also Lot # 158, 261 & 864 

4 Skilling 1855 

P µ 361 1 � A wonderful copy of 4 sk. with wide margins and a perfect canc. 
“HAUGESUND 14.6 1856”. Cert. Aune & sign. Moldenhauer. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 300 

P µ 362 1 � An exceptional 4 sk. with very beautiful “EGERSUND 11.5 1856”. 
Certs Aune, RPS & Moldenhauer. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 200 

P µ 363 1 � An exceptional sheet margin copy with 7 mm. margin at bottom and 
large margins all around with a well placed Christiania canc. Cert. 
Aune. 500 

• P 364 1 � Beautiful 4 skilling with good margins and a fantastic “LEVANGER 
6.7 1856”. SUPERB. 100 

• P 365 1 � INK NUMERAL “129” and date “31.10”, clear and beautiful on 4 sk. 
with small, but full margin at left and very big at right with the frame 
of the neighbour stamp visible. SCARCE. 200 

P 366 1 � Beautiful pair of 4 skilling with two well placed strikes of 12 bar grid 
canc. VERY FINE. 150 
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Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.
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• P 368 1 � Cover with 4 skilling with several plate flaws (pos. D 31) canc. with 11 
bar grid canc. VERY FINE. 100 

Oscar I 

• P 369 3+8+9 � Cover to Denmark with full contents franked with 3 skilling together 
with 4 & 8 skilling Coat of Arms 1863 “ARENDAL 8.12 1864” and 
“SVINESUND 11.12 1864” on the side. Faint arrival mark on back. 
VERY FINE COVER. 200 

Excellent “Loco Sigili”

Lot # 367 µ 
1 � 

An extremely clear strike of the rare “L/S” cancellation used in 
Vaagen. Perfectly placed and rarely so clearly readable. Certs 
Moldenhauer & Lundström.  

EXCELLENT 
 

Provenance:  
Fabergé & Amundsen 

 
 

€uro 2.000



P 370 5 � A horizontal strip of four 8 skilling Oscar I on a wonderful and per-
fect cover from “BERGEN 23.10 1860” sent to Riga, Lithuania via 
Danish and Prussian PO’s in Hamburg. Framed direction mark “Aus 
Dänemark” and with arrival mark on the reverse. Sign. Snarvold. 
EXCELLENT. 600 

€uro
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Coat of Arms 1863 
P 371 9 * Beautiful 8 sk. pale rose with small hinge marks. F= 7.000. VERY FINE. 150 

Posthorn Issues 
P µ 372 20 * Very fresh 6 sk. Posthorn with very small mark of first hinge. F=4.000. 

Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100 

• P 373 30 � Perfect “SKUDESNÆS 28.7 1882” on 25 øre dull violet. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 374 31c * Fresh and well centered copy of 35 øre “lake green” with small thin 
spot in top margin. Very rare shade. F=20.0000. Cert. Moldenhauer. 150 

P 375 37 ** A wonderful 3 øre Posthorn 1883 in perfect centering. Facit 7.000+. 
EXCELLENT. 150 

P µ 376 41 * Very well centered 12 øre dull olive green with large part original gum, 
owners initials on back. F=13.000+. SUPERB. 250 

• P 377 41 � Wonderful pair of 12 øre dull olive green unshaded posthorn with a 
perfect canc. “CHRISTIANIA 29.III 84. Sign. Moldenhauer. 
SUPERB ITEM. 200 

371 372 373 374 375

376 377



P 380 53 � Cover to Demerara British Guyana franked with pair of 10 øre red 
“SØNDELED 1892”. On back transit “LONDON JU.15 92” and 
“GEORGETOWN B. GUYANA JY.6 92”. Some age stains.  
SCARCE ITEM. 100 

P 381 71 ** Beautiful and well centered copy of 35 øre blue green in never hinged 
condition. F=5.000. SUPERB. 100 

P 382 80 ** An exceptional 25 øre lilac perf. 14½ x 13½, never hinged. F=3.300++. 
EXCELLENT. 100 

Later Issues 

P 383 91 ** King Haakon 1907 1½ kr. with small pearls, never hinged in exceptio-
nal centering. F=3.500+. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100 

P 384 113 ** Very fresh and well centered 25 øre lilac 1911, never hinged. F=2.000+. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 385 335-40B “London” overprint 1943 in a very fresh, never hinged cpl set (6). All  
** signed A. Berntsen Norge. Picture of the set, front and back on our 

website. F=13.000. 300 

P µ 386 335-40B “London” overprint 1943 in a very fresh, never hinged cpl set (6). A  
** production related spot on 60 øre. Picture of the set, front and back on 

our website. F=13.000. Cert. Kaiser. 300 

P µ 387 16b ** Postage Due 40 øre “Â betale” dull blue in good centering. F=3.500. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen & sign. Moldenhauer. VERY FINE. 100 

• P 378 42 **/ * Very fresh block of nine of 12 øre brown with six stamps never hinged. 
F=6.600. 100 

P 379 43 ** Very fresh 20 øre brown 1882, never hinged, F=4.500. VERY FINE - 
SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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378 379 381 382

383 384 Ex 385 Ex 386 387



P µ 390 **/ */ (*) Extensive collection unused 1855-1972 incl. Official and Postage Due 
in two Visir albums. Starting with a No. 1 with full but small mar-
gins, cert. L. Nielsen, the early part incl. fresh and beautiful stamps, 
but somewhat mixed quality and some (*). The modern section 
almost complete and mostly ** incl. 50 øre “V” with watermark. 
Please inspect. 750 

P µ 391 */ � Very charming collection 1855-1918 on home made pages specialized 
in shades with most stamps in more than one copy mostly in very 
good quality. Used stamps in the beginning and from 1888 MH. 
Entire collection pictured on our website. 1.400 

µ 392 */ � Collection on home made pages 1855-1970s with mixed used and unu-
sed (hinged) incl. over thirty skilling stamps and a good section 
Posthorn. Also a copy of the Handbook 1969 incl. reprints. See examp-
le pictures on our website. 500 

µ 393 � Collection 1855-2008 in two Leuchtturm albums. With exception for 
a hinged London set all used with some duplicates enclosed. 
Inspection recommended. 1.500 

µ 394 � Well filled collection in two thick Leuchtturm albums with mainly 
used stamps 1855-2018. Early part somewhat specialized with sha-
des, plates etc. and in some cases with additional unused stamps. 
Please inspect. 1.200 

µ 395 � A partly well filled collection 1855-2020 with mainly used stamps 
often many of each incl. skilling issues, posthorn etc. Example pic-
tures can be viewed on our website. 1.000 

P 388 RM 1 ** “Som ubesörget” returned letter-stamp on lilac paper, never hinged in 
good centering. F=6.000. SUPERB. 100 

P 389 RM 2 ** “Som uindlöst” returned letter-stamp on green paper, never hinged in 
exceptional centering. F=3.000+. Rare in this quality.  
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid 

Collections 

€uro
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388 389



P µ 396 � Used collection on old E.W. Larsson pages with some pages in more 
than one copy, e.g. first page in three copies. Several better stamps 
and beautiful canc. included. Very nice collection in a quality above 
normal. 500 

µ 397 Collection 1856-2000 in one album with mostly used stamps. Slightly 
mixed quality in the old part and from 1900 well filled. See example 
pictures on our website. Bid 

Mixed Lots 
µ 398 Small remainder lot on stock cards. The classic in mixed quality, some 

nice canc. stamps/sets Haakon VII 1907 etc. Please inspect! 100 

µ 399 ** Album with unused stamps and booklets 1940s-1980s all seemingly 
never hinged. Catalogue value according to consignor 15.000-20.000. Bid 

µ 400 Stockbook with unused material mostly never hinged mainly 1930s-
1980s as well as some used material with beautiful canc. and a few 
reprints. All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 401 **/ */ � Shoe box filled with stamps on stock cards 1855-1995. Contains both 
used and unused material. Oldest part in slightly mixed quality and 
later years with some useful face value. A few booklets included. 150 

µ 402 ** BOOKLETS - FACE VALUE. Box full of booklets, to large extent 
from the late 1990s, but small part older ones incl. NORWEX 
booklets. Estimated face value 29.500 NOK. 500 

• µ 403 � SKILLING COVERS. Interesting lot with mainly Coat of Arms covers 
but also two covers with 4 skilling 1855, two covers with Oscar I, three 
covers with Posthorn issue and three stampless covers. Mostly in very 
good quality. 28 covers in total. Also a few single stamps Coat of Arms. 
All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 404 � Eight interesting old covers/cards incl. three beautiful skilling covers 
to Sweden. All pictured on our website. Please inspect. 200 

µ 405 � Twelve interesting covers/cards 1918- ca. 1940 to Switzerland. Five 
postage due, airmail, hotel etc. Please inspect. 100 

µ 406 � Lot with over fifty mainly domestic parcel cards 1900s-1940s with 
many different frankings, but also some covers and postcards. All pic-
tured on our website. Bid 

€uro
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Meet Postiljonen 
 

at TRELLEBORG 2023 
 

15-17 September



Finland 
Please see also Lot # 154 & 300 
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Postmark Rarity

Lot # 407 µ 
1Ic � 

Very rare low box “HEINOLA 2 FEB 1858” on a beautiful cover 
with 5 kopek light blue, small pearls with pen cross. Very good 
margins, some light toning. Two back flaps missing. Facit RR. 
Cert. Schwenson. 

Provenance: Rolf Gummesson, GRAND PRIX 
 

€uro 2.500

Narrow Laid Paper

Lot # 408 µ 
1Iv1 � 

A very beautiful 5 kopek small pearls with ink cross. Facit with -
out price “only 10 known on narrow laid paper”. Very good mar-
gins all around. Certs Gummesson, Tuori & Ferchenbauer.  

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY 
 

€uro 4.000



P µ 410 1 II � Beautiful 5 kopek large pearl with Helsingfors canc. and ink cross, 
good margins all around. Cert. Schwenson. 500 

P 411 2 � Very beautiful 10 kopek “WIBORG 7.3 1858” with very good margins. 
Sign. Lundström. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 412 2 � Beautiful 10 kopek with very good margins and a nice high box Åbo 
canc. Cert. Gummesson. 200 

P 413 2v1 � Beautiful 10 kopek on narrow laid paper with Helsingfors canc. and 
ink cross. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. 200 
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Unused with Wide Margins

Lot # 409 µ 
1II (*) 

A fantastic 5 kopek large pearls with exceptional margins. As  
usual without gum. Facit without price for this quality. Cert. 
Gummesson. 

SUPERB & EXTREMELY RARE 
 
 
 

€uro 5.000

410 411 412 413



P 417 4C1c � A wonderful copy of 10 kopek lilac rose with a fantastic “HELSING-
FORS 20.2 1863”. Ex. Toivakka. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 418 5v3C3 � Beautiful printed matter with 5 penni roulette III with light blue 
“WIBORG 1.3 1873”. F=8.000. Ex. Gummesson. Sign. RGm 200 

P µ 419 6v2C3 � BRITISH canc. “PD” in red on 8 penni roulette III on a piece. Ex. 
Fabergé & Gummesson. VERY FINE & RARE. 150 

P 420 6v3C1 � A very beautiful strip of three of 8 penni roulette I on a piece “FR.KO”. 
Just one short tooth on the top stamp. Ex. Gummesson. Sign. Ossa. 
SCARCE 200 

P 421 7v5C3 � Beautiful pair of 10 penni roulette III on brown-yellow paper with a 
light blue canc. Ex. Gummesson. VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 414 2e � A very beautiful cover with 10 kopek rose canc. with high box 
“WIBORG 2.5 1859”. Three wide margins and touching on top. Cert. 
Gummesson. 150 

P 415 FK4 � Very beautiful 10 kopek stationery envelope sent from “HELSING-
FORS 18.2 1856” to Tammerfors. SUPERB. Bid 

Roulette Issues 
P 416 3C1 � 5 kopek blue roulette I on cover from “WIBORG 14.9 1863” sent to 

Friedrikshamn. F=10.000. SUPERB. 250 

€uro
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414 415 416

417 418 419

420 421



P µ 423 9v1C1 � Very fresh and beautiful 40 kopek carmine roulette I with light Alavo 
canc. F=20.000. Cert. Gummesson. 300 

P 424 9v1C1a �A wonderful reinforced pair of 40 penni in the rare 
carmine shade, roulette I on ordinary pale rose 
paper. Each with a well placed Tammerfors canc. 
Upper left corner with small perf. faults, of little 
importance. Ex. Gummesson. Cert. Schwenson. 
RARE MULTIPLE. 1.250 

P 425 9C1 � “STOCKHOLMS K.K. 5.6 1873”. Superb Swedish ship arr. pmk on 40 
penni roulette I, small perf. imperfections. RARE. Bid 

P 426 9C3 � “STOCKHOLM N:r 7 28.9 1872”. Excellent Swedish ship pmk on 40 
penni roulette III, just three short perfs. VERY FEW KNOWN. 100 

P µ422 8v2C4b RARE ROULETTE IV. A fantastic pair of 20 penni  
� deep blue “NIKOLAISTAD 3.10 1874” with absolu-

tely complete perforation. Ex. Gummesson. Sign. 
RGm & cert. Schwenson.  
VERY FINE & VERY RARE IN MULTIPLES. 1.000 

€uro
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423 425 426



P µ 428 13Lc+d ** Two copies 5 penni in different shades. In very good centering. Scarce 
in this quality never hinged. SUPERB Bid 

Coat of Arms 

81

Cover with 1 Mark Roulette II

Lot # 427 µ 
10C2 � 

A spectacular single franking of 1 Mark in the rare roulette II on a 
domestic cover with superb canc. “ULEÅBORG 10.5 1875”. A few 
tears in the envelope only and just a few short or missing perfs 
which is common for roulette II. Facit without price! Very few 
covers exist. The Gummesson collection contained many rare 
multiples of roulette II, but not any covers! Cert. Gummesson.  

EXHIBITION RARITY 
 
 

€uro 5.000

Ex 428



P µ429 14Sdz Beautiful printed matter to Sweden franked with a  
� single 8 penni dark green “HELSINGFORS POST-

STATION 25.2 1879”. Cert. Schwenson.  
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500 

P µ 433 17LC2c ** Two very interesting and different shades of 25 p., the 2nd one is not in 
Facit, should be 17LC2cc (pictured). Both with certs Murtosaari. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 

P 434 19Sb � Very beautiful block of four 1 mark lilac in good colour “HELSING-
FORS 9.12 1881” F=18.000. Ex. Fabergé. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300 

P µ 435 19L ** A very well centered and fresh copy of 1 mark lilac. Scarce mint never 
hinged. Cert. Murtosaari. F=7.000. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 430 16LC1a+ Two very fresh and never hinged copies of 20 p. in different perfora- 
C2cx ** tions and shades. The latter one EXCELLENT. Both with certs 

Murtosaari. 100 

P µ 431 17LC2b ** A fantastic copy of 25 p. in strong anilin red shade. Not priced never 
hinged in Facit! Cert. Murtosaari. EXCELLENT & RARE. 250 

P 432 17LC2c ** Very fresh strip of three of 25 p. red-aniline. Rare in this quality. 
SUPERB 100 

€uro
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Ex 430 431 432

Ex 433 434 435



P µ 438 36 � Shipmail postcard to Germany with two copies 2 kopek with canc. 
“STETTIN 13.9 99” and “Paquebot”. SCARCE. 200 

P 439 46 ** Well centered corner copy of 3,50 rubel with clear watermark letters onthe 
stamp. Hinge in margin only. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

P µ 440 48 ** Exceptional margin block of four of 5 p. Emergency issue 1901. 
F=5.000+. Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100 

P 441 54 ** A very fresh copy of 10 mark black and light grey 1901. F=5.500. 150 

P 442 60c ** A fantastic copy with large sheet margin of 10 m. deep black and light 
grey  1913 in perfect centering. F=6.000+. EXCELLENT. 150 

P µ 443 G. 356- Shipmail picture postcard by “S/S ARIADNE” to Holland from “HEL- 
357X � SINKI 10 VII 25” via Stettin and Reval. Franked with German 5 & 10 

pf. with Finnish ship silhouette postmarks. Picture of the ship on the 
other side. SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 436 22v1 � Tête-Bêche pair of 20 penni orange on a very beautiful piece with 
superb cancellation “ULEÅBORG 16.5 1885”, pos. 29-30. One stamp 
with a few shorter perf. tips of very little importance. F=25.000. Copy 
of cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300 

P 437 28C1fv ** IMPERFORATE 5 penni in a quarter sheet of 25 with top sheet margin. 
F=25.000+. 150 

Later Issues 

€uro
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436 437

438 439 440

441 442 443



Shipmail 
€uro
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P µ444 SKÄRGÅRDS TRAFIKAKTIEBOLAGET (STAB). 
Full sheet of 35 (5x7) imperforate colour trials for 10 
p. 1873. Some creases between stamps. VERY RARE. 1.000 

P µ 445 � ÅNGBÅTEN VÄSTRA SKÄRGÅRDEN. Very beautiful picture post-
card with 10 p. black on yellowish paper 1899. Enclosed also a picture 
postcard from 1915 showing the steamer. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 600 

P 446 � ÖSTRA SKÄRGÅRDEN. Beautiful envelope with 1893 10 p. black 
on rose-lilac wove paper, type II with large five pointed star. Light 
blue canc. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 750 



Collections & Lots 
€uro
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P µ 447 � Collection on home made pages in thick binder 1856-2000. Well fil-
led with many better stamps, all used. Oldest part incl. some dupli-
cates but slightly mixed quality. See example pictures on our website. 700 

µ 448 */ �/ � Two exhibition pages from Erkki Toivakka`s exhibition collection with 
10 kopek rouletted. In total six stamps (one with double perforation) 
and two covers. Six certs included. All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 449 */ � Small lot with ten rouletted stamps, a few Coat of Arms and two copi-
es Russian type. Some in slightly mixed quality but also a few with 
perfect roulette, e.g. a beautiful 10 kopek with manusript “5”. Entire 
lot pictured on our website. 100 

µ 450 �/ � Interesting lot with stamps on stock cards incl. closely cut ovals, a few 
decent rouletted, 7 rubels with rings etc. Also more than thirty covers 
and cards incl. several with straight line canc. Entire lot pictured on 
our website. 250 

µ 451 � Small lot of 10 covers/cards to and from Switzerland 1902 - 1940 incl. 
postage due, hotel covers, airmail etc. All available on our website. Bid 

µ 452 � Small lot old covers, cards, postal stationery. Also some foreign. Please 
inspect. Bid 

Åland Islands 
453 ** Lot with never hinged material, almost 70 year sets 1984-2021 as well 

as a few gift folders, more than 50 different motif sheets 2002-2006 and 
four stockbooks with material from later years with high and useful 
face value. 300 

454 ** YEAR BOOKS. Carton with fourteen different books 1994/1995-
2020/2021 with much useful face value. 100 

455 H 11 ** FACE VALUE. Booklets Elks from year 2000 with face value 8 x 0,44 
Euro. in total 1.796 booklets, face value Euro 6.322. 800 

Auction hotel rates 
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when  
booking through us. Please contact us for information! 
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning  
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information! 

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office: 

www.firsthotels.com 
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Wednesday 27 September 
13.00 hrs 

Denmark 
Please see also Lot # 369, 824 & 825 

“The Virginia Collection” 
 

Denmark during 150 years, mint stamps 1851-2001  
 
 
For this auction, we are very happy to have been entrusted a fantastic 
collection covering not only the classic and early issues in exceptio-
nal quality, but also the later years including numerous semi-modern 
and modern rarities. Highlighted by the “Inverted Frame” on the 
Provisional 4/8 øre, unique not only for being mint, but also for the 
variety from position 88 in the only sheet found with inverted frame! 
This exceptional collection, full of rare stamps of the highest quality, 
was built during more than half a century by an American couple 
from California who went to work in Risø in Denmark 1958. There 
they spent almost one year as the husband was in charge of the initial 
start-up and testing of one of the nuclear reactors built on the site. 
On a trip to Copenhagen in the same year, they were visiting a stamp 
dealer, Mr. Einar Krause on Lille Kannikerstræde 4, who started 
them up collecting Denmark. They continued to visit him regularly 
to acquire more stamps. They also used the opportunity to visit other 
European countries including The World's Fair in Brussels that 
year. 
After returning to the United States they continued to add high qua-
lity items from the same Danish dealer as well as from various sour-
ces in the US, including the legendary New York dealer Ezra Cole, 
overall during 65 years! 
We thank the family for the confidence choosing us as auctioneer.  
All items as well as the big and extremely interesting remainder col-
lection are marked “Ex. Virginia” at the end of the description. 
Wishing you all happy hunting! 



Postal History 

P µ 459 1 I � An outstanding footpost cover with a perfect 2 RBS Ferslew plate I 
No. 63 type 3 canc. with a distinct mute 4-ring canc. and blue “F:P: 
18.9 51”. The cover has been re-folded at bottom. Certs Kaiser and 
Møller. EXCELLENT. 2.500 

P µ 456 � The very rare framed pmk. “AALBORG / 15 Marts.27” placed on 
reverse of a very beautiful cover to Bordeaux. On the front three per-
fect distinct pmks and due notation, noted “Franco Hamburg”. 
DAKA 1999=DKK 12.000. ONLY FEW KNOWN. EXCELLENT. 500 

P µ 457 COD letter from “KJÖBENHAVN 21.9 1869” sent via “HADERSLE-
BEN 21.9 1869” via “GRAM 22/9 69” to Voyens Station. Red 
“Auslagen” in bow. Various notations of weight and fees (56 skilling 
to be  charged receiver = 13 1/4 Groschen). A rare and interesting let-
ter with scarce postmarks. SUPERB. 100 

2 RBS Ferslew 
P µ 458 1 I � Beautiful 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 71, type 7 with good even mar-

gins and a well placed mute 4 ring canc. Signed Emilio & Enzo 
Diena. Certs Diena & Møller. VERY FINE. 500 

€uro
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456 457 458



• P µ 460 1II * Very beautiful and wide margined copy of 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 
35 type 7 with light trace of hinge. F=40.000. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB COPY. 1.000 

• P µ 462 1II * Wonderful 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 92 type 9 with wide margins and 
only a light trace of a hinge. F=40.000. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & Virginia. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB COPY. 1.000 

2 RBS Thiele 
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Without Hinge Trace

• Lot # 461 µ 
1II ** 

A remarkable copy of 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 82 type 8 in a wide 
margin copy without any trace of hinge. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  

EXCELLENT COPY 
Provenance:  

Peer Lorentzen, International Grand Prix 
“The Virginia Collection” 

 
 

€uro 2.500



P µ 465 1II � Extraordinary strong coloured 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 79 type 5 on 
a perfect and fresh footpost cover with blue green “F:P: 15.11.5-”. 
Cert. Kaiser. EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY. 1.000 

P µ 466 1II � A beautiful small envelope franked with 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 
26, type 6 canc. with an upright numeral canc. “1” and a beautiful 
footpost canc. on the side. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE COVER. 500 

P µ 467 1II � A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thele plate II No. 82 type 8 with a very 
well placed numeral canc. “1”. Certs Lundegaard and Møller.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400 

P 468 1N3+var. Reprint 2 RBS in block of 10 plate I Nos 9-10/49-50 incl. plate I No. 20  
(*) which is a substituted cliché. F=4.000++. Bid 

• P µ 463 1II * A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 47 type 9 with wide mar-
gins all around. F=40.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 1.000 

P µ 464 1II � A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 53, type 1 with well placed 
numeral “1”. and four good even margins. Sign. Alberto & Enzo Diena 
as well as Max Thier. Cert. Diena & Møller. VERY FINE COPY. 200 

€uro
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FIRST DAY COVER  
1.4 1851

Provenance: 
Peer Lorentzen: 
Grand Prix International, ESPAÑA 2000 
Grand Prix National, HAFNIA 2001 
Grand Prix Nordique, NORDIA 2002 
Mark Lorentzen: 
MonacoPhil 2006, Rarity Exhibition Catalogue page 100

Lot # 469 µ 
2 I �

The first stamp of Denmark 4 RBS Ferslew 
plate I, No. 4 with a wonderful blue mute 
cancellation and on the cover “KJØBEN-
HAVN 1.4 1851”. Sent to Thisted on the first 
day of issue! Very rare exhibition item and 
the most beautiful of the known covers. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
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€uro 50.000
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April 4 RBS Covers

Lot # 470 µ 
2I � 

BLUE MUTE CANCEL on cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 12 also 
antiqua type III “KIØBENHAVN 4.4 1851” sent to Frederiksborg. Blue 
ink was used for a few days in early april 1851, this cover is one of the 
finer existing. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  

EXCELLENT 
 

€uro 2.500

Pen Cancelled

Lot # 471 µ 
2Iv7 � 

The finer of very few known covers from the period April 1851 when 
ink was instructed to be used 8th - 16 April 1851. 4 RBS Ferslew plate I 
No. 70 with very fine - wide margins. Stamp and cover are perfect and 
very beautiful. Distinct 1 1/2-ring cds. “RINGSTED 10.4 1851”. Sign. 
Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  

EXCELLENT 
 

Provenance: Peer Lorentzen, Grand Prix International 
 

€uro 3.000



4 RBS Ferslew 11 

P 473 2I � A wide margin copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate I No. 81 with unretouched 
design and crown (rare first part of the printing). Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 150 

P 474 2I � “Matched pair” 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 1 with unretouched 
crown and the same position with retouched crown (Ferslew 2). A scar-
ce set. VERY FINE - SUPERB 150 

• P µ 475 2I (*) Beautiful unused copy of 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 unretuched crown pla-
te II No. 67. Good margins and without gum. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY. 750 

P µ 476 2I � Twice cancelled 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 94 with unretouched 
crown with both mute canc. and inc cross. Cert. Vagn Jensen.  
VERY RARE. 200 

P µ477 2Iv4 � KRANHOLD RETOUCH” IN FRESLEW 11, plate II 
No. 5 with unretouched crown. The crown is com-
pletely free of postmark, very unusual. Cert. 
Møller. AN EXTRAORDINARY COPY. ONLY FEW 
KNOWN. 1.000 

• P µ472 2I * Unused copy with original gum of 4 RBS FERS-
LEW 11 with unretouched crown plate I No. 98. Ex. 
Peer Lorentzen & Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
EXCELLENT COPY. 1.500 

€uro
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473 474 475 476



P µ 481 2I � A very beautiful small size cover with 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 
66 with unretouched design and retouched crown with clear 1 1/2-ring 
cds. “ROESKILDE 28.6 1851” sent to Holbek. Cert. Møller.  
EXCELLENT. 400 

P 482 2I � Vertical pair 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I Nos 85+95 with unretouched 
design retouched crowns. A rare pair in exceptional quality. Ex. 
Schmidt-Andersen. SUPERB.  400 

P µ 483 2I � A fresh and beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 95 with unre-
touched design and retouched crown. Cert. Paaskesen and Schønning. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB 100 

4 RBS Ferslew 12 
€uro
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P µ 478 2I � A very strong coloured copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 10 with 
unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150 

P µ 479 2I � A beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 35 with unretouched 
design and retouched crown. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150 

P µ 480 2I � 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 with unretouched design and retouched crown plate 
I No. 50 with very wide margin at left. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 100 

478 479 480

482 483



• P µ 485 2I (*) Very fresh and beautiful 4 RBS chocolate brown FERSLEW plate I No. 
69 unused without gum. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 486 2Iv^ � A wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew with “hakmærket” pos. 1 in plate 
I. F=800. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100 

4 RBS Ferslew 2 

95

Unique Ferslew 12 Cover

Lot # 484 µ 
2I 

Cover from “HOBROE 30.1 1853” franked with 4 RBS FERSLEW 
12 plate I No. 94 with unretouched design and retouched crown sent 
to Ringkøbing. Upright numeral canc. “27” tying the stamp on a 
perfect cover. The only known Ferslew 1 on cover with numeral 
canc. Cert. Møller.  

SUPERB 
 
 
 
 
 

€uro 4.000

485 486



• P µ 489 2I * Lightly hinged copy of 4 RBS FERSLEW plate II No. 94 with good - 
wide margins. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 490 2Iv4 � “Kranholds Retouch” on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 5. A beautiful copy 
with distinct mute canc. F=3.500. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. Bid 

P 491 2I � 4 RBS Ferslew plate II in a beautiful copy with centrally placed mute 
canc. Bid 

P 492 2I � A well placed “6” Aabenraa on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II. Ex. Weigel. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ493 1I � A wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate II on 
DISTRICT COVER sent locally in Saxkjøbing. 
Upright and very clear numeral canc. “62” 
Saxkjøbing. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen. Cert. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 1.000 

P µ 487 2I � Numeral canc. “48” on cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 36 sent 
from “NYKJÖBING i JYLLAND 1.2.1853” to Holstebro. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. SUPERB. Bid 

P 488 2I � Beautiful cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 44 with two postmarks, 
black mute canc. and “SAXKJØBING 2.11 1851”. Ex. Weigel. Sign. 
Møller. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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487 488

489 490 491 492



• P µ496 2II ** Beautiful copy of 4 RBS Red brown Thiele I plate II 
No. 93 with original gum and no visible trace of 
hinge. Ex. Virginia. Certs Lasse Nielsen & Møller. 
VERY FINE. 750 

• P µ497 2II * Unused lightly hinged margin pair of 4 RBS red 
brown Thiele I plate II No. 81-82. Small tear at top 
between the stamps. F=18.000. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 750 

P 498 2II � Upright numeral canc. “13” Ebeltoft on 4 RBS Thiele I plate I No. 60. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P 499 2II � Distinct numeral canc. “56” Ringkøbing on 4 RBS Thiele I plate II No. 
97. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 500 2IIv4 � A beautiful copy 4 RBS Thiele I with “Kranholds retouch” plate II No. 
5. F=3.000. Cert. Lundegaard. SUPERB. Bid 

P 494 2I � Rural letter with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II inside dated “Vindeby den 12te 
Febr 1852” sent to Rabelykke pr. Maribo. Mute canc. and antiqua III 
“MARIBO 15.2.1852”. Bid 

P µ 495 2I � FULL SHEET MARGIN COPY 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 97. A very 
rare cover sent from “KJØBENHAVN 12.7 1851” to Varde. Opinion 
Vagn Jensen. ONLY FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN. 750 

4 RBS Thiele 

€uro
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494 495

496 497

498 499 500



P µ 502 2II � Extremely wide margin copy 4 RBS Thiele I on a beautiful cover 
from “NAKSKOV 10.12 1852, upright and centrical numeral canc. 
“43”, sent to Saxkjøbing. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY. 250 

P 503 2II � A rare cover with 4 RBS Thiele I plate II with numeral canc. “110” & 
antiqua III “STOKKEMARKE 28.4 1854” sent to Nykøbing F. Sign. 
Møller. EXCELLENT. 150 

• P 504 2IIIA * Beautiful 4 RBS black brown Thiele II plate II with good margins and 
original gum. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150 

P 505 2IIIAv1 � “Hakmärket” on 4 RBS Thiele II plate I No. 1 in a VERY FINE copy. 100 

P 506 2IIIA � A wide margin copy 4 RBS Thiele II plate II on a fantastic cover from 
“FREDERIKSVERK 28.6 1854” and with a perfect strike of numeral 
canc. “82”. EXCELLENT. 150 

P µ 501 2II � Small ornamental envelope (embossed) with 4 RBS Thiele I plate I 
No. 42 sent from Holbek to Lerchenborg. Very rare emergency pmk. 
“HOLBEK” with written date 7/3 used for a short period 13.02 - 14.03 
1853. The finest cover of few known with this pmk. Cert. Møller. 
SUPERB. & VERY RARE. 1.200 

€uro
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502 503

504 505 506



P 508 2IIIA � Very rare date stamp “ROESKILDE 27.2 1854” with “sausage 
JRB.PST.EXP.”. Franked with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II 
No. 73. SUPERB. 250 

• P µ 509 2IIIB * A very beautiful 4 RBS reddish brown Thiele II plate I No. 99 with 
good margins and very light trace of hinge. Ex. Virginia. Certs Witt, 
Møller & Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 200 

P 510 2IIIB � A perfect centric placed numeral canc. “29” (Holstebro) on 4 RBS 
Thiele II reddish brown plate I No. 45. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 511 2IIIB � Interesting red brown shade 4 RBS Thiele II plate I No. 57 with distinct 
numeral “7” (Assens). EXCELLENT. Bid 

P 512 2IIIBv2 “Cracked plate” plate I No. 11 on 4 RBS Thiele II dark reddish brown 
canc. with mute canc. with large dot”. SUPERB. 100 

P 513 2IIIB � A beautiful footpost letter with 4 RBS Thiele II red brown plate I No. 43 
sent to Frederikksberg, outside the ramparts of Copenhagen. Numeral canc. 
“1” and blue green “F:P: 6.2 54”. SUPERB. 100 

P 507 2IIIA � Very rare cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II inside 
dated “Qvinderup d 13 Febr: 1854”. RARE NUMERAL “165” and 
two different antiqua III “SLANGERUP 14.2 1854” and “ROESKIL-
DE 15.2 1854” sent to Hirschholm.  
ONLY FEW LETTERS KNOWN WITH NUMERAL “165”. 1.000 

€uro
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508

509 510 511 512

513



€uro
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• P µ 515 2IVc ** Wonderful 4 RBS grey brown Thiele III plate IV No. 45 with no 
visible trace of hinge. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
SUPERB & SCARCE. 750 

• P µ 516 2IVc * Lightly hinged pair of 4 RBS grey brown Thiele III No. 64-65 with 
good margins all around. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & Virginia. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. VERY RARE. 1.000 

• P µ 517 2IVd * Lightly hinged 4 RBS olive brown Thiele III with three wide and one 
good margin. F=15.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 300 

P 518 2IVa � Corner margin copy 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate IV pos. 1. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. Bid 

P 519 2IV(a) � Scarce shade “ochre yellow” as described by J.Schmidt-Andersen, 4 
RBS Thiele III plate III No.13 with numeral canc. “22” (Grenaa). 150 

• P µ514 2IVa ** An outstanding margin copy of 4 RBS yellow 
brown Thiele III plate IV No. 41 with full original 
gum and hinged in margin only. Ex. Peer Lorentzen 
& Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 1.000 

515 517 518 519

Please note! 
Lots marked with      have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com µ
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P µ 522 2IVb � Cover with 4 RBS Thiele III chestnut brown plate III sent from “KJØGE 
26.10 1854” to Slagelse. Perfect strike of numeral canc. “35”. Cert. 
Nielsen 100 

P 523 2IVc � A scarce double rate registered cover with two copies 4 RBS Thiele III 
chestnut brown, plate IV Nos 11+21. Sent from “HELSINGØR 7.4 1855” 
to Roskilde. “NB” in red crayon and in black ink. Right stamp slightly 
touched. Ex. Weigel. 200 

P µ 524 2IVd � A scarce cover with a wide margin copy 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown 
plate IV No. 62 sent to Aasdal pr. Hjørring. Two perfect strikes of 
numeral canc. “94” and antiqua III “TAASTRUP 19.8 1854”. Cert. 
Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 150 

P µ 525 2IVd � Envelope with 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown plate IV No. 83 on a beau-
tiful cover with perfect cancellations “7” and antiqua “ASSENS 
8.2.1855”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150 

P µ 520 2IVc � Upright numeral canc. “62” (Saxkjøbing) 4 RBS Thiele III greybrown 
plate III No. 60. Opinion Lars Jørgensen. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 521 2IVd � Horizontal pair 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown, plate IV Nos 3-4 with 
beautiful “63” Skanderborg. Ex. Weigel. SUPERB. 100 

520 521

522 523

524 525

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 20 september 17.00-19.00 
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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P µ 526 3 ** Corner margin copy 2 skilling blue plate I No. 1 with full upper left 
margins with wmk. crown and letters in the margins. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. EXCELLENT ITEM. 500 

• P 527 3a ** A very fresh and beautiful 2 skilling light blue with full gum and no 
trace of hinge. Ex. Virginia. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 528 3+13 � Rare printed matter with mixed franking 2 skilling blue & 4 skilling 
2nd printing pale zinnober sent from “KIØBENHAVN 12.1” to 
Frederikshald, Norway. ONLY A FEW SUCH KNOWN. Ex. Weigel. 
Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 400 

P µ529 3+8+ VERY RARE USE of 2 skilling 1855 from provincial  
13 � towns on cover with 8 skilling green (wavy lines) 

and 4 skilling red 1864-issue sent from “HORSENS 
24/7” to “LONDON 27 JY 66”. Numeral canc. “30” 
scarce on 2 skilling blue. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
A WONDERFUL COVER. 750 

Skilling Issues 1854-57 

526 527 528

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.
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P 532 4dv5 � Written origination “Nykøbing Själl 8/3 56” with 4 skilling 3rd printing 
plate II No. 45 with large retouch. Sent to Roskilde. A VERY RARE 
COVER. ONLY KNOWN COVER WITH THIS WRITTEN ORIGINA-
TION. 400 

P 533 4f � A wonderful vertical pair 4 sk. 5th printing with an interesting ink 
canc.Wide margins all around. Ex. Weigel. EXCELLENT. Bid 

P 534 4f � BLUE NUMERAL “122” and c.d.s. “LÜTJENBURG 22.3 1858” on a 
very beautiful cover to Hamburg with 4 sk. 5th printing. Ex. Weigel. 
Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 100 

P µ 535 4g * A wonderful pair 4 skilling 6th printing plate III No. 99-100 with light 
hinge trace. F=8.000 for single stamps. EXCELLENT. 400 

P µ 536 4 � A fantastic newspaper “3. Mai 1858”, complete, which is unusual 
and in very good condition. Franked with a 4 sk. with very large 
margins all around and a beautiful numeral “1”. Cert. Ruggero 
Benussi. EXCELLENT. 200 

• P µ 530 4 ** Beautiful 4 skilling brown with no trace of hinge. Ex. Virginia. Cert. 
Møller. VERY FINE. 150 

P µ 531 4a * Pair 4 skilling 1st printing with full original gum, minimal trace of 
hinge. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 400 

530 531

533

534

535

536

532
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P µ 540 6 � SWEDISH POSTMARK on a wonderful piece with two 16 sk. 
“GÖTHEBORG 7.7 1863” from a shipletter. Very good margins all 
around. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 300 

P µ 541 6 � A fresh and very wide margin copy 16 skilling grey lilac single on 
cover from “KJØBENHAVN 14.7” to Götheborg. Noted “pr 
Damper”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB ITEM. 1.200 

• P µ 537 5 � Wonderful cover to Sweden franked with 8 skilling with full mar-
gins canc. on arrival in Sweden “LANDSKRONA 8.8 1866”. Cert. 
Grønlund. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P 538 6 � A perfect centric numeral “24” Helsingør on 16 skilling grey violet with 
wide margins on all sides. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 539 6 � Rare numeral “198” (Copenhagen - Stettin) on 16 skilling grey. 
Slightly unfresh and with small defects. 150 

537 538 539



P µ 546 7e � Unsealed folded PRINTED MATTER with single 4 skilling 3rd prin-
ting sent from “KJØBENHAVN 27.5” via “GÖTEBORG 30.5 1861 to 
Uddewalla. Cert. Møller. SUPERB (probably the finer of few known). 400 

• P µ 547 7i � Two horizontal pairs 4 skilling 5th printing wmk. II plate V Nos 41-42 
and 51-52 on cover from “KIØBENHAVN 27.10” via “HELSINGBORG 
28.10 1862” to Stockholm. Arrival mark “STOCKHOLM 1. TUR 1.11”. 
Interesting notation at top left. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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• P µ 542 7v8 ** Wonderful copy with burelage on the reverse of 4 skilling 5th prin-
ting in a  never hinged copy. F=15.000 (for hinged). Ex. Virginia. Certs 
Vagn Jensen, Lasse Nielsen & Møller.  
EXTREMELY RARE IN THIS CONDITION. 500 

P 543 7a � Cover with very rare emergency postmark 1-line “STEGE” with writ-
ten date “29/8”, used only 28.6. - 6.7. (1859) while the date stamp was 
sent for repair, sent to Nykøbing Falster. Cert. Møller. Possibly UNI-
QUE on a franked cover. EXCELLENT. 600 

P 544 7A � Antiqua III pmk used for cancelling of 4 skilling 1st printing on local 
cover from “NYBORG 1.1 1858”. EXCELLENT & RARE. 200 

P µ 545 7d � Used block of six 4 sk. 3rd printing, plate IV Nos 9-10/19-20/29-30 with 
good to very large margins. Bottom right stamp with a very small thin. 
Ex. Weigel. Certs Grønlund & Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

Skilling Issues 1858-63 

542

544 545

546 547

543
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• P µ 549 8 * A wide margined and lightly hinged copy of 8 skilling green plate II. 
F=9.500. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200 

• P µ 550 8 * Lightly hinged pair of 8 skilling green with good margins all 
around. Pair is the largest recorded unit. Ex. Peer Lorentzen & 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT ITEM. 500 

P 551 8 � Very rare Swedish ship canc. “HELSINGBORG 25.9 1867” on an 
exceptional 8 sk. 1858 issue. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 552 8 A complete NEWSPAPER (Berlingske Tidende) franked with single 8 
skilling green (wavy lines) sent as a printed matter double rate sent 
from Copenhagen, dated 28.December 1860. Cert. Møller.  
SUPERB & RARE. 400 

• P µ 553 9 **/ * Beautiful block of four of 4 skilling roulette with two stamps never 
hinged. F=6.500 (for hinged). Ex. Virginia. Opinion Møller. SUPERB 150 

• P µ548 8 ** Corner margin copy of 8 skilling green plate II pos. 
10 without any hinge mark. Plate flaw to the left of 
“8 S.”. Creased outside the stamp picture. Ex. Peer 
Lorentzen & Virginia. Certs Møller & Lasse 
Nielsen. EXCELLENT ITEM. 750 

549 550 551

552 553
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• P 556 10 * Very fresh and beautiful 16 skilling roulette. F=12.000. Ex. Virginia. 
VERY FINE. 200 

P 557 10 � Very beautiful 16 sk. roulette with numeral “4” AALBORG.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200 

• P 558 10v4 * Fresh lightly hinged copy of 16 skilling imperforate. F=7.000+. Ex. 
Virginia. SUPERB. 100 

• P 559 10v4 **/ * Margin block of four of 16 skilling imperforate with two stamps 
never hinged. Two stamps with part of margin wmk. F=28.000++ (for 
hinged single stamps). Ex. Virginia. EXCELLENT ITEM. 750 

P µ 554 9 � Field post letter with 4 skilling roulette canc. with numeral “222” 
and with cds. “FELTPOST No 2 24.6” Skeelslund per Nørresundby 
19.5 1864 - 06.07 1864. A rare cover in perfect condition. Cert. Møller. 
SUPERB. 250 

P µ 555 9 � Field post cover franked with 4 skilling rouletted brown. Small cover 
canc. with numeral “222” and antiqua cds. “FELTPOST No 2. 6.6, P.1”. 
The field post office had occupation in Skelund per Nørresundby 
19.5.1864 - 06.07.1864. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

554 555

556 557 558
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P µ561 3+9+ A wonderful yellow envelope with a perfect 3- 
10 � colour franking: 2 skilling blue & 4 +16 skilling 

rouletted issues sent from “KIØBENHAVN KB 
17.11” via “FREIWALDAU 21.11” to Gräfenberg in 
Austrian Silicia. Cert. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 2.500 

P µ 560 10 � Single franking 16 skilling rose lilac on cover from “KIØBENHAVN 
KB 16.2” sent via “JÖNKÖPING 17.2 1864” to Norrköping. A hardly 
visible fold passing underneath the W-frame line in the stamp, but a 
fine and fresh entire. Cert. Møller. FINE & RARE. 600 

Meet Postiljonen 
 

at “Den Muntre” 
 

4-5 November 2023
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Largest 16 Skilling Franking

Lot # 562 µ 
10+9+5 � 

 
An extraordinary cover 1864 to France paying the fifth 
weight rate with five copies of 16 sk. roulette together 
with 4 & 8 sk. Shipletter pmk “3” of Lübeck and at side 
“K.B. aus DÄNEMARK”. Slightly cleaned and minor 
imperfections, of very little importance for this rarity. 
Sign. Jakubek & cert. Møller. 
 

UNIQUE & SPECTACULAR FRANKING 
 
 
 

€uro 10.000



P 568 13 � Rare single franking 4 skilling red on PRINTED MATTER within a 
wrapper dated “Glasgow 11 Mai 1870” sent via “KIØBENHAVN KB 
13.5” to Christiania, Norway. Overfranked with 1 skilling. A small 
wrinkle in the stamp. RARE. 100 

P µ 569 13d � Written origination “Mariager 20/9 65”, upright numeral “88” fran-
ked with 4 skilling 4th printing. Cert. Møller.  
EXCELLENT & RARE. 300 

€uro
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P 563 11e � Single 2 skilling 5th printing on a beautiful WRAPPER sent as inland 
printed matter from “AALBORG 21.10” to Nibe. Arrival mark “NIBE 
22.10”. EXCELLENT. Bid 

• P µ 564 12b **/ * Very well centered margin block of four of 3 skilling dark violet 2nd 
print with two stamps never hinged. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Grønlund. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 200 

P 565 12b � A wonderful cover with 3 sk. as single franking on printed matter to 
Sweden. Canc. with Swedish railway pmk. “SÖDRA ST.BANAN 
5.10 1867”. Only a few such known! Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 300 

• P 566 13 ** Block of thirty of 4 skilling red from the top of the sheet with mar-
gins on three sides. The stramps are never hinged but with some 
small age stains. F=27.000+. Ex. Virginia. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300 

P 567 13 � 4 skilling red on envelope sent as ship letter to Copenhagen. Numeral 
canc. “222” and antiqua III “DAMPSK:POST-SPED No.2, 1.10 1867. 
Arrival mark on the reverse. FINE ITEM. 100 

Large Oval Type 

563 564 565

566 567

568 569



P µ 574 15b � Two single copies 16 skilling 2nd printing on double rate cover from 
“HELSINGØR 23.11” to “CALAIS 27 NOV 69”. Transit marks DK 
duplex canc. “229” and “DANEMARK AMB.LIL.CAL.B 26 NOV 69”. 
Red “P.D.”. Noted “2” with blue crayon for second rate. Ex. Weigel. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 300 

P µ 572 15a � Single 16 skilling 1st printing on cover from “KIØBENHAVN KB 
22.11” (1864) to Gothenburg. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

P µ 573 11d+13e+ A fantastic four colour franking on an inland parcel letter 1868 from  
14a+15a “SKANDERBORG 20.4” with 2, 4, 8 & 16 sk., the two latter in first  
� printing. Distinct numerals “63”. A faint bend on 16 sk. otherwise 

flawless. Ex. Weigel. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 500 

P 570 11e+12b+ A very beautiful cover to Belgium with 2, 3 & 8 sk., the latter in first  
14a � printing. Perfect duplex “46” & “NYBORG 20.5”. ONLY FEW 

RECORDED. Ex. Weigel. SUPERB. 400 

P 571 11f+13e+ Basic rate registered letter from “KJØBENHAVN 26.10” to London.  
14b � Franked with 2 skilling 6th printing, 4 skilling 12th printing and two 

copies 8 skilling 2nd printing. Single line cachet “Anbefalet” and oval 
arrival mark “REGISTERED LONDON 29 OC 1870 / FROM DEN-
MARK”. Ex. Weigel. RARE & SUPERB. 200 
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P µ 575 15b � Cover from Copenhagen to St. Croix, Danish West Indies franked with 
a strip of three of 16 skilling with duplex “181 SJ.JP.P.SP.B. 11.5”. Dated 
inside 1868. Some toning. Cert. Kaiser. SCARCE. 250 

P 576 13+15b A beautiful parcel letter from “FREDERICIA 20.3 1868” to 
Copenhagen franked with 4 skilling red + pair and single stamp 16 
skilling 2nd printing. Upright numeral canc. “17” and antiqua cds. 300 

P µ 577 11f+12c+ Small envelope sent as inland parcel letter from Svinninge to Kolding.  
15c � Numeral canc. “219” franked with 2 skilling 6th printing, 3 skilling 3rd 

printing and 16 skilling 3rd printing. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 250 

P µ 578 17 � A fantastic pair of 3 sk. line perf. 12½ with a beautiful and rare 
Swedish ship canc. “ÅNGB.BREF FR. DANMARK”. Facit just for two 
single stamps 12.000+++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & RARE. 300 

P µ 579 17 � Wrapper with rare franking single 3 skilling 4th printing line perf. 
sent from “KIØBENHAVN KB 2.2” to Hessleholm, Sweden. 
F=10.000. A short perf. in the left margin. Certs Debo & Møller.  
FINE & VERY RARE. 150 

• P 580 18 * Beautiful corner margin copy of 8 skilling line perf. A few split perfs. 
Ex. Virginia. VERY FINE. 100 
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P 582 20a � Single franking 2 skilling 1st printing (ultramarine) sent as printed 
matter 0-250 grammes on front of “Ugeskrift for Landmænd, 4. Juli 
1872” from “NYKIØBING p.F 13.7”. The stamp affixed on wrapper 
and magazine to close the printed matter consequently the stamp is 
defective at opening. Arrival mark “MARIBO 13.7”. DECORATIVE. Bid 

P µ 583 20bb � Pair 2 Skilling 2nd printing b pos. B93-94 (both with frame matrix 
flaws) sent from “NESTVED 19.3” to Copenhagen. Numeral canc. 
“44”. F=2.100+. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. Bid 

P 584 21 � Wonderful cover from Copenhagen to Sweden with pair of 3 skilling 
canc. on arrival “LANDSKRONA 20.3 1871”. EXCELLENT. Bid 
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• P 581 18 **/ * Block of four of 8 skilling line perf. in good centering with the two 
lower stamps never hinged. A few split perfs. F=44.000+. (for single 
stamps). Ex. Virginia. SUPERB. 750 

Bicoloured Issues 

583 584



• P µ 585 21e ** Very well centered and never hinged 3 skilling 5th print. F=4.000+. Ex. 
Virginia. Opinion Kaiser & Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 586 21d+ Envelope with a beautiful & rare 15 skilling franking to Bellagio,  
22h+ ITALY canc. with duplex canc. “181” & “V.SJ.JB.P.B 6.10” (1874) incl.  
23d � rare 8 skilling 4th printing with distinct greenish grey frame print. 

Maximum 10 covers are recorded with this postage to Italy. 4 skilling 
with a small perf. imperfection at top. Cert. copies Møller & Lasse 
Nielsen. 400 

• P 587 22hv2 * Inverted frame in pair with normal frame pos. 17-18 of 4 skilling 13th 
print. The inverted frame very lightly hinged. Ex. Virginia.  
VERY RARE. 300 

P 588 22 � 4 skilling 10th printing on cover from “NYBORG 3.10” to 
Copenhagen and RETURNED with oval cachet “RETOUR” and on 
the reverse pink/black label “Adressaten kan ikke findes i 
Kiøbenhavn uden Angivelse af Bopæl eller anden närmere 
Begtegnelse / Brevpostkontoret.” SUPERB & RARE. 100 

• P µ 589 23a ** Never hinged copy of 8 skilling 1st print. F=8.000+. Ex. Virginia. Cert. 
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 150 

• P µ 590 24 * Margin block of four of 16 skilling 2st print pos. 51-52/61-62 all with 
nearly perfect centering. F=17.000+. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. 
SUPERB ITEM. 200 
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588 589 590

587586585

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 20 september 17.00-19.00 
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



• P µ 591 25 * Well centered copy of 2 skilling line perf. with light hinge trace. 
F=28.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300 

• P 592 27 * A very well centered and lightly hinged copy of 48 skilling. F=6.000. 
Ex. Virginia. SUPERB. 100 

• P 593 28g ** A very beautiful never hinged copy of 3 øre 7th print. F=2.400+. Ex. 
Virginia. SUPERB. Bid 

P 596 29 � Insured letter franked with pair and strip of 4 øre grey/blue sent from 
“RØNNE 1.7” to Odense. Black/violet registration label. Upper right 
stamp slightly rounded corner perf. Bid 

P µ 597 30 � Single franking 5 øre red/blue on wrapper from Copenhagen, canc. 
with duplex canc. “181” & “SJÆLL.P.B. 29.-” to Wiborg, FINLAND. 
Two russian transit marks on the reverse. SUPERB & RARE. 200 

598 32j � Additional franking 12 øre grey/red perf. 14 on 8 øre stationery enve-
lope sent from “KJØBENHAVN K 26.7 (1892) to Santa Fé, Argentina. 
Underpaid with 10 øre and receiver charged “1/12 1/2 ct and with cir-
cular “T”. Arrival mark “25 AGO 92”.  
SUPERB & UNIQUE FRANKING. 200 
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• P µ 594 28bv * Strip of four of 3 øre 2nd print pos. 77-80 with inverted frame in pos. 77. 
A few split perfs of no importance. All stamps with perfect centering. 
F=9.600+ for single stamps. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB 
ITEM. 200 

• P µ 595 29b ** Never hinged corner margin copy of 4 øre 2nd print. F=4.000+. Ex. 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen (for strip of three). SUPERB. 100 

591 592 593

594 595

596 597



• P 599 34f ** Never hinged pair of 20 øre 7th print. Left stamp with inverted fra-
me pos. 61. Ex. Virginia. SCARCE. 200 

P 600 29+34 � COD from “KIØBENH. CHRISTIANSHAVN 10.12 to Nykøbing Sj. 
Numeral canc. “2”. BEAUTIFUL & VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 601 36a � Parcel accompanying letter with 50 øre 1st printing on front of small 
envelope sent from “STEGE 29.9” to Copenhagen. On the reverse 
with small imperfections pair 3 øre and a 12 øre. SUPERB front side 
with the rare franking. 600 

• P 602 31+35+ Beautiful Money order sent from Copenhagen to New York 1877 via  
36 � Hadersleben franked with 8, 25 and 50 øre canc. with mute money 

order canc. and with an interesting straight line canc. “Hadersleben”. 
Stamps with some imperfections. SCARCE. Bid 

P 603 28i+36c+ Pair 3 øre 8th printing pos. 59-60 (59 with oval flaw), single 50 øre 3rd  
55 � printing and two 20 øre coat-of-arms. Reg. letter from “KJØBEN-

HAVN K 24.6” to Hamburg. Framed “R”. EXCELLENT. Bid 

• P 604 38b+bb ** Inverted frame on the two lower stamps in a never hinged corner block 
of four of 4 øre wmk. III. Ex. Virginia. VERY FINE ITEM. 150 

• P µ 605 39bbvm Never hinged corner margin block of 4 øre 127th print pos. 89-90/99- 
** 100 with inverted watermark III and inverted frame in pos. 99 & 100. 

Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & SCARCE. 250 
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600

601 602

603 604 605

599
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• P 606 43aa ** Wonderful copy of 25 øre with inverted frame in never hinged condi-
tion. Ex. Virginia. EXCELLENT. Bid 

• P µ 607 44aa ** A very beautiful 50 øre 8th print with inverted frame. Ex. Virginia. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. Bid 

Later Issues 

606 607

Unique Inverted Frame

• Lot # 608 µ 
46v1+v2 * 

The only known unused copy of 4/8 øre with inverted 
frame from the 119th printing of 8 øre, position A88. An 
additional surcharge variety hook on the “4” that only 
occurs in pos. 88. Since only one sheet was printed, this 
variety is also unique on a stamp with inverted frame. 
One folded corner perf. mentioned only for accuracy. 
Certs. Sismondo & Lasse Nielsen. 

A GREAT EXHIBITION RARITY 
 

Provenance: “The Virginia Collection” 
 
 

€uro 5.000



P 609 50a � Pair 5 øre 1st printing with small corner figures with beautiful numeral 
canc. “24” Helsingør. F=3.000 as singles. VERY FINE. Bid 

P 610 50 � Wrapper with single 5 øre coat-of-armes green small figures sent from 
“KJØBENHAVN 15.9” to Cleveland, OHIO. A short perf. tip at right, 
still ATTRACTIVE & RARE. Bid 

• P 611 51+54 * Small and large numerals 10 øre in a beautiful pair. F=5.500. Ex. Virginia. 
VERY FINE. 100 

• P µ 612 51+54 * Remarkable strip of four pos. 94-97 of 10 øre Coat of Arms with 
small numerals in pos. 94, 96 & 97. Some split perfs and the strip is 
strengthened by hinges. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Kaiser. 500 

• P 613 56v * Imperforate 1 øre orange. Not priced in Facit (AFA DKK 5.000). Ex. 
Virginia. VERY FINE. 100 

• P 614 57 * WITHOUT WATERMARK. Corner margin pair of 5 øre pos. 99 & 100 
with shifted watermark, resulting in that pos. 100 is without crown. Ex. 
Virginia. SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 615 57b � Postcard with Bornholm star canc. “RINGEBY” sent via “RØNNE 5.7 
04” and “YSTAD 6.7 1904” to Jönköping, Sweden. Illustration from 
“Ekkodalen i Almindingen”. EXCELLENT. 100 
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609 610 611

612 613

614 615



• P µ 622 156b ** A very beautiful and never hinged 60 øre ultramarine and brown 
Christian X. F=5.000+. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 100 

• P µ623 161E Essay for 1 kr. Christian X in the same colours as the 
issued stamp on white ungummed paper with 
wmk. cross. The essay is mentioned in Benfield’s 
“Handbook of Danish Essays and Proofs”. 
Probably known in only three copies. Ex. Virginia. 
Cert. Grønlund. VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM. 500 

• P 624 164 ** Very fresh never hinged copy of 10 kr. Christian X. F=6.500. Ex. 
Virginia. VERY FINE. 100 

• P µ 625 174v ** “Retouch in left circle” on never hinged 12/15 øre Christian X. F=7.500. 
Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY. 150 

• P µ 619 110a ** Scarce type I of 10 øre Wavy Lines in a never hinged copy. F=45.000. 
Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 750 

• P µ 620 120 ** Fresh never hinged copy of 5 kr. General Post Office with wmk. crown. 
F=10.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 150 

• P µ 621 121 ** Well centered never hinged copy of 5 kr. General Post Office with 
wmk. cross. F=10.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150 
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• P µ 616 69v4 ** Imperforate pair of 5 øre Frederik VIII in never hinged condition. Not 
priced in Facit. Ex. Virginia. Cert. The Philatelic Foundation.  
SUPERB & RARE. 100 

• P µ 617 70v2 ** Imperforate pair of 10 øre Fredrik VIII in never hinged condition. Ex. 
Virginia. Cert. The Philatelic Foundation. SUPERB & RARE. 100 

• P 618 88b ** Wonderful copy of 3 øre Wavy Lines wmk. cross in the scarce shade 
pearl grey. F=2.500+. Ex. Virginia. SUPERB. Bid 

616 617 618

619 620 621

622 623 624 625



• P 626 180 ** Inverted wmk. crown on never hinged block of four of 27/10 öre lilac. 
Not priced in Facit, F=7.200 for hinged single copies. Ex. Virginia. 
SCARCE. 150 

P 627 216 � 50 øre grey Air Mail on reg. cover with 5 øre brown sent from “MARI-
BO 4.3 30” to Örebro, Sweden. SUPERB. Bid 

• P µ 628 221v1 ** “ØPE” variety on the middle stamp in a never hinged strip of three of 
15 øre Ship 1927. F=4.000+. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lundegaard Nielsen. 
SUPERB ITEM. 100 

• P µ 629 385 ** Inverted surcharge 30 on 20 øre Frederik IX in a never hinged copy 
from the last row in the sheet without beams and since only one 
sheet was printed, this variety can only be known in ten copies. Ex. 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE. 250 

• P µ 630 385 ** Inverted surcharge  30 on 20 øre Frederik IX in a never hinged copy. 
AFA DKK 6.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150 

• P µ631 385 ** Inverted overprint 30 on 20 øre Frederik IX on never 
hinged block of four. Only 100 copies issued. AFA 
DKK 24.000+. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 750 
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626 627

628 629 630



• P µ635 654v ** HAFNIA 76 minisheet 1,30 kr. with text and logo 
crossed by the engraver’s burin, so called “EDDER-
KOP” (Spider). F=35.000. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. VERY RARE ITEM. 750 

• P µ 633 403 ** Worls Refugee Year 1960, 30 on 15 øre in margin block of six with varie-
ty “filled 0” in pos. 3. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB ITEM. 100 

• P µ 634 563 ** Old Buildings 1972 70 øre with “missing roof” (red colour missing), 
only known in 20 copies. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 250 
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• P µ632 385v2 ** Double surcharge 30 on 20 øre Frederik IX in a 
never hinged margin block of eight from the top left 
corner pos. 1-4/11-14 with additional varieties in 
two positions. An additional normal block from the 
same corner enclosed. F=72.000++ for single stamps. 
Probably the largest known unit of this very rare 
variety. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Grønlund.  
EXHIBITION RARITY. 2.000 

633 634



• P µ 636 893 ** Crown-Prince Frederik 2,80 kr. 1986 in a corner margin copy with red 
text in double print. Ex. Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. Bid 

Official Issues 
P µ 637 Tj.3 * A perfect fresh copy 16 skilling green perf. 14 with perfect centering. 

F=3.000. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. Bid 

Postal Ferry Issues 

P µ 641 � 5 øre coat-of-arms wrapper sent from “KJØBENHAVN KB 15.2” to 
Reval, Estonia.. Rare destination. Bid 
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636 637

638 639 640
• P µ 638 PF5 ** Never hinged copy of 50 øre wine red and black. F=4.000+. Ex. 

Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. Bid 

• P 639 PF10 ** Error POSFFÆRGE on beautiful 1 kr. brown in a never hinged copy. 
F=15.000. Ex. Virginia. VERY FINE. 150 

• P µ 640 PF34 ** Double overprint on 40 øre grey Frederik IX in a never hinged copy. Ex. 
Virginia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE. Bid 

Postal Stationery 



Collections 
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• P µ642 **/ */ � A mainly unused and somewhat specialized remain-
der collection in four Leuchtturm albums 1851-2001. 
Starts with an interesting section 2 and 4 RBS incl. 
unused 2 RBS Ferslew (without gum and with small 
fault), three unused 2 RBS Thiele. Skilling 1854 and 
1858 with several beautiful copies, Oval and 
Bicoloured types incl. varieties, Later issues with a 
large number of beautiful and interesting stamps 
incl. varieties, examples of proofs and essays. Also 
an interesting section Postal Ferry stamps incl. varie-
ties, e.g. 1 kr. brown 1919 with “POSFFÆRGE” over-
print in a well centered hinged copy. The collection 
is with a few exceptions unused with a large part 
never hinged. A number of certs included. Careful 
inspection recommended. Ex. Virginia. 3.000 

µ643 � A wonderful collection with mostly used material 
1851-1970s incl. some material Schleswig, as well as 
advertising stamps, Christmas seals etc. Mounted 
on homemade pages with beautiful text starting 
with two copies of 2 RBS, later stamps in shades, 
Bicoloured with inverted frames. A collection well 
worth a close look. 1.000 



P µ 644 � A very neat used collection 1851-1965 in beautiful album incl. many 
better stamps and some beautiful canc. Also a section unused 
Schleswig. See example pictures on our website. 1.000 

µ 645 � Collection 1851-1920 on old album pages with some better stamps but 
very mixed quality. Bid 
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Ex 644

Fredericia Private Local Post

Lot # 646 µ 
 

Beautifully mounted exhibition collection on 64 pages offered as 
it was last exhibited at ELBO 2021 in Fredericia. The collection 
covers all issues 1888-1891 incl. nine pages with proofs and essays, 
perforation and printing varieties, surcharge types and larger 
units. Most material unused but also eight copies  in rare used con-
dition.  

 
Provenance:  

Peter Wittsten 
 
 
 

€uro 2.000



Mixed Lots & Accumulations 
µ 647 2I,II+III � A huge lot 4 RBS Ferslew, Thiele I, II and III with more than 85 copies, 

mostly plated and mounted on old auction lot cards with notations. A 
few Ferslew 1’s and varieties are included. 1.500 

µ 648 2I,II+III 4 RBS Ferslew, Thiele I and Thiele II. Plate reconstruction with more 
than 100 positions in generally fine - very fine condition. Five opini-
on/certs enclosed. 750 

µ 649 2I-III 4 RBS remainder lot with some specialities: Ferslew 11 plate I No.9, 
horizontal strip of three Ferslew, Ferslew “Cracked plate” (also in 
Ferslew 12) and three copies Thiele I, II and III each with opinion Lars 
Jørgensen. Also one page from exhibition page. The lot can be inspec-
ted on our web site. 300 

• µ 650 � Remainder lot with stamps mainly bicoloured issues up to 1940s on 
album pages, in envelopes etc. incl. a few decent canc., e.g. beautiful 
copy of General Post Office 1913. Also a couple of Icelandic covers. 
Please inspect. Bid 

µ 651 Interesting lot with Christmas seals, stamps from various missions 
incl. several progressive proofs. Also some material from Sweden, 
Norway etc. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 652 **/ */ � Interesting lot in shoe box filled with stamps on stock cards 1851-1980s 
incl. official stamps, postage due, advertising stamps, booklets, 
Christmas seals in booklets, Schleswig 1920 etc. Mixed used and unu-
sed. Please inspect. 250 

µ 653 Remainder lot from estate, mostly old stamps incl. Danish West Indies. 
Mixed quality. Please inspect. Bid 

µ 654 **/ */ � Lot in three stockbooks, one with used stamps incl. a superb 48 skilling 
Bicoloured Numeral type, one album with unused material mainy 
1864-1940s (oldest part mainly hinged) incl. a few better never hinged 
Christian X, and one album mainly never hinged 1950s-1980s. Also 
some Danish West Indies. See example pictures on our website. 100 

• µ 655 �/ � Interesting lot with classic material, containing four covers and a strip 
of four of 4 RBS, covers with 2 skilling and 8 skilling as well as two 
pairs with 16 skilling with dotted background, registered cover to 
England with 2 skilling Oval type together with five copies of 4 skil-
ling Bicoloured type. All pictured on our website. 300 

µ 656 � Lot with mainly prephilatelic and stampless covers mainly sent abro-
ad. All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 657 � Thirteen old covers incl. three beautiful ones with 4 RBS incl. nut 
brown, further cancellations etc. Also two cutouts with old seals from 
Bornholm. Please inspect! 200 

µ 658 � Very extensive remainder lot of mostly old covers, cards, picture 
postcards, parcel cards incl. C.O.D., insured etc. Very interesting 
incl. many star cancellations, also on stamps. Careful inspection 
recommended! 250 

µ 659 � Lot with more than 120 covers, cards, parcel cards etc. incl. several 
with interesting frankings and destinations. Mostly material from 
1850s-1920s. All pictured on our website. 150 
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Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.



P 667 2 � An interesting wrapper with 5 pf. green sent from “APENRADE 22.1 
20”. SCARCE. Bid 

€uro
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µ660 � Hundreds of covers, cards and various postal items, 
old and new from estate. Many very interesting, 
starting with pre-philately, skilling covers incl. 
some with 4 RBS, bicoulered øre etc. Much cancel-
lations incl. with and without star, postage due, 
parcel cards etc. Some pictures on our website, but 
viewing at our office is strongly recommended! 500 

µ 661 � Interesting cover lot with around twenty items incl. two covers from 
The Danish West Indies, e.g registered cover to Nova Scotia with 
exceptional franking but poor condition. Several interesting frankings 
as well as some overseas destinations. All pictured on our website. 100 

662 � WRAPPERS/ PRINTED MATTERS. Remainder lot with great varia-
tion on covers and stationaries sent at printed matter rate. Please 
inspect. Bid 

Literature 
663 Four books by Schmidt-Andersen, “Danmarks Første Frimærke” with 

reprints, “Danmarks Frimærker 1858-1862”, “Danmarks 
Gennemstukne Frimærker 1863” and “The Postage Stamps of 
Denmark 1851-1951” with reprints. Bid 

664 The Bicoloured Stamps of Denmark 1870-1905 by Lasse Nielsen in six 
well kept volumes. Bid 

665 Danish Postal History 1875-1907 by Henrik Mouritsen in five volumes. 
First volume with som marks on front, volume 3-5 still in their plastic 
covers. Bid 

µ 666 Lot with twenty-two publications, mainly about classic Danish phila-
tely and cancellations. All pictured on our website. Bid 

Slesvig 1920 

Meet Postiljonen 
 

at “Den Muntre” 
 

4-5 November 2023



Faroe Islands 
15.00 hrs 

Postmarks 

P 668 DK39a � A full impression of star canc. “SMIRIL” on 4 øre bicoloured perf. 12 
3/4. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 250 

P 669 DK 40 � Very beautiful cover with 8 øre canc. “THORSHAVN 15.2 1900”. 
SCARCE. Bid 

P 670 DK132 � Scarce star canc. “SANDEVAAG” on small piece with 7 øre Christian 
X yellow. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. Bid 

P 671 DK142 � A superb star canc. “KVALBO” on 25 øre Christian X red. Sign. Møller. Bid 

€uro
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P 672 DK136 � A beautiful postcard with star canc. “VESTMANHAVN” and transit 
mark “THORSHAVN 19.12 25” sent to Sand. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 673 DK95+ Insured letter with star canc. “NOLSØ” sent to the Lighthouse of  
138 � Kalsoy. Cds. “THORSHAVN 26.2 26”. On the reverse “KLAKSVIG 1.3 

26”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. Bid 

P 674 DK196 � Star canc. “FUGLEFJORD” on cover with 20 øre Reunion, blue. Cds. 
“THORSHAVN 18.1 21” sent to Thorshavn. DAKA=6.500. Sign. 
Møller. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150 

668 669 670 671

672 673 674

Meet Postiljonen 
 

at TRELLEBORG 2023 
 

15-17 September



Perforation 12 3/4 Bisect

Lot # 677 µ 
1b � 

Envelope with sender’s cachet “Inspektionsskibet Beskytteren” 
sent locally in “THORSHAVN 15.1 1919” to Landsfogedkontoret 
in Thorshavn. Less than five covers with this bisect are supposed 
to exist. F=*. Cert. Debo.  

A GREAT FAROE RARITY 
 

€uro 4.000

€uro
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P µ 675 DK120+ A very rare and beautiful parcel letter franked with 5 kr. Post Office  
148 � brown red wmk. crown and pair 35 øre Christian X yellow. Canc. 

with swiss type cds. “THORSHAVN 29.9 1915” for three parcels sent 
to Copenhagen. Only few letters known with this stamp used in The 
Faroe Islands. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT. 1.200 

Provisionals 1919 
P µ 676 1 � Bisected 4 øre blue on local cover from “THORSHAVN 6.1 19”. 

F=8.000. Cert. Wowern. SUPERB. 200 

675 676



P 682 8II � 60/60 öre provisional 2nd printing in block four canc. 
“THORSHAVN 27.6.41”. F=8.800 as single stamps. VERY RARE. 250 

€uro
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P 678 2 � Bisected 4 øre blue wide margin wrapper cut on local cover from 
“THORSHAVN 14.1 19”. F=13.000. Sign. Møller.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300 

P 679 3 � Local cover with 2/5 øre green provisional together with 5 øre green 
Christian X “THORSHAVN 22.1.19”. F=4.500. Sign. Diena, Sorani and 
others. Bid 

P µ 680 3 � Cover with 2/5 øre provisional sent locally in “THORSHAVN 18.1 
19”. Cert. Grønlund. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. 100 

Provisionals 1940-41 
µ 681 4-8 Cpl. set 1940 provisionals in perfect ** quality. F=8.500. SUPERB. 200 

678 679 680

Auction hotel rates 
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when  
booking through us. Please contact us for information! 
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning  
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information! 

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office: 

www.firsthotels.com 
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



Unique Corner Blocks of Four

Lot # 683 µ 
81-83v ** 

A complete set of upper corner margin blocks of four with prin-
ter’s Nos at top left and border text “FÖROYAR” in top margin. 
Only 20 imperforated copies printed: this set of blocks are the 
only existing with upper fabrication Nos. A fantastic item for the 
Faroe collector as well as for the thematic collector. F=80.000++. 
Cert. Møller. 
 

€uro 2.000

P µ 684 �/ �/ � Collection of postmarks: STAR CANCS, WITHOUT STAR, BRID-
GE TYPE on single stamps, cuts and covers/cards incl. several with 
1940-provisionals. Beautifully mounted in an album. Very fine qua-
lity throughout. The entire collection can be inspected on our web-
site. 300 

Collections & Lots 
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Later Issues 



P µ 685 � POSTMARKS, without star cancs. A  beautifully mounted collec-
tion, rather cpl. with e.g. 28 letters and postcards and 31 letter pieces 
and talons (incl. 1940 provisionals). Better ones incl. KIRKE (FUG-
LØ), LERVIG, NORDDEBLE (3), ANDEFJORD, SVINØ and SEL-
LETRÆ. Mostly very fine - superb condition. The entire collection 
can be inspected on our website. 750 

P µ 686 Thick binder with interesting collection of both used, unused material 
as well as covers. Starting with canc. on Danish stamps incl. a couple 
of early covers and beautiful parcel cards, a good section provisionals 
1940 incl. covers and never hinged stamps. Modern part with both 
used and never hinged material incl. a large number of never hinged 
blocks of four. See example pictures on our website. 500 

µ 687 4-8 � Whole sale lot 1940-provisionals, lot with 10 used cpl. sets on talons 
from parcel cards. F=36.600+. A scarce lot in VERY FINE QUALITY. 500 

• P µ 688 �/ � CANCELLATIONS. Accumulation with a wide range of canc. on 
single stamps, pieces and covers on a number of stock cards and 
stock pages etc. incl. a very clear star canc. “KVIVIG” on a small pie-
ce with 4 øre wrapper cut out together with 5 øre Christian X. See 
example pictures on our website. 300 

€uro
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Ex 685 Ex 686

Ex 688



P 689 � Rare octangular “S. THOMAS” in blue ink (DAKA 1997, No. 5B = 
DKK 16.000) on fine cover from Guadeloupe via “ST.THOMAS JY 
30 1837” (Biritish PO). Blue arrival mark and red “PAID AT GOUA-
DELOUPE” and on the reverse GB type “GOUADELOUPE JY —. 
1857”. 500 

P 690 � Cover with contents dated “Caracas Decbr 7 1862” sent via “ST.THO-
MAS DE 15 1862” to New York. Black due mark “STEAM SHIP 10”. Bid 

P 691 Cover with contents dated “Gonaives, Haiti 20 Avril 1863” via British 
PO“ red “PAID AT JACMEL” and arrival mark “ST.THOMAS AP 23 
1863. On the reverse “JACMEL AP 20 63”. Two file folds. 200 

P µ 692 � A very beautiful unpaid cover with contents to France from “ST. THO-
MAS 15.4 1879” via England. On front “T”, French transit canc. and 
due mark “6”. On back transit London and arrival marks. Cert. Lars 
Jørgensen. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P 693 � Incoming registered letter 1910 from “TAPACHULA”, MEXICO to 
Christiansted, DWI franked with 10 c. blue/dull brown pair and 20 c. 
red/blue sent via Frederiksted to Christiansted. Mexican and 
American registration labels and red framed cachet “R / FREDE-
RIKSTED”. Six transit- and arrival marks on the reverse.  
VERY FINE & RARE. 100 
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Danish West Indies 
Please see also Lot # 146 & 575 

Postal History 

690 691 692



P 695 1c � Wonderful copy of 3 cents brown gum with a perfect mute canc. and 
good margins all around. EXCELLENT. 300 

P 696 2 ** Pair 3 cents rose plate II Nos 5+6 with full sheet margin at top with bure-
lage and wmk. letters. F=2.000+. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 697 2 ** Corner margin block 3 cents rose plate II Nos 81-82/91-92. An 
interesting block that demonstrate burelage and sheet watermark, 
large crown and letters. F=4.500++. EXCELLENT. 250 

P µ694 1b **/ * A very fresh and beautiful block of twelve of 1 cent 
with yellow gum, put on in St. Thomas. Three 
stamps are never hinged. Some other stamps with 
folds along the margins at left and bottom, which 
does not affect the beauty of this block. Good mar-
gins all around. One of the largest multiples with 
yellow gum. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY. 2.000 

€uro
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Imperforate Issues 

695 696 697



Mixed 3 Cents with USA 10 Cents

Lot # 698 µ 
2 � 

A very fresh and beautiful cover from La Guayra to New York via  
“ST. THOMAS 13.12 1871” with a margin copy of 3 cents, partly 
close cut, together with a US 10 c. brown canc. on arrival with a 
superb “NEW YORK STEAMSHIP DEC. 18”. Beautiful blue sen-
der’s cachet on front. Cert. Møller. 

EXHIBITION RARITY 
 

€uro 3.000

Line Perforate Issue 

P µ 699 3v2 (*) Rare 3 cents carmine red imperforate at left without gum. Not priced 
in Facit. Cert. Jørgensen. FINE & RARE. 500 

P µ 700 4 � Exceptional 4 cents blue with a perfect mute canc. F=11.000. Cert. 
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 400 

P µ 701 4 � Very beautiful 4 cents blue with a well placed mute canc. F=11.000. 
Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 300 
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P µ 708 5g+10g+ Registered letter from “ST. THOMAS 18.1 1898” via France and  
17a � “REGISTERED 3 FEB 98” to Liverpool arrival mark “REGISTERED 

LIVERPOOL 3 FE 98”. Franked with pairs of 1 cent 7th printing and 
10 cents 7th printing and a single 5 cent 7th printing (perf. 12 3/4). 
Red cachet “Dansk Vestindien / R”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 500 

P 702 5a � Scarce first printing 1 cent emerald green/purple violet with upright 
antiqua cds. “ST.THOMAS 16.11.1878”. A very beautiful copy with 
small imperfections Bid 

P µ 703 5d � Wonderful copy of 1 cent 4th printing pos. 28 with an excellent “ST. 
THOMAS 4.9 1882”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB 300 

P µ 704 5g � Very beautiful 1 cent 7th print inverted frame “ST.THOMAS 7.2 1893”. 
Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 100 

P 705 5g � Postcard with three stamps, two with oval flaws 1 cent 7th print pos. 
88-89 and 86, pos. 88 with v14 and 88 with v15. Very beautiful, sent 
from “CHRISTIANSTED 22.6 1899” via “ST.THOMAS 22.6. 1899” to 
“AUGSBURG 9 JUL 99”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 250 

P 706 5g � Additional franking 1 cent 7th printing on 2 cents stationery card from 
“CHRISTIANSTED 11.4 1898” via “ST.THOMAS 12.4 1888 to 
“NEUWIED 21.4.93”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT. 150 

P 707 5i � 2 cents blue stationery card additionally franked with 1 cent 9th prin-
ting sent from “ST.THOMAS 19.2 1898” to Portsmouth, England. Sign. 
Møller. SUPERB. 100 

Bicoloured Issues 
€uro
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702 703 704

705 706 707



P µ 709 6a ** Full corner margin block of six, pos. 81-83/91-93. Outstanding fresh-
ness. F=13.000. Cert. Møller. A VERY RARE BLOCK. 500 

P µ 710 6dv2 � 3 cents 4th printing with large pearl flaw in pos. 83. Mute 4-ring canc. 
F=6.000. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 711 6f � A very beautiful copy of 3 cents 6th print “ST.THOMAS 13.2 1891”. 
Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 150 

P µ 712 6g � Well placed “ST. THOMAS 18.10 1894” on 3 cents 7th printing. Cert. 
Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 713 6g � 3 cents 7th printing blue/red with a perfect strike of grotesque cds. 
“CHRISTIANSTED 3.8 1893”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 200 

P 714 6g � A wonderful cds. “ST. JAN 6.10 1892” on 3 cents 7th printing. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 715 6h � Wonderful 3 cents 8th print inverted frame “CHRISTIANSTED 20.7 
1899”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 150 

P 716 6h � “ST. JAN 6.7 1897” on beautiful 3 cents 8th printing. SUPERB. 100 

P 717 6h+7b � 3 Cents red stationery envelope additionally franked with 3 cents 8th 
printing and 4 cents 2nd printing sent from “ST.THOMAS 3.5 1892” to 
Colon. Blue arrival mark on the reverse. EXCELLENT. 200 

P µ 718 8e � Very beutiful 5 cents 5th printing with well placed “ST. THOMAS 6.1 
1891”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 150 

P 719 8 � Beautiful 5 cents “ST. JAN 12.2 1889”. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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709 710 711 712

713 714 715 716

717 718 719



P µ 720 8e A beautiful horizontal strip of four 5 cents 5th printing pos. 87-90 on 
commercial envelope from “ST. THOMAS 4.3 1892” via “NEW 
YORK MAR. 11 PAID ALL” to “HALIFAX, CANADA MR 14 92”. 
Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 1.000 

P 721 8f � Pair 5 cents 8th printing pos. 43-44 on envelope from “ST. THOMAS 
12.12 1894” noted “pr. Madiana” sent to New York with arrival mark 
17.12 94”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 250 

P 722 8f+14 � Registered postcard send from “FREDERIKSTED 6.12 1899” via “ST. 
THOMAS 7.12 1899” to Copenhagen N “27.12 99”. Franked with pair 
1 cent 10th printing, perf. 12 3/4 and 5 cents 6th printing (pair and 
single stamp). Red registration mark “Dansk Vestindien / R / 
No.618”. Notation “via Hamburg”. Correct franking: 10 cents foregin 
letter rate + registration 7 cents. Sign. Møller. 250 

P µ 723 9a � A very beautiful copy of 7 cent 1st printing with a well placed mute 
canc. with wedge. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 724 9bv1 � A very beautiful copy of 7 cents 2nd print with inverted frame with 
scarce mute canc. from St. Jan. SUPERB 400 

€uro
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723 724



P µ725 5h+ INVERTED FRAME 7 cents 2nd printing as addi- 
9bv1 � tional franking on 2 cents blue stationery envelope 

with 1 cent 8th printing. A wonderful and rare let-
ter from “CHRISTIANSTED 15.4 1895”, “ST.THO-
MAS 16.4 1895” and “LONDON 1 MY 95” to 
“K.OMB 3.5”. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.200 

P 726 10a � Single franking 10 cents 1st printing on folded letter from “CHRISTI-
ANSTED 13.8 1879” (scarce grotesque type) via “ST. THOMAS 13.8 
1879 and “LONDON 14 AU 79” to Copenhagen “29.8”. Noted “Per 
Royal Mail Steamer”. Folded shorter at bottom otherwise SUPERB. 150 

P 727 10c � Small size envelope with single franking 10 cents 3rd printing canc. 
with antiqua cds. “ST.THOMAS 26.11 1886” sent via “LE HAVRE 15 
DEC. 86” to “GIRONDE”. 250 

P µ 728 10e � Beautiful copy of 10 cents 5th printing “ST. JAN 18.11 1890”. Cert. Lars 
Jørgensen. VERY FINE. 100 

P 729 10f � 10 cents 6th printing with a perfect strike of mute 4-ring canc.  
EXCELLENT COPY. 200 

€uro
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P µ 734 11a ** A fantastic block of four 12 cents 2nd printing pos. 13-14/23-24. 
Perfect centering and extremely fresh. F=25.000+. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 1.000 

P µ 732 10f+ A wonderful registered letter from “CHRISTIANSTED 30.9 1902”  
16b+21 � sent via “FREDERIKSTED 30.9 1902” and “NEW YORK 10-8-1902” 

to Omaha, NEBRASKA. Danish type framed “Anbefalet” with writ-
ten registration “No.580” and violet “Dansk Vestindien No. 292”. 
Franked with 10 cents 6th printing in pair, singles of 4 cents perf. 12 
3/4 and 5 cents coat-of-arms. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 800 

P µ 733 10g � Excellent grotesque cds. “CHRISTIANSTED 4.12 1899” on 10 cents 7th 
printing. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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P µ 730 10f Single 10 cents 6th printing on a beautiful envelope with private 
imprint sent per ship “Per SS Madiana” from “ST.THOMAS 4.2 1894 to 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150 

P 731 10f � Italian due stamps 5 c. and pair 10 c. on cover with 10 cents 6th prin-
ting (defective NE corner) sent from “ST. THOMAS 5.5 1891” to 
Italy. Re-adressed more times before delivered at “Hotel Bretagne, 
Spezia”. A very interesting cover. Bid 

730 731

732 733



P µ 738 5i+6h+ A fantastic registered letter from “ST. THOMAS 15.1 1898” via  
11b � “PARIS 2. FEVR. 98” to “BADEN-BADEN 3.2 98”. Red framed “R” 

with ledger No. 283”. Franked with pair 1 cent 9th printing and sing-
les of 3 cents 8th printing and 12 cents 2nd printing. Extraordinary 
colours and very fresh entire. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 1.000 

P 739 11b+32 � Mixed franking 12 c. 2nd printing and 5 bit Christian IX green on reg 
cover from “ST.THOMAS 11.1 1907” to Boston, USA. Violet framed 
R-cachet “ST.THOMAS / R”. Arrival mark on the reverse 
“BOSTON. MASS JAN 19 1907”. Correctly franked. 500 

P µ 735 11a � A wonderful 12 cents 1st printing with an excellent strike of antiqua 
cds. “ST. THOMAS 2.1 1878”. F=4.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 736 11b � An outstanding copy of 12 cents 2nd printing with excellent antiqua 
cds. “ST. THOMAS 29.3 1879”. F=3.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 150 

P 737 11b � A wonderful strong coloured copy 12 cents 2nd printing with a well 
placed mute 4-ring canc. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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Lot # 740 µ 
11+12 � 

 
Together with 12 cents 2nd printing on small size envelope sent 
from “ST. THOMAS 14.3 1889” (G. PEIRANO, Timbres, 
St.Thomas, D.W.I) to “Ministre del Brazil · Caracas”, Venezuela. 
Red registration mark “R / Dansk Vestindien” with written regist-
ration “1484”. The postage was 17 cents for a basic rate registered 
letter therefore overpaid, possibly to fulfill an order for a used 14 
cents stamp to the minister. Cert. Møller. 
Only two letters with 14 cents are recorded, one correctly franked 
and this, still very attractive cover. 
 
 

€uro 5.000

14 Cents Cover
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P µ 746 15+v ** Margin block of four 3 cents perf. 12 3/4 pos. 39-40+49-50 with NOR-
MAL FRAME in pos. 50. F=8.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. Bid 

P 747 15 � 3 cents 9th printing perf. 12 3/4 franking on picture side of postcard 
sent from “ST.THOMAS 4.7 1899” sent to St. Petersburg with blue arrival 
mark  scarce destination. SUPERB. 150 

P µ 748 16b � Fantastic copy of 4 cents 4th printing with a very well placed 
“CHRISTIANSTED 2.7 1902”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 150 

P µ 749 17b � Beautiful 5 cents 2nd printing with a very well placed “ST. THOMAS 
11.11 1899”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 150 

€uro
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P µ 741 13a � Beautiful 50 cents 1st printing “ST. THOMAS 10.8 1897” (inverted 
“1”). Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 742 14 � Beautiful 1 cent 10th print inverted frame with very well placed 
ST.THOMAS 8.12 1899”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 743 14 � Excellent grotesque cds. “CHRISTIANSTED 27.5 1899” on 1 cent 
green/red-lilac, perf. 12 3/4. Part of wmk. letters in W-margin. Cert. 
Møller. 250 

P µ 744 15 � Very beautiful 3 cents 9th printing perf. 12 3/4 with an excellent upright 
cds. “ST. THOMAS 16.11 1900”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

P 745 15 � Beautiful 3 cents in the 9th printing perf. 12 3/4 with well placed “ST. 
JAN 24.7 1900”. SUPERB. Bid 

741 742 743 744 745

746 747

748 749



P µ 750 18 � BLOCK OF TEN 10 cents perf. 12 3/4 pos. 6-10/16-20 (pos. 10 and 20 
with part of wmk. letters.) canc. “ST. THOMAS 27.8 1902”. Top right 
stamp with an insignificant closed tear in the top margin. F=27.600. 
Probably largest known used unit. Cert. Møller. 
EXTREMELY RARE. 800 

Later Issues 

P 752 20 � Single 2 cents red Coat of Arms on ship postcard dated “St. Thomas 
11.IV 04” sent to “HAMBURG 30.4 04” with violet purser’s cachet 
“CROATIA”, “12.IV 04”. The stamp is ink cancelled. Sign. Møller. 
VERY RARE. 250 

P 753 21 � Beautiful 5 cents blue “ST. JAN 4.4 1905”. SUPERB. 100 

P 754 21 � Beautiful 5 cents “CHRISTIANSTED 1.7 1907”. SUPERB. 100 

P 755 19+20+ A colourful postcard franked with Coat of Arms 1 cent green, 2 cent red 
21 � and 5 cent blue sent from “ST. THOMAS 15.5 1905” to 

Northumberland, England. Franked at foreign letter rate 8 cents. 300 

€uro
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P 751 20 � Beautiful 2 cents red “ST. JAN 14.4 1905”. SUPERB. 100 

751

752

753 754

755



P 756 19+20+ A beautiful ship letter from St.Croix via “ST. THOMAS 26.7 1904” to  
21 � “KJØBENHAVN 12.8 04”. Black “C” on the reverse indicates ship letter 

incoming from Christiansted. Franked with 1 cent green, 2 cents red 
and 5 cents blue canc. with mute 4-ring canc. Noted “pr. R.M.S” (Royal 
Mail Steamship). Sign. Møller. 300 

P 757 24bv1 ** Interesting never hinged block of 25 of 2 cents on 3 cents perf. 12 3/4 
pos. 56-60/66-70/76-80/86-90/96/100 with variety “straight foot on 
2” in two positions and oval flaws in pos. 68 & 78. F=3.950++. 100 

P µ 758 25 � A very beautiful copy of 3 cents with surcharge 3 Cents 1902 with excel-
lent “CHRISTIANSTED 26.5 1903”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. 100 

P 759 26v11 � VARIETY white dot between T & S, as well as with two big parts of 
wmk crown, perfectly centered provisional “8 CENTS 1902” on 10 c. 
“CHRISTIANSTED 10.2 1902”. EXCELLENT & VERY SCARCE. 300 

P 760 26v3 � Inverted frame, pos. 51 on 8/10 cents local overprint with well placed 
cds. “ST. THOMAS 16.12 1902. F=5.000. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 150 

P 761 26 � EXTREMELY MISPLACED SURCHARGE  “8 ENTS 1902” with the 
“C” far out on the right side on 10 c.  
VERY RARE & SPECTACULAR. 250 

P 762 27 * Interesting copy of 8 Cents on 10 c. with “faded” print in upper part of 
the frame. Light hinge trace. 100 

€uro
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756 757

758 759 760 761 762

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 20 september 17.00-19.00 
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.



P 763 27v � Beautiful 8 Cents on 10 c. blue/brown with Copenhagen overprint in 
pos. 51 with inverted frame. Canc. “ST. THOMAS”. Perfect centering. 
F=5.000. Sign. Møller. 150 

P 764 27 � Very early usage “ST. THOMAS 3.7 1902” of 8 Cents on 10 c. on a beau-
tiful cover to United States. On back arrival “NEW YORK JUL.11”. 
Faint horizontal folds of no importance. VERY FINE COVER. 100 

P 766 28 * A SPECTACULAR strip of three of provisional  10 on 50 c. The left 
stamp with the surcharge situated much lower, part of original gum. 
VERY RARE. 250 

P µ 767 28a � An outstanding copy of  10 CENTS/50 cents, violet with a perfect 
grotesque cds. “ST. THOMAS 29.2 1895”. Cert. Møller.  
EXCELLENT. 150 

P 768 28 � Beautiful provisional “10 CENTS 1895” on 50 c. with superb canc. “ST 
THOMAS 11.4 1896”. 100 

€uro
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P µ765 PT 1 (*) PROOF “10 CENTS 1895” with small figures on 1 c. 
A very fine copy without any brown spots, which 
are common on these proofs. Cert. Møller.  
VERY RARE. 600 

763 764

766 767 768



P 769 28a � Pair 10 CENTS on 50 cents violett on reg. cover from “ST. THOMAS 
16.2 1914” sent to Copenhagen. Violet reg. cachet “R / ST.THOMAS”. 
Arrival mark “KJØBENHAVN K 7.3 14” and seal from “St. Thomas 
Kgl. Postkontor”. Overpaid by 3 cents. Ex. Victor Engstrom. 100 

P µ 770 5i+7b+ Registered letter from “ST. THOMAS 20.9 1895” “Per S/S Madiana”  
28a � to New York. Correctly franked and the provisional correctly used. 

Red “Dansk Vestindien / R”. Arrival marked “C 27.9 95”. Cert. 
Møller. SUPERB. 400 

P 771 32+35 � Cover to a scarce destination, Piraeus, GREECE. Franked with 
Christian IX pair and single 5 bit  green and single 25 bit ultramari-
ne canc. “ST.THOMAS 26.3 1907” with arrival mark on reverse. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300 

P 772 35+43 � Registered letter from “ST. THOMAS 19.3 1917” via New York to 
Brookline, USA. Franked with pair 25 bit Christian IX blue and 15 
bit Frederik VIII. Red/white label “REGISTERED / RETURN 
RECEIPT REQUESTED” with framed “AR” (avis de reception) and 
violet St.Thomas registration cachet. Two folds in the envelope are 
not touching the stamps. Sign. Møller. RARE. 200 

P µ 773 38-40 � St. Thomas Harbour, cpl. set with excellent cancs “ST. THOMAS”. 
F=4.500++. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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769 770

771 772

Ex 773



P 775 38+41+ Cover to United States franked with 1 fr. St. Thomas Harbour and 5 &  
42 � 10 bit Fredrik VIII “ST. THOMAS 13.4 1912”. Cover with imperfec-

tions. SCARCE. 100 

P µ 776 42 � Picture postcard to Denmark franked with 10 bit Frederik VIII “ST. 
THOMAS 4.12 1911” and with a Christmas seal on the side tied by the 
canc. 100 

P 777 44 � Antiqua canc. “KINGSHILL 31.3 1917” (last day before transfer) on 20 
bit Frederik VIII, green/blue. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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P 774 38 etc. Parcel card with 1 fr. St. Thomas Harbour franked with 3 franc in 
total (50 bit on the reverse). Sent from “CHRISTIANSTED 17.11 
1913” to Copenhagen. The card has been separated in the middle 
and gathered with hinges. Only a few correctly franked postal mat-
ters recorded with St.Thomas Harbour frankings. 400 

775 776 777

778 779

P 778 44 � Rare single franking 20 bit Frederik VIII green/blue on double rate inland 
cover from “CHRISTIANSTED 30.3 1917” to St. Thomas noted “30 g”. 
SUPERB. 200 

P 779 41+44 � Cover to Denmark with 5 bit and 20 bit Frederik VIII “KINGSHILL 
29.7 1914”. On back “ST.THOMAS 30.7 1914” and arrival canc. 
Copenhagen. VERY FINE. Bid 



P 780 45 � Scarce pmk. “KINGSHILL 8.3 1915” on cover with single 25 bit Frederik 
VIII blue sent via “FREDERIKSTED 8.3 1915” to Austin, Texas, USA. 
Sign. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 150 

P µ 781 45 � Very beautiful registered cover to United States franked with pair of 25 
bit Frederik VIII “ST. THOMAS 5.7 1915”. Plate flaw “right 2 split dia-
gonally” on the right stamp. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P µ 782 41+42+ Registered double rate inland letter from “ST. THOMAS 18.2 1915” to  
45 � “CHRISTIANSTED 19.2 1915”. Franked with Frederik VIII issues 

pair 5 bit green, 10 bit red and 25 bit. Violet framed registration 
cachet from St. Thomas. A rare and wonderful franking. Cert. 
Møller. EXCELLENT. 250 

P 783 42+45 � International parcel card from “ST. THOMAS 12.11 1913” via “KJØ-
BENHAVN B / TOLDPL.POSTG. 15.12 13” to “ODENSE 16.12 13”. 
Franked with Frederik VIII 25 bit blue in pair and single 10 bit red. 
Two black/white registration labels from St. Thomas and from 
Odense.  SUPERB & RARE. 250 

P 784 41+43+ Small size registered letter with Christian X 5 bit in pair + 15 and 40 bit  
47 � sent from “ST.THOMAS 25.11 1912” to Winnipeg, Canada. Framed 

“R/ ST.THOMAS” and transit- and arrival marks on the reverse. 150 

P 785 43+48 � A very beautiful registered letter from “ST. THOMAS 7.4 1914” sent 
to Brookline, Mass, USA. Franked with 15 bit violet/brown and 50 
bit yellow/brown, Frederik VIII. Violet framed registration cachet 
from St.Thomas. Transit- and arrival marks on the reverse. 200 

€uro
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P 790 BK8 � Stationery card 1 CENT/3 cents red commercially used from “ST.THO-
MAS 17.4 1902” to Frederiksted, St.Croix. F=3.500. EXCELLENT. 200 

P 788 50+52+ Christian X 10+20+40 bit on a wonderful registered letter from “ST.  
55 � THOMAS 27.1 1917” sent to “NEW YORK 2.6 1917” with seal from 

“St. Thomas Kgl. Postkontor”. Violet framed St.Thomas registration 
cachet. F=6.000+. EXCELLENT. 250 

Postage Due 
P 789 L1 � Pair 1 cent blue due stamp on underpaid 1/2d stationery card from 

“ST. JOHN’S AP 29 04” sent to “ST. THOMAS 12.5 1904”. Black “T” 
and notation “2”. F=6.000. VERY FINE. 150 

Postal Stationery 

€uro
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P 786 49 � Two copies 5 bit Christian X green on inland basic rate cover sent from 
“CHRISTIANSTED 31.8 1916” to St. Thomas. SUPERB. 100 

P 787 52 � Inland double rate cover with single 20 bit Christian X green/blue 
sent from “CHRISTIANSTED 13.1 1917” to St. Croix. F=4.000. Sign. 
Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 250 

786 787

788 789



P 791 HP1 � Hapag 10 cents imperforate at bottom with light blue canc. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 792 HP1 � DOUBLE EMBOSSING on 10 c. black/grey green/dark yellow with 
rare canc. “P” in square. The embossing has caused a small crack in 
the centre piece of minor importance for this rare variety. ONLY 
THREE COPIES KNOWN. Michel No. 1DD: unpriced. Cert. Møller. 700 

P µ 793 HP1-2 � HAPAG 10 c. with a well placed ring canc. Sign. Pfenninger, Bühler & 
others as well as a copy in the other shade, imperf at left. Also three 
reprints. 100 

La Guaira 
• P 794 LG12 � Dos Reales yellow green Felix Rasco on beautiful cover from Caracas 

to France via Great Britain 1866. The stamp with out canc. but with 
unusually good perforation for this issue. Notation on front “Par le 
paket Anglais”. Transit and arrival marks on back.  
VERY FINE COVER. 150 

µ 795 Very interesting lot incl. a cover front with dos reales green as well as 
many blocks of the Jesurun issue 1869, mostly **. Also a few shipletter 
stamps incl. St Lucia Conveyance Co. and an interesting DWI  8/10 c. 
pair with variety. Further from Curacao, Dutch West Indies 1934 Dutch 
Settlement anniversery a cpl set of 17 stamps (*). PLEASE INSPECT. 200 

Collections & Lots 

P µ 796 Small collection in stockbook incl. a few very beautiful copies, e.g. 3 c. 
yellow gum with perfectly placed mute canc. Contains both used and 
unused material, unused mainly hinged, but also some never hinged. 150 

µ 797 � PREPHILATELY. A huge remainder lot with covers from, to and via 
DWI. Several interesting items e.g. two covers with antiqua canc. 
“CHRISTIANSTED”, postage separation cancs. etc. A lot of interes-
ting notes and descriptions are enclosed. 30 items in total. The entire 
lot can be inspected on our website. 1.000 

µ 798 � Nice selection of six postal stationery, mostly used with arrival post-
marks. Further incoming mail, seven postcards around 1900 from 
Holland and Germany. Please inspect! 200 

799 LITERATURE. “Danmarks og Dansk Vestindiens Frimærker” by G. A. 
Hagemann in three volumes and a copy of Frost’s specialized catalo-
gue for DWI. Bid

HAPAG 

€uro
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Thursday 28 September 
13.00 hrs 
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Postal History of Greenland 
 

The Markku Lehmuskallio Gold Medal Collection 

 
The building of this historical collection goes back more than 40 years and it was exhi-
bited for the first time in 1994 in Turku in Finland, then in Moscow the same year, being 
awarded its first Gold Medal. These exhibitions were followed by many others during 
almost 30 years.  
At the following exhibitions it was awarded:  
Gold Medals 
• 1994 Moscow 
• 2010 Helsinki 
• 2016 NORDIA in Jyväskylä, Finland 
• 2017 NORDIA in Vejle, Denmark 
• 2020 SFEX Helsinki, National Large Gold 
 
Everything from the collection is offered below including some extra items, but with 
exceptions for parcel post stamps and cards, as Markku is now building an exhibition 
collection specializing in that area. We wish him the best of luck with that project and at 
the same time we would like to thank him for his confidence in entrusting us this excep-
tional collection. 
We hope you will enjoy the study of these rare and often unique items.   

 
Markku Lehmuskallio has been a film producer for more than 50 years, spe-
cializing in documentary films of native peoples’ culture from Alaska, 
Canada, Greenland, Scandinavia and Siberia. He has also produced drama 
films, one from Canada and three from Siberia. 
His interest in Inuit art combined with his professional work became the 
starting point of this formidable Greenland collection.
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Kayak Letter

Lot # 801 µ 
� 

Triangular folded letter with contents dated “Egedesminde d 9de 
Maj 1829” sent to Herrenhut Missionary “Friederich Gerulf ved 
Iginiarfich”. Perfectly preserved with private seal.  

A VERY RARE LETTER 
Provenance: Carlo Lindskog 

 
€uro 2.000

Very Rare Early Document

Lot # 800 
 

Fornyet Anordning og Forbud mod uberettiget Handel i Grønland med videre. 
Christiansborg Slot den 18 Martii 1776”. Greenland was made a state monopo-
ly and only ships controlled by Danish state were allowed to call on ports and 
trade in ports and in open waters around Greenland (KGH was established 
1774 and only few concessions were given). A very rare postal history item. 
Only two such known in private hands. 
 

€uro 750

Internal Mail
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P µ 803 � Internal letter 1846 with full contents “Kolonien Egedesminde den 
28 October 1846”  sent to “Herr Kjøbmand Larsen, Godhavn”, with 
order for various goods. A perfect seal on the reverse “EGEDES-
MINDE / MISSION”. A beautiful and extraordinary well preserved 
letter. VERY RARE. 500 

Colony Letter 1822

Lot # 802 
� 

Internal letter dated “Godhavn d 11te August 1822” sent Col. 
Rittenbenk” with a perfect seal on the reverse “SEGL FOR DE 
NORDLIGE COLLONIER” with crown and inscription “DEN 
KONGEL.GRØNL. HANDEL”.  

EXTRAORDINARY WELL PRESERVED & RARE 
 
 
 

€uro 1.000
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P µ 805 � Letter 1852 with full private contents dated “Holsteinsborg den 7 
September 1852” from Holbøl (senior) to his son Harald. Slightly blot-
ched. RARE. 250 

P µ 806 � 1864, internal letter with contents dated “12te Juni 1864” signed 
“Boye” (Counciller A.N.Peter Boye Thomsen, Kingittorq) sent to 
“Hr Assistent Ingemann, Claushavn”. A very fresh and beautiful 
letter with perfect seal “Boye”. EXCELLENT. 500 

P µ 807 � Envelope with loose letter (receipt) sent from “Jacobshavn den 7 Mai 
1868” signed “Krarup Schmidt” sent to “Hr Kolonibestyrer Boye, 
Christianshaab”. EXCELLENT. 300 

P µ 808 � Official internal letter dated “Nordgrønlands Inspectorat. P.t. 
Jacobshavn, den 13 Mai 1868”, signed “Krarup Schmidt” and sent to 
“Assistent Elberg, Claushavn”. Crowned seal “INSPECTEURENS 
SEGL FOR  KONGELIGE COLLONIER”, “DEN KONGL HAN-
DEL”. Two ledger Nos “2” in red and “30”. EXCELLENT. 300 

P µ804 � Ca 1850, internal letter “with contents in inuit 
language”, order for goods from “Peter Brønlund” 
and more others sent to “Kjøbmand Petersen, 
Christianshaab”. A VERY INTERESTING LETTER 
IN INUIT LANGUAGE. 1.000 

805 806

807 808
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P µ 811 � 1906, original photo dated “Godthaab, d 16.8.06” sent internally to 
Sukkertoppen. Bid 

P µ 812 � Ca 1900, “Kamik-letter” (letter transported by carrier in a sealskin boot 
to keep dry and safe). Loose letter sheet inside dated “Kikitame” sent 
to Jacobshavn. RARE. 250 

P µ 813 � 1915, envelope with loose letter sheet with an order for goods. Inside 
with violet 1-line canc. “Kolonien Egedesminde” used 1914-1930. Sent 
to “Bestyreren af Udstedet Akunuak”. 100 

µ 814 � Ledger list “Postseddel” 1915 for 5 parcels and 1 letter sent from 
Julianehaab. Violet sender’s cachet “KOLONIEN JULIANEHAAB” with 
shield, used 1905-1938. RARE DOCUMENTATION for the cachet. 100 

P µ 809 � 1876, letter with contents dated “”Eginiarfik 16de Marts 1876” from 
“I.Leander” to “Colonibestyrer Bolbro, Egedesminde”. Noted 
“Indlagt 1 Krone”. EXCELLENT. 200 

P µ 810 � 1905, internal folded letter with contents in inuit language dated 
“Sydprøven den 15 Marts 1905” sent to “Kolonibestyre Jørgensen, 
Julianehaab. SUPERB. 100 

809 810

811 812 813

P µ 815 � 1916, internal folded lettersheet dated “Kangermiutsait d: 8 Des 1916” 
written in inuit language” sent to Julianehaab”. Private seal on the reverse. 
SUPERB. 100 

P µ 816 � 1939, internal cover with ink canc. pair “Grønlænderinder” sent from 
Sukkertoppen to Julianehaab. Black crowned “Sukkertoppen” and brid-
ge type canc. on the reverse “SUKKERTOPPEN 25-4-1939”. 100 

815 816
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P 817 � Internal letter from “GODTHAAB 7-7-1942” to Nanortalik, “JULIA-
NEHAAB 13-7-1942” with arrival mark. EXCELLENT. Bid 

P µ 818 � 1945, “Danmarkimut” charity label on internal letter from “SUK-
KERTOPPEN 1-7-1945” via “JULIANEHAAB 18-7-1945” to “SCO-
RESBYSUND 15-8-1945”. A RARE COVER. 200 

P µ 819 33 � Gustav Holm 1956, 50 øre on a large orange “OPKRÆVNINGS-
FRAGTBREV” for an internally sent parcel (two bottles of gas) from 
“GODTHAAB 14-7-1956” to Kudtligssat, with talon on the reverse. 
SUPERB & EXTREMELY RARE. 500 

Mail from Greenland 

Cover 1784 from Greenland

Lot # 820 µ 
� 

“Sent by Captain Kettels by St.Johannes to “Den Administrerende 
Direction for Den Kongl: Grønl: Isl: ...... Kiøbenhavn”. With pri-
vate seal on the reverse. KGH was founded in 1774. 

EXTRAORDINARY & VERY RARE 
 
 
 

€uro 2.000

817 818 819



P µ 823 � Letter with full contents dated “Julianehaab 8 September 1849” sig-
ned “Holbøl” sent to “Frøken Ludviga Holbøll”. Blue ledger No. 
“13” noted at bottom left. A perfect well preserved letter. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 821 � Cover 1829 inside dated “Colonien Umanak den 30 Julii 1829” sent to 
“Den administrerende Direction for den kongelige grønlandske 
Handel”. With private seal on the reverse. 
EXTREMELY WELL PRESERVED & RARE. 500 

P µ822 � Cover 1848 with full contents dated “Godthaab 7 
Juli 1848” written by Carl Holbøll to his sister 
Hanne. Sent by vessel “Marie” via forwarding 
agent in Hartlepool 29.8 1848 and “HULL SHIP 
LETTER 30 AUG 1848” to KGH. An interesting ana-
lysis of additional postage between Altona and 
Lübeck due to war in Schleswig-Holstein is enclosed. 
Slightly worn at the edges but VERY RARE. 1.500 

€uro
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2 RBS Cover from Greenland

Lot # 824 µ 
DK1I � 

 
A wide margin 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 51 type 1 on fol-
ded letter noted “Fra Grønland” on the reverse indica-
ting that the cover was brought to Copenhagen free of 
charge. The letter was franked by KGH by 2 RBS to 
cover the footpost postage for local delivery in 
Copenhagen. Canc. with numeral cancel “1” and with 
two impressions of blue green “F:P: 10.10.54”. Slightly 
worn at the edges, Only two letters recorded with 2 RBS 
sent from Greenland. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

 
VERY FINE & VERY RARE 

 
 

€uro 5.000
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P 828 � Violet oval cachet “Kolonien Egedesminde” on large official envelope 
sent to Styrelsen af Kolonierne i Grønland with notation 
“Konnossement fra Kolonien Egedesminde”. Bid 

P µ 829 DK223 � Envelope from Greenland to Brooklyn, N.Y. sent via KGH with transit 
mark oval “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”. Underpaid by 5 öre, US due 
stamp 2 cents. Violet “T” and notation “8 1/3 cts.”. The Danish stamp 
with short NW corner perf. Bid 

P µ 826 � Wax seal “JULIANEHAABS MISSION” on reverse of footpost cover 
delivered in Copenhagen. Sent from Julianehaab by vessel “Lucinde” 
arriving in Copenhagen on 7. October 1866. Ledger No. “36” noted by 
blue crayon. Delivery fee 3 skilling noted in red crayon “3”. 100 

P µ 827 � Letter sheet with written “Fra Grønland” on the reverse inside dated 
“Godthaab 14 August 1865” sent to Justitsraad Ring, The Royal 
Vaisenhus in Copenhagen. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 825 DK3 � A unique cover with notation on the reverse “fra Grønland” with led-
ger No. noted to the left of the stamp “Nr6”. Forwarded free of charge 
to KGH who franked it with at footpost letter rate 2 skilling blue and 
sent it by footpost to “Malermester E.Dahlberg paa Christianshavn”. 
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. VERY FINE & ONLY COVER 
KNOWN FRANKED WITH 2 skilling blue. 1.000 

826 827

828 829



P µ 830 DK227a Pair of Ship 15 øre red on envelope with interesting contents letter  
� sheet from Robert Barlett Greenland Expedition 1938 (please, see our 

website). Sent via KGH with black oval cachet on the reverse 
“GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”. 200 

P 831 15 � Single franking 30 øre blue/brown American issue on envelope 
from “SUKKERTOPPEN 20-8-1945”. Correctly franked domestic let-
ter up to 250 grammes. A back flap is missing.  
A VERY RARE LETTER. 300 

€uro
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P µ 834 DK132 � Picture postcard (Udsigt til Davidsstrædet) dated “Ivigtut 24/10 1919” 
with 7 øre Christian X yellow. Sent via “KJØBENHAVN 24.11 19”. Due 
notation “6” øre. Bid 

P µ 835 DK95 � “Ivigtut Kryolitbrud” (DAKA 1998, No. 1 = +3.000) on the reverse of 
reg. cover from Ivigtut to Copenhagen franked with two pairs 10 øre 
wavy lines type canc. “KJØBENHAVN 10, 25.5 28”. Small faults on 
two stamps. A VERY RARE COVER. 250 

P µ 832 DK69 � Postcard dated “Ivigtut den 27/5 10” sent via “KJØBENHAVN 13.6 
10” to Flemløse. Sent onboard the Cryolyte Co’s vessel “Fox”, illust-
rated on the picture side of the card. A very interesting card. 100 

P µ 833 DK221 � “Ivigtut Kryolytbrud / Gammeltorv 22 / København K” on reverse of 
envelope (DAKA 1998, No. 1 = ONLY ONE RECORDED) sent via 
Copenhagen, re-directed to Pjällerud, Sweden. Noted “Eftersendes”. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 500 

830 831

832 833

834 835



P 836 2 � Unique ship postmark crowned “Fra Grønland”, DAKA 1998, No.1 = 
1K on postcard canc. “JULIANEHAAB 6.6 1939” franked with block 
of four 5 øre Christian X wine red. 200 

P µ 837 DK137 � Envelope with a long typed letter dated Etah, Thule district 3.11 1914 
sent via “KØBENHAVN 3.6 15” to “BANGOR MAINE JUN 21 1915”, 
re-adressed to North Isleboro, Maine. Sender’s envelope “AMERI-
CAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY”. Ledger No. “18” noted 
with red crayon. VERY INTERESTING & RARE. 300 

P 838 T1+2 � 10 øre green and 15 øre red Thule stamps on cover with 15 øre red 
Tavsen. Correctly franked: 10 øre for transportation from Thule to 
Copenhagen and 15 øre inland rate from “KØBENHAVN 21.9 36” to 
Tarup in Denmark. 15 øre blotched, otherwise VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

P 839 T1 � Two copies 10 øre Thule stamps on a correctly franked envelope 
from “THULE 23-2-1936” to “KØBENHAVN Ø 15.5.36” 10 øre for 
transportation in Thule and one from Thule to Copenhagen and one 
for the Danish stamp. The envelope slightly blotched. RARE.  100 

€uro
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P 840 T1 � A correctly franked letter with 10 øre green Thule stamp sent from 
“THULE 23.4.1936” additionally franked with two copies of Danish 10 
øre stamps. VERY FINE. 100 

Mail via KGH in Copenhagen 
P 841 DK29 � Rare first type transit mark framed “DEN KGL. GRØNLANDSKE 

HANDEL” in blue green, DAKA 1998, No.1 = DKK 12.000. Sent locally 
in Copenhagen. Noted “Heri ligger: hermed en lille pakke i papir mk. 
Adressen, Bogholderkontor”. The envelope is torn at top and the 
stamp is defective but with a perfect impression of the rare postmark. 150 

836 837

838 839

841840
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P 842 DK29 � Rare transit mark 3-line “DEN KGL. GRØNLANDSKE HANDEL” 
on envelope with 4 øre grey/blue perf. 14 sent locally in 
Copenhagen. Date stamp on the reverse 3.7 93. A fine cover with a 
perfect strike of the transit mark, DAKA 1998, No. 2/3 = DKK 7.000+. 
The stamp is defective. 150 

P µ 843 DK39bb Violet 1-line transit mark “Den kgl. grønlandske Handel” on rever- 
� se of envelope to Copenhagen franked with 4 øre for transportation 

in “KIØBENHAVN 22.4”. Arrival mark “V, OMB.1 / 23.4 97”. Red 
ledger No. “18” indicate transportation vessel “Lucinde” arriving in 
Copenhagen 21.4 1897. DAKA 1998, No. 6 = DKK +3.000. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 844 DK53 � Violet oval transit mark “DIREKTORATET FOR DEN KGL. GRØN-
LANDSKE HANDEL”, DAKA 1998, No. 5 = DKK 5.000. Franked 
with 5 øre Coat of Arms perf. 12 3/4 canc. “KJØBENHAVN KKB 17.9 
95”. Ledger No. “10” noted in red crayon. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 845 DK69 � A beautiful postcard with violet crowned 2-line transit mark “ADMI-
NISTRATIONEN FOR KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND” on printed 
matter/postcard sent via “KJØBENHAVN X / 7.3 11” to Berkeley, 
California, USA. DAKA 1998, No. 8 = DKK 2.500+. Sign. Møller. 100 

P µ 846 DK70 � Cover to Sandø, Færøerne, sent from Greenland via “KJØBENHAVN 
X 15.5 1911” with violet 2-line crowned transit mark “ADMINIST-
RATIONEN FOR / KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND”, DAKA 1998, 
No. 8 = DKK 2.500++. Arrival mark “THORSHAVN 26-5-1911”. The 
stamp with a very small defect, but A VERY RARE COVER. 200 

842 843

844 845
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P 847 DK87 � 2 øre wrapper additionally franked 2 øre wavy line type sent from 
Greenland with violet crowned transit mark on the reverse “STYREL-
SEN AF KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND” DAKA 1998, No. 11 = DKK 
1.500++. Canc. “KJØBENHAVN 27.5 14. SUPERB. 100 

P 848 DK113 � Crowned violet one line transit mark “STYRELSEN AF KOLONIERNE 
I GRØNLAND” DAKA No. 11 = DKK 1.500+. Canc. “KJØBENHAVN 
B / 29.11 15”. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 849 DK69 � Postcard from “Kaersuarssiak den 19 Juli 1919” sent via KGH in “KJØ-
BENHAVN 12.8 1914” with crowned violet 2-line cachet “STYRELSEN 
AF KOLONIERNE I GRØNLAND”, DAKA 1998, No.12 = 1.000+. Sent 
to Trollnäs, Sweden. SUPERB. 100 

P 850 DK194 � 10 øre red Re-Union on postcard from “Godthaab 11.Juli 1921” sent via 
KGH with violet crowned transit mark “STYRELSEN AF KOLONIER-
NE I GRØNLAND”, DAKA 1998, No. 14 = DKK 1.000+. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 851 � 10 øre Christian X red WRAPPER sent from Greenland via KGH in 
“KJØBENHAVN 24.5 22” sent to Göteborg. On the reverse black 
crowned transit mark “STYRELSEN AF KOLONIERNE I GRØN-
LAND”, DAKA No. 15 = 1.500++. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 852 DK218 � 10 øre green wrapper additionally franked with 10 øre green Stamp 
Jubilee sent from Greenland via KGH to Göteborg, Sweden. Violet 
crowned 1-line transit mark “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”, DAKA No. 
19. SUPERB. Bid 

847 848

849 850

851 852



Cover to Kronprindsens Eiland

Lot # 855 µ 
� 

A complete folded letter with dated contents from Copenhagen 
via Godhavn to Grosser Andreas Lauritz Nørgaard, 
Kronprindsens Eiland, dated 24.5 1791 and with three signatures. 
Noted “afsendt med .. Ploug til Godhavn......”. Conveyed by KGH 
vessel “De to Brødre” departing from Helsingør on 28.5 1791. Wax 
seal from KGH on the reverse.  

OUTSTANDING QUALITY 
 
 
 

€uro 1.000
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P µ 853 DK134 � 10 øre Christian X red on commercial letter from Greenland sent via 
KGH “KJØBENHAVN 15.7.27” for local delivery. Crowned violet 
transit mark on the reverse “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”, DAKA 
1998 No. 21 = DKK +1000. Also violet 2-line cachet “Fra Grønland - 
Frimärkerne er gyldige” (certain stamps got invalidated on 1.1 1927), 
this postmark is rare on commercial letters. DAKA 1998 = DKK 2.000 100 

P 854 DK90+ Postcard from Greenland with private photo sent via KGH “KØBEN- 
136 � HAVN K 3 IX 1928” to Germany, re-adressed. Black crowned transit 

mark “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”, DAKA No. 21 = DKK 1.000+. 
SUPERB. Bid 

Mail to Greenland 

853 854



P 860 DK31b � Envelope sent from “VESTJYDSKE J.PK: 21.7 1875” franked with 8 øre 
dull grey/red. Canc. with numeral canc. “183” sent to “Hr. Ingenieur 
S. Fritz, Bestyrer af Kryolithværket i Ivigtut, Adr. Kryolith Mine og 
Handelsselskabet i Kjøbenhavn. Ledger No. “16” noted. A fine cover 
with a lightly damaged stamp. Bid 

€uro
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P µ 856 � A cover from Denmark 1835 to “Hr Pastor Chr. C. Østergaard ved 
Kolonien Upernivik i Grønland”. Conveyed by KGH ship “Freden” 
departing from Helsingør on 16.05 1835. Ledger No. “23” noted at 
top. A beautiful and well preserved letter. 500 

P µ 857 � Folded letter with full contents dated “Kiøbenhavn Børsen No.19, d. 
14. Mai 1859” sent to “Wollentør H:W: Ingemann, Umanak, 
Grønland. Ledger No. “88” noted by red crayon. Conveyed by KGH 
ship “Julianehaab” departing from Helsingør on 27.5.1857. Two let-
ters from same correspondence are accompanying.  
EXTREMELY WELL PRESERVED. 300 

P µ 858 � Stationery envelope 4 sk. red sent from “AALBORG 2.5” to  Merchant 
Trier in Copenhagen who represented Pastor Balle as a forwarder of 
mail to him. The transportation to Greenland was free of charge. 
This stationery is the only letter from skilling period sent to 
Greenland. Two Copenhagen transit- and arrival marks on the rever-
se. The stationery is slightly aged and with patina. Cert. Møller. 
FINE & UNIQUE. 300 

P µ 859 SE9 � Envelope from “STOCKHOLM 29.4 1871” to Doctor Carl Nyström 
poste restante, Ångfartygen “s/s Ingegerd” in Copenhagen. This vessel 
belonged to Fredrik von Otter on his Greenland expedition, 1871. 
Carl Nyström was the doctor of the expedition. A very interesting 
postal matter. 200 

856 857

858 859



P 861 � Mourning envelope with contents, sent from “FARNBOROUGH AP 
15 75” to ship “Alert” that was a vessel belonging to British Arctic 
Expedition 1875-76, the ship departed from Portsmouth 29.05 1875 to 
Greenland. Duplex canc. “023”. 200 

P µ 862 � Envelope with two belonging dated letter sheets sent from “PORT-
SEA MY 30 75, PORTSMOUTH to ship “Alert” belonging to British 
Arctic Expedition in “QUEENSTOWN JU  75”. The letter missed the 
departure of “Alert” on 30.5 1875. The ship belonged to the expedi-
tion 1875-76. Duplex canc. “625” & “PORTSEA”.  
VERY FINE & WITH INTERESTING CONTENTS. 150 

P 863 � Envelope franked with GB 2 1/2d ultramarine sent to KGH in 
Copenhagen (arrival mark “K / 12.5 84”) who forwarded the letter 
onboard a KGH vessel with ledger No. “25” in blue crayon. Canc. 
“LONDON E.C. MY 10 84”. The letter was sent to The manager, 
Cryolite Co, Cryolite Bay, Greenland. EXCELLENT. 200 

€uro
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P 864 � Envelope with 10 øre red Posthorn sent from “CHRISTIANIA 12.1 
1899” to KGH in “KJØBENHAVN K 13.1 99”, forwarded onboard a 
KGH ship to Sukkertoppen. Blue crayon ledger No. “12”. RARE. 100 

P 865 � Envelope sent to “Hr. Kunstmaler Greve H. Moltke, Den literäre 
Grønlandsexpedition, Grønland”. Count Moltke was a member of the 
Danish Greenland Expedition, 1903-04. Private seal on the reverse. 100 

P µ 866 � Registered letter with a beautiful franking on the reverse sent from SEMI-
PALATINSK, Sibiria to KGH (arrival mark “KJØBENHAVN K 15.03 08”) 
who sent it by first ship to Sukkertoppen. BEAUTIFUL & RARE. 100 

862

864 865 866

863861

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 20 september 17.00-19.00 
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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P µ 867 � Underpaid censored WW1 letter (advertising envelope from “NEW 
YORK SPORTING GOODS”), sent from “NEW YORK JUN 21 1916” 
sent to KGH who forwarded by first ship available to Jacobshavn. Blue 
ledger No. “24”. Transit mark on the reverse “KJØBENHAVN C 14.7 
16”. US 2 cents stamp with worn perfs at right. Bid 

P 868 � Two copies 1 mk. rose/black on advertising envelope from “SAVON-
LINNA 19.VII.22” to KGH in Copenhagen (transit mark on the rever-
se) sent by first available ship to Egedesminde. Envelope torn at top. Bid 

P 869 � Registered letter from “MAKASSER 23.2 1924” (Dutch East India) sent 
to KGH, “KØBENHAVN K 27.3 24” and with first available ship to 
Kolonibestyrer Chr. Simoni, Godthaab. VERY RARE. 100 

P 870 T1 � Thule 10 øre green on cover with Danish 2x5 øre H.C. Andersen sent 
from “KØBENHAVN K 17 JUN 1936” to Kap York Stationen Thule. 
Canc. “THULE / GRØNLAND -4.7-1938”. F=3.000+. EXCELLENT. 100 

P µ 871 � Hindenburg 25 pf. ultramarine  on envelope from “MARKNEUKIR-
CHEN 5.3 37” to Thule auf Grönland. Arrival mark on the reverse 
“THULE / GRØNLAND 30.8 1932”. A small tear in the envelope at top. Bid 

P µ 872 � Official envelope from Grønlands Styrelse to Julianehaab. Scarce cds. 
“GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 10.8 38”. On the reverse colony cachet in 
black “KOLONIEN JULIANEHAAB” in black. Envelope torn at top. Bid 

P 873 4 � Underpaid envelope sent from “KØBENHAVN OMK. 20.JULI 1939” 
to “Den arktiske Station, Disko”. A 10 øre Christian X stamp has 
been used to pay the fee due, canc. “GODHAVN 19-8-1939”. RARE. 100 

P 874 � Envelope from Switzerland franked with two copies 20 rp. brown red 
canc. “BERN 3.VIII.1937” sent to “c/o Dr. Lauge Koch, Expedition Ella Ö, 
Flugplats Islands, Reykjavik. Violet one line cachet “Mestersvig 
Aeradio” and crowned “ELLA Ö”. 100 

867 868

870 871 872

873

869

874



Air Mail from Greenland
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P 875 � Special envelope “Round The World Flight by U.S.A. Army Aviators, 
Western Leg. England - USA via The North Atlantic”. First 
Transatlantic flight from east to west. Bilateral franking, GB 3 1/2d. 
brown red canc. “BROUCH R.S.D. 22 JY 24” and US 2 cents black, 
canc. “LOS ANGELES JAN 10 1925”. Signed by the aviators. The 
route across the Atlantic 1924 was Kirkwall - Hornafjord - Reykjavik 
- Frederiksdal - Ivigtut - Icy Ticle. Black/blue Air mail label. Only six 
such covers recorded. Signature B.B. JOFFE. 400 

Rockwell Kent Cover

Lot # 876 µ 
� 

ERNST UDET 10 øre Air Mail stamp, designed by Rockwell Kent 
on cover sent from Igdlorssuit to Umanak and by ship to 
Copenhagen, canc. on arrival “KØBENHAVN 31 JULI 1932”. 
Danish 10 øre stamp to pay the local postage in Copenhagen. The 
Danish Governor in Orssuit ordered a 10 øre charge to pay expedi-
tion letters. Arrival mark on reverse crowned violet “GRØN-
LANDS STYRELSE”. Red oval cachet over the stamp “Universal - 
Dr. Franck - Greenland - Expedition”. The Danish stamp with a 
round NW-corner. Only a few such covers are recorded. 
 

€uro 1.500
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P 877 � Crash Mail letter. A letter from Godthaab to Denmark 7.9.1932 carri-
ed by the Hutchinson family plane on route from USA to Europa via 
Angmagssalik. Their Sikorsky S-38 aircraft crash landed in Eastern 
Greenland. Rescued by Scottish fishing trawler “Loed Abbot”, re-
posted from “ABERDEEN 22 SEP 1932”. Confirmed on the reverse 
of the envelope. Only two letters recorded from this crash.  
VERY RARE. 250 

P µ878 DK95 Postcard dated “12/8” from Julianehaab via  
� Angmagssalik to Reykjavik, by ship “Jelling” to 

Denmark with 10 øre wavy lines type green. 
Charity label “Grønlænderinder” with violet 2-line 
cahcet “LINDBERG POST / GRÖNLAND - REYK-
JAVIK”. On the reverse violet transit mark with 
crown “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE”. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 500 

P µ 879 DK92 � Postcard dated “Hbg. 30/7-33” sendt fra Holsteinsborg to Eastern 
Greenland. Typed in red “med Oberst Lindbergs Flyvemaskine fra 
Holsteinsborg, Grönland”. Danish 7 øre stamp canc. on arrival 
“KØBENHAVN K / 23 AUG 1933”. Signed “Anna” (Morrow) & 
“Charles” (Lindbergh). Insignificant vertical  fold in the card. Sign. 
Møller and cert. Lasse Nielsen. 1.000 
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P 880 � 1933, official envelope sent to Grønlands Styrelse, København, 
Danmark. The letter is sent from “KOLONIEN HOLSTEINSBORG” 
and contained 39 postcards and 8 letters. Charles Lindbergh carried 
the mail from Holsteinsborg to Iceland, August 1933. The letter has 
been sent from Holsteinsborg to Julianehaab and from Julianehaab 
8.8.1933 by Lindbergh’s airplaine via Angmagssalik to Reykjavik. 
From Reykjavik by ship “s/s Lyra” to Bergen and arrived in 
Copenhagen 23.8 1933. Bid 

P 881 � An interesting airmail letter from Ivigtut to Herning, Denmark, franked 
with US 30 cents airmail stamp canc. “PHILADELPHIA NOV 13 
1940”. On ship mail it is permitted to use either stamps from the 
country, where the ship is coming from, Greenland or from the 
country, where the ship is bound for, in this case USA. “Ae” mark used 
in Frankfurt 1940-44. Stain around the stamp. Bid 

P µ 882 5+9 � Censored airmail letter from “IVIGTUT 12-11-1940” by ship to 
Canada, additionally franked with a Canadian 10 cents stamp, canc. 
“PORT ALFRED NO 30 40”. Censored by Canadian censor label and 
by Danish censor label in DK. Correctly franked with 115 øre. Small 
tear at top of envelope. VERY FINE & RARE. 100 

P µ 883 7+9 � Censored airmail cover with 190 øre franking sent from “HOLSTE-
INSBORG 19-12-1940” to Copenhagen. On the reverse censor label 
and violet cachet. Correctly franked. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 884 � Censored airmail letter sent from Godthaab with US 30 cents stamp canc. 
“PHILADELPHIA FOERGIN SEC. 8.5 1941”  to Copenhagen. On the 
ship mail it was permitted to use either stamps from the country, whe-
re the ship is destinated, here USA. This letter has been transported 
from Greenland onboard the “Hans Egede” departing from Ivigtut on 
24.4 1941 and arriving in Philadelphia on 8.5 1941. Violet cachet 
“PAQUEBOT” in Philadelphia. Censored in Frankfurt, indicated by an 
“e” in the censor label. At top left is a weak crowned 1-lind “GRÖN-
LANDS STYRELSE”. Correctly franked with a US 30 cents stamp. 100 

880 881

882 883
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P µ 885 2+9 � Censored airmail letter canc. “JULIANEHAAB 25-11-1941” with 2-line 
cachet “RETURNED TO SENDER / SERVICE SUSPENDED”. US cen-
sor label on the reverse “6385”. A loose letter sheet in inuit language 
enclosed. Correct 105 øre franking. 100 

P µ 886 4+5+7+9 Airmail cover with US censor label and black cachet sent from  
� “GODTHAAB 17-2-1944”. Violet 2-line cachet  “Insufficiently 

Prepaid / for Clipper Service”. Sent to Uppsala, Sweden. Correctly 
franked with 275 øre. Top right stamp defective, but a rare letter. 100 

P µ 887 4+5+7 � Envelope with double US censor in Narsarssuak, sent from “JULIA-
NEHAAB 1-3-1945” to Trangisvaag, Faroe Islands. British P.C.90 cen-
sor label. Correctly franked with 115 øre. SUPERB quality. 200 

P 888 2+4+5+ Airmail letter with US censor label, sent from “GODTHAAB 15-5- 
7+9 � 1945”. Violet 2-line cahcet “RETURN TO SENDER / SERVICE SUS-

PENDED”, one of the latest known letters with this cachet. Correct 
190 øre franking. Two loose letter sheets inside the envelope. 
SUPERB. 200 

P µ 889 5+6+9 � Censored airmail letter from “ANGMAGSSALIK 15-6-1945” to 
Denmark. Violet 1-line routing cachet “VIA TRANS - ATLANTIC 
ROUTE”. US censor label. Correctly franked with 275 øre. Three diffe-
rent charity labels on the reverse. 100 

WWII Mail from Greenland 
P 890 5 � Single 15 øre Christian X red on ship letter canc. with framed “Fra 

Grønland”. Arrival mark “KØBENHAVN K 3.12 39”. “P.C. 66 / 1296 
censor label. BEAUTIFUL & RARE. 100 

885 886

887 888

890889
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P 891 4+7 � British/Bermuda censor cachet “Released by Price Court”. Registered 
and censored letter from “JULIANEHAAB 18-4-1946”. Correctly fran-
ked with 40 øre. Bid 

P 892 5 � Pair 15 øre Christian X red on ship letter from “GODTHAAB 23-7-1940”. 
Violet 1-line cachet “PAQUEBOT”, sent to New York. A RARE COVER. 100 

P µ 893 2+5 � Censored letter from “JAKOBSHAVN 29-7-1940” via USA, Sibiria and 
Russia via Copenhagen to Randers. German censor label on the back. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 894 7 � Single 30 øre Icebear, blue on cover from “JAKOBSHAVN 21-5-1941” 
til St. Lucia, British West Indies. Arrival mark on the reverse “CASTRI-
ES, ST.LUCIA 18 JY 41”. “Grönlanderinder” label on the reverse. Bid 

P µ 895 2+5 � Envelope from “ANGMAGSSALIK 11-11-1941” sent via 
Philadelphia with blue 1-line “PAQUEBOT” used on arrival from 
Ivigtut by Julius Thomsen carrying cryolite. From Philadelphia sent 
to Morgan Annex, New York and censored by label “Examined by 
5573”. Violet 2-line cachet “SERVICE SUSPENDED - RETURN TO 
SENDER”. A label concerning the return stuck on front. 100 

P µ 896 5 � Pair 15 øre red Christian X on censored letter from “IVIGTUT 20-4-
1943” to Sidney, AUSTRALIA. Two different censor labels. Small 
damages in the stamps. Envelope from “IVIGTUT KRYOLITHBRUD” Bid 

P 897 � US postmark used in Narsarssuak on cover with 6 cents Flight, red. “U.S. 
ARMY POSTAL SERVICE A.P.O. 858 6 JUN 1943” used in Narsarssuak 
1942 - 52. Red censor cachet “PASSED BY NAVAL CENSOR”. Bid 

P µ 898 DK237 � Single 40 øre blue Ship on envelope from “HELSINGE 28.11 1940” to 
Ivigtut. Black route marking “Greenland (via Lissabon - New York)”. 
German censor in Berlin with label and red cachet. Red circular “C” 
used in Berlin. 100 

893 894 895

896 897 898

891 892
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P µ 899 DK241 � Provisional 20/15 øre red, single on censored cover from “HASLEV 
15.8 40” sent to Julianehaab, Grønland. 1-line cachet “VIA SIBIRIA - 
U.S.A.”. German censor label with red cachet. 100 

P µ 900 � Faroe Islands 1940-provisionals, cover franked with 100 øre sent 
from “TRANGISVAAG 25.2 1943 to Stockholm, confiscated by the 
British censors in Bermuda and released in early 1946. Label “OPE-
NED BY EXAMINER 3592” with manuscript “Condemned”.  Blue 
wavy lines cachet “RELEASED”. From Sweden re-directed to 
Godhavn with note that it arrived there 28.5 1946. A label is attached 
“BRITISH POSTAL CENSORSHIP”. A very interesting letter. 200 

P µ 901 DK230 � Very rare routing mark black 2-line “Greenland / (via Siberia - New 
York)” on cover with defective 20 øre red ship sent from “KØBEN-
HAVN 16 JAN 1940” to Christianshaab. A large envelope with a defec-
tive stamp. German censor label. DAKA 1998 = DKK 6.000. Bid 

P µ 902 � Large black one line canc. “OFFICIAL MAIL”, DAKA 1998 = DKK 
3,500. Envelope from “Danish Consulate General, New York”. Black 
official cachet with crown on the reverse. Franked with blue 5 cents 
stamp. 100 

P 903 � Red american two line “PASSED BY CENSOR” on envelope from 
“ATASCADERO 18 MAY 1942” to Holsteinsborg. Correctly franked 
with 5 cents. DAKA 1998, Nr. 2 = 1.500+ DKK. Bid 

899 900

902 903
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P 904 DK232b Violet 2-line canc. “By air mail / via New York”. This postmark cor- 
� responds by size to an unrecorded cachet listed in DAKA 1998 = UK, 

just not fully identically to the illustration in DAKA. Noted “Italy - 
USA / By Air-Mail via New York”. Blue/white Air Mail label. 
Franked with totally 125 øre. Sign. Møller.  
PROBABLY A NEW DISCOVERY. 250 

P 905 DK103+ Rare violet one line pmk. “Greenland”, DAKA 1998, Nr. 6 = DKK 2.000+  
259 � on a beautiful small size censored airmail envelope from “LYNGBY 

1.11 40” sent to New York. “Ae” in violet circle. German censor label 
on the reverse. 100 

P µ 906 DK256 � Censored envelope with rare black 2-line canc. “THIS ARTICLE 
HAS BEEN HELD / BY THE OFFICE OF CENSORSHIP”, DAKA 
1998, No.9 = + DKK 3.500. Sent from Copenhagen 9.11 43” to New 
York. Black 2-line cachet “Greenland /  (via Lissabon-New York). 
Censored twice. VERY RARE. 200 
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P µ 908 � Parcel letter with full contents dated “25de Juni 1864” from Edvard 
Boye in Christianshaab to Assistent Ingemann in Claushavn. 
“Noted: 3 Lax and......”. SUPERB & RARE. 500 

Parcel Letter 1846

Lot # 907 µ 
� 

Contents dated “Christianshaab 29de September 1846” sent via 
Egedesminde according to notation on the reverse. Crowned seal 
with shield “Christianshaab” on reverse. Noted “Hermed 1 .... i 
Pakke, mk C.H.”. An extremely well preserved letter.  

EXCELLENT 
 
 
 

€uro 1.000
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P µ 909 � Envelope with loose letter sheet dated “Jacobshavns Missionsbolig, 
D. 8. Juli 1903” (copy) sent to “Hr. Maler Greve Harald Moltke, 
Grønland”. Sent as parcel letter noted “Hermed 1 Pakke mrkt. Adr.” 
&  “Brevet med Pakke bedes besørget med første Lejlighed”. Count 
Moltke was a member og the Greenland expedition 1903-05. The 
envelope torn at left. 200 

P 910 � “Fragtbrev for Gods, der forsendes mellem Kolonierne i Grønland” for a par-
cel sent from Godhavn 7/7 1928 to Kolonien Christianshaab.  
A RARE FORM. 150 

P 911 32+34 � Danish type parcel card franked with 25 øre Frederik IX red and 1 kr. 
Gustav Holm sent internally from “GODHAVN 22-5-1959” to 
Scoresbysund. SCARCE & SUPERB. 150 

P 912 �/ � KGH transit mark DAKA No.1 “DEN KGL. GRØNLANDSKE 
HANDEL” in blue green on front of a parcel letter sent from 
Greenland via “KJØBENHAVN KB 9.9” to Nakskov. The parcel was 
sent by vessel “Nordlyset” 8.10 1880 from Umanak, Upernavik and 
Prøven. Noted “med Nordlyset / Godset henligger i 
Bogholderkontoret”. DAKA 1998 = +12.000. Somewhat aged. 300 

P µ 913 DK40aa+ Violet oval transit mark with crown, DAKA No. 5 “DIREKTORA- 
56+57b � TET FOR DEN KGL GRØNLANDSKE HANDEL” on Danish type 

parcel letter for a parcel sent from Holsteinsborg via KGH and “KJØ-
BENHAVN N 4.9.06”. Violet 3-line cachet “Kassebrev, Kiøbenhavns 
Brevpostkontor, Filialkontoret”. Notation on the reverse “Pakken kan 
afhentes Stormgade 3, K”. VERY FINE & RARE. 500 

P 914 P7I+P8I+ A large cut from a parcel paper from a parcel sent from Godthaab to  
PP11 �/ � KGH in Copenhagen. Cancelled in Greenland by violet oval cachet 

with crown and shield “Kolonien Godthaab” and cancelled on arri-
val at KGH with violet oval cachet with crown “GRØNLANDS STY-
RELSE. To the left of the top 15 øre stamp are traces from the large 
greenlandic ledger label torn off in Copenhagen and corrected with 
the oval cachet. The Danish PTT recorded the parcel for onward 
transportation with ledger label “935 / København 19”. No other 
such papers with full documentation exist. VERY RARE. 500 

909 910 911

913 914912

Parcel Mail from Greenland



P µ 917 � The earliest recorded parcel letter from Denmark sent to Greenland, 
signed “Harald Anton Laurentz”. A close written letter dated 
“Gjersing Prästegaard den 30te April 1838” sent to Pastor Østergaard 
paa Upernivik i Grønland. Noted “hermed en Bog”. A small damage 
in the middle of the lettersheet, otherwise VERY FINE. 200 

P 918 � A complete parcel letter with contents dated “Kiøbenhavn d 12 April 
1864” sent to Hr. P.H. Ingemann, Colonien Egedesminde, Grønland. 
Noted “pr Neptunus, Capt Bang”. Ledger No. “33” in blue crayon. 
EXTREMELY WELL PRESERVED. 300 
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P 915 P2+P8-9 A cpl. parcel card for a parcel sent from “JAKOBSHAVN 29-5-1947”  
� sent to Copenhagen, returned as a registered parcel from KGH fran-

ked with totally 185 øre in total. RARE. 100 

P 916 � 1947, Danish standard freight bill parcel card dated “Julianehaab 14.5 
1947” sent to Hareskovby. Red 1-line cachet “Julianehaab”.  
VERY UNUSUAL. Bid 

Parcel Mail to Greenland 

P µ 919 � Envelope sent as a DFDS parcel letter for a parcel weighing 1 pound 
sent via KGH to Upernivik. Two blue cachets on front and two on 
the reverse from DFDS. Interesting. Bid 

P 920 � “Forbindelses-Fragtbrev for Ilgods” for “2 Kasser Personal Effectes 
til videre Befordring med Skib til Sukkertoppen, Grønland. Den 15 
Marts 1880”. Sent via KGH office in Copenhagen. Grotesque postal 
mark “SAXKJØBING 15.3.1880. 90 øre freight calculated on the card. 
VERY UNUSUAL. 250 

916

917

915

918

919 920
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P µ921 � “1905. Meddelelser fra Direktoratet for den konge-
lige grönlandske Handel II”. The original instruc-
tion from KGH about introduction of Pakke-Porto 
stamps and about new rates for parcels sent to and 
from Greenland. A VERY RARE DOCUMENT. 300 

P 922 � 1917, official parcel letter noted “Tjenestepakke” (sender 
Statstidende), Danish type envelope (M. Form Nr. 111 A (1/12 15). 
KGH registration label A, No. “1637” for a parcel to “Provsten for 
Grønland, Egedesminde”. violet one line “STYRELSEN AF KOLO-
NIERNE I GRØNLAND”. VERY UNUSUAL. 100 

P 923 � 1919, Danish type parcel caard “Bet. Form. Nr.—-”. Sent locally in 
“KJØBENHAVN 2.8 19” via KGH with label type A, “573”  departing 
to Egedesminde on 04.08 1919. Danish 20 øre stamps covers the local 
postage in Copenhagen. Charity label. On the reverse “KJØBEN-
HAVNS PAKKEPOST 2-8.19”. 150 

P 924 � A complete parcel card with talon overprinted “Opkrævning” sent 
locally in “KØBENHAVN 15.8 34” with Danish as well as KGH label 
“1576”. Sent to Ivigtut. Local postage paid with meter mark and KGH 
postage noted “1,70” in red crayon. 100 

922 923 924

“Birth Certificate” for the Parcel Stamps
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P µ 925 DK236a Danish parcel card sent locally in “KØBENHAVN 30.6 37” with 40 øre  
� postage to KGH, who forwarded by inspektionsskibet Ingolf” to 

Greenland. 1,90 kr. postage receiver charged noted by red crayon. Cert. Lars 
Jörgensen. Sign. Møller. SUPERB. 100 

P 926 DK111+ Danish type parcel card “Bet. Form. Nr. 4 (1/7 1919) franked with 110  
256 � øre for the postage in DK. Canc. with bridge type cds “GRØNLANDS 

STYRELSE 18.III.40”. Violet 2-line cachet “Grønlands Styrelse”. KGH 
label type D, “A620”. SUPERB. 100 

P 927 � EMERGENCY PARCEL CARD 1955 for a parcel from London, Ont., 
Canada to Kulbrudet Kutdligssat, Disco Island. Blue registration 
label “TOLDPOSTKONTORET / 013”. Dated “6.jan.1955”.  
A VERY RARE FORM. Bid 

Lots & Accumulations 
928 � KGH TRANSIT POSTMARKS. Lot with 18 letters 

and cards. all with transit pmks of different types. 
One is on the reverse of a torn Lindberg-cover.  
A LOT WITH HIGH VALUE. 1.000 

µ929 � Interesting lot with 20 covers & cards with censor, 
better postmarks, Red Cross letters & envelopes. A 
fantastic lot that must be inspected. The entire lot 
can be inspected on our website. 750 

µ930 � GREENLAND, INCOMING MAIL. Lot with 13 items 
from the whole world, e.g. Czechoslovakia, India, USA 
(First Air Trip of USA to NORTH POLE, MAC MIL-
LAN-NAVY EXPEDITION 1925), France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Brazil, Dutch India and Russia. 500 

µ 931 � A very mixed lot with 26 interesting postal history items e.g. internal 
letters and parcel cards, registered letters etc. The entire lot can be 
inspected on our website. 500 

µ 932 � GREENLAND / DENMARK POSTAL HISTORY. A mixed lot with 
interesting covers and postcards, e.g . “radiobrev”, beautiful post-
card from Ivigtut 1919, shipletter with “Fra Grønland” etc. 25 items 
in total. Can be inspected on our website. 200 

925 926 927

Please note! 
Lots marked with      have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com µ
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P µ 936 P3I � Single franking 10 øre 1st printing on early parcel card sent 25.05 1909 
by “Hans Egede” 2nd journey. Card GF 2 with label type A, No. 605. 
EARLIEST RECORDED CARD by “Nordlicht”. Early type canc. black 
“Adm. for Kol. i Grønland”. Early usage!  Cert. Møller.  EXCELLENT. 1.500 

Parcel Stamps 

P µ 933 P1 * A perfectly centered copy 1 øre olive, pos. 17 in the sheet with signi-
ficant cliché flaw in left frame line. Copy of cert. Møller. SUPERB. 300 

P 934 P2IIC1 * A perfectly centered copy 5 øre 2nd printing with 4-sides perforation 
and with only a microscopic trace of hinge. F=8.500.  
EXCELLENT COPY. 200 

P µ 935 P2I+P3I 5 øre 1st printing and pair 10 øre 1st printing on parcel card GF 03  
� sent by “Godthaab” 1st journey to Julianehaab 01.02 1910. 1-line 

canc. “Administrationen for Kolonierne i Grønland”. Cert. Kaiser. 1.250 

933 934



P µ 939 3II+3IIB Two single copies 10 øre 2nd printing (right stamp 3-sides perfora- 
� ted) on parcel GF22 with private imprint “Importøren” sent by 

“Hans Egede” 2nd journey to Jacobshavn. Canc. with violet 1-line 
canc. with crown “STYRELSEN AF KOLONIERNE I GRÖN-
LAND”. Cert. Wowern. SUPERB. 1.200 

µ 940 P5III � Cliché flaws v, r & o acc. to Hjørne on 2 øre 2nd printing. Facit as nor-
mal stamps 2.700++. Exceptional assembly. Bid 

P 941 P6I � An exceptional 5 øre in 1st printing (heavy paper) in pos. 2 with cliché 
flaw y. Perfect centering. F=2.000++. SUPERB. Bid 
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P µ937 3IIB ** A fantastic copy of 10 øre 2nd printing imperf. at 
bottom from pos. 22. Never hinged and perfectly cen-
tered. Very rare in this quality. F=28.000+. Cert. 
Møller. EXCELLENT. 750 

P 938 P 3IIC1 � Well centered 10 øre 2nd printing. F=5.500. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE. 100 
938 941
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P 942 P 7II � Parcel card GF No. 8 with single 10 øre 2nd printing sent to Godthaab 
1924. VERY FINE. 150 

P 943 P8IC3 � RE-PERFORATED CORNER MARGIN COPY, position 5 in the sheet  
of 15 øre 1st printing as single franking on a beautiful parcel card GF 
07 with black oval canc. sent to Egedesminde by vessel “Fox” 4th 
journey. A shorter perf. tip mentioned for accuracy. 1.500 

P µ 944 P9ID � CORNER COPY 20 øre 1st printing pos. 25 with two sides imperfo-
rate on a Danish type parcel envelope GF 22 with private imprint 
“Importøren”. Sent by “Hans Egede” from Copenhagen 20.05 1914. A 
few shorter perf. tips at top of no importance. Cert. Møller.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 600 

P 945 P9+10 � Parcel card “Form. A. 4h. 57019” with 20 øre red and 1 kr. yellow, 
Thiele printings. Canc. with black “GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE”. 
Archive holes at bottom. 200 

942 945



P µ 948 P9+P12 Parcel card, GF 31 with 2 copies 20 øre red and a 3 kr. Thiele brown.  
� Black oval “GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE”. Label type C II. Cert. Lars 

Svendsen. SUPERB. 750 

P µ 949 P14 � Large part of parcel card with three copies 20 øre Schultz with date 
canc. “GRØNLAND 28.IV.38”. Very rare on parcel cards. Cert. 
Wowern. 150 

P µ 947 P11 ** Full sheet of 1 kr. Thiele 1930 with plate flaw in five positions. 
F=20.000++. 200 
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P µ 946 P9+10+11 Danish type parcel card “Bet. Form. Nr. 21 (1/10 30) franked with 20  
� øre, 70 øre and 2 kr. Thiele. Dated “8/6 34”. Black oval cachet 

“GRÖNLANDS STYRELSE”. Ex. Nordlicht collection. Cert. 
Wowern. SUPERB & RARE. 1.200 

947 949



P µ 952 23-27v2 ** CHANGED OVERPRINT COLOURS on very fresh margin blocks 
of four 15 øre - 1 kr. “DANMARK BEFRIET” 1945. Five different 
blocks. F=54.000+. 800 
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P µ 951 19-27 ** “DANMARK BEFRIET 1945” cpl never hinged (15) incl. changed 
colours. Mostly in very good centering, many perfect. F=30.000. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 500 

P 950 P17b � Deep red violet copy 70 øre A&L with well situated steel canc. “6.VI.37”. 
F=6.000. Sign. Møller. SUPERB & RARE. 100 

Later Issues 

Ex 951

Ex 952



P µ 957 2 � Ship canc. Danish numeral canc. “1” used on an incoming ship letter 
from Iceland. A fine and flawless stamp, centered to top. F=9.000 as 
a usual stamp. Cert. Jørgensen. FINE & RARE. 200 

P µ 958 2 � A perfect clear impression of numeral canc. “236” Reykjavik on 4 
skilling red perf. 14. Top right corner perf. has been bend. F=9.000. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY WITH SCARCE CANC. 150 

P µ 959 3 ** NEVER HINGED copy of 8 sk. Very fresh and good centering.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. Cert. Møller. 400 

P µ 960 3 � A postally used copy 8 skilling brown with antiqua cds. “STYK-
KISHOLMUR 19.11”. F=10.000. Opinion Møller. FINE COPY. 150 

P µ 961 4 � A very fine appearing copy 16 skilling yellow perf. 14 with a beauti-
ful canc. antiqua “REYKJAVIK 7.7”. Small imperfection on the 
reverse. F=22.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY. 100 
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Iceland 
15.00 hrs 

Skilling Issues 

P 953 1PT PROOF of 2 sk. on white carton paper without wmk. A small thin spot 
in the margin between the stamps. Very good margins. Bid 

P µ 954 1 � A good looking copy 2 skilling blue with upright antiqua cds. “REYK-
JAVIK 8/11”, however with defects. F=19.000. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. 
ACCEPTABLE COPY. 100 

P µ 955 1 � A well centered copy 2 skilling blue with scarce antiqua cds. “VÖL-
LUR”. Lower left corner perf. lightly improved. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. Bid 

P 956 1v2 (*) IMPERFORATE margin copy of 2 sk. As always without gum. Sign. A. 
Diena. F=5.500++. SUPERB & RARE. 200 

953 954 955 956

957 958 959 960 961
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P µ 967 10c � Pair 5 aur green, 5th printing perf. 14. Centrally canc. “DALASYSLA 
9.1”. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. EXCELLENT. Bid 

• P 968 13d ** Never hinged block of four of 16 aur grey brown. F=25.200.  
VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 969 14a � A very fresh copy with scarcer antiqua canc. “SVEINSSTADIR 6/4”. 
F=4.400. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE COPY. Bid 

• P 970 19 ** Exceptionally well centered never hinged block of four of 100 aur. 
F=20.000. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 200 

• P µ 962 4 � Fresh copy of 16 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with part of Reykjavik canc. 
F=22.000. SCARCE. 250 

P µ 963 4 � 16 aur yellow comb perf. 14 in a used copy canc. with 3-ring numeral 
canc. most certainly “1” of Copenhagen. An off centered copy as 
often but with perfect perforation. F=22.000. Certs. Grønlund and 
Witschi. FINE COPY. 250 

P µ 964 6 � A rare, perfectly perforated and centered copy 4 skilling red, line 
perforated canc. “ISAFJÖRDUR” F=19.000. 300 

P µ 965 6 � A beautiful copy of 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2 in very good centering and 
with a well placed “REYKJAVÍK 3.2” in type A. Small pinhole not 
mentioned in cert. F=19.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 300 

Aur Issue Perforation 14 x 13 1/2 
P 966 9 * Extremely well centered and beautiful 5 aur blue with plate flaw 

“upper left frame corner cut off”. F=7.000. SUPERB COPY. 100 

962 963 964 965 966

967

968

969

970
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P 971 28 � A very beautiful 20 aur blue with crown canc. “MÖÐRUVELLIR”. 
SUPERB. 100 

• P µ 972 31 ** Fresh 50 aur red and blue in a never hinged copy. F=12.000. Cert. Dr. 
Debo. VERY FINE. 200 

Þrir Issues 

P µ974 33 � Large þrir and 3 on 5 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with part 
of Reykjavik canc. Pos. 70 in the sheet with plate 
flaw in the frame att upper left as well as in the 
lower frame. F=35.000. Certs Grønlund & Lasse 
Nielsen. SCARCE. 750 

P µ 975 33 � A very fine copy large “þrir” and red “3” on 5 aur green perf. 14. Very 
fine perforation and centering. F=35.000. Cert. Møller.  
A VERY FINE COPY. 500 

P 976 34 * Small þrir and 3 on 5 aur green unusual with shifted surcharge  
making “3” completely visible. Sign. Dr. Debo. SCARCE. 100 

P µ 977 35 � “3” in red and black “þrír” (large letters) on 5 aur green lightly canc. 
with bridge type canc. “REYKJAVIK”. F=6.000. Cert. Møller.  
VERY FINE. 150 

Aur Issue Perforation 12 3/4 

971 972

973 975 976

P µ 973 32 � Small þrir and 3 on 5 aur green perf. 14 x 13 1/2 “REYKJAVIK 
2.11.xx”. F=20.000. Certs Grønlund & Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 400 

977



P µ 978 � Printed matter canc. “REYKJAVIK 14.11 97” with handwritten “f þrir”, 
“f” for franco, due to lack of 3 aur stamps (only used for one day). Arr. 
pmk “HAFNAFJÖRDUR”. LESS THAN TEN SUCH RECORDED. 500 

Í Gildi Issues 

€uro
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P 979 40d * 16 aur brown perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with black Í GILDI overprint. Slightly 
disturbed gum. Cert. Møller. FINE COPY. 300 

979 981 982 983

P µ 980 47b * A fresh and very beautiful copy 20 aur 2nd printing grey blue perf. 
14 x 13 1/2 with a very small thin spot on the reverse. F=55.000. Certs 
Lasse Nielsen and  Møller. A VERY ATTRACTIVE COPY. 500 

P µ 981 51 � A rare used stamp 5 aur green perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint. Very 
fine perforation and centering. Bridge type canc. “REYKJAIVIK 
26.4”. F=8.000. Sign. Bloch & cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE. 150 

P µ 982 52 * 6 aur grey perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint setting II pos. 41 and 
inverted red mirror print in pos. 21. Not catalogued in Facit. Cert. 
Eldrup. RARE. 200 

P µ 983 59 � Excellent canc. “HRAUNGERDI 10.1” cto. on 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 red Í 
Gildi. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. SUPERB. Bid 
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Unique 25 Aur Cancelled

Lot # 984 µ 
56 � 

 
Very fresh 25 aur yellow brown/blue perf. 12 3/4 cancel-
led to order with grotesque cds. "REYKJAVIK" (Facit 
type G1b). The basic stamp has prominent oval flaw: 
bisected letter "N" in "ISLAND", position 44 (Facit No. 
29v1. The overprint is type D (two wide zeroes) and it has 
long last "I" in "GILDI". The overprinting for the few 
known copies 25 aur black overprint are assumed to 
have taken place in late 1903 (see also special article in 
Facit 2013 by Ellis Glatt. Old signature: "T.T" (Max Thier, 
Berlin). Certs KPK and Lasse Nielsen. Checked by Ellis 
Glatt. 

 
GREAT RARITY 

 
 

€uro 7.500 
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P 985 63 � Scarce British canc. “BARRY B.O. GLAM MY.9 06” on 3 aur Christian 

IX. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 986 65 � Very rare canc. “ÞINGEYJARSYSLA 3.8” (inverted date) on postcard 
to Gilsbakka with transit  “AKUREYRI 4.8” and “STRANDASYSLA 
15.8”. Opinion Lasse Nilsen. 150 

P 987 66+77+ A very beautiful meterological observation from Saudanes sent to  
81+108 � Denmark with 6 aur together with 3 and 10 aur Two Kings and 1 eyr 

silhouette issues “ÞÓRSHÖFN 28.I.14”. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 988 68+70 � Insured cover to Denmark with 16 aur together with 25 aur “REYKJA-
VIK 24.10.1904” with correct rate sent by the famous sculptor Einar 
Jónson. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE. 200 

985 986

987 988

Postal History Collection 1902–1943 
 
We are happy to break up an exceptional collection, specialized in post-
marks lot # 985-1027 (nearly all from this collection), 1039-51, 1123 & 1130-
38, as well as showing the usage of the various stamps during this period 
through a large number of covers.  

The collection has been built during decades, containing a great variation 
including many postal history rarities. These covers are presented as single 
items or in lots from the various issues. The postmarks are offered in an 
extensive collection (# 1123), besides a few very rare ones as singles. 

A fantastic occasion for the specialists or for those wanting to start an advan-
ced collection of some of these attractive issues, or perhaps from the whole 
period.
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P µ 991 73+78+ Exceptional parcel letter for three 5 kg parcels to Denmark franked  
80 � with pair of 1 krona together with 4 and 6 aur Two Kings “REYKJA-

VIK 27.X.15”. Correct rate 70 aur per parcel. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
SUPERB & RARE. 600 

• P µ 992 82 � Very beautiful parcel cover with pair of 15 aur Two Kings on the back 
paying for import duties canc. “REYKJAVIK 17.V.15”. On the front the 
cover is franked with Danish 25 øre Chr. X canc. in Copenhagen. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 

• P µ 993 79+86+ Danish parcel cover canc. “KJØBENHAVN 14.9 16” and “19.6 16”  
88 � with 5 aur, 40 aur in pair together with 1 kr. on the back paying for 

import duties, canc. “REYKJAVIK 20.X.16”. Vertical fold in the cover 
from before the stamps where applied. SCARCE. 250 

• P µ 994 81+89 � Customs declaration form for a parcel with “Toilet Preparations”, 
with 10 aur and 2 kr. Two Kings paying the import duties canc. 
“REYKJAVIK 19.V.14”. Some minor imperfections on the form. 
SCARCE. 200 

• P 989 70+71 � Parcel letter to Denmark franked with 25 & 40 aur Christian IX “REYK-
JAVIK 9.12 1904” with arrival “KJØBENHAVN 19.12.04” on back. Ex. 
Helm. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

• P 990 65+72 � Beautiful insured cover to Denmark franked with 5 & 50 aur Christian 
IX “DYRAFJÖRDUR 22.4” with transit “REYKJAVIK 26.4 1905” and 
oval “KJØBENHAVNS PENGEPOSTKONTOR 12.MAJ 1905” on back.  
Ex. Helm. 150 

989 990

992 993 994
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P µ 998 102 � Beautiful registered cover to Denmark with 50 aur on 5 kr. Christian IX 
“ÖNUNDARFJÖRÐUR 13.VIII.26”. Transit and arrival canc. on back. 
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COVER. 150 

P µ 999 112 � 15 aur Sigurdsson, violet with a huge “white” variety caused by gum on 
the surface. Cert. Lars Jørgensen. VERY  FINE - SUPERB. Bid 

• P µ 1000 79+113 � Parcel card from Birkenhead 1914 with attached customs declaration 
for “Samples of soap”. Import duties paid by 5 aur Two Kings and 25 
aur Jan Sigurdsson affixed on the back “REYKJAVIK 11.VII.14”. 
SCARCE. 100 

P µ 1001 116 � Cover sent from “EGILSTAÐIR 13.X.13” to Denmark franked with 20 
aur Frederik VIII. With notation “via Leith pr. s/s Ingolf”. On back 
transit and arrival marks. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1002 81+117 � A wonderful letter for an insured parcel to Denmark, franked with 
50 aur Frederik VIII together with a pair of 10 aur Two Kings canc. 
with two very clear “REYKJAVIK 11.X.15”. Correct rate with the cal-
culation enclosed. Sign. Møller. SUPERB COVER. 400 

P µ 995 82+97 � Beautiful registered cover to United States from “REYKJAVIK 
3.VII.19” with 15 aur together with 20 aur. VERY FINE. Bid 

P µ 996 87 � Registered cover to United States franked with 50 aur “REYKJA-
VIK2.IV.19. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 150 

P µ 997 94 � Decorative advertising envelope sent to Faroe Islands franked with 
pair of 5 aur “REYKJAVIK 4.V.17”. Slightly reduced at right.  
VERY FINE & BEAUTIFUL. 100 

995 996 997

998 999 1000

1001 1002
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P µ 1003 118 � Parcel letter for three parcels to Denmark franked with two copies of 
1 kr. Frederik VIII “REYKJAVIK 31.XII.12”. Calculation of the rate in 
upper right corner. Left stamp with a small imperfection. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. VERY RARE. 300 

P 1004 120 � Inverted watermark on 5 kr. Frederik VIII brown. F=3.000.  
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

P µ 1005 101+135 A very beautiful registered cover to Denmark franked with 30 aur on  
� 50 aur Christian IX together with 20 aur Christian X “AKUREYRI 

6.X.25”. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COVER. 200 

P 1006 127+159 Registered C.O.D. letter from “GARÐASAUKI 24.1.29” franked with  
� EIN KRONA on 40 aur and 5 aur Christian X. RARE COVER. 150 

P µ 1007 131+138 A very beautiful registered cover to Denmark via Edinburgh franked  
� with 10 aur together with two copies of 30 aur “REYKJAVIK 

15.XII.21”. Transit and arrival canc. on back. VERY FINE. 100 

• P 1008 126+140+ Wonderful parcel card sent to Denmark franked with 4, 40 and 50  
141+142 aur together with 1 kr. “ISAFJÖRÐUR 13.VII.22”. Small damage in  
� the form at upper left. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200 

P µ 1009 141+142 Parcel card to Denmark (coupon missing) with 50 aur together with 1 kr. 
� “REYKJAVIK 6.XII.22”. Correct rate for 3 kg. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. 

SCARCE. 150 

1003 1004 1005

1006 1007

1008 1009
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P µ 1010 144+ Invoice from Berlin to a company in Reykjavik. On the reverse fran- 
155-157+ ked with e.g. ten copies of 10 kr. Chr. X (with “Tollur” canc), 123,10 kr. 
194 � in total, other stamps are cancelled with old grotesque type “REYKJA-

VIK 6.5”. Oval cachet “TOLLPOSTSTOFAN / REYKJAVIK”. Cert. 
Lasse Nielsen. RARE & BEAUTIFUL ITEM. 400 

P µ 1011 144+194+ Parcel card with attached customs declaration sent to Denmark fran- 
195 � ked with 5 kr. Christian X together with block of four of 5 aur and 20 

aur Gullfoss canc. “REYKJAVIK 16.XII.32”. SCARCE. 500 

P µ 1012 145..157 Customs document franked on the back with 48,26 aur in total incl.  
� block of four of 10 kr. The stamps cancelled with “Tollur” as well as 

“REYKJAVIK  23.IV.34”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250 

P µ 1013 150+155+ A very beautiful registered Zeppelin cover to Brazil sent from “REYK- 
156+195 JAVIK 11.VI.34” franked with 7 aur, 1 kr and 2 kr. Christian X together  
� with 20 aur Gullfoss making the correct 327 aur rate (calculation enc-

losed). Several transit and arrival marks. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
SUPERB COVER. 200 

P µ 1014 154+ A remarkable parcel card cent to Denmark via Norway franked with  
156 � pair of 40 aur together with 2 kr. Christian X “REYÐARFJÖRÐUR 

24.VI.35” with transit “BERGEN 9.VII.35” as well as “KJØBEN-
HAVN 12.7.35” and arrival “HADERSLEV 13.7.35”. The parcel card 
with customs declaration still attached. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
SUPERB & RARE. 750 

1012

10111010

1013
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P µ 1018 165-67 * Cpl. set Balbo unused with slightly disturbed gum. F=19.000. 
Signatures Bloch and Debo. A FINE SET. 250 

P µ1019 165-67 Cpl. set Balbo with upright cancs “REYKJAVIK  
 � 9.VII.33”. F=47.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  

VERY FINE - SUPERB. 1.000 

P 1015 158 � A very beautiful cover to Denmark with pair of 10 aur on 5 aur Cristian 
X “BLÖNDUÓS 25.5.23”. SUPERB COVER. 100 

• P 1016 159+169+ Parcel card sent from “REYKJAVIK 2.IX.26” franked with “EIN KRO- 
170 � NA” on 40 aur Christian X together with 10 aur and two copies of 20 

aur Views an Buildings 1925. Vertical fold in form well away from the 
stamps. Bid 

P 1017 162-164 Beautiful registered air mail cover to Denmark franked with a cpl. set  
� Zeppelin 1931 “REYKJAVIK 30.VI.31”. Opinion Lasse Nielsen.  

VERY FINE. 100 

1015 1016 1017

Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.
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P µ 1021 178 � A wonderful copy of 20 aur The Parliament with a perfect “HVAM-
MSTANGI 26.VI.30”. Opinion Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 100 

P 1022 189-193 A complete set The Parliament Air Mail on registered air mail cover  
� from “PINGVELLIR 27.VI.30”. Arrival canc. on back.  

SUPERB COVER. 100 

P 1023 208 � Beautiful registered C.O.D. cover to Sweden franked with 1 kr. Air 
Mail 1934 anc. “REYKJAVIK 26.11.37”. SCARCE. 100 

Hópflug Cover

Lot # 1020 µ 
138+165-167 � 

Hópflug Ítala 1933 cpl set (3) together with 30 aur Christian X on a 
beautiful registered cover sent to United States canc. “REYKJA-
VIK 11.VII.33”. Arrival marks on back. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  

VERY FINE & SCARCE 
 

 

€uro 3.000

1021 1022 1023
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P 1026 227v2 ** IMPERFORATE 15 aur Geysir 1938 with strong offset on back in a 
perfect margin copy from pos. 3 in the sheet. A spectacular item, 
only found in one sheet o 50 stamps. As well the only such “double 
variety” found on a modern Icelandic stamp. F=7.500+.  
SUPERB & RARE. 250 

P µ 1027 228+ Beautiful parcel card correctly franked with 20 aur Geysir 1938 toge- 
255 � ther with the rare 2 kr. N.Y. World Fair 1939 canc. “AKUREYRI 

6.10.39”. The card is sent by Halldóra Bjarnadóttir, pictured on 
stamp 1996. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXTREMELY RARE. 250 

P µ 1028 242C4 ** Full sheet of hundred of 5 aur brown Fishes 1939 with line perfora-
tion. F=100.000 for blocks of four. SCARCE. 200 

P µ 1029 245C4 ** Full sheet of hundred of 10 aur green Fishes 1940 with line perfora-
tion incl. variety in pos. 16. F=150.000++. SCARCE. 500 

P 1024 209+261 Beautiful parcel card franked with pair of 2 kr. Air Mail 1934 together  
� with 5 kr. Viking 1939 sent from “ISAFJORÐUR 15.12.43”. SCARCE. 200 

P 1025 223 � Wonderful registered cover with correct rate to Denmark franked 
with 50 aur Christian X “REYKJAVIK 21.II.38”. Arrival canc. on 
back. SUPERB & EXTREMELY RARE. 150 

1024 1025

1026 1027

Ex 1028 Ex 1029
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P 1033 497PT2 GUTTER BLOCK of four Herðubreið 1972 with printer’s mark in red. 
Crease in the gutter as usual, but also through the two top stamps. 
SCARCE 100 

P 1034 497v2 ** GUTTER BLOCK of six 250 kr. Herðubreið incl. empty spaces on each 
side at top. Some split perfs and a hinge in the top margin.  
VERY RARE. 150 

Official Issues 

P µ 1035 Tj 2 � A beautiful colour fresh copy 8 skilling lilac with ink cancellation. 
F=6.000. Cert.  Lars Jørgensen.  
VERY UNUSUAL, POSTALLY USED COPY. 200 

P 1030 386 � Exceptional “BRIMILSVELLIR 18.8. 61” type B2a on 2.50 kr. blue. 
F=2.500+. EXCELLENT. Bid 

• µ 1031 396 ** COLOUR ERROR in full sheet of 50 of Flower 50 aur 1962. Please see 
our website. SCARCE. 100 

• P µ 1032 406 � MISSING GREEN COLOUR 5 kr. National Museum 1963, two copies. 
Few stamps of this colour were found near Eigilstadir. 100 

1030 Ex 1032

1033 1034
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P µ 1037 Tj 17 � A beautiful pair 10 aur blue perf. 14 with antiqua canc. “ISAFJÖR-
DUR 1.2”. Rare in used pair. F=13.000 as single stamps. Cert. Møller. 
FINE - VERY FINE. 250 

P µ 1038 Tj 18v4 * Variety "missing I" in front of "GILDI" on 16 aur carmine from the 
"clandestine" productions, see article in Facit Special Classic 2024. 
Centered down. Opinion Møller. FINE COPY. Bid 

P µ 1039 Tj 28+ Beautiful official parcel letter sent from “SKAGAFJARDARSYSLA  
32 � 10.5 1903” franked with two copies of 5 aur together with 50 aur 

Christian IX, in total 60 aur (30 aur per pound). Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 500 

First Print on Cover

Lot # 1036 µ 
Tj 6a � 

A very beautiful cover with 10 aur ultramarine, 1st printing 
“REYKJAVIK 8.9”. Only 5 covers recorded with 10 aur and this 
might be the only one in the first printing! Cert. Møller.  

EXHIBITION RARITY.  
 

Provenance: 
Roger Schnell, Large Gold 

 
 

€uro 4.000

1037 1038 1039
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P µ 1040 Tj 36+40 Very beautiful insured official parcel letter franked with strip of  
� four 10 aur together with a pair of 50 aur Two Kings “REYKJAVIK 

5.XI.13”. Correct rate (25 aur per 125 gr. during winter and 15 aur 
insurance fee). Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB ITEM. 400 

P 1041 Tj 44 � A very beautiful official cover sent to Denmark against the regulations 
franked with two pairs of 5 aur Christian X “BLÖNDUÓS 19.2.1931”. 
Horizontal fold in cover well away from the stamps. Opinion Lasse 
Nielsen. RARE. 150 

P µ 1042 Tj 44+48 A very beautiful registered official cover franked with pair of 5 aur and  
� 20 aur in a strip of three “PATREKSFJÖRÐUR 20-8-1933”. Cert. Lasse 

Nielsen. VERY FINE COVER. 100 

P 1043 Tj 46+57 Beautiful and fresh official cover 15 aur together with 10 aur þjónusta  
� canc. “REYKJAVIK 3.V.41”. Slightly reduced at left. Sign Møller.  

VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1044 Tj 44-46+ A wonderful insured official cover franked with 5, three copies of  
49 � 10, 15 and 50 aur, in total 100 aur (20 aur letter rate and 80 aur insu-

rance fee) canc. “GRINDAVIK 22.6.35”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE. 500 

P µ 1045 Tj 45+ Spectacular insured official cover from SIGLUFJÖRÐUR 10.X.27”  
49+50 � franked with 10 and 50 aur together with twenty copies of 1 kr. 

Christian X. Four copies of 1 kr. with imperfections. Cert. Lasse 
Nielsen. VERY RARE FRANKING. 500 

1040 1041

1042 1043

1044 1045
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P µ 1047 103+ Remarkable insured official cover (20.000 kr) sent from REYKJAVIK  
Tj 51 � 26.VII.43” to HaganesvÌk, franked with ten copies of Kr.10 on 2 kr. 

Christian IX and 2 kr. Christian X official stamp (very rare on cover) 
correct postage for a cover with weight between 250-500 grams. 
Somewhat reduced at left. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.  
VERY RARE FRANKING. 600 

P 1048 260 + A remarkable large part of a front of insured official cover (20.000 kr.)  
Tj 52 � franked with twenty copies of 5 kr. Christian X together with 2 kr. 

Viking 1939 “REYKJAVIK 23.VI.44”. Notation 337 gr. 2 kr. is correct 
rate for a letter between 250 and 500 gr., insurance fee 50 aur per 100 kr. 
SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 1049 Tj 54 � Wonderful copy of 5 kr. Frederik VIII with Þjónusta. overprint with 
a fantastic “PATREKSFJÖRÐUR 1922”. Cert. Lars Svendsen & Ebbe 
Eldrup. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1046 Tj 47 � Official cover franked with pair of 20 aur Christian X “ISAFJÖRÐUR 
13.III.34”. Slightly reduced at right. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

1046 1048



• P µ 1053 � Extremely rare Prisoner of War cover sent to Iceland POW-camp 
Edgewood Arsenal, Md United States “EDGEWOOD ARSENAL 
JAN.9 1946”. Probably only two such covers known.  
EXHIBITION ITEM. 250 
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• P 1052 18 � Rare violet “Ardegis” with posthorn that indicates early delivery on 
a very beautiful 3 aur Christian IX postcard sent locally “REYKJA-
VIK 5.2 1904”.  Ex. Helm. EXCELLENT. 200 

P 1050 Tj 55 � A very beatiful official cover franked with 20/10 aur Christian X 
“ISAFJÖRÐUR 1.10.29”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1051 Tj 58 � Pair of 50 aur lilac and grey with Þjónusta overprint on a reduced offi-
cial cover from “REYKJAVIK 13.V.41”. BEAUTIFUL & RARE. 200 

Postal History 

1050 1051

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.
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The Robert A. Helm Collection 
 

Iceland Numeral Cancellations 
 

 
With enthusiasm and delight, we would like to inform you that the exceptional col-
lection of the late Mr. Robert Arthur Helm of New York City has been entrusted to us. 
After a long and very active life he passed away peacefully in his sleep in September 
2019, only a month short of reaching the age of 92. 
He was mainly active as exhibitor in the 1960s and the 1970s, when he showed vari-
ous exhibits all over the United States, starting in New York in 1960 with Iceland. He 
became active in The Scandinavian Collectors Club in the United States, where he was 
Life Member # 20. His first exhibition abroad came in Reykjavik in 1966 and he was 
awarded a Gold Medal for his exhibit of Icelandic Numeral Cancellations. He also 
took part in HAFNIA 76 in Copenhagen, exhibiting among other things Danish Postal 
Rates, 1624-1965. 
 
He was the Editor for The Posthorn, the SCC magazine during the years 1971-1976, 
assisted by his wife Helen helping with layout and other matters as Assistant Editor. 
He was studying and researching Icelandic philately from many angles, with a speci-
al fondness for numeral cancellations, leading to the publication of numerous articles 
on an array of philatelic subjects. 
When studying this section, you will find out that there are numerous rare cancella-
tions and covers, some surely unique, that have been hidden away from other collec-
tors for more or less half a century. We believe the sale will be a fantastic and happy 
occasion for the many specialists collecting this fascinating area. From the estate of 
another astute Iceland collector, we have received some other very interesting covers 
with numeral cancellations. All items and lots from Mr. Helm´s collection are marked 
Ex. Helm in their descriptions. 
We thank the Helm family for their confidence and for giving us this opportunity to 
serve our clients. With special thanks to Robert’s son Larry, who has handled the con-
tact with us in a most pleasant way.
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P 1056 303 � Beatuiful numeral “15” Litli-Hvammur on cover with 1,25 kr. fishing 
boat. SCARCE. 150 

P 1057 96 � Very beautiful cover with numeral “18” Seljaland on 10 aur Two Kings. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

P 1058 79 � Beautiful cover with numeral “20” Teigur on pair of 5 aur Two Kings. 
Scarce. 100 

• P 1059 65 � Very beautiful 5 aur Christian IX with the scarce numeral “35” 
Kirkjubær. F=4.000. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 100 

• P 1060 76 � Manuscript canc. “36” Skjöldólfstaðir on the two left stamps of a strip of 
seven 1 eyr Two Kings. The right stamp with faults. Ex. Helm. RARE. 100 

• P 1055 64 � Superb numeral canc. “15” Ljótarstaðir on 4 aur Christian IX. Small 
thin spot. F=2.000. Ex. Helm.  100 

1056 1057 1058

10591055

• P µ 1054 77+78 � A wonderful 3 aur stationery card with additional 3 & 4 aur Two 
Kings franking with numeral canc. “12” Ægissiða sent to Denmark. 
On the side crown canc. “Ægissiða”, “REYKJAVIK 31.8 1907” and 
“KJØBENHAVN” arrival mark. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 500 
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P 1061 127 � Two beautiful strikes of numeral “36” Skjöldólfstaðir on a somewhat 
wrinkled cover with 4 copies 5 aur Christian X. 100 

P 1062 234+284 Beautiful cover addressed to USA with numeral “39” and “OSAR  
� 15.4.53” on the two stamps 50 aur & 1 kr. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

• P µ 1063 63+76+ Picture postcard with a beautiful view of Hekla sent to United States  
110 � franked on the picture side and canc. with numeral “41” Norðfjörður. 

Ex. Helm.  Bid 

• P µ 1064 66 � Five different postmarks incl. a numeral “42” on a picture postcard 
with 6 aur Christian IX dated 16.12 1906. Card with minor corner 
bends. Ex. Helm.  100 

P µ 1065 81 � Somewhat smudged envelope sent from Trangisvaag, Faroe Islands with 
transit pmk Thorshöfn on back with 10 aur Two Kings with numeral 
“47” Bakki. Scarce. 100 

1061 1062

1063 1064 1065

1066 1067 1068

• P 1066 67 � A very beautiful strike of numeral “48” on cover franked with 10 aur 
Christian IX. Ex. Helm. SUPERB.  150 

P 1067 128 � Beautfiul cover with numeral “50” Kópasker on a strip of four of 5 aur 
Christian X. A few smal tears on top of the envelope, not affecting the 
stamps. 100 

P 1068 79 � A very beautiful picture postcard with numeral “52” Vikingavatn on a 
pair of 5 aur Two Kings. SUPERB. 150 
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• P 1074 210 � Commercial cover with the rare numeral “61” 
Flatey, faint but clear on 10 aur Dynjandi 1935. 
F=5.000. Only three covers known (of which one is 
philatelic) according to Brynjolfur Sigurjonsson. 
Ex. Helm. VERY RARE. 750 

• P 1069 132 � Cover to Denmark with pair of 10 aur green Christian X with numeral 
“54” Reykjahlió. Ex. Helm. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1070 135 � Very beautiful envelope with superb numeral “56” Svalbard on 20 aur 
Chritian X. Sender’s name and address on back. 100 

P 1071 170 � Very beautiful numeral “59” Dalvik on blue envelope with 10 aur 
Building. SUPERB. 100 

P 1072 79 � Beautiful Christmas picture postcard 1919 with numeral “60” 
Einarstadir on a pair of 5 aur Two Kings. 100 

• P 1073 67 � Scarce numeral “61” Flatey on pair of 10 aur Christian IX. F=5.000. Ex. 
Helm.  150 

1070 1071

1072 1073

1069



• P µ 1080 65 � Registered cover with eight copies of 5 aur Christian IX canc. with 
numeral “87” Auðkula. transit and arrival canc. on back. Two stamps 
folded around the edge. Ex. Helm. VERY FINE. 250 

P µ 1081 79 � Interesting picture postcard 1912 with numeral “87” Auðkula on  the 5 
aur stamp. At side numerals “109” & “121”, as well as a bit unclear but 
visible “107” on the picture side. 100 
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• P 1075 65 � Rare numeral “63” Grimsey on pair of 5 aur Christian IX. F=5.000. Ex. 
Helm.  100 

• P 1076 242+252 A beautiful cover to United States franked with 5 aur Fishes in strip of  
� three together with 20 aur New York World Fair 1939 canc with nume-

ral “71” Strönd. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 150 

• P 1077 91 � Well placed numeral “76” Goðdalir on 1 eyr Two Kings. F=5.000. Ex. 
Helm. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

P 1078 134 � Envelope with numeral “77” Hagansvik on 20 aur Christian X. 100 

• P 1079 64 � Beautiful cover to Denmark franked with four copies of 4 aur 
Christian IX canc. with numeral “84” Siglufjöróur. On back transit 
“AKUREYRI 18.3” and arrival “KJØBENHAVN 3.4 08”. Stamps with 
minor imperfections. Ex. Helm.  100 

1075 1076 1077

1078 1079

1080 1081
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P 1085 76+78 � Beautiful picture postcard with numeral “96” Holmavik on 1 & 4 aur 
Two Kings. 100 

• P 1086 132 � Cover to Denmark with pair of 10 aur green Christian X with numeral 
“99” Lækjamót. Ex. Helm. VERY FINE. 150 

P 1087 96 � Beautiful picture postcard dated “Reykjafjordur 30-11-1918” with 
numeral “101” on 10 aur Two Kings. 100 

• P µ 1088 65 � Cover with pair of 5 aur Christian IX canc. with numeral “103” 
Staðarbakki. On back arrival canc. “97” Hvammstangi. Ex. Helm.  200 

P 1089 135 � Very beautiful envelope with numeral “103” Stadarbakki on 20 aur 
Christian X. SUPERB. 100 

P 1090 96 � Very beautiful envelope with numeral “105” Sveinstadir on a pair of 10 
aur Two Kings. On back “STADUR 31.IIIV 19”. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1082 125-26 � Beautiful picture postcard 1922 with numeral “91” Holtastadir on 
front. Franked with 3+3+4 aur Chr. X (defective) canc. with another 
(unclear) numeral. 100 

P 1083 81 � Very beautiful envelope with Numeral “93”, Árnes on 10 aur Two 
Kings and also at side. Envelope a bit torn at bottom. 100 

• P µ 1084 � Picture postcard sent from Canada picturing the steamer GRAMPIAN 
franked with 1 c. George V “WINNIPEG. MAN JUL.17 1912” sent to 
Strandasýsla with numeral “95” Borðeyri as an arrival mark and with 
due canc. Ex. Helm. SCARCE. 100 

1082 1083 1084

1085 1086 1087

1088 1089 1090



• P µ1094 kB2 � Numeral “112” Bolungarvik dated April 2 1907 on 
very beautiful commercially used 10 aur Christian 
IX letter card. No commercially used covers recorded 
according to Brynjolfur Sigurjonsson. Ex. Helm. 
SUPERB & PROBABLY UNIQUE. 500 

• P 1095 64 � A very beautiful strike of the scarce numeral “122” Veðrará on 4 aur 
Christian IX. F=4.000. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 200 

• P 1096 kB2 � A 10 aur Christian IX letter card dated “Bildudal 1/6 07” with nume-
ral “125” and “REYKJAVIK 13.6 1907”. Ex. Helm.  Bid 

€uro
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• P µ 1091 63+66+ A remarkable  insured cover sent from Hindisvik franked with strip  
76 � of six of 3 aur and a 6 aur Christian IX together with eleven copies of 

1 eyr Two Kings canc. with distinct numeral “106” Tjörn. On back 
“STRANDASYSLA 3.2” and “REYKJAVIK 7.2 09”. Envelope slightly 
reduced. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 500 

P 1092 79 � Beautiful envelope to Germany with numeral “108” Flateyri on strip of 
five of 5 aur Two Kings. Transit pmks on back. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

• P 1093 76+78 � Beautiful postcard franked with 1 eyr and 4 aur Two Kings “REYKJA-
VIK 6.XII.10”. Canc. with numeral “110” Hesteyri upon arrival. 100 

1091 1092 1093

1095 1096



P 1100 242+321+ Beautiful envelope with numeral 132 Kirkjuhvammur. SCARCE. 
323 � 150 

P 1101 242+283+ Very beautiful envelope with numeral “133”, late usage. SUPERB. 
297 � Bid 

P 1102 81 � Envelope to England 1911 with numeral “134” Búdardalur on a pair of 
10 aur Two Kings. Envelope a bit torn at top left. 100 

P 1103 282+284 Beautiful little mourning envelope with numeral “135” Asgardur on  
� 25 & 50 aur Hekla. SCARCE. 150 

P 1104 65 � Very fresh envelope with numeral “139” Storholt on pair of 5 aur 
Chrtistian IX. Scarce. 100 

P 1105 � Christmas card 1911 from Denmark with arrival numeral “145” 
Helissandur. SCARCE. 100 

€uro
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• P 1097 81 � Cover to Reykjavik franked with 10 aur Two Kings with a very well 
placed numeral “127” Brekka and “199” Bær on the side. On back arri-
val “REYKJAVIK 30.3 09”. Two horizontal folds well away from the 
stamp. Ex. Helm.  200 

• P 1098 135 � Cover franked with 20 aur Christian X with beautiful numeral “129” 
Sauðlauksdalur. Stamp with a fold. Only two covers known with 
this canc. according to Brynjolfur Sigurjonsson. Ex. Helm. RARE. 300 

• P 1099 67 � Manuscript “VAT” for Vatneyri, presumably by the postman and a 
numeral “132” on 10 aur Christian IX. Ex. Helm.  
RARE & INTERESTING. Bid 

1097 1098 1099

1100 1101 1102

1103 1104 1105
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• P µ 1108 66+67 � A very beautiful insured cover franked with 6 aur together with a 
strip of three of 10 aur Christian IX canc. with numeral “149” 
Borgarnes and with a crown canc. “BORGARNES” on the side. Ex. 
Helm. SUPERB & RARE COVER. 300 

• P µ 1109 135 � A very beautiful cover to Denmark franked with 20 aur brown 
Christian X canc. with numeral “151” Harrastaðir. Copenhagen arrival 
canc. on back. Ex. Helm. SUPERB COVER. 300 

• P µ 1110 � Picture postcard sent from Sweden franked with 10 öre Oscar II 
“MALMÖ 7.6 08” with a numeral “154” Akranes as a transit postmark. 
Ex. Helm.  Bid 

• P 1111 132 � Ink manuscript “156” Gerðar on 10 aur Christian X. Ex. Helm.  
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

• P 1112 79 � A very beautiful pair of 5 aur Two Kings with ink manuscript “158” 
Hestur. Ex. Helm. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100 

• P 1113 67 � Wonderful copy of 10 aur Christian IX with a beautiful strike of the 
rare numeral “166” Lundur. F=7.500. Ex. Helm. SUPERB. 250 

P 1106 284+286 Beautiful cover to USA with numeral “146” Bödvarsholt on Hekla 50  
� aur (defective) and 1 kr. RARE. 200 

• P 1107 76 � Pair of 1 eyr Two Kings with manuscript canc. “148” (Munaðarnes). Left 
stamp with small faults. Ex. Helm. SCARCE.  Bid 

1106 1107

1108 1109

1110 1111 1112 1113
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• P 1114 67 � Small piece with ink manuscript “171” Vogatunga on 10 aur Christian 
IX. Some toning. Ex. Helm.  Bid 

Rare Numeral 294

• Lot # 1117 µ 
284 � 

Extremely rare “294” Laugarnes on cover with 50 aur Hekla 1948. 
Back flap missing of no importance. Not priced in Facit. Cert. 
Thorsteinsson. Ex. Helm.  

EXHIBITION ITEM 
 
 

€uro 1.000

• P 1115 kB4 � A very beautiful 10 aur letter card dated “Keflavik 18/2-09” and canc. 
with numeral “198”. Arrival canc. “REYKJAVIK 22.2 09”. Ex. Helm. 
SUPERB. 200 

• P 1116 150+241+ Scarce numeral canc. “265” Hrafnabjörg on a small cover sent to  
242 � Switzerland. SCARCE. 100 

1115 1116
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P µ 1119 � NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS. Lot on four stock pages with around 
70 items incl. a few better and beautiful ones. Also some other materi-
al, e.g. a 4 skilling official stamp with Danish numeral “1”. All pictured 
on our website. 150 

• µ 1120 � NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS. Group of nineteen covers and 
cards, nearly all with different numbers in somewhat mixed quality. 
All pictured on our website. 300 

µ 1121 � NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS on 15 covers/ cards + one with a crown 
canc. Some unclear, with faults, late usage, philatelic etc. Please inspect. 250 

Fantastic Collection

• Lot # 1118 µ 
Collection on around 250 pages with well over 2.500 items mainly 
numbers between 1-210 mostly on Christian IX and Two Kings but 
also some on later issues. A large number of superb and excellent as 
well as scarce ones, e.g. “32” (Hjaltastaður), “53” (Sauðanes), “76” 
(Goðdalir), “90” (Guðlaugsstaðir), “113” (Höfn), “114” (Melgraseyri), 
“116” (Snæfjöll), “122” (Veðrará), “165” (Leirvogstunga), “173” 
(Þorlakshöfn), “178” ship canc. (9 copies), “179” (Álftanes) etc. Also a 
few examples of manuscript canc. and twenty pages with town canc. 
All pictured on our website. 

A HIGHLY RECOMMENDED COLLECTION 
 

Provenance: Robert A. Helm 
 
 

€uro 5.000
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Collection of Sheets 1900-2019

Lot # 1122 µ 
** 

A remarkable collection of full sheets from around 1900 
up to 2019 incl. official stamps. Several better ones, e.g. 
Facit nos 22, 25, 29, 95, 106, 119, 129, 153, Tj 39, Tj 50, Tj 55 
etc. Built during more than 30 years by an advanced col-
lector of Iceland. All sheets are different and the quality 
is very good, but a few sheets with some split perfs. 
Catalogue value nearly 2.950.000 (for sheets from before 
1940 F=2.300.000 incl. officials) according to Facit 2020, 
some stamps have higher prices in the later issues of 
Facit. List can be viewed on our website.  

RARE OFFER 
 
 
 

€uro 25.000
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• P µ1124 SKILLING ISSUES. Collection on twenty-five 
stock pages with several proofs, various cancella-
tions incl. Danish “1” as well as some better town 
canc., fresh 4 skilling line perf. etc. Very high cata-
logue value but mixed quality. All pictured on our 
website. Ex. Helm.  1.000 

Collections 

Lot # 1123 µ 
� 

A remarkable collection 1902-1943 including official stamps with 
emphasis on readable and scarce cancellations, in most cases seve-
ral of each stamp, missing only Hopflug and one official stamp. 
Good variation incl. a large number of ship canc., foreign canc. 
numeral canc. etc. often in very high quality. Twenty-two certs or 
opinions enclosed. Also a section “Tollur” cancellations with 
around 80 different stamps. Careful inspection recommended. 
 
 
 

€uro 5.000



P µ 1131 � TWO KINGS. Interesting cover lot with twenty-one items incl. seve-
ral sent abroad, e.g. Canada, Sweden and Faroe Islands. Good varie-
ty of frankings incl. mixed franking with Danish stamp. Four opini-
ons enclosed. Please inspect. 500 

€uro
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P µ1125*/ � A very nice collection 1873-1966 incl. official stamps 
with a few exceptions unused (MH). incl. all skil-
ling unused or CTO, good section aur stamps, three 
copies of þrir (one defective and one forged perf. 
14x13 1/2), interesting Í Gildi with a used copy of 5 
aur perf. 14x13 1/2 (pos. 15 probably setting VI, 
thanks Ellis) and a forged 10 aur. Later issues with 
several better stamps, e.g. “Hópflug” cpl. Official 
stamps cpl. with exception of 4 skilling perf. 14x13 
1/2 incl. interesting variety missing print on 10 aur Í 
Gildi. Some stamps unfortunately stuck to the 
pages but still many good ones. Please inspect. 1.500 

µ 1126 **/ */ � A mixed used/unused collection 1873-1999 incl. official stamps (from 
1991 all seemingly MNH with good face value), with many better 
stamps, e.g skilling, aur issues, one stamp with þrir surcharge etc. 
Please inspect. 1.000 

µ 1127 � Collection with used stamps 1873-2011 in Leuchtturm album well 
filled until 1998. Several good stamps but mixed quality. Five certs 
included. See example pictures on our website. 1.000 

µ 1128 � Collection with mainly used stamps 1873-2014 in two binders, quite 
well filled with several better stamp but slightly mixed quality. 
Example pictures can be viewed on our website. 750 

µ 1129 **/ */ � Collection 1873-2014 in two Leuchtturm albums with many better ear-
ly stamps but in mixed quality. The collection is mixed used and unu-
sed with useful face vale 1980s-2002. Please inspect. 750 

Cover Lots 1902-1943 
µ 1130 � CHRISTIAN IX. Lot with eight covers and cards both domestic and 

sent abroad incl. one to the famous sculptor Einar Jonsson, one cover 
to Bjarni Jonsson in Canada and one parcel letter to Denmark franked 
with 25 aur together with pair of 5 aur Two Kings. Two opinions enc-
losed. Entire lot pictured on our website. 150 
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µ 1132 � SURCHARGE AND OVERPRINT ON KING’S ISSUES. Group of five 
covers incl. air mail and one cover with numeral canc. One opinion 
enclosed. 100 

µ 1133 � SILHOUETTE ISSUES. Group of seven covers and cards all with diffe-
rent frankings incl. registered covers and cover sent to Sweden. All 
pictured on our website. 150 

µ 1134 � CHRISTIAN X. Lot with twenty beautiful covers with good variation 
in frankings and destinations incl. example of ship letter canc. and 
two beautiful covers with 50 aur. Entire lot pictured on our website. 400 

µ 1135 � VIEWS AND BUILDINGS 1925. Interesting lot with eight covers, all 
denominations represented. Mostly sent abroad incl. registered 
ones. 250 

µ 1136 � THE PARLIAMENT AND AIR MAIL 1930. Group of twenty very 
beautiful covers all franked with 1930 issues incl. registered covers, 
air mail covers and shipmail. Mostly sent abroad incl. one cover to 
Cuba. A few covers seemingly philatelic. Five opinions enclosed. 
All pictured on our website. 500 

µ1137� A very interesting collection covers 1931-1943 with 
over seventy items. Many covers with registration, 
censor, air mail etc. including several scarce ones in 
mostly very good quality, e.g. Extremely rare FDC 
of Charity Stamps 1933 (slightly faint canc.), cover 
to India franked with 35 aur Geysir, nice covers 
NYWF 1939 etc. Seven certs or opinions enclosed. 
Inspection recommended. 1.500 

µ 1138 � OFFICIAL COVERS. Group of four covers, one with pair of 20 aur 
Christian IX (slightly toned), one with single 10 aur Two Kings on 
cover to Denmark, one cover with pair of 10 aur Christian IX and one 
philatelic cover franked with 10 aur Air Mail Falcon and two copies of 
10 aur The Parliament. Two opinions enclosed. SCARCE LOT. 300 

Mixed Lots & Accumulations 
µ 1139 */ � SKILLING STAMPS. Lot with seven stamps, all with imperfections 

or improvements. All pictured on our website. 500 

µ 1140 **/ */ � Í GILDI. A very interesting lot with nine better stamps in slightly 
mixed quality incl. five copies perf. 14x13 1/2, e.g. repaired 10 aur 
and 100 aur with inverted overprint, four copies perf. 12 3/4 incl. 
never hinged 5 aur with inverted overprint as well as one with 
“blind” overprint. All except 100 aur with certs and most checked by 
Ellis Glatt. All pictured on our website. 500 

µ 1141 */ � OFFICIAL STAMPS. Interesting lot on stock card with a repaired copy 
of the rare 4 skilling perf. 14x13 1/2, beautiful regummed 8 skilling, 
two beautiful copies of 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2, interesting missing Í 
Gildi overprint on 10 aur Coat of Arms etc. Six certs included. All pic-
tured on our website. 250 

µ 1142 FORGERIES. Interesting lot of forgeries, mainly skilling values. 31 
items in total. Please inspect! Bid 

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building  
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 
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• P µ 1143 � CROWN CANCELLATIONS. Small lot with twelve different crown 
canc. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1144 */ � Lot with eight better stamps incl. 5 aur oval type perf. 12 1/2, three 
copies of þrir etc. all with certificates and pictured on our website. 500 

• µ 1145 **/ */ � A very interesting remainder lot on old stock pages with material 
mainly up to Christian IX issues incl. official stamps. Contains both 
used and unused stamps (unused mainly mint hinged) incl. some 
better ones e.g. 6 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black Í Gildi overprint, interes-
ting varieties e.g. inverted overprints and shifted overprints on offi-
cial stamps incl. used copies of 3 & 5 aur perf. 12 3/4. Further several 
copies with foreign canc., numeral canc. etc. Somewhat mixed quality. 
Entire lot pictured on our website. Ex. Helm.  750 

µ 1146 Small lot with better stamps, e.g. six skilling stamps in mixed quality, 
used copy of 5 kr. Fredrik VIII, seven different numeral canc. etc. All 
pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 1147 Small lot with various material, e.g. skilling stamps in a bit mixed qua-
lity, three imperforate blocks of nine The Parliament 1930 and several 
pages with stamps mixed used and unused incl. varieties. All pictured 
on our website. 600 

P µ 1148 � Interesting old remainder lot from estate, mostly postmarks . Many 
crown canc. incl. superb ones and one on a faked “3 prir”, ship canc. 
etc. Please inspect! 100 

µ 1149 Lot with two stamps, “ORLOF 5 kronur” on 5 kr. Frederik VIII with 
sign. as well as date 22.10 and a 5 kr. Frederik VIII with cancellation as 
well as sign. 11.9 48. Pictured on our website. 100 

• µ 1150 194- VENDING MACHINE STAMPS. Gullfoss 1931 5 & 20 aur, lot of 23  
95C4R � used stamps. F=5.750. Unusual lot. Bid 

Ex 1143

Please note! 
Lots marked with      have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com µ
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• P µ 1151 TRAVEL CHEQUES 50 kr. & 100 kr. issued by the Icelandic Post in the 
1930s. Uncirculated and very fresh SCARCE. 100 

• µ 1152 Interesting remainder lot with around 70 covers and postal stationery 
items incl. several beautiful and interesting ones mostly 1900-1930s. 
Also some stock cards and an old circulation booklet with mainly used 
stamps incl. foreign canc. Please inspect. 200 

µ 1153 � Very extensive remainder lot of mainly old covers, cards, postal sta-
tionery etc., but also some stamps and a few booklets. Very interes-
ting with cancellations, many shipletters, good frankings with small 
Kings and other stamps incl. a cover with “þrir” overprint, vertical 
crease (not touching the stamp). Also covers sent to Iceland. Must be 
inspected! 500 

• µ 1154 � BRIDGE CANCELLATIONS. Lot with five covers with scarce canc., 
“REYKJALID 29.10 1952”, “SAUBÆR-N.MÚL 13.VII 61”, 
“MÖÐRUVELLIR 12.11 60”, HVALSKER 27.VI 51” and “FJÖRÐUR 
24.V 1975”. All pictured on our website. 150 

• µ 1155 � Two covers from USA 1901-03 to Iceland one with Vopnafjordur arr. 
pmk (torn stamp) and two covers August 1876 from Reykjavik to 
Denmark with stamps torn off. All four with full contents. Bid 

• µ 1156 � A very interesting lot with five items (two parcel cards from 
Denmark and three customs declarations) with stamps used to pay 
custom fees 1913-1916. SCARCE LOT. 300 

• µ 1157 � Lot with twelve covers and cards mainly sent abroad but including 
one cover from United States with 20 & 50 aur Views and Buildings 
1925 used as postage due. Also nine stationery cards. All can be vie-
wed on our website. Ex. Helm.  250 

µ 1158 � Lot with incoming mail (mainly from Scandinavia), some unused 
cards and a few cards sent within Iceland. In total nearly 130 items 
nicely arranged in two albums. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1159 � Interesting cover lot with ten items incl. a registered cover to England 
1921, parcel card franked with 2 kr and 10/5 aur Christian X (2 kr. 
defective) and Air Mail Falcon official stamp together with 40 aur 
Christian X on cover front to France. All pictured on our website. 200 

• µ 1160 � Around 20 covers before 1930 to Iceland from Cornwall in England, 
with ca. 40 stamps in total. Bid 

µ 1161 � Lot with almost forty covers and cards 1900s-1960s and eleven sent to 
Iceland from Denmark and Bavaria. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1162 � Well over hundred covers and cards from estate, old and new. Many 
interesting ones incl. sent abroad, incoming mail, postcards etc. Please 
inspect. 100 

• µ 1163 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Lot of ca. 55 old postal stationery, more or less 
all different. Bid 

Ex 1151
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• µ 1164 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Very interesting lot of canc. postal stationery, 
including with additional franking, e.g. small Kings and Í Gildi, sent 
abroad, due markings etc. Please inspect! 200 

• µ 1165 � More than 30 PICTURE POSTCARDS sent to Iceland incl. three from 
Japan 1919, all the rest before 1923 from USA, Canada, Brazil, 
Argentina, Italy etc. 200 

• µ 1166 � PICTURE POSTCARDS. Ca 30 from early 1900s with many interesting 
canc. incl. ship canc. and frankings. Please inspect! 100 

• µ 1167 � PICTURE POSTCARDS. Well over hundred, mostly old ones. Used as 
well as unused, many with canc. stamps on the picture side, often 
unaddressed. Please inspect. 100 

1168 ** Lot with more than 160 year sets 1975-2000. 1975-77 (1), 78 (7), 79-81 
(3), 82 (10), 83 (12), 84 (15), 85 (31), 86 (10), 87 (3), 88 (15), 89 (23), 90 (16), 
91 (3), 92 (2), 93 (1), 99 (1) & 2000 (1). Some opened but seemingly cpl. 
Two incomplete and one gift set enclosed. 150 

1169** FACE VALUE. Europa CEPT 2006 in minisheets of 
300 ISK each. 2.000 minisheets in total with face 
value of 600.000 ISK (ca. Euro 4.040). 750 

Ständigt nya specialerbjudanden!

Frimärken • Samlingar • Abonnemang • Kataloger • Tillbehör

Häften • Helark • Miniark • Årssatser • Häftesårssatser

www.FACITstamps.se



P 1170 � Ribbon postmark “STOCKHOLM” type I, very clear on a beautiful 
cover to Nyköping. Pencil note on back C G Hård 1727 with beautiful 
seal with a head of a bull, which was his coat of arms. Probably writ-
ten by Count Carl-Gustaf Hård, who was injured at the battle of 
Poltava and became adviser to the King (riksråd). SUPERB. 100 

• P µ 1171 � Interesting cover from “GÖTHEBORG 17.10 1852” sent to Boston in 
The United States via broker in London. Several notations, transit and 
due pmks. 100 

Covers Sent to Sweden 

Friday 29 September 
11.00 hrs 

Sweden 
Please see also Lot # 851, 852, 859 & 1110 

 

 
 
 

Lot #859 to Greenland 
 

Prephilately 
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• P µ 1172 � Beautiful Japanese 4 Sen stationery card with printed motif sent from 
Mijanoshita to Engelholm 1901. “Arrival canc. “ENGELHOLM 25.5 
1901”. Bid 

P µ 1173 � Picture postcard sent from Hong Kong to Gefle franked with 4 c. 
Edward VII “VICTORIA HONG KONG 6.AP 05”. Bid 

P µ 1174 � Beautiful picture postcard with motif from Wuchang sent to Gefle 
franked with 10 pf. Germania “SCHANGHAI DEUTSCH POST 27.7 
05”. SUPERB ITEM. Bid 

1170 1171

1172 1173 1174
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Skilling Banco 

P 1175 Svensk Författningssamling No. 23 1855. The official announcement 
about the introduction of the uniform postal rate and the Skilling 
Banco stamps. Good condition. 150 

P µ 1176 1a � A very beautiful copy of 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with superb 
“GEFLE 1.2 1857”. Small tear and a folded corner perf. Certs 
Ferchenbauer & Mats Nilsson. SCARCE STAMP. 500 

P 1177 1a � A wonderful looking 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with a perfect 
“STOCKHOLM 8.6 1858”. However with extensive repairs. 250 

P 1178 1a � Beautiful but repaired copy of 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with a full 
“STOCKHOLM 28.11 1856”. 200 

Unused with Two Plate Varieties

Lot # 1179 µ 
1b (*) 

A very beautiful unused copy of 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with a large 
plate flaw at top above “SV” and as well a coloured dot to the  
right of the crown. A minimal thin spot of very little importance. 
F=95.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and sign. Sjöman.  

VERY FINE & RARE 
Provenance: 

Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix 
 

€uro 3.000

1175 1176 1177 1178



P µ1181 1b � A very beautiful copy of 3 Sk. Bco bluish green 
with a superb “GEFLE 16.4 1856”. Cert. Mats 
Nilsson. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 2.500 

€uro
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P µ 1180 1b (*) Beautiful and fresh unused 3 Sk. Bco bluish green as always without 
gum. Reperforated. F=95.000. SCARCE STAMP. 500 

1180 1183 1184 1185

P µ1182 1b � A very fresh copy of 3 Sk. Bco bluish green with 
pen canc. One nibbed perf. tip not mentioned in 
cert. F=50.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE & UNUSUAL. 1.000 

P µ 1183 1b � A very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco bluish green “MALMÖ 22.5 1858”. Repaired 
margins and improved canc. Opinion Obermüller Wilén. 250 

P µ 1184 1b � A beautiful looking 3 Sk. Bco bluish green “STOCKHOLM 2.12 1857”. 
Small fault and repair. Opinion Mats Nilsson. 200 

P µ 1185 1E2 ** Never hinged 3 Sk. bco second reprint 1868. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE. 150 
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Largest Multiple of 6 Skilling Banco

Lot # 1186 µ 
1b+3c � 

 
A very beautiful piece with 3 Sk. Bco bluish green toget-
her with a strip of three of 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey 
“STOCKHOLM 29.9 1857”. Minor imperfections of no 
importance. Very interesting with pre-printing fold on 
two 6 Sk. Bco. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  

 
 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY 
 

Provenance:  
Benzinger 

 
 
 

€uro 4.000
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Superb 3 Skilling Banco on Cover

Lot # 1187 µ 
1b+3c � 

 
A very beautiful shipletter “p Bore” to Lübeck with 3 Sk. 
Bco bluish green “STOCKHOLM 19.8 1857” together 
with a pair of 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey. The left one with 
one short perf., otherwise in perfect condition. No. DE-
12 in “Sweden Number One” by Bjäringer & Douglas. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  

 
VERY FINE & RARE 

 
Provenance: 

Boistel, Robineau, Bjäringer, Michtner & Beckeman 
 
 
 

€uro 15.000

1187



P µ1189 2e (*) Exceptional vertical pair of 4 Sk. Bco blue, very 
fresh and in good centering. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 2.500 

P µ1190 2e � A fantastic 4 Sk. Bco blue “SÖDERHAMN 16.12 
1856”. Very rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 750 

P µ 1188 2d � A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce dull blue shade with dense back-
ground “STOCKHOLM 24.8 1855”. Almost perfectly centered. Cert. 
Sjöman. SUPERB. 300 

€uro
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1188

P 1191 2h2 � Wonderful “HAPARANDA 29.7 1857” on beautiful 4 Sk. Bco pale blue. 
SUPERB. 150 

P 1192 2j2 � Beautiful “STOCKHOLM 30.10 1857” on 4 Sk. Bco ultramarine grey 
with extremely weak print. Sign. Strandell. 150 

P µ 1193 2l (*) Beautiful unused copy of 4 Sk. Bco greenish blue without gum as usu-
al. F=15.000. Cert. Franz Obermüller. VERY FINE. 300 

1190

1191 1192 1193
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Unique Corner Pair

Lot # 1194 µ 
2m (*) 

 
A very fresh pair of 4 Sk. Bco blue in clear print with the 
top right corner margin. The only such existing besides 
the unique corner pairs of 3 & 6 Sk. Bco. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén 

 
GREAT EXHIBITION RARITY 

 
Provenance: 

Ferrary, Leijonhuvud, Ahlström & Pettersson 
 
 

€uro 25.000



P µ1197 2E2 ** A very fresh and beautiful complete sheet of nine 
of 4 Sk. Bco second reprint 1868. Just a light hinge 
remnant on the top middle stamp, 8 stamps never 
hinged. A few very small brown spots on back, 
mainly in the margins. The middle stamp in perfect 
centering, an EXCELLENT COPY with a variety 
“white line under SKILL”. Facit as normal single 
stamps 76.500. VERY RARE. 1.250 

P µ 1198 2E4 ** A very well centered never hinged copy of 4 Sk. Bco from fourth 
reprint 1885. F=5.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100 

P µ 1199 3a1 � A very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with big part of box “MÖNSTERÅS 
10.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 400 

€uro
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P 1195 2mv6 � A very fresh cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue with variety “F.YRA” and also 
extremely off centered with parts of two stamp pictures. Well placed 
“GEFLE 13.2 1858”. SUPERB COVER. 100 

P µ 1196 2E2 ** A very beautiful and well centered never hinged 4 Sk. Bco second 
reprint. F=9.000+. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 200 

1195 1196 1198 1199



P µ 1201 3e � A very beautiful vertical pair of 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey with light and 
clear canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.3 1858”. F=36.000. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 750 

P µ 1202 3E2 ** Well centered and never hinged 6 Sk. Bco second reprint 1868. 
F=9.000+. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 200 

P µ 1203 3E4 ** A perfectly centered and never hinged copy of 6 Sk. Bco from the 
fourth reprint 1885. F=5.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén (for block of 
four). EXCELLENT. 150 

P 1204 3E4 ** Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco from the fourth reprint, never hinged but with a 
dull spot in the gum. VERY FINE. Bid 

P µ 1205 3E4 * MARGIN WATERMARK on a very fresh corner copy of 6 Sk. Bco from 
the fourth reprint 1885. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

€uro
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P µ 1200 3b (*) Very fresh unused 6 Sk. Bco light grey without gum as usual. A few 
small thin spots on back. F=85.000. Cert. Sjöman. SCARCE. 500 

1200 1202 1203 1204 1205

P µ1206 3a1+ Very rare piece with 6 Sk. Bco grey in a single and a  
 5c � pair together with two copies of 24 Sk. Bco orangish 

red “STOCKHOLM 2.2 1857”. Some minor faults of 
little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
FINE & RARE COMBINATION. 1.000 
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Excellent 8 Skilling Banco 5, 5

Lot # 1207 µ 
4b (*) 

 
An absolutely perfect copy of 8 Sk. Bco brownish oran-
ge, as always without gum. A great rarity in this condi-
tion. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilen. 

 
EXCELLENT 5, 5 

 
 
 
 
 

€uro 10.000



P µ 1208 4b � Small piece with two copies of 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange with a per-
fectly placed “SÖDERHAMN 27.10 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB ITEM. 300 

• P 1209 4b � Two very colourful copies of 8 Sk. Bco on a small piece. Left stamp 
with interesting plate flaw at right “8”. F=13.000. 150 

€uro
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P µ1210 4c � A perfectly placed “GEFLE 28.9 1856” on 8 Sk. Bco 
in the rare shade lemon yellow. Cert. Mats Nilsson. 
VERY FINE. 1.000 

P µ 1211 4d � Beautiful copy of 8 Sk. Bco in the scarcer shade bright yellow “GÖT-
HEBORG 21.6 1857”. Minor perf. imperfections of little importance. 
Cert. Mats Nilsson. 150 

P µ 1212 4e � Well placed “SKENNINGE 30.11 1856” on 8 Sk. Bco in the scarcer sha-
de dull olivish yellow. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1213 4f � Wonderful “GEFLE 9.8 1857” on fresh 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange. 
Certs Sjöman & Nils Svensson. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 500 

P µ 1214 4f � Very interesting copy of 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange “NYKÖPING 2.9 
18xx” with very “weak print” on three sides. Cert. Mats Nilsson.  
FINE COPY. 150 

1208 1209

1211 1212 1213 1214



P µ 1215 4f � A beautiful cover to Norway franked with 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow 
orange with two very clear strikes of  “NYKÖPING 7.1 1857” box 
canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE COVER. 500 

P µ 1216 4f � Second rate cover with 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow “PHILIPSTAD 11.2 1858”. 
One slightly shorter perf. tip of minor importance. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE COVER. 300 

€uro
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P µ 1217 4g � A very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow blurred print with well pla-
ced “WADSTENA 24.12 1857” Two folded corner perfs. Cert. Franz 
Obermüller. 150 

• P 1218 4h � Well centered 8 Sk. Bco orange “NORRTELJE 29.3 1858” and part of a 
second canc.. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1219 2a+4a � Cover to Finland via Haparanda with 4 Sk. Bco blue together with 
pair of 8 Sk. Bco reddish orange “STOCKHOLM 29.2 1856”. 4 Sk. 
Bco with some minor imperfections and cover with archive fold. 
F=40.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE COVER. 1.500 

P 1220 4E2 * Second reprint 1868 of 8 Sk. Bco in type g, pos. 8. F=4.500. 100 

P µ 1221 5a � A very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco dull red “STOCKHOLM 3.2 1858”. One 
slightly shorter perf. tip not mentioned in cert. F=18.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250 

1215 1216

1217 1218 1220 1221
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P µ 1223 5c � Very fresh 24 Sk. Bco orangish red in perfect centering with light 
Upsala canc. and a small pen line. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 400 

• P µ 1224 5c � Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco with full “STOCKHOLM 20.10 1857” as well as a 
red arrival mark. Ink line showing through of minor importance. Cert. 
Sjöman. VERY FINE. 250 

P 1225 5c � Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red with a well placed but partly faint 
canc. “LULEÅ 10.8 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE COPY. 250 

1223 1224 1225

Cover to the United States

Lot # 1222 µ 
5a+3e � 

Beautiful small 54 skilling cover to United States with 6 Sk. Bco 
brownish grey together with two copies of 24 Sk. Bco orange red 
“STOCKHOLM 7.4 1856”. Cert. G. Menzinsky.  

VERY FINE & RARE EXHIBITION ITEM 
 
 

€uro 3.000



P µ 1226 5d � “DRAGSPEL”, a strong pre-printing fold and a faint fold on the 
lower stamp in a vertical pair of 24 Sk. Bco light orange red 
“STOCKHOLM 8.2 1858”. Facit just for a normal pair 60.000+. Copy 
of cert. Franz Obermüller. INTERESTING & RARE 600 

€uro
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P µ 1228 5F � SPERATI. A very beautiful forgery of 24 Sk. Bco signed on back and 
with well placed “WISBY 30.10 1856” One bent corner perf. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. Bid 

1226 1228

30 Skilling Banco to Holland

Lot # 1227 µ 
3b+5c � 

An exceptional little envelope to Holland with 6 Sk. Bco light grey 
together with 24 Sk. Bco orangish red “STOCKHOLM 6.7 1857”. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM 
 
 

€uro 2.500



P 1229 1-5E1 */ Complete set of the first reprint 1868 in hinged copies (6 Sk. Bco with- 
(*) out gum). Despite some minor imperfections a very rare set (only 400 

sets issued). SCARCE. 250 

P µ 1230 1-5E4 * Complete set Sk. Bco reprints 1885 in very well centered copies all with 
light hinge trace. F=15.000. 300 

Local Issues 

€uro
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P µ 1231 6Aa � A perfectly centered copy of 1 Sk. Bco black on thin paper with a 
superb star canc. One short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1232 6Aa � Beautiful cover with two copies 1 Sk. Bco on thin paper, each with a 
superb star canc. F=35.000. Cert. Grenstedt. VERY FINE & RARE. 600 

P 1233 6Ab � Very well centered 1 Sk Bco black with star canc. VERY FINE - 
SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1234 6Ab1 � Very beautiful pair of 1 Sk. Bco black on medium thick paper, clear 
print in pos. 16 & 17. Each with a beautiful star canc. F=16.500+. Cert. 
Ingers. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400 

1229 Ex 1230

1231 1233 1234

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.



• P 1235 6Ab � Small cover with a well centered copy of 1 Sk. Bco black with a star 
canc. On back “LOKALBREF 3DJE TN 5.2 1859”. VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 1236 6Ad � Wonderful copy of 1 Sk. Bco grey black with a perfectly placed star 
canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY. 150 

P µ 1237 6Ad2 � Interesting copy of 1 Sk. Bco grey with several paper folds (dragspel) 
with light star canc. One short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE. 100 

€uro
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P µ 1238 6Ba � Beautiful 3 öre black with star canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1239 6Bb � Very beautiful 3 öre black grey with a perfectly placed star canc. Cert. 
Witschi. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1240 13a ANNOUNCEMENT for the 3 öre brown local stamp. Circular 
“Stockholm den 25 november 1861” with a 3 öre first printing in oli-
ve brown shade. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 750 

1235 1236 1237

1238 1239



P µ 1241 13a * Beautiful 3 öre olive brown with original gum. F=6.000. Cert. Sjöman. 
VERY FINE. 200 

P 1242 13a � Beautiful 3 öre olive brown with star canc. Slightly uneven perf.  
VERY FINE. Bid 

P 1243 13 � Beautiful copy of 3 öre brown with a perfectly placed star canc. Bid 

€uro
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P µ 1244 13b � Wonderful pair of 3 öre olivish yellow brown on small piece with 
excellent “STOCKHOLM 4.TUR 11.6”. One short perf. tip. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB ITEM. 250 

P µ 1245 13b � Beautiful local cover with 3 öre olivish yellow brown “STOCKHOLM 
2.TUR 19.6”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 1246 13N1 ** Exceptional perfectly centered 3 öre yellow brown reprint 1871 in 
never hinged condition. F=4.500++. Cert. Norsten. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1247 6+13N2 * Black and brown local stamps in very well centered copies of reprint 
1885, lightly hinged. Bid 

Coat of Arms 

1241 1242 1243

1244 1245 1246

P µ1248 11P Proof from the printing plate of 30 öre in black 
colour on proof paper. Only a few known. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.500 



P µ1254 7b2+ Wonderful cover with contents to the United States  
 9d3+ via Hamburg franked with 5, 12, 30 and 20 öre  
 11e2+ “GEFLE 7.2 1869”. One missing perf. on 12 öre of no  
 16b2 � importance. Only three covers known with this 

combination. F=48.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 750 

€uro
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P 1249 7b2 � Very beautiful 5 öre green with excellent canc. “FALUN 11.7 1870”. 
SUPERB. 100 

P 1250 7c2 � Very beautiful 5 öre yellow green with excellent “TROSA 3.11 1871”. 
SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1251 7f1 ** Never hinged margin copy of 5 öre light yellow green. F=5.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. Bid 

P µ 1252 7a1+8b+ A unique 9-fold domestic registered cover franked with 5 and two copies  
11e1 � of 9 öre together with a strip of four of 30 öre. Not registered in Facit. 

Despite some repairs and improvements an interesting item. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. FINE ITEM. 400 

P µ 1253 7b1+9c1+ The scarce shade light pinkish red brown on 30 öre together with 5 öre  
11c � green and 12 öre blue on a reduced registered cover with beautiful 

“LULEÅ 21.5 1860”. Some blunt perfs on 5 and 12 öre. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100 

1253

1250 1251

1252

1249
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P µ 1255 7b2+10h2+ Very beautiful “Queen’s Letter” with 5, 24 and 20 öre “STOCKHOLM  
16a � 8.5 1867”. Transit and arrival pmks on back. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller 

Wilén. SUPERB COVER. 200 

P µ 1256 7c2+16g+ Exceptional mixed franking to Finland with 5 öre yellow green, 20  
17d � öre red together with 3 öre yellowish orange brown with three clear 

strikes “ESKILSTUNA 13.7 1873” One nibbed perf. of no importance. 
Cert. Nils Svensson. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 300 

P µ 1257 7d+11e1 A very beautiful cover to Scotland via Ostende franked with a pair and  
� a single 5 öre light green together with 30 öre brown “GÖTEBORG 12.2 

1865” with transit and arrival marks on back. Cert. Sjöman.  
VERY FINE. 300 

P 1258 7+14B+ Cover to Finland with 5 öre green together with 3 öre brown and 20 öre  
16 � red “NYKÖPING 27.5 1869” 20 öre with some minor imperfections. 

VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1259 8b+14Bc1 A remarkable domestic cover franked with 9 öre red lilac and 3 öre 
� brown with two perfect strikes “RAGUNDA 2.7 1865”. One short 

perf. on 9 öre of minor importance. Certs Sjöman & Mats Nilsson. 
SUPERB ITEM. 500 

1255 1256 1257

1258 1259

P µ1260 8d ** Exceptional never hinged copy of 9 öre blue violet 
with two interesting plate flaws “Ö” in “ÖRE” mis-
sing one dot and a “pulled” corner at lower left. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 2.000 



P µ 1267 9h � Beautiful fourth rate letter with four copies 12 öre ultramarine, with 
notation “Registreras” which is very rare. The fee is paid in cash and 
the stamps paying the 4-fold rate. Minor imperfections and slightly 
freshened up. Nicely canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.10 1862”. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000 

€uro
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P µ 1261 8d ** Fresh and colourful never hinged 9 öre blue violet. F=9.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250 

• P 1262 8d ** Very fresh never hinged margin block of four of 9 
öre blue violet. F=63.000. SCARCE. 750 

P 1263 9c2 ** Beautiful never hinged copy of 12 öre blue. F=5.000. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1264 9d3 * Well centered and very lightly hinged 12 öre light blue. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1265 9d1v14 � Cover to Finland with two pairs and a single 12 öre light blue placed 
on the back and canc. with ink crosses. On front “STOCKHOLM 1.11 
1859”. One stamp with variety “white line over left 12”. Two stamps 
with small imperfections. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE COVER. 200 

P µ 1266 9h1 � Exceptional shipletter from England franked upon arrival with 12 öre 
bright utramarine “GEFLE 15.6 1862”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300 

1264126312621261

1265 1266



P µ 1271 9m ** A very fresh and beautiful 12 öre blue. F=8.000. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200 

P µ 1272 9m ** A very fresh block of four 12 öre greenish blue, never hinged with 
corner margin. F=33.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. FINE & SCARCE. 500 

P 1273 9 � A very beautiful 25 öre “Charta Sigillata” sent as a domestic letter fran-
ked with 12 öre blue “CARLSKRONA 23.3 1866” with notation 
“Registreras”. SCARCE. Bid 

€uro
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P 1268 9h2 � A very beautiful ship letter dated Skellefteå Sept. 1 1861 with notation 
“pr. Thule” franked with 12 öre in the scarce shade dark bluish ultra-
marine and canc. on arrival “STOCKHOLM 6.SEP. xx”.  
SCARCE COVER. 150 

P 1269 9i � Wonderful copy of 12 öre dull ultramarine “NYLAND 26.10 1862”. 
Sign. Bo Grendal. SUPERB. 150 

P µ1270 9i � Very beautiful dull ultramarine 12 öre in a vertical 
strip of four. Nicely cancelled “CARLSTAD 27.4 
1862”. Unknown in Facit. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE & UNIQUE. 1.000 

1268 1269

1271 1272 1273

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building  
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P µ 1278 10d2 ** Very beautiful never hinged copy of 24 öre orange yellow. F=15.000. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500 

P µ 1279 10d2 � A wonderful 24 öre orange “FALKÖPING 29.5 1870”. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 300 

P 1280 10h2 ** Beautiful never hinged 24 öre reddish orange. F=9.000. VERY FINE. 150 

€uro
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P µ 1274 9a2+11b Beautiful cover to France with 12 öre greenish blue together with two  
� copies of 30 öre red brown “ÖKNE 5.6 1859” and with transit and arri-

val marks on back. 12 öre with small fault. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE COVER. 150 

P µ 1275 9c3+16d A very beautiful 42 öre rate cover to France (2 öre over franked) with  
� pair of 12 öre blue together with 20 öre brick red “GÖTEBORG 13.11 

1869” with transit and arrival marks on back. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE. 200 

P 1276 10 � First Day Cancellation “STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858” on 24 öre orange. 
Despite some faults, clear and beautiful. A very rare item known in 3 
copies only. 150 

P µ1277 10d2 **A wonderful never hinged and very well centered 
copy of 24 öre orange yellow. F=15.000+. Cert. 
Sjöman. EXCELLENT. 1.500 

1274 1275 1276

1278 1279 1280
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P µ 1281 9c3+ A very interesting double used cover first franked with 12 öre blue  
10d2 � “HERNÖSAND 17.7 1871” and later sent as a third rate cover fran-

ked with 12 & 24 öre “HERNÖSAND 19.7 1871”. Some minor imper-
fections of no importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

P µ 1282 10d2+ Small cover with 24 öre together with 30 öre sent to the United States  
11d2 � “WESTERWIK 18.10 1870”. Some small faults. F=22.000. Cert. 

Obermüller Wilén. FINE & SCARCE COVER. 250 

P µ1283 11a � CORNER WATERMARK on a very beautiful 30 öre 
dark red brown with superb “NORBERG 11.7 
1860”. small tear in the margin and a light crease. 
Probably unique with corner wmk. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. 750 

1281 1282

1284 1285

P 1284 11b � A very beautiful cover to Finland franked with 30 öre red brown 
“STOCKHOLM 19.2 1861” with “FRANCO GRÄNSEN” on the side 
and due notation “Lösen 10 Kop”. VERY FINE COVER. 100 

P µ 1285 11d2 � Cover to Holland with 30 öre brown “STOCKHOLM 17.8 1870”. Small 
perf. fault. Certs Grenstedt & Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. Bid 



P µ 1294 10d1+ A wonderful double rate cover to France franked with 24 öre orange  
11a � yellow together with two pairs of 30 öre dark red brown “STOCK-

HOLM 11.3 1862”. Two short perfs of no importance. F=18.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COVER. 400 

€uro
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P 1286 11e1 * Well centered and lightly hinged 30 öre brown. F=6.000+. Sign. 
Sjöman. SUPERB. 150 

P 1287 11e2 * Beautiful and lightly hinged copy of 30 öre brown. F=6.000. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1288 11e2 � Beautiful “HERNÖSAND 1.12 1870” on 30 öre brown. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1289 11e2 � A very beautiful cover to Holland franked with 30 öre brown “STOCK-
HOLM NORR 4.4 1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P 1290 11e2 � A very beautiful small cover to Finland from the well known 
Nordenskiöld correspondence franked with two copies of 30 öre 
brown with superb “EKSJÖ 6.2 1868” cancellations and arrival “ANK 
21.2” on the side. On back box “STOCKHOLM 8.FEB. 68” transit mark. 
VERY FINE COVER. 100 

P 1291 11g ** Beautiful never hinged 30 öre rose brown. F=9.500. VERY FINE. 250 

P µ 1292 11g * A very beautiful lightly hinged 30 öre rose brown. F=6.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100 

P 1293 11g � A very well centered copy of 30 öre rose brown with beautiful “HER-
NÖSAND 12.2 1872”. SUPERB. 100 

1286 1287 1288

1289 1290

1291 1292

1293



P µ 1297 11e1+ Beautiful cover to France with pair of 30 öre together with 3 öre  
14Bc1 � “STOCKHOLM 12.2 1866”. One 30 öre with short corner perf. Cert. 

Sjöman. VERY FINE. 150 

€uro
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P 1295 7b1+9c2+ Registered cover franked with 5 öre green, 12 öre light blue together  
11b � with 30 öre red brown in very strong colour “UPSALA 3.12 1864”. 

VERY FINE COVER. 100 

P µ 1296 9c3+11e2 A beautiful cover to France with 12 öre blue together with 30 öre  
� brown “STOCKHOLM 20.11 1869” and arrival canc. on back. 12 öre 

with one short perf. of minor importance. Cert. Nils Svensson.  
VERY FINE-SUPERB. 100 

P µ1298 11h+ A wonderful small cover to the United States with  
 21b � 30 öre chocolate brown in mixed franking with 

Circle Type 12 öre dull ulmarish blue “UGGELBO 
16.10 1872” and red “FRANCO” on the 12 öre. Only 
two covers recorded with this combination. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.250 

1295 1296



P µ 1299 11h+17c+ Mixed franking to Spain with 30 öre chocolate brown together with  
21d � Circle Type 3 öre dark orange brown and 12 öre ultramarine blue 

“GÖTEBORG 28.1 1873”. On back transit “KIEL HAMBURG 31.1” 
and arrival “JEREZ 6.FEB 73”. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE COVER. 750 

€uro
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P µ 1300 12cv1 Fresh copy of 50 öre bright dark carmine with variety “open Ö in 
ÖRE”, plate II pos. 91. Regummed. Shade by Mats Nilsson. SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 1301 12g2 ** Beautiful never hinged 50 öre violetish rose. F=14.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 400 

P µ 1302 12h ** Never hinged and well centered copy of 50 öre rose. F=20.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 600 

P 1303 12h ** Never hinged margin block of six of 50 öre rose. F=78.000+. SCARCE. 750 

1300 1301 1302
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P µ 1305 12f1+ A wonderful insured, double rate cover with 50 öre (two short perfs)  
9b3 � together with two copies 12 öre. Beautiful box canc. “NEDER-CALIX 

3.10 1869”. On back one private and four postal seals. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400 

Rare 162 öre Cover to America

Lot # 1304 µ 
12a+9d1 � 

A beautiful cover to USA “pr. Bore” via Prussia and Belgium with 
3 copies of 50 öre in the first shade together with one 12 öre 
“STOCKHOLM 29.8 1859”. A few minor imperfections of little 
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  

VERY FINE & RARE 
 
 

€uro 2.000



P µ1306 12f2+ Wonderful third rate cover to France franked with  
 14Bc2+ two copies of 50 öre carmine rose together with two  
 16b1 � copies of 3 öre brown type II and a 20 öre brownish 

orange red “STOCKHOLM 7.10 1868”. Possibly 
refolded. F=28.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 750 

€uro
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P 1307 7-12N1 ** A fantastic cpl. never hinged set reprints 1885 mainly in superb or 
excellent copies. F=11.000+. VERY RARE IN THIS QUALITY. 400 

Lion Type 

P µ 1308 14AP (*) Plate proof in black of 3 öre type I on yellowish paper (type 1b) in 
two blocks of four. Two stamps on each block cut close or into the 
stamp picture. SCARCE. 750 

P 1309 14A * Beautiful hinged copy of 3 öre brown type I. F=7.500. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1310 14A � Beautiful pair of 3 öre brown type I. F=11.000+. VERY FINE. 150 

1310

1307

Ex 1308

1309



P µ 1311 14Aa � Very fresh and beautiful local cover with a very dark 3 öre olivish yel-
low brown type I “STOCKHOLM 3.TUR 18.5” (dated insid 1865). Cert. 
Sjöman. VERY FINE. 150 

P 1312 14Aa � Small local cover with 3 öre olivish brown “STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 
22.1” (dated 1863). Some nibbed perf. due to placement. 100 

P µ 1313 14Ac � A very colourful copy of 3 öre reddish brown with well placed 
“STOCKHOLM 5.TUR 11.3”. VERY FINE. 150 
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P µ 1314 14Ac � A very fresh local cover with two copies of 3 öre orange brown type I 
“STOCKHOLM 1.TUR 23.12”. Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE COVER. 250 

P 1315 14Ba (*) The rare first shade weakly olivish grey brown of 3 öre type II in a 
good looking copy without gum. F=12.000 (for a hinged copy with 
gum). SCARCE. Bid 

P 1316 14Bb � A very colourful copy of 3 öre type II in the scarcer shade dark olivish 
orange brown “ÖREBRO 24.3 1865”. VERY FINE & SCARCE. Bid 

P 1317 14Bc1 * Lightly hinged pair of 3 öre brown type II with an interesting coloured 
line in upper margin on the left stamp. 150 

P 1318 14Bc2 � An almost perfectly centered copy of 3 öre brown type II with very 
well placed “NORRKÖPING 4.2 1868”. Shade by Olle Pettersson. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P 1319 14Bc2 � A very beautiful cover containg a price list for wine franked with pair 
of 3 öre brown type II with a perfectly placed “STOCKHOLM 4.TUR 
5.1”. Bid 

1311 1312 1313

1314 1315 1316

1317 1318 1319



P 1320 14Be ** Never hinged copy of 3 öre yellowish light brown. F=6.000.  
VERY FINE. 100 

€uro
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P µ1321 14B CORRECT PRINT ON BOTH SIDES of 3 öre orange 
 dv1 

� brown in a fresh copy without any faults canc. 
“PKXP N:r 1 19.4 1871”. F=33.000. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. FINE & VERY RARE. 1.250 

P 1322 14Bgvm �Corner watermark on beautiful 3 öre greyish orange brown. RARE. 200 

P 1323 14Bg � Very beautiful block of four of 3 öre greyish orange brown “SLITE 
18.5 1872”. One copy type III. Vertical fold in the right stamps.  
FINE & RARE. 300 

P 1324 14Bh ** Never hinged corner margin block of nine pos. 78-80/88-90/98-100 
with a major white spot covering the lion in pos. 99. F=54.000++. 
VERY FINE & INTERESTING. 1.000 

1322 13231320



P µ 1325 7b1+14Bb Beautiful and fresh cover with 3 öre in the scarcer shade dark olivish  
� orange brown together with two copies of 5 öre green “STOCKHOLM 

14.7 1866”. 1 öre over franked. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1326 14B+21 � Beautiful cover to Germany with 3 öre type II together with two copies 
of 12 öre blue “STOCKHOLM 9.10 1872”. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P 1327 15b1 * Beautiful copy of 17 öre lilac. F=6.500. VERY FINE. 100 

€uro
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P µ1328 15b2 * Wonderful copy of 17 öre reddish lilac, perfectly 
centered and with a minimal trace of hinge. 
F=9.500+. Cert. Mats Nilsson. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 4 500 

P 1329 15b2 � Wonderful pair of 17 öre reddish lilac with two well placed “UDDE-
VALLA 21.5 1869”. SUPERB ITEM. 100 

P 1330 15b2 � Very beautiful cover to Denmark franked with 17 öre lilac “MALMÖ 
30.11 1867”. SUPERB. 150 

P 1331 15b2 � Very fresh and beautiful cover to Denmark franked with 17 öre lilac 
“UDDEVALLA 4.6 1868”. On back transit mark “SÖDRA ST.BANAN 
5.6 1868” and arrival “KIØBENHAVN 6.6”. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1332 15b2 � Beautiful and fresh double rate cover to Denmark franked with a 
pair of 17 öre lilac “STOCKHOLM 10.8 1868”. On back “KIØBEN-
HAVN 12.8”. F=45.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 500 

P 1333 15vm � Very fresh copy of 17 öre lilac with margin watermark at left. RARE. 250 

1325 1326 1327

1328 1329 1330

1331 1332 1333



P 1336 15c * Margin block of four of 17 öre grey. Several split perfs and strenghe-
ned by hinges. F=39.000. SCARCE. 750 

P µ 1337 15c � Beautiful 17 öre grey “FALUN 29.1 1873”. One lightly bent corner 
perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 400 

P µ 1338 16a ** Never hinged corner block of six of 20 öre weakly brownish orange 
red perf. 1855. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY FINE - SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.000 

P 1339 16b1 ** A very colourful and fresh never hinged margin block of four of 20 öre 
brownish orange red perf. 1855 from the lower left corner. 
F=60.000++. VERY FINE & RARE. 750 

P 1334 15 � Beautiful copy of 17 öre violet “KÖPING 28.8 1866”. One split perf. of 
minor importance. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1335 15c ** Well centered and never hinged 17 öre grey. F=19.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500 
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P 1344 16g ** A wonderful corner margin block of nine of 20 öre 
dull red in never hinged condition. F=66.000++. 
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 750 

P 1345 14B-16N1 Unusually well centered set reprints 1885, lightly hinged. 
*  Bid 

P µ 1346 (*) Essays, two private imitations of 33 öre in blue and brown red colours. Bid 

P 1347 (*) Essays, private imitation of 33 öre in blue in block of four.  
SCARCE UNIT. 100 

P 1340 16e � Perfect “SUNDSVALL 10.6 1870” on well centered 20 öre red. SUPERB. 100 

P 1341 16e � A well centered an beautiful copy of 20 öre red “NYKÖPING 11.8 
1872”. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1342 16f � A wonderful copy of 20 öre in the scarcer shade deep bright red 
“KARLS HAMN 14.12 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200 

P 1343 16g ** Never hinged copy of 20 öre dull red in a well centered copy. F=9.500. 
SUPERB. 250 
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P µ 1348 NYMAN ESSAYS. Complete set of 5 values in red. SCARCE. 500 

P µ 1349 NYMAN ESSAYS. Four different, 5 öre in the scarcer brownish yel-
low, 9 öre red, 30 öre black and 50 öre blue. 400 

P µ 1350 17d � Interesting cover sent within Sundsvall, canc. under the stamps 
“SUNDSVALL 17.9 1873”, franked and canc. on the stamps the fol-
lowing day. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB ITEM. 100 

P µ 1351 17d � Strip of four of 3 öre orange brown on a very beautiful cover canc. 
“NYKÖPING 26.12 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB ITEM. 200 

P 1352 17+19+ Beautiful cover to England franked with 3, 5 & 12 öre “GÖTEBORG 5.8  
21 � 1877”. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1353 17+21 � Beautiful insured cover with 3 öre together with five copies of 12 öre 
with the scarce canc. “LILLA ÅBY 3.11 1874”. VERY FINE COVER. 150 

P µ 1354 18a * Well centered 4 öre grey. F=6.500. Sign. HW. Cert.Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB 4, 4, 4 100 

P 1355 18a � Very beautiful copy of 4 öre grey “GAMLEBY 14.2 1879”. SUPERB. 100 

Circle Type Perforation 14 
€uro
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P µ 1362 21cv6 � Pre-printing fold (“dragspel”) on the left stamp in a very beautiful strip 
of three of 12 öre dull ulmarish blue with three well placed “HERNÖ-
SAND 29.8 1872”. A few short perf. tips on the right stamp. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. Bid 

P µ 1363 22c * Well centered copy of 20 öre red with a light hinge mark. F=16.000. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 300 

P 1364 22f � Heavily misplaced perforation on 20 öre pale orange with a superb 
blue “HUDIKSVALL 18.11 1875”. INTERESTING COPY. Bid 

P 1356 19b ** Never hinged copy of 5 öre light bluish green. F=8.000. VERY FINE. 100 

P 1357 19f � English canc. “383” HULL on 5 öre green. Beautiful and scarce. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. Bid 

P µ 1358 20j * A very well centered and fresh 6 öre bluish lilac with very light trace of 
hinge. F=5.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 100 

P µ 1359 20d+ Exceptional cover to France franked with 6 öre bluish lilac together  
21m � with 12 öre blue in a strip of three “PKXP No.1 NED 12.5 1874”. Cert. 

Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COVER. 150 

P 1360 20+21 � Very beautiful registered letter to Denmark with 6 öre together with 
two copies of 12 öre “ÅTVIDABERG 6.3 1877”. This combination is not 
registered in Facit. Some perf. imperfections. PROBABLY UNIQUE. 150 

P 1361 21 * A very beautiful copy of 12 öre blue with light trace of hinge.  
VERY FINE. Bid 
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P 1372 20+25 � Scarce combination of 36 öre rate to England with 6 öre violet and 30 
öre brown “GÖTEBORG 18.2 1874”. Arrival “LONDON FE.21 74” on 
back. F=5.000. VERY FINE. 150 

P µ1366 23a * A wonderful double print 20/20 öre lightly hinged 
and with superb centering. One broken perf. in 
right margin of little importance. F=35.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 750 

P µ 1367 23c � Wonderful copy of double print 20/20 öre dull red “FILIPSTAD 9.6 
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100 

P µ 1368 24a * Beautiful 24 öre orange with very light hinge mark. One shorter perf. 
in left margin. F=10.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 150 

P 1369 24 � Wonderful 24 öre yellow “WERNAMO 21.1 1878”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1370 24 � Beautiful second rate cover franked with 24 öre yellow “HÖGANÄS 
7.4 1874”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1371 25e2 * Beautiful lightly hinged 30 öre in the scarcer shade brown with thick 
numerals. F=9.500. VERY FINE. 150 

P 1365 19f+22e Beautiful C.O.D form “Reversal å postförskottsförsändelse” with 5  
� öre dark green together with 20 öre brownish red with very beautiful 

canc. “HERNÖSAND 21.2 1876”. Some perf. imperfections due to pla-
cement. SCARCE ITEM. 200 

€uro
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P 1374 27a * Well centered and lightly hinged copy of 1 Rd. yellowish brown and 
blue. F=15.000. SUPERB. 250 

P 1375 27a � A very beautiful “HELSINGBORG 5.11 1873” on 1 Rd. yellowish 
brown and blue. SUPERB. 100 

P 1376 27c � Beautiful block of twelve of 1 Rd yellowish brown and ultramarine 
“STOCKHOLM PAKET 25.1 1874”. A few split perfs of no importance. 
SUPERB ITEM. 200 

257

1374 1375

Rare Type I

Lot # 1373 
27a � 

Used copy of 1 Riksdaler type I with unretouched crowns canc. 
“MALMÖ”, as it should be. Blunt perfs at right. According to 
Facit known in only eight copies.  

VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM 
 
 

€uro 2.000
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P 1385 31j ** Never hinged 6 öre bluish lilac with nearly perfect centering. 
F=6.000+. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 150 

P 1386 33b * Well centered and lightly hinged copy of 20 öre orange red. F=3.600. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1387 33b � Very beautiful 20 öre orange red “SOLLEFTEÅ 11.9 1880”. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P µ 1388 33f ** Very fresh never hinged copy of 20 öre orange red. F=6.000. Cert. 
Norsten. VERY FINE. 100 

Circle Type Perforation 13 
€uro
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P 1377 28+31 � A very beautiful cover with pair of 3 öre together with 6 öre “GÖTE-
BORG Lbr 30.6 1881”. SUPERB COVER. Bid 

P µ 1378 29e ** A perfect never hinged copy of 4 öre grey. F=9.000+. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 300 

P µ 1379 29e ** Beautiful and well centered never hinged 4 öre deep grey. F=9.000. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 150 

P 1380 29v9 * COLOURED LINE along the bottom margin. A very rare variety, only 
quoted as used in Facit and as unused “OK” (unknown)! Also a white 
dot to the left of “4”. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150 

P µ 1381 30i ** Beautiful never hinged copy of 5 öre bluish green. F=5.500. Cert. 
Norsten. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100 

P 1382 30k ** A well centered and never hinged copy of 5 öre green. F=6.000. 
SUPERB. 100 

P 1383 30+33 � A very beautiful second rate C.O.D. cover with 5 öre together with pair 
of 20 öre “WENERSBORG 8.9 1886”. SUPERB. 100 

P 1384 31g ** Well centered and never hinged 6 öre bluish lilac. F=6.000+. SUPERB. 100 

1377 1378 1379 1380

1381 1382 1383 1384

1385 1386 1387 1388
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Error 20/TRETIO

Lot # 1389 µ 
33bv1 � 

An exceptional copy of this famous error, with very small perf. 
irregularities of little importance. Superb canc. “JERLE 27.2 1880”. 
Certs Mats Nilsson, Obermüller Wilén and an old RPSL from 
1921! 

 

 

€uro 2.000

Lot # 1390 µ 
33cv1 � 

A very fresh copy of this famous variety with part of 
“ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK” canc. Offer from H. Lichtenstein 1916 enclo-
sed. Certs Franz Obermüller & Obermüller Wilén.  

RARE 
 
 
 

€uro 1.500



P µ 1394 35j ** Very beautiful never hinged 30 öre olivish yellow brown. F=15.000. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 300 

P µ 1395 36h ** A very beautiful and well centered 50 öre carmine red in never hinged 
condition. F=11.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 250 

P µ 1396 36h ** Never hinged copy of 50 öre carmine rose. F=10.500. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE. 200 

P µ 1397 37 ** Very fresh never hinged 1 Rd. F=45.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE. 1.000 

P µ 1398 37 � A wonderful “KUNGSBACKA 25.11 1878” on well centered 1 Rd. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 500 

P 1399 37 � Beautiful 1 Rd with an upright “ÖREBRO 7.10 18xx”. One perf. tip 
slightly shorter. VERY FINE. Bid 

P 1391 34b � Beautiful 24 öre yellow orange “BJERGES 2.12 1879”. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1392 34v2 � Unusually strong set-off print on 24 öre orange “NORRTELJE 13.2 
1881”. Bid 

P 1393 30+33+ Beautiful insured cover with two copies each of 5 & 20 öre together  
34 � with 24 öre “OFFERDAL 30.12 1882”. Correct double rate with 50 öre 

insurance fee. VERY FINE COVER. 150 

€uro
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P µ 1401 38g ** Very fresh never hinged 1 kr. yellowish brown and blue. F=12.000. 
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 200 

Circle Type Perforation with Posthorn 

P µ 1402 43d � Beautiful 5 öre dark green “WADSTENA 5.10 1889”. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén, EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P µ 1403 43+45+ Parcel card with 5 öre together with pair of 50 öre, 30 copies of 1 kr.  
48+49 � and four copies of 10 öre Oscar II letter press “STOCKHOLM 

PAKET C. 11.4 1891. One light fold. SCARCE. 200 

P µ 1404 46c � Wonderful 20 öre dark orange red “HUDIKSVALL 24.9 1886”. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P 1405 46d ** Well centered and never hinged copy of 20 öre dark orange red. 
F=4.500. SUPERB. 100 

P µ1400 38g ** Fantastic copy of 1 kr. yellow brown and blue, per-
fectly centered and never hinged. F=20.000+. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 750 
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P µ 1406 46d � Beautiful 20 öre dark orange red on yellowish paper “SKÄRB-
LACKA 9.5 1889”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P 1407 48e ** Well centered never hinged copy of 50 öre dark violetish carmine. 
F=6.500. SUPERB. 100 

P 1408 49d ** Well centered and never hinged 1 kr. brown and dark blue. F=3.800. 
SUPERB. 100 

€uro
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Oscar II 
14.30 hrs 

P 1409 P Plate proof type D 20 öre in black colour with posthorn on back.  
VERY FINE & SCARCE 250 

P µ 1410 39Ia ** Very beautiful 10 öre dull carmine in a well centered never hinged 
copy. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 250 

P 1411 39v1 ** Imperforate margin copy of 10 öre with faint hinge mark in margin 
only. F=13.000+. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 400 

P 1412 39v4 * Entire moustache visible on light hinged copy of 10 öre with perfect cen-
tering. F=6.500+. SUPERB. 200 

1406 1407 1408

Lunch ca. 13.30 hrs 
A light lunch will be served! 

1409 1410 1411 1412



P µ 1413 39bv11 � Part of margin watermark on 10 öre red carmine with part of “HER-
NÖSAND” canc. One short perf. and a stain on the back. According 
to Facit only six copies known. Cert. Norsten. RARE. 250 

P µ 1414 45a ** Wonderful copy of 10 öre dull violet carmine in a perfectly centered 
and never hinged copy. F=3.300+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P 1415 45c ** Beautiful 10 öre in a well centered and never hinged copy. F=3.300. 
Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1416 45 ** Never hinged margin block of four of 10 öre red with posthorn on 
back. F=11.000. 150 
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P 1417 52v1 (*) Imperforated strip of four of 5 öre green in Tête-Bêche with gutter. 
SCARCE. 100 

P 1418 54v1 (*) Imperforated strip of four of 10 öre red in Tête-Bêche with gutter. SCARCE. 100 

1413 1414 1415 1416

1419 1420
P 1419 54v9 � Paper fold before printing on 10 öre red with part of “LAXÅ” canc. Bid 

P 1420 54v20 � Paper fold before perforation causing an enlarged corner of 10 öre red 
“GÖTEBORG LBr 2.12 1894”. Not priced in Facit. SCARCE. Bid 

P 1421 54vm11 � Watermark crown and a large part of horizontal KPV on 10 öre red. Some 
minor imperfections. F=5.000. SCARCE. Bid 

1421



P 1422 56+74 � A spectacular advertisement cover from New Zealand to Sweden with 
postage due paid with Swedish stamps and label “24 öre”, 20 öre Oscar 
II and 4 öre Small Coat of Arms. VERY FINE & RARE. 150 

P 1423 59a ** Very well centered copy of 50 öre lilac grey in a never hinged copy. 
F=6.000+. SUPERB. 150 

P 1424 59d ** A perfectly centered and never hinged copy of 50 öre olive grey. 
F=4.000+. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1425 60P Plate Proof type N 1 kr. red brown and blue grey with inverted head on 
watermarked paper. SUPERB. 150 

P 1426 60P Proof type N of the King’s portrait in blue colour on watermarked 
paper. SCARCE. Bid 

P 1427 60P Plate/colour proof type P for 1 kr. in grey and reddish brown colours 
on watermarked paper. SUPERB. 100 

P 1428 60P Plate/colour proof type P for 1 kr. in carmine rose and grey black 
colours on watermarked paper. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1429 60P Four different plate/colour proofs of 1 kr., one type N and three type 
P. All pictured on our website. 300 

P 1430 60 ** Wonderful 1 kr. carmine and grey, perfectly centered and never 
hinged. F=7.000+. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1431 60 ** Never hinged corner margin block of four of 1 kr. F=17.600. 200 

P 1432 60vm3 � Inverted crown on 1 kr. F=4.000. Bid 
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Bicoloured Numeral Type 
P 1433 61vm6 � Watermark crown and vertical KPV on 1 öre brown and blue. One 

short perf. According to Facit only three copies known. Sign. 
Norsten. VERY RARE. 200 

General Post Office 
P 1434 65 ** Very beautiful never hinged 5 kr. blue. F=7.500. SUPERB. 150 

P 1435 65vm1 ** Inverted watermark on never hinged 5 kr. F=7.500+. SUPERB. 100 

P 1436 65 ** Corner block of four of 5 kr. 1903 in exceptional centering. 
F=37.500+. EXCELLENT. 600 

P 1437 65 � Beautiful copy of 5 kr. blue “STOCKHOLM 5 LINNEG. 17.11 11”. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1438 65v2 � Partial set-off on 5 kr. blue. One lightly bent corner perf. and an ink 
line. Only three copies known. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
VERY RARE. 500 

P 1439 65v1 ** Imperforate margin copy of 5 kr. blue in never hinged condition. 
F=15.000. SCARCE. 300 
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P µ 1444 92 ** Very fresh never hinged copy of 55 öre “Värnamo”. F=38.000. Sign.  
E W Larsson and cert. Franz Obermüller. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 750 

P 1440 77vm � A very beautiful 1 kr. with a well placed canc. and rare watermark half 
inverted crown not mentioned in Facit. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid 

P µ 1441 77vm3 � Watermark crown + KPV on 1 kr. Small imperfection. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. SCARCE. Bid 

P 1442 79P (*) Imperforate margin strip of four on ungummed paper in Tête-Bêche 
with gutter. Vertical fold in the gutter of minor importance. SCARCE. 100 

P 1443 79 * Lightly hinged 5 öre green with extreme paper fold (dragspel). Bid 

P µ1445 92bz * A perfectly centered 55 öre “Värnamo” with water-
mark letters and a minimal trace of hinge. 
F=24.000++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 4 750 

Gustaf V in Medallion 
€uro
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Excellent 55 öre Värnamo

Lot # 1446 µ 
92 ** 

Wonderful never hinged copy of 55 öre. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 

 
€uro 1.500

Excellent 80 öre Värnamo

Lot # 1447 µ 
94 ** 

Wonderful never hinged copy of 80 öre. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 

 
€uro 1.500
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P µ 1448 92+94 ** Very fresh copies of 55 & 80 öre “Värnamo” stamps in never hinged 
condition. F=66.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 1.500 

P µ 1449 92+94 * Well centered and lightly hinged copies of 55 & 80 öre “Värnamo”. 
F=52.000. Signed Alberto & Enzo Diena. Cert. Enzo Diena.  
SUPERB COPIES. 1.000 

€uro
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1448 1449

Used Värnamo Stamps

Lot # 1450 µ 
92+94 � 

Beautiful copies of 55 & 80 öre on small pieces canc. “VÄRNAMO 
12.7 1918”. Both with cert. Obermüller Wilén, 55 öre very fine-
superb, 80 öre very fine. F=130.000+.  

RARE OFFER 
 
 

€uro 3.000



P 1451 95 � Fantastic 90 öre green “SMEDJEBACKEN 13.11 1918”. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1452 85..96bz Beautiful and well centered copies with watermark KPV of 20 öre, 30  
** öre and 1kr. F=4.050+. Bid 

P 1453 97vm4 ** Inverted crown and KPV on a margin copy of 1,98 kr. on 5 kr. Never 
hinged and very fresh. According to Facit only three copies known. 150 

€uro
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P 1454 97vm8 ** Parts of 3 watermark crown in a unique corner block of nine of 1.98 
on 5 kr. Medallion. The three lower stamps with 3 parts, the others 2 
parts. Facit has registered only 2 copies known! SUPERB. 300 

P µ 1455 97vm3 ** WATERMARK CROWN & KPV. Provisional 1.98 on 5 kr. in a com-
plete sheet of 100 stamps. The majority with 2 parts of  wmk crown 
and in the right side 4 stamps with parts of wmk KPV in the margin 
of the stamps, all the stamps at right with only half a crown.  
VERY RARE. 200 

P 1456 100v1 ** Fantastic copy 12 öre on 25 öre orange with parts of four inverted sur-
charges. Not mentioned in Facit. Sign. HW. VERY RARE. 250 

Landstorm Issues 

P 1457 105cxz � Watermark lines and KPV on 5/2 öre Landstorm I with part of 
Stockholm canc. F=2.600. SCARCE WATERMARK. Bid 

P µ 1458 105-114A Surcharge on original stamps in a cpl. never hinged set. F=5.000. 
** 100 

1451 Ex 1452 1453

1454 1455

1456

1457 Ex 1458



P µ1463 137vm Watermark Crown on 20 öre yellow orange in a  
 ** never hinged copy. F=50.000. Cert. Obermüller 

Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500 

P µ 1464 137cx � Watermark inverted lines on fresh 20 öre yellow orange canc. 
“GNESTA” as it should. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SCARCE. 500 

P µ 1465 137v1 � Inverted surcharge 20 öre on 2 öre yellow orange on a small piece 
“FILIPSTAD 28.10 1920”. F=13.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 300 

P 1459 118v1 � Inverted surcharge on 6 öre yellow in a lightly canc. copy. A couple of 
slightly shorter perf. tips. F=20.000. SCARCE. 300 

P 1460 124v4 ** Shifted surcharge 10+90 öre on 1 kr. in a never hinged copy. F=15.000. 
SCARCE. 300 

P 1461 125 ** Never hinged block of four of 10+4,90 kr. F=7.200. 100 

P µ 1462 126..135v Five different Landstorm III with wrong surcharge, three copies never  
**/ * hinged. F=9.200. All signed “HW”. 150 

Air Mail 1920 
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P 1469 140AcCx Pair of 5 öre Lion type I with wmk lines. Dividing line in the middle,  
** the left stamp slightly lower situated. Extremely strong colour. 

F=3.600++. Bid 

P µ 1470 140Acxz Well centered never hinged copy of 5 öre green Standing Lion type I.  
** F=7.000. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 200 

P 1471 140Acxz A perfectly placed “GÖTEBORG 31.3 21” on 5 öre green Standing lion 
� type I with the scarce watermark lines and KPV. F=7.500. SCARCE. 100 

P 1472 141bz ** Beautiful never hinged 5 öre brown red Standing Lion type I with 
watermark KPV. F=2.600+. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1473 141 ** Standing Lion 5 öre brown type I in a very beautiful and well centered 
strip of five. F=11.000. SUPERB. 150 

P 1466 138vm � Watermark crown on Airmail 50 öre lilac with light canc. F=5.500. 
VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1467 138 ** Never hinged block of four of 50 öre with strong set-off of surcharge. 
Cert. Kihlbom. 100 

P µ 1468 136-138v1 Inverted surcharge on a cpl. (3) set, all in never hinged copies.  
** F=25.500. Copy of certs (for block of four) Obermüller Wilén. 300 

Coil Stamps 

€uro
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Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.



P 1478 144ABz Standing Lion 10 öre green with clear wmk KPV in a very well centered  
** strip of five. F=10.000++. SUPERB. 150 

P µ 1479 144bzv2 Never hinged Tête-Bêche pair heads against each others of 10 öre  
** green Standing Lion with watermark KPV. F=33.000. Cert. Lasse 

Nielsen. VERY FINE. 500 

P µ 1480 144v2 � Tête-Bêche pair heads against each others of 10 öre green Standing 
Lion with light canc. F=30.000. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Norsten.  
VERY FINE. 500 

P µ 1474 142Acz ** Inverted lines and KPV on never hinged 5 öre brownish orange red 
Standing Lion type II. F=6.000+. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 150 

P µ 1475 142Abz A perfect never hinged copy of 5 öre brownish orange red Standing  
** Lion type II with watermark KPV. F=7.500++. Cert. Norsten.  

EXCELLENT. 200 

P 1476 142Ed ** Fantastic copy of 5 öre brownish orange red Standing Lion on A1-
paper, never hinged and with nearly perfect centering. F=9.000+. 
SUPERB. 300 

P µ 1477 144Acz ** Rare watermark inverted lines and KPV on a perfectly centered and 
never hinged copy of 10 öre green Standing Lion. F=11.000++. Cert. 
Norsten. EXCELLENT. 250 
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P µ1482 144v3 Beautiful money order with 10 öre green Standing  
 � Lion in Tête-Bêche pair with tails against each 

others and a single copy “STOCKHOLM 16.12. 21”. 
F=32.000. Cert. Norsten. VERY FINE & RARE. 750 

P 1483 145E � FDC 10.4 1930 with 10 öre violet perf. 13 on new paper. F=6.500. 150 

P µ 1481 144bzv3 Tête-Bêche tails against each other in a never hinged strip of four of  
** 10 öre green Standing Lion with watermark KPV. F=33.000+. Cert. 

Norsten. VERY FINE. 600 
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P µ1484 151C Never hinged copy of 20 öre Gustaf V Full Face with  
 cx ** watermark lines. Very few known and all with 

similar centering. Not priced in Facit. Cert. Norsten. 
VERY RARE. 1.500 



P 1488 152Acx ** Watermark lines on 20 öre Gustaf II Adolf in a well centered and never 
hinged copy. F=3.750+. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1489 152Acxz Watermark lines and KPV on never hinged 20 öre Gustaf II Adolf.  
** Not priced in Facit. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY RARE. 500 

P 1490 154bz ** A very well centered copy of 110 öre Gustav Vasa with watermark 
KPV in never hinged condition. F=2.800++. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1491 156cxz ** A very well centered and never hinged copy of 35 öre yellow Crown 
and Posthorn with watermark lines and KPV. F=7.000++.  
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 200 

P 1492 159b ** A very beautiful never hinged 40 öre dark olive green Crown and 
Posthorn type II. F=3.000++. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. Bid 
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P µ 1485 151Ccxz * Very rare watermark lines and KPV on lightly hinged 20 öre dull 
blue Gustaf V Full Face. A blunt corner perf. of minor importance. 
Not priced in Facit. Faint sign. H.W. and cert. Norsten.  
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 1.000 

P 1486 151Cbz ** A perfect never hinged copy of 20 öre blue with watermark KPV. 
F=1.800++. EXCELLENT. Bid 

P µ 1487 152AP ** Perforation proof in vertical strip of four imperforate in between of 20 
öre Gustaf II Adolf. Cert. Norsten. SCARCE. 150 

1487

1488 1489

1486

1490 1491 1492
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P µ 1493 159abz Wonderful never hinged copy of 40 öre Crown and Posthorn in the  
** scarcer shade blackish olive green with watermark KPV. F=12.000++. 

Cert. Norsten. EXCELLENT. 300 

P 1494 162acx ** Well centered never hinged copy of 60 öre red lilac Crown and 
Posthorn with watermark lines. F=2.500+. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1495 162acxz Beautiful copy of 60 öre red lilac Crown and Posthorn with water- 
� mark lines and KPV. F=24.000. Cert. Norsten. VERY FINE & RARE. 500 

P 1496 163c ** A perfect never hinged copy of 60 öre violet carmine Crown and 
Posthorn on white paper. F=3.500++. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1497 167g ** A very beautiful 90 öre dark green blue Crown and Posthorn on white 
paper in a never hinged condition. F=3.500++. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1498 167 ** Very fresh strip of five of 90 öre Crown & Posthorn. F=9.500. 100 

1493 1494 1495 1496 1497

1498

1499

1500

P µ 1499 168bz ** Watermark KPV on beautiful 1 kr. Crown and Posthorn. Never 
hinged and well centered. F=24.000+. Cert. and sign. Grenstedt. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 750 

P µ 1500 171 ** Very interesting strip of five of 120 öre black Crown & Posthorn. With 
dividing line in the left of the middle stamp, where the perforation has 
been separated and glued back by the printer as was the procedure. 
The back pictured on our website 100 

P 1501 172 � Beautiful First Day Cover with 120 öre Crown and Posthorn “STOCK-
HOLM PFFS 23.10 33” with vignette “AVSTÄMPLAT Å FRIMÄR-
KETS UTGIVNINGSDAG First day cover”. F=4.000.  
SUPERB & SCARCE. 100 

P 1502 172 � FDC 23.10 1933 with 120 öre violet Posthorn & Crown on reg. C.O.D. 
envelope. F=4.000. 100 

1501 1502



P 1506 180b ** Perfectly centered strip of five of 20 öre carminish red Gustaf V on 
white paper. F=4.000++. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1507 186f ** Very beautiful never hinged 30 öre reddish brown Gustaf V Left 
Profile on white paper. F=6.000+. SUPERB. 150 

P 1508 187a ** Gutstaf V 35 öre carmine violet in an exceptional strip of five. 
F=6.000+. SUPERB. 100 

P µ1503 175A Watermark lines on very fresh never hinged 15 öre 
 cx ** dull dark ultramarine violet Gustaf V Left Profile. 

F=70.000. Cert. Norsten.  
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 3.000 

P µ 1504 175Acx � Watermark lines on very beautiful 15 öre violet Gustaf V Left Profile 
with part of “HALMSTAD” canc. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE. 150 

P 1505 175Acxz Beautiful copy of 15 öre violet Gustaf V Left Profile with watermark  
� lines and KPV. F=19.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 400 
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P µ 1509 196-210 ** World Postal Congress 1924 in a cpl. set (18) never hinged blocks of 
four incl. watermarks on 10 öre and extra shade on 30 öre. All in well 
centered copies. F=48.000+. 400 

P µ 1510 211-225 ** UPU 1924 in a cpl. set (18) never hinged blocks of four incl. watermarks 
on 10 öre and extra shade on 30 öre. All in well centered copies. 
F=60.000+. 500 

P µ 1511 233a+b ** The Royal Palace 1931, 5 kr. on both toned and on white paper in never 
hinged superb copies. 233a with opinion Obermüller Wilén. F=8.500. 100 

P 1512 233a ** Well centered block of four of 5 kr. The Royal Palace 1931 in never 
hinged condition. F=14.000. SUPERB. 100 

Later Issues 
€uro
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Ex 1509 Ex 1510

1511 1512

1513 1514 1515

P 1513 320 � Postcard picturing the statue of Berzelius in Stockholm franked with 
BC-pair of 10 öre Berzelius canc. on the first day “STOCKHOLM 
KUNGL. VETENSKAPSAKADEMIEN 2.6 39”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1514 321+323 Registered First Day Cover with 15 öre Linné in BC, CB as well as a  
� single together with 50 öre “STOCKHOLM KUNGL. VETENSKAPS -

AKADEMIEN 2.6 39”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1515 337C ** Swans 1942 20 kr. in a perfectly centered margin block of four with 
control number. F=4.800++. SUPERB. Bid 

1516 410 ** Coil roll of one hundred 30 öre Gustaf VI Adolf type I. F=13.000. Bid 



P 1520 1162-65 ** Discount Stamps 1981, two pairs cut incorrectly. Bid 

P 1521 1448.. Astrid Lindgren’s Tales 1987 in a block of twenty-four uncut horizon- 
1455 ** tally. SCARCE. 100 

Official Issues 

P 1522 Tj 1b ** Very fresh and beautiful 3 öre yellowish orange brown in a never 
hinged copy. SUPERB. 100 

P 1523 Tj 1 ** Very beautiful 3 öre with variety: break in the upper frame. F=3.000+. 
SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1524 Tj 2av5 ** Variety “two dots after SVERIGE” on 4 öre grey black in never hinged 
condition. One slightly shorter perf. tip of no importance. F=8.000+. 
Cert. Mats Nilsson. VERY FINE. 150 

P µ 1525 Tj 2b ** A wonderful copy of 4 öre light grey, well centered and never 
hinged. F=12.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 300 

P µ 1517 709-10 ** IMPERFORATE horizontally. United Nations 1970 cpl (2) in margins 
copies, 70 öre with short perfs in right margin. Bid 

P µ 1518 825-26 ** IMPERFORATE horizontally, NORDEN III 1973 cpl (2) in margin copies. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 

P µ 1519 989-90 ** IMPERFORATE vertically, NORDEN IV 1977 cpl (2) in sheet margin 
copies. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150 
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P 1532 Tj 5 � Interesting blurred print at top (“hyssjning”) on 12 öre blue with a 
very beautiful “TUNABERGSHAMMAR 27.11 1878”. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1533 6b ** A perfectly centered and never hinged copy of 20 öre orange red with 
a production related vertical fold and a lightly folded corner perf. 
Opinion Mats Nilsson. VERY RARE. 250 

P 1526 Tj 3b ** Fresh and beautiful 5 öre light blue green in a never hinged copy. 
F=4.000. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB. 100 

P 1527 Tj 3c ** Very fresh and well centered 5 öre dull blue green. F=4.000. SUPERB. 100 

P 1528 Tj 3d � Wonderful copy of 5 öre blue green with very well placed “JÖNKÖ-
PING 7.4 1888” and interesting “rough” perforation. EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1529 Tj 4 ** Very fresh never hinged 6 öre lilac. F=5.500. VERY FINE. 100 

P µ 1530 Tj 4e � Wonderful 6 öre lilac with a perfectly placed “ARVIKA 1.8 1879”. One 
lightly bent corner perf.. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5 100 

P 1531 Tj 5e ** A very fresh copy of 12 öre dull blue in never hinged condition. 
F=5.000. VERY FINE. 100 
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N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building  
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P µ 1534 Tj 6b � A very interesting cover to Austria with 20 öre orange red “STOCK-
HOLM 7.1 1876”. On back arrival canc. “INNSBRUCK 11.1 76”. 
Official stamps were allowed for foreign use until 25.3 1879 but are 
extremely rare, this is the earliest of only two known to Austria. The 
stamp with faults and the cover with tear. VERY RARE COVER. 200 

P µ 1535 Tj 7e * A very well centered 24 öre dull orange with a minimal trace of 
hinge. F=14.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 300 

P µ 1536 Tj 8a * Well centered and lightly hinged 30 öre deep brown. F=5.500. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 200 

P µ 1537 Tj 8d * A very fresh and almost perfectly centered block of four of 30 öre 
dark brown. Slightly strengthened by hinges and minor imperfec-
tions. Only known block in this shade. F=21.600. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE. 300 

P 1538 Tj 8 � Beautiful copy of 30 öre brown “LÖFÅNGER 27.9 1881”. SUPERB. Bid 

P 1539 Tj 9 ** Never hinged 50 öre red  with some natural gum bends and produc-
tion related thin spots. F=14.000. VERY FINE. 250 
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P 1540 Tj 9a * Beautiful copy of 50 öre violetish carmine on blue greyish paper with 
a nearly invisible trace of hinge. F=5.500. VERY FINE COPY. 100 

P 1541 Tj 9b * Very fresh 50 öre violettish rose in exceptional centering F=8.000. 
SUPERB. 150 

P 1542 12e � A wonderful copy of 3 öre orange brown “KARLSHAMN 17.9 1897”. 
Shade by Olle Pettersson. SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1543 Tj 16Bv1 Imperforate 10 öre red type II with very wide margins with beautiful 
� canc. “STOCKHOLM 17.2 11”. F=6.000+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB & SPECTACULAR. 400 

P 1544 Tj 18g ** Very fresh, never hinged 20 öre light dull red on yellowish paper. 
F=7.000. SUPERB. 150 

P 1545 Tj 24Ac ** A very fresh never hinged copy of 1 kr. ulmarish blue and deep oran-
ge brown type I. Slightly uneven perf. at left. F=12.000. VERY FINE. 150 
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P 1546 Tj 25 � Interesting copy of 10/12 öre blue with defective surcharge. With light 
railroad canc. One lightly folded corner perf. and on broken perf. of no 
importance. SCARCE. 100 

P µ 1547 Tj 25bv2 * Inverted surcharge 10 öre on 12 öre dull light blue with very light 
hinge trace. F=20.000. One short perf. according to cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE COPY. 500 

P µ 1548 26v2 (*) A very well centered copy of 10/24 öre dull orange perf. 14. Without 
gum and with imperfections. Opinion Mats Nilsson. RARE STAMP. 400 



P 1550 Tj 28vm Inverted watermark crown on 2 öre yellow “ASKERSUND Lbr 22.8  
� 19xx”. F=12.000. Ex. Beckeman. VERY FINE & RARE. 200 

P 1551 Tj 29vm1 Very rare watermark inverted crown on 4 öre lilac, only known in 5- 
� 6 copies. F=17.000. Ex. Beckeman. VERY RARE. 500 

P 1552 Tj 32vm Very beautiful never hinged copy of 10 öre red with inverted crown.  
** One slightly shorter perf. According to Facit only two copies known. 

RARE EXHIBITION ITEM. 300 

P 1553 Tj 37vm Never hinged copy of 50 öre grey with watermark inverted crown. Not  
** priced in Facit. F=5.000 for hinged. VERY FINE & RARE. 300 

P 1554 Tj 47v1cz Imperforate corner margin copy of 10 öre red with huge margins.  
* Some gum bends of no importance. RARE. 100 
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Unique Die Proof

Lot # 1549 
Tj 28P 

A wonderful proof of 2 öre in red colour. Only three copies 
known, all in different colours. Ex. Beckeman. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM 
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P µ 1558 PS2 � Cover from Postinspektionen Södra Distriktet to Copenhagen with 
stamp for foreign official mail of the second type with five pointed 
stars “MALMÖ 28.12 95”. Beautiful seal on back. Bid 

Postage Due Issues 
P 1559 L 2 ** A well centered and never hinged copy of 3 öre red. F=3.500. SUPERB. 100 

P 1560 L 3 ** Well centered and never hinged 5 öre brown with an interesting grai-
ny print. F=3.500. SUPERB. 100 

P µ 1561 L 3b ** A perfectly centered and never hinged copy of 5 öre dark brown. 
F=3.500+. Cert. Obermüller Wilén (for block of four).  
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100 

P 1562 L 4b ** Well centered and never hinged 6 öre yellow. F=7.000+. SUPERB. 100 

P 1563 L 6 ** A wonderful 20 öre blue, never hinged and well centered. F=4.000+. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 100 

P 1564 L 7a ** Very fresh never hinged 24 öre red violet. F=14.000. VERY FINE. 300 

P 1565 L 7b ** A wonderful never hinged 24 öre grey. F=4.000+. EXCELLENT. 150 

P 1555 Tj 48v1 * Imperforate corner margin copy of 10 öre violet carmine with large 
margins. RARE. 100 

P 1556 Tj 49vcz Imperforate margin copy of 15 öre brown with huge margins. Some  
* gum bends of no importance. Not mentioned in Facit. VERY RARE. 150 

P 1557 Tj 51vcz Imperforate margin copy of 25 öre orange with huge margins. Some  
* gum bends of no importance. Not mentioned in Facit. VERY RARE. 150 
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P µ 1571 L2+7+8+ Very beautiful unpaid parcel card “SOLINGEN 22.9 76” with postage  
10 � due 3 + 24 +30 öre together with 1 kr. “GÖTEBORG PAKET 28.9 1876”. 

According to Ferdén only three such cards known.  
SUPERB AND SCARCE. 150 

P µ 1572 L 14v2 * Correct print on both sides of 6 öre orange yellow. F=13.000. Cert. 
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 250 

P 1573 L 14 � Wonderful 6 öre orange with well placed “LANDSKRONA 8.11 1883”. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1574 L.20c+ An exceptional 5 kr. postal stationery parcel card from Austria 1885  
18c � to Lund in Sweden with eighteen postage due 1 kr. in a large block, 

but the perforation seems  split in the middle. Also three 30 öre, two 
with small faults. Nicely canc. “LUND 4.8 1885”. Cert. Obermüller 
Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300 

P 1566 L 8 ** A very beautiful 30 öre green in a never hinged copy. F=4.200. SUPERB. 150 

P 1567 L 9a ** Never hinged 50 öre greyish orange brown in a well centered copy. 
F=20.000. SUPERB. 600 

P µ 1568 L 9b ** Never hinged copy of 50 öre orange brown. F=9.000. Cert. Norsten. 
VERY FINE. 200 

P 1569 L 9 * A very fresh and well centered copy of 50 öre brown. F=5.500. 
SUPERB. Bid 

P µ 1570 L 10b * A wonderful 1 kr. light blue and greyish brown, nearly perfect cen-
tering and very small hinge mark. F=5.500+. Cert. Mats Nilsson. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 250 
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P 1581 H 22 The Royal Palace 5 kr. 1931 in an extremely fresh 
 Aa R booklet. All stamp blocks in good perforation and  

mostly well centered. F=100.000.  
VERY RARE IN THIS CONDITION. 2.500 

P 1575 H 4 Oscar II 10 öre “Pris 3 kronor” control letter “N” in a very fresh 
booklet. F=17.000. SUPERB & SCARCE. 500 

P 1576 H 6A3 R Gustaf V in Medaillon 10 öre in five blocks of four with dark carmi-
ne cover “Malmö 1916”. F=23.000. SCARCE. 500 

P 1577 H 7R vm Gustaf V in Medallion 5 öre in two blocks of ten, both lower rows 
with watermark KPV. F=17.000+. SUPERB & SCARCE. 400 

P 1578 H 8O vm Gustaf  V in Medallion 10 öre in two inverted blocks of ten, one row 
with watermark. F=16.000+. SUPERB. 400 

P 1579 H 11R Gustaf V in Medallion 15 öre in two blocks of 10 in brown cover. 
F=20.000. SUPERB & SCARCE. 500 

P 1580 H 12BO  Gustaf V in Medallion 20 öre in two inverted blocks of ten, one row  
vm with watermark. F=20.000+. SUPERB & SCARCE. 500 

Booklets 
16.00 hrs 
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1582 H 25I R The Postal Savings Bank 1933 type I in normal mounting. F=7.000. 100 

µ 1583 H 25IR 50th Anniversary of the Postal Savings Bank 1933 type I in an origi-
nal bundle of ten booklets. Initials “I.H.” on wrapper. F=70.000+. 
RARE. 500 
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P 1584 H 39CB O Gustaf V small letters with ten 4+3 sides pairs with large margins, 
inverted mounting. F=11.000. SUPERB. 150 

P 1585 H 41ACB Linné 15 öre 1939 with CB pairs in normal mounting. F=17.000.  
VERY FINE. 200 

P 1586 H44C The Royal Palace 5 kr. 1941 with cover type C in olive green colour. 
Very fresh with very faint opening crease. F=26.000. SCARCE. 500 

1587 H 53 ORIGINAL BUNDLE of 10 booklets with strip “B.K.” 5 öre Bellman 
1940. F=40.000. Careful viewing, please do not open or break the strip!. 400 

1588 SH18 B:2 Signs of Spring 2005, booklet with the scarcer P2 perforation. Bid 

Booklets Collections & Lots 
µ 1589 Box with a number of booklets 1930s-1980s inkl. a few with BC/CB stamps, 

e.g. Berzelius BC, Linné BC & CB, Gustaf V Right Profile type II CB etc. Facit 
value for the BC/CB booklets alone, almost 100.000. The 1930s booklets in mix-
ed quality incl. a few incomplete and from 1940 mostly good quality. Also a 
canc. booklet Flying Swans 1942. 1.000 

1590 Collection of booklets 1960-1992 incl. slot machine booklets in three albums with 
e.g. (HA1) with normal mounting, twelve different discount booklets etc. 200 

µ 1591 ORIGINAL BUNDLES of 10 from the post with original strips. Facit H. Nos 
58-60, 67,72,74, 76, 85 & 95. F=39.850. Please view carefully, do not open or 
break the strips! 250 

µ 1592 BUNDLES OF ONE HUNDRED BOOKLETS. Lot with thirty complete bund-
les, H84 (6) (one with broken seal), H92 (3), H100 (3), H107 (8) (2 with broken 
plastic bag) and H122 (10). F=280.500 for cheapest single booklet. Bid 

µ 1593 Lot with a couple of hundred slot machine booklets mainly older incl. a few of 
the better ones. High catalogue value. Partly shown on our website. 100 

µ 1594 An extensive collection slot machine booklets. In total ca. 3.700 booklets with 
around 170 different ones incl. better ones e.g. three copies of HA 1 with right 
mounting and five copies with inverted mounting. A handbook of the area 
included. Very high catalogue value. 500 

1584 1585 1586

Live Bidding 
Take part in the auction from home! Please see page 7.



Collections 
16.15 hrs 
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Fantastic Unused Collection

Lot # 1595 µ 
Very fresh unused collection 1855-2019 cpl. with exception of 
3, 6 & 24 Sk. Bco as well as 20/20 öre Circle Type perf. 14. Starts 
with a beautiful 4 Sk. Bco without any faults and 8 Sk. bco 
(small imperfections) both with cert., two black and one 
brown local stamps, Coat of Arms incl. superb 24 and 30 öre 
and an excellent 50 öre. Two copies of 3 öre Lion Type type I, 
nice copies of Circle Type (1 Rd perf. 13 is a reprint), good 
copies of Oscar II and Gustaf V in Medallion incl. never 
hinged copies of “Värnamo”, fresh section Coil stamps incl. 
some better watermarks, e.g. Crown and Posthorn 60 öre with 
lines and 1 kr. with KPV. Good sections of Postage Due and 
Official stamps incl. several superb copies. 
Oldest part mainly MH but with a few examples without gum 
as well as some MNH, e.g. 50 öre Circle Type perf. 13, 20 öre 
red Large Official etc. From around 1940 mainly MNH incl. 
very useful face value on later years. 
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Pµ 1597 Collection of unused stamps in thick binder 1858-1970s incl. official and pos-
tage due stamps, mixed MNH/MH incl. better ones never hinged incl. varieti-
es, watermarks etc. Also some modern minisheets (some used). Very high 
catalogue value. Inspection recommended. 1.500 

Pµ 1598 Collection 1858-1983 in three fresh SAFE Dual albums. Starts with a “Paris 
forgery” of 3 Sk. Bco, Local stamps to Circle Type perf. 14 in slight mixed qua-
lity incl. a few without gum but with beautiful copies with gum of 5 & 12 öre 
Coat of Arms. Circle Type perf. 13-Oscar II mostly hinged but afterwards 
mainly never hinged and nearly cpl. Good sections official stamps and posta-
ge due mixed hinged and never hinged. Inspection recommended. 1.000 

µ 1599 Collection 1890s-1973 in three beautiful Estett albums with mostly never hinged 
stamps incl. some better e.g. MNH 10+90 and 10+4,90 Landstorm II, 30 öre 
Gustaf V Left Profile on white paper, BC/CB pairs etc. Please inspect. 500 

1600 Collection 1938-2021 in seven very beautiful SAFE Dual albums. Nearly cpl. 
and with some exceptions in the beginning all never hinged. Very high cata-
logue value as well as face value. 1.500 

1601 Never hinged collection 1966-1989 (also some older) incl. booklets arranged in 
four stockbooks. Containing almost 300 discount stamps and other useful face 
value. 250 

Pµ 1596 Collection 1855-1990 incl. official and postage due stamps, unused with 
exception for a few early stamps. Starts with 4 and 8 Sk. Bco used (defective), 
5, 30 and 50 öre Coat of Arms in beautiful hinged copies, Lion Type cpl. with 
20 öre never hinged, a few Circle Type perf. 13 and with posthorn incl. 20 öre 
and 1 kr. with posthorn in never hinged superb copies. Oscar II-1920 nearly 
cpl. A large part of the stamps before 1940 never hinged and later issues main-
ly never hinged. Very high catalogue value and later years with useful face 
value. 1.500 
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Pµ 1603 Interesting collection with used stamps 1855-1940s incl. official stamps and 
postage due in an old album incl. several better stamps, e.g. 6 and 8 Sk. Bco 
(small thin), beautiful copies of local issues, Coat of Arms, Lion Type and 
Circle type incl. beautiful canc. and shades, later issues incl. varieties, water-
marks etc. Inspection recommended. 1.500 

Pµ 1604 A very interesting collection 1855-1936, 4 Sk. Bco, Coat of 
Arms, Lion Type, official stamps and postage due specialized 
in shades but some denominations missing. A large number 
of beautiful canc. included. Inspection recommended. 1.000 

Pµ 1602 Collection 1855-1920 on stock pages starting with beautiful 
copies of 3, 6 and 8 Sk.bco with small faults or repair, four 
copies of 4 Sk. bco incl. “grey” with superb canc., nine 
copies of Local stamps, Coat of Arms and Lion Type more 
than cpl. incl. unused copies, shades, covers and beautiful 
canc. Good sections Circle Type, Oscar II incl. a first day 
canc. (small thin), Gustaf V in Medallion incl. a cover to the 
famous artist Carl Larsson, with several beautiful copies. 
Most unused material MH but also some MNH and a few 
without gum. Please inspect. 2.500 
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Pµ 1611 A mainly used collection 1855-1968 in KABE album with a number of better 
stamps but on the oldest part slightly mixed quality and few repaired ones (3 
Sk. with repair and 24 Sk. with tear). Sk. Bco - Oscar II cpl. incl. extra shades, 
a few covers, proofs etc. See example pictures on our website. 500 

µ 1612 Collection 1855-1972 in a Viking album cpl. according the album pages with 
exception for the “Värnamo” stamps and 15 öre violet Gustaf V Left profile 
with wmk. lines. Earliest issues in slightly mixed quality but later in a quali-
ty above normal with a large number of superb and excellent canc. Inspection 
recommended. 750 

µ 1613 Collection 1858-1965 with used stamps on album pages with e.g. beautiful type 
I 3 öre Lion Type, 17 öre with superb canc., Landstorm, Congress and UPU cpl., 
BC/CB pairs etc. See example pictures on our website. 300 

µ 1605 Collection in four thick Leuchtturm albums mixed used and unused 1855-
1999. Slightly unorganized and with extra pages in between but with many 
beautiful canc. as well as with good face value on later years. Inspection 
recommended. 1.000 

1606 Basic collection 1858-1971 incl. some specialisation in an old Lindner album star-
ting with Coat of Arms and well filled onwards, incl. Circle Type, good 
“Landstorm”, some UPU 1924 etc. Often used as well as unused, especially in 
the modern part. 150 

µ 1607 Collection with used stamps 1855-1990s incl. official and postage due stamps 
mounted on home made pages in two albums somewhat specialized with sha-
des, watermarks, pairs etc. Nice set Sk. Bco but as usual slightly mixed quali-
ty. Seemingly cpl. in main numbers with exception of Värnamo stamps. See 
example pictures on our website. 1.000 

µ 1608 A very interesting used collection in binder with stamps mainly 1855-1940s 
incl. official, postage due and military stamps with some additional modern 
issues. Containing five copies of 4 Sk. Bco, several Coat of Arms and Lion 
type incl. a few covers, much Circle Type and Oscar II, coil stamps with some 
watermarks, cpl. sets of UPU and Congress incl. duplicates, BC/CB pairs etc. 
Please inspect. 500 

µ 1609 Interesting lot in binder with both used and unused material Circle Type - 1950s 
incl. unused Postage Due perf. 14, mainly hinged but also a never hinged 1 öre. 
Also some foreign material. All pictured on our website. 150 

µ 1610 Very well filled mainly used collection 1855-1955 in one Estett album with 
extra shades, papers, watermarks etc. Slightly mixed quality but many good 
stamps. Two certs enclosed. See example pictures on our website. 1.200 
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Specialized Collections 

Pµ 1617 COAT OF ARMS & LION TYPE. A very interesting collec-
tion with mainly used stamps but also some unused most-
ly hinged but some without gum as well as some never 
hinged. Good variation of shades and some varieties inclu-
ded. Twelve certs or opinions enclosed. All pictured on our 
website. 1.000 

Pµ 1614 SKILLING BANCO. Collection with both used and unu-
sed stamps as well as covers. Starts with one page with 
unused stamps, 3 Sk. is a Paris forgery, two copies of 4 Sk. 
Bco (one without any faults), very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco with 
a small tear and a repaired 24 Sk. Bco. 35 used copies of 4 
Sk. Bco and three covers, three copies of 6 Sk. bco (one wit-
hout any faults) and nine single copies of 8 Sk. Bco and one 
piece with two copies mostly with small faults. fifteen 
certs or opinions enclosed. All can be viewed on our web-
site. 1.000 

µ 1615 Specialized collection 1855-1872 incl. shades, cancellations 
also some very beautiful ones, covers etc. Starting with 
many 4 Sk. Bco incl. good shades and two covers, 24 Sk. 
Bco single on defective double rate registered cover, some 
locals, good Coat of Arms and Lion. Mixed condition. 
Please inspect. 1.000 

µ 1616 LOCAL STAMPS. Collection with in total 27 stamps incl. reprints and four 
covers. Also a block of nine reprint 1930 on carton paper. Mixed quality. Eight 
certs included. All pictured on our website. 750 
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Pµ 1619 12 ÖRE COAT OF ARMS. A highly specialized collection 
on almost 80 pages. Most pages showing the deliveries 1-
178 with both single stamps as well as many covers incl. 
several superb and beautiful ones including interesting 
canc., e.g. Eslöf’s “TÅG” canc. Also one page presenting 
the main types and two pages with varieties and plate 
flaws. All pictured on our website. 500 

Pµ 1620 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 14. Specialized collection in thick binder with shades 
varieties, e.g. paper folds set-offs etc, covers incl. several sent abroad. All pic-
tured on our website. 750 

Coat of Arms & Lion Type Covers

Lot # 1618 µ 
Fantastic collection with over 110 covers, a large part with single 
12 öre but also several with scarcer frankings, e.g. domestic 47 öre 
registered rate, 108 öre rate to England, domestic 12 öre rate with 9 
& 3 öre, three covers 24 & 3 öre to Germany, cover to Germany 
with 9, 24 & 30 öre, the scarce 60 öre combination with 12 + 2x24 
öre, insured cover with 24 + 50 öre, 20 öre single on cover to 
Germany, 2x17 öre to Denmark etc. Many certs included but the 
quality is mixed. 

€uro 1.500
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Pµ 1621 12 ÖRE CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 14. An impressive collection deliveries on 
almost 60 pages with single stamps as well as covers incl. superb ones and one 
copy canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.7 1872” earliest known use of 12 öre. Entire col-
lection pictured on our website. 300 
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Pµ 1622 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Specialized collection in three 
binders with mainly used but also some unused stamps 
incl. never hinged ones, e.g. 3, 5 & 6 öre and many covers 
incl. several better ones. Collected with good variation of 
shades and canc. and much plate flaws and varieties. 
Careful inspection recommended. 750 

Pµ 1623 CIRCLE TYPE WITH POSTHORN. Interesting collection in thick album with 
mainly used stamps and covers but also a nearly cpl. never hinged set as well 
as some blocks of four. Several interesting varieties such as margin posthorns, 
parts of two posthorn, shifted perforations etc. Many nice covers and forms, 
e.g. C.O.D., money orders, insured covers and parcel cards. 750 

Pµ 1624 OSCAR II. Unused collection on fourteen pages with the 
largest part never hinged specialized in shades with a 
number of imperforate copies, blocks of four, in most cases 
in a quality far above avarage, for example two singles and 
a block of four of 1 kr. in superb-excellent never hinged 
quality. Inspection recommended. 3.000 



Pµ 1627 OSCAR II. Collection in four albums with the issues Oscar II, Numeral Type 
and General Post Office with all stamps in never hinged condition as well as 
several with beautiful canc., varieties, watermarks and a large number of 
covers. Entire collection pictured on our website. 500 

µ 1628 OSCAR II WITHOUT WATERMARK. Collection with nine stamps and two 
blocks of four of 20 and 25 öre. Three stamps never hinged and the rest used 
with beautiful canc. All pictured on our website. 250 

µ 1629 OSCAR II & NUMERAL TYPE. Album with 27 covers and cards incl. three 
covers with imperforate 10 öre, interesting cover with the registration label writ-
ten in ink, better canc. etc. All pictured on our website. 750 

Pµ 1625 OSCAR II. Fantastic used collection on seventeen pages specialized in shades 
all in a remarkable quality, handpicked by a dedicated collector. 2.000 

Pµ 1626 OSCAR II CANCELLATIONS. Extensive collection in 
alpha betical order. More than 3.000 different ones and the 
absolute majority is in superb or excellent condition. Mostly 
from small places, more or less nothing from the large cities. 
Many scarce ones, also others than pictured here. All pictu-
red on our website. Please inspect! 1.000 

Pµ 1630 GUSTAF V IN MEDALLION & SMALL NATIONAL COAT OF ARMS. Four 
thick binders with used, unused, covers varieties multiples etc. Careful 
inspection recommended. 400 

µ 1631 GUSTAF V PLATE NUMBERS. Collection with mostly never hinged corner 
copies or blocks of four with plate numbers. Mainly 5 & 10 öre but also some hig-
her denomination and provisionals. 250 
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µ 1632 LANDSTORM. Interesting collection with MNH and used stamps as well as 
covers. Specialized with some watermarks, shades and multiples. 38 covers 
included, some philatelic but many correctly used. All pictured on our website. 400 

µ 1633 AIR MAIL 1920. Small collection with both mint never hinged and used stam-
ps as well as covers. Several better included, e.g. MNH 50 öre wmk. crown as 
well as a used one, MNH 20 öre with inverted surcharge, used copy of 50 öre 
with wmk. inverted lines. Entire lot pictured on our website. 300 

µ 1634 COIL STAMPS 1920-1936. A remarkable collection in ten 
binders specialized in watermarks, varieties, joining lines 
and covers. Contains both unused mainly never hinged 
stamps as well as used incl. beautiful canc. Several better 
stamps included, e.g. never hinged 35 öre Crown and 
Posthorn with wmk. lines and KPV, two never hinged 
copies of 60 öre Crown and Posthorn with wmk. lines, two 
never hinged copies of 30 öre brown Gustaf V Left Profile 
on white paper, three never hinged and three used sets each 
of Congress and UPU 1924 with additional used blocks of 
four etc. Inspection recommended. 2.500 

µ 1635 COIL STAMPS. Extensive collection 1920-1936 with unused stamps mixed 
hinged and never hinged in mostly very good quality specialized in water-
marks, papers, shades etc. With, e.g. MNH copies of 35 öre Crown & Posthorn 
with wmk. cxz, 30 öre brown Gustaf V Left Profile on white paper, excellent 5 
kr. UPU 1924 etc. Inspection recommended. 750 

µ 1636 COIL STAMPS. Specialized collection Standing Lion, Gustaf V Full Face, Gustaf 
II Adolf, Gustav Vasa, Crown and Posthorn and Gustaf V Left Profile in three 
albums with mainly used stamps but also some unused and a few covers. 
Covering shades, watermarks, papers and varieties. Inspection recommended. 250 
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Pµ 1637 Very interesting collection 1938-1949 in ten well filled 
albums with both used, unused never hinged, booklets and 
covers, incl. BC/CB pairs, varieties, beautiful canc., covers 
with scarce combinations as well as destinations, five 
Gustaf V Right Profile items with “SPECIMEN COLLEC-
TION MAURITANIE” overprint etc. A large part of the col-
lection pictured on our website but we recommend vie-
wing in our office. 1.500 



1638 An extensive collection 1950-1997 in forty-five well filled 
albums with both used and unused material as well as 
covers. Each issue presented in singles, multiples, booklets 
incl. a large number of markings, some varieties etc. Very 
high catalogue vale as well as face value incl. several dis-
count stamps and booklets. Must be inspected. 1.000 

1639 Collection 1997-2000 in four albums with used and unused stamps, strips, 
pairs, booklets etc. Often many of each incl. several booklets with markings. 
Much letter stamps as well as other useful face value. Please inspect. 1.000 

Pµ 1642 OFFICIAL STAMPS. Collection on eleven pages with official stamps in both 
perf. 14 & 13 as well as in small size. Mostly used incl. superb and excellent canc. 
but also two pages with unused copies, mostly hinged. Also a section of military 
stamps. All pictured on our website. 300 

Pµ 1641 LARGE OFFICIAL PERF. 13. Collection on home made pages specialized in sha-
des incl. several with beautiful canc., a few varieties and multiples. Also some 
unmounted material on stock pages and a few unused Postage due perf. 13. 300 
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Pµ 1640 LARGE OFFICIAL STAMPS. Collection in two binders with unused (nearly 
all never hinged) incl. blocks of four, used stamps incl. varieties and shades as 
well as an interesting section of covers incl. a number of scarce combinations 
and superb ones. Entire collection can be viewed on our website. 750 



Pµ 1644 SMALL OFFICIAL STAMPS. A specialized collection with proofs, both used 
and unused stamps, watermarks incl. a used copy of 50 öre with inverted 
crown, and covers. Entire collection pictured on our website. 500 

Pµ 1643 OFFICIAL STAMPS. Collection on fifteen stock pages with used and unused 
stamps (mostly hinged) and a few covers. Several beautiful copies. Please 
inspect. 400 
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Pµ 1645 SMALL OFFICIAL STAMPS. Collection with both used and unused MNH stam-
ps incl. watermark varieties, covers and an interesting section of proofs. All pic-
tured on our website. 300 

Pµ 1646 POSTAGE DUE. Collection with both used and unused (mainly hinged) on 
stock pages, with several well centered lightly hinged copies of perf. 14, 
blocks of four of perf. 13, used copies with beautiful canc. Also an unpaid  
parcel card from Germany with 50 öre and 1 kr. perf. 14 and two stock pages 
with military stamps. All pictured on our website. 500 

Pµ 1647 POSTAGE DUE. Collection with both used and unused stamps, largest part 
MNH incl. several perf. 14, some beautiful canc. incl. scarce 24 öre red violet 
(short perf.) as well as seven covers or forms. Please inspect. 500 



Pµ 1652 Beautiful 3 Sk. Bco together with 6 & 8 Sk. Bco. All with small faults and/or 
repairs. Two certificates. Please inspect! 300 

• µ 1653 SKILLING BANCO - LION TYPE. Interesting lot with several better stamps and 
covers, e.g. six covers and one front as well as seven single copies of 4 Sk. Bco 
incl. one unused with gum (short corner perf.), beautiful pieces with interesting 
combinations of Coat of Arms and Lion Type, a few foreign canc. etc. Slightly 
mixed quality. Entire lot pictured on our website. 400 

Pµ 1648 POSTAGE DUE STAMPS. Small collection on seven pages with perf. 14 as well 
as perf. 13 in both used and unused copies, unused mainly hinged. Several beau-
tiful copies. 200 

Pµ 1649 POSTAL STATIONERY. Collection containing stamped envelopes, letter 
cards, single and double postcards as well as official and military items. 
Mounted on over 350 pages 1870s-1960s with both used and unused material 
incl. varieties, printing numbers and a large number of superb items, e.g. first 
day canc. on Oscar II Anniversary Postal Card. Please inspect. 500 

µ 1650 MARGIN NUMBERS. Collection in binder with material from Gustaf V in 
Medallion up to 1970 all with plate numbers, cyl. numbers or other marking incl. 
a number of BC/CB pair incl. The Royal Palace 1941. 150 

µ 1651 NOBEL. Collection in three albums with home made pages with both used and 
unused stamps as well as FDCs with several superb and excellent canc. and 
some useful face value. Bid 

Specialized Selections & Lots 
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Pµ 1654 SKILLING BANCO FORGERIES made by Winter. A piece with a cancelled pair 
with yellow 3 & 8 Sk. Bco printed together. Further one 6 and one 8 Sk. Bco unu-
sed. Bid 

Pµ 1655 CLASSIC STAMPS. Small lot on a stock card, a reprint of 3 Sk. Bco, black and 
brown local stamps, eight copies of Coat of Arms and 3 öre type I and 20 öre 
Lion Type. The black local stamp and one copy of 5 öre without gum, the rest 
with hinged gum. All pictured on our website. 400 

µ 1656 COAT OF ARMS & LION TYPE. A large number of stamps 
on 26 stock pages (more than 1.000 stamps and very few 12 
öre), good variation of shades incl. better, some beautiful 
canc. and a few pairs and strips of three. Several stamps mar-
ked with positions and shades. Also a very beautiful but 
repaired 3 Sk. Bco on a small piece and a 3 öre brown local 
stamp. Slightly mixed quality. Entire lot pictured on our 
website. 1.500 

µ 1657 COAT OF ARMS - LION TYPE. Lot on sixteen old auction cards with all values 
represented incl. shades, varieties, foreign cancellations, units etc. Entire lot 
pictured on our website. 500 

µ 1658 COAT OF ARMS & LION TYPE. Lot on stock page with twenty-three stamps, 
mainly with superb canc. and nearly all with shades determined by Olle 
Pettersson. Entire lot pictured on our website. 250 

µ 1659 Circle type 6 öre perf. 14, 68 used copies. Of these 18 are specified for canc. or 
varieties. Also diff. shades. Facit for normal stamps 27.200. In good quality. 100 

µ 1660 CIRCLE TYPE PERF 14. Lot on two stock pages with thirty-five stamps mostly 
with superb or excellent canc. and nearly all with shades determined by Olle 
Pettersson.All pictured on our website. 300 

µ 1661 CIRCLE TYPE PERFORATION 14. A somewhat specialized lot with shades, 
varieties and covers on nine stock pages. Entire lot pictured on our website. 200 

µ 1662 Coat of Arms and Circle type. Interesting lot of beautful and interesting cancel-
lations, many superb ones. Also different shades. Please inspect! 150 

µ 1663 CIRCLE TYPE. Lot with twelve stamps, 1 Rd. perf. 14, 50 öre with posthorn and 
ten copies of perf. 13. all hinged with original gum. Entire lot pictured on our 
website. 150 
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Pµ 1667 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Lot on two stock pages with fifty-six stamps nearly all 
with superb or excellent canc. Nearly all with shades determined by Olle 
Pettersson. All shown on our website. 300 

µ 1668 CIRCLE TYPE WITH POSTHORN. Lot with mainly used stamps in shades incl. 
varieties, beautiful canc. and a few covers on ten stock pages. Entire lot pictured 
on our website. 100 

Pµ 1669 OSCAR II CANCELLATIONS. Binder with over 2300 
stamps sorted by county incl. several beautiful ones as well 
as sections with rural canc. and railway canc. Inspection 
recommended. 750 

µ 1670 Bundles of 100. Lot with more than one hundred Oscar II bundles of unknown 
origin. Bid 

µ 1671 GUSTAF V MEDALLION. Lot with unused material in folder incl. watermarks. 
All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 1672 LANDSTORM. Collection on stock pages with all denominations represented 
mostly in both used and unused copies as well as some with watermark varieties. 
Also some printed material as well as a few photos. All pictured on our website. 150 

µ 1673 COIL STAMPS. Lot with nine never hinged coil stamps in a quality far better 
than normal with most stamps in superb or excellent copies incl. better ones, 
e.g. 5 öre brown Standing Lion type II with inverted lines and KPV as well as 
with only KPV and 10 öre green with inverted lines and KPV. Six with certs 
Norsten. All pictured on our website. 1.000 

µ 1674 COIL STAMPS. Two binders with mainly used stamps on stock pages (Facit 
140-195) specialized in papers, shades, watermarks etc. incl. better ones, e.g. 
142Ecz with some cut perfs, 143Abz etc. See example pictures on our website. 400 

µ 1675 COIL STAMPS. Lot with Gustaf II Adolf and Gustav Vasa in never hinged strips. 
F=22.970. 100 

µ 1664 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Lot with 3 öre - 12 öre in never hinged or lightly 
hinged blocks of four. 3 öre never hinged (cert. Obermüller Wilén , very fine), 
12 öre with two stamps never hinged. Facit value ca. 45.000. 300 

µ 1665 CIRCLE TYPE PERF. 13. Interesting lot with three beautiful used multiples, 6 öre 
in a superb strip of five, 12 öre in a block of nine and a very beautiful block of six 
of 50 öre. All pictured on our website. 200 

µ 1666 CIRCLE TYPE PERFORATION 13. Interesting specialized lot with good variety 
of shades, varieties, beautiful canc. and a few covers on fourteen stock pages. 
Entire lot pictured on our website. 200 
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µ 1676 UPU & Congress 1924. Cpl. sets incl. extra shade on 30 öre. All but five stamps 
never hinged (10, 20, 2 kr. & 5 kr. Congress and 30 öre UPU). F=almost 25.000. 150 

µ 1677 UPU 1924. Lot with five copies of 1 kr., ten copies of 2 kr. and five copies of 5 kr. 
in strips of five. All used. F=20.500 for singles. 100 

µ 1678 JUBILEE STAMPS from “massware” untouched for more than 50 years. Large 
pictorial stamps from the 1930s. “Lützen” 1932 The Parliament, The Postal 
Jubilee incl. many 5 öre perf. 4-sides and Delaware 1938 (only 7.000). Ca 39.000 
stamps in total incl. some from a few opened bundles incl. “genomgångna” 
(controlled), which turned out to be good. Please see scans of these stamps 
and lists on our website. High cat. value! 200 

µ 1679 JUBILEE STAMPS 1938-49 from “massware” untouched for 
more than 50 years, in bundles and envelopes. Incl. Facit # 
323 (1.000), 327 (1.000), 331 (4.000), 344B (2.000), 339 (1.000), 
350 (4.000 F=96.000), 357 (2.000), 364 (1.200), 367 (5.000), 384 
(3.000) and also some BB-pairs incl. well over 100 of 330BB. 
In total over 150.000 stamps. Very high cat. value. 500 

µ 1680 LARGE OFFICIAL STAMPS. Lot with never hinged 3, 12, 24, 30 and 50 öre perf. 
14. 24 öre with a short corner perf. and some with toning on back. F=52.500. All 
pictured on our website. 300 

µ 1681 LARGE OFFICIALS. Well filled stockbook, all perf. 13 with readable and in 
many cases superb or excellent cancellations. All denominations represented. 
All pictured on our website. 300 

µ 1682 LARGE OFFICIAL STAMPS. Lot with all values represented incl. some additio-
nal shades, many with superb canc. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1683 OFFICIAL & POSTAGE DUE. Slightly unorganized lot from estate with stamps 
mainly on stock pages but also on several cut outs from collections incl. some 
decent unused Postage Due perf. 14. Most unused material with trace of hinge. Bid 

µ 1684 PROOFS Uppsala Cathedral 1967. Very interesting lot of various proofs. Please 
view all at our website. Bid 

µ 1685 ENGRAVERS. Lot with the book “das Lebenswerk von Czeslaw Slania” and two 
different folders with Slania material, engraving of Crown Princess Victoria and 
three other engravings. Also two books by Martin Mörck. All pictured on our 
website. Bid 

Mixed Lots & Accumulations 
µ 1686 Interesting remainder lot with mostly Coat of Arms and Circle Type incl. one 

binder with 12 öre stamps sorted by deliveries, beautiful canc. incl. foreign etc. 200 

µ 1687 Binder with both used and unused material (mixed hinged and never hinged) 
incl. beautiful canc. as well as one 10 öre Oscar II canc. “STOCKHOLM NORR 
20.12 1884”. See example picture on our website. 300 

µ 1688 Lot on seventeen stock cards with both used and unused stamps incl. never hinged 
ones. Contains Circle type, Large Officials and Postage Due. Mixed quality. Bid 

µ 1689 A very interesting lot with a decent used collection 1855-1980 in four albums 
incl. better stamps and a large number of beautiful canc., three albums with used 
stamps and one album with mainly never hinged material 1950s-1970s. See 
example pictures on our website. 300 

• µ 1690 Interesting remainder lot with mostly covers and cards incl. a 6 öre stationery 
card with additional 4 öre Circle Type perf. 14 sent to Italy 1877. Also a few 
booklets incl. discount booklets, stamps in envelopes incl. never hinged BC/CB-
pairs, perfins etc. Inspection recommended. 300 
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µ 1691 Interesting lot with a shoe box filled with booklets and envelopes with never 
hinged sets mainly 1940s-1960s, a beautifully mounted collection with mint 
strips of five and blocks of four 1940s mostly with one or two stamps hinged, 
one stock book with duplicates, both used and unused material incl. water-
marks, BC/CB pairs etc. Inspection recommended. 250 

µ 1692 Large carton with never hinged material mostly 1950s-1960s containing more 
than 250 coil rolls, booklets and slot machine booklets in quantities, a large 
number of glassine envelopes with cpl. sets of a number of issues and a folder 
with sheets mainly 1910s incl. two unopened envelops with Small National 
Coat of Arms. Despite mainly low denominations, high face value and catalo-
gue value. Slightly mixed quality. Must be inspected. Bid 

µ 1693 Remainder lot with five albums, a few stock pages and old auction cards contai-
ning mostly MH/MNH material, e.g. UPU and Congress 1924, BC/CB-pairs etc. 
Also a number of air mail covers sent to Ecuador during 1960s and three albums 
with foreign material. 150 

µ 1694 Remainder lot on old auction cards with four beautiful 4 Sk. Bco all in different 
shades incl. one “grey” (one short perf.) and a never hinged 6 öre Circle Type 
perf. 13. Four with certs and one  with opinion. All pictured on our website. 400 

µ 1695 Lot with various unused material mixed hinged and never hinged (three copies 
of 1 kr. Gustaf V in Medallion without gum), mainly in singles and strips but 
also a few booklets. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1696 Interesting lot on two stock pages with varieties incl. imperforate stamps, sur-
charge varieties, e.g. inverted surcharge on 50 öre Air Mail 1920 etc. All pictured 
on our website. 100 

1697 Interesting lot with 161 small boxes with stamps mainly Oscar II-1940s, bundle 
with military covers incl. a beautiful with the first reply stamp, postal stationery 
items and picture postcards. Also three old postcard albums with early 20th cen-
tury cards, mostly unused incl. several with royal motifs. Please inspect. 200 

µ 1698 BUNDLES. Ten boxes with aproximately 500 bundles of unknown origin and six 
smaller boxes with loose stamps, mainly coils stamps. Bundles are sold as is and 
is not to be opened during viewing. Bid 

µ 1699 BUNDLES. Lot with over 60 bundles (probably bundles of 100) Oscar II-Coil 
stamps of unknown age and origin. Sold as is and may not be opened during 
viewing. Bid 

1700 KILOWARE. Three moving boxes with 45 boxes in total, 1964 (2), 1966 (4), 1967 (3), 
1974 (6), 1975 (6), 1976 (3), 1979 (18) and 1980 (3). Kiloware is always sold “as is”. 300 

1701 Remarkable lot in large carton with Swedish stamps ca. 15 kg. From the top 
surface we have seen mostly modern stamps but also Circle Type and Oscar II 
incl. bundles. Viewing must be done very carefully. Happy hunting. Bid 

µ 1702 COIL ROLLS & BOOKLETS. Lot in three plastic boxes incl. three sealed coil roll 
bundles (10 öre green Gustaf V Right Profile and two with 30 öre Gustaf VI 
Adolf type II). See example pictures on our website. Bid 

1703 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 150 booklets for use to the Nordic countries. 1.500 

1704 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 150 booklets for use to the Nordic countries. 1.500 

1705 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS for use to the Nordic countries, 100 booklets. 1.000 

1706 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS for use to the Nordic countries, 122 booklets. 1.200 

1707 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS for use to the Nordic countries, 100 booklets. 1.000 
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1708 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 32 booklets for use to the Nordic countries and 29 
booklets for use within Sweden. 600 

1709 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 63 booklets for use to the Nordic countries and seven 
for use within Sweden. 500 

1710 DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. Twenty-seven booklets for use to the Nordic countries 
and three booklets for use within Sweden. 300 

1711 DISCOUNT STAMPS for use within Sweden, 40 booklets and 200 stamps. 400 

1712 DISCOUNT STAMPS. 2.239 stamps for use to the Nordic countries. 1.000 

1713 YEAR SETS. Lot with five older ones, 1967 (3), 1968 (1) and 1969 (1). 1969 ope-
ned but others intact. 100 

1714 YEAR SETS. Extensive lot with over 250 year sets 1974-2022, in most cases five 
or more of each (2010-2019 & 2021-2022 on of each). Very high face value. 2.000 

1715 BOOKLET YEAR SETS. Lot with over 180 booklet year sets 1981-2022 with 
between 1 and 12 of each including 77 with discount booklets. Very high face 
value with a large number of letter stamps. 2.500 

1716 YEAR BOOKS. Large carton 48 books 87/88-2022, 2009 missing but several in 
more than one copy. Much useful face value. 500 

1717 MOTIF SHEETS. Lot with a number of sheets 1990s-2023. Face value SEK 18.500 
(letter stamps counted SEK 15) and very high catalogue value. 600 

1718 MOTIF SHEETS. Extensive collection in seven albums 1991-2022 with a face 
value around SEK 24.000 (letter stamps counted as SEK 15), and a very high 
catalogue value. 750 

1719 LETTER STAMPS, 1.500 self-adhesive stamps in booklets of 10 each. 750 

1720 LETTER STAMPS. Lot with over 1.300 stamps in booklets. 600 

1721 LETTER STAMPS. Lot with 1.364 self adhesive stamps. 600 

1722 LETTER STAMPS, almost all in booklets, 1.600 copies. 750 

1723 FACE VALUE. Lot with booklets mainly 1990s-2010s (no letter stamps) but 
also some earlier. Face value over SEK 27.000 (Christmas stamps counted as 
SEK 14). 750 

1724 FACE VALUE. Small lot with mostly letter & Christmas stamps. Face value ca 
SEK 1.800. Bid 

1725 FACE VALUE. Extensive lot with various never hinged material. Large part 
1980s-2020s but also older, with almost 200 giftfolders and gift books, 
booklets, strips of five, minisheets, some discount booklets etc. Much useful 
face value. 500 

Financing the auction purchase 
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase 
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in 
good time before the auction.
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1726 FACE VALUE. Enormous holding of booklets in stock boxes, 
largest part 1970s-1990s in many cases hundreds of each incl. 
a large number of markings. A number of older booklets 
included, but the hand made ones in very mixed quality and 
also some minisheets and coil rolls. Face value, over SEK 
100.000. Also six stock boxes with slot machine booklets, not 
counted. Inspection recommended. 2.000 

1727 FACE VALUE. Lot with material mainly 1990s-2000s incl. around 200 motif 
sheets, a large number of stock cards and envelopes, a few year sets etc. Also 
some earlier material, e.g. over twenty discount booklets. Face value over SEK 
30.000 (discount booklets not included and letter stamps counted as SEK 15). 1.000 

1728 FACE VALUE. Lot with year sets 1968-2008 incl. some duplicates and booklet 
year sets, some opened but seemingly complete. Also some booklets, albums 
with stamps, year books etc. Face value nearly SEK 18.000. 500 

1729 FACE VALUE. Accumulation of ** issues ca 1940s-70 mostly in 4 well filled 
stockbooks incl. strips of 5 and BB pairs in quantities, three albums with 
booklets incl. several from later year, e.g. letter stamps and a few gift folders. 250 

Covers & Postal History 
µ 1730 PREPHILATELY. Interesting lot with more than 120 rectangular, around 50 arc, 

around 40 straight line and almost 40 circular cancellations with many beautiful 
strikes and good variation. Also three early receipts, a few covers without canc., 
more than 20 covers with Free Letter canc. Entire lot pictured on our website. 250 

µ 1731 PREPHILATELY. Interesting lot with around 50 covers incl. “feather covers”, 
covers with coil rolls, covers to and from Sweden. Entire lot can be viewed on 
our website. 300 

µ 1732 PREPHILATELY AND STAMPLESS COVERS. Lot with over 150 items sent 
within or from Sweden incl. an interesting cover with a hand drawn box canc. 
“KONGSBACKA 24.11 18”. Example pictures can be viewed on our website. 200 

µ 1733 Lot with nineteen prephilatelic or stamples covers sent to, from or via Sweden 
1800-1860s incl. superb ones. 100 

µ 1734 PREHILATELY & POSTAGE DUE. Lot with eighteen items from the 19th cen-
tury with e.g. three items with crown coils incl. one interesting proclamation 
“Warning Emot Äfwentyrliga Spel” (warning against adventurous gambling) 
1810, one item with newspaper canc., three covers with postage due canc. incl. a 
very beautiful “4 sk. STOCKHOLM 21.9 1856” type II and “OBETALT FR. DAN-
NEMARK H:BORG 16.JAN 46”. Entire lot pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 1735 Interesting lot with covers mainly Prephilately - Circle Type in two albums, e.g. 
a front with white feather, crown coil, superb cover to London 1839, due canc., 
cover with 4 Sk. Bco, Coat of Arms and Lion Type incl. Eslöf’s “TÅG” canc, 
beautiful cover to Denmark with 17 öre etc. All pictured on our website. 400 

µ 1736 OLD COVERS & CARDS. Very interesting lot starting with prephilately, nice 
Coat of Arms, and 17 öre Lion type, good Circle type incl. 12 öre with 6+12 öre 
postage due stamps etc. Mainly before 1900, but some later incl. desinfected 
mail and a “SS Heimdal” shipwreck 1929. Please inspect! 500 

µ 1737 CIRCLE TYPE. Lot with eight items (seven covers and one piece) all with diffe-
rent rates, e.g. a sex öre stationery card with 4 öre perf. 14 as additional franking, 
cover to Finland with two copies of 12 öre together with 5 öre 1874 (1 öre over-
franked), insured cover with 24 and 50 öre perf. 14 etc. Some smaller imperfec-
tion but mostly good quality. One cert included. All pictured on our website. 400 
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µ 1738 CIRCLE TYPE. Thick binder with covers, a large part 12 öre but also other deno-
minations incl. several sent abroad. Entire lot pictured on our website. 250 

µ 1739 GÖTEBORG CANCELLATIONS. Extensive collection in thirteen albums 
with covers sent from or to Göteborg or surrounding places, covering prephi-
lately - modern incl. railway canc. and steamboat canc., postal forms and other 
interesting items. See example pictures on our website. 1.000 

µ 1740 A beautifully mounted collection with twelve covers sent to Norway, 
Denmark and Finland Sk. Bco - Circle Type perf. 14, all with different rates or 
combinations incl scarce ones, e.g. 30 öre registered rate to Norway with Coat 
of Arms (3 covers known), three copies of 4 Sk. Bco on cover front to 
Denmark, three copies of 24 öre Coat of Arms to Denmark. Mixed quality. All 
pictured on our website. 500 

µ 1741 COVERS TO DENMARK. Three covers sent to Denmark during 1860s, one 
small cover with a strip of three of 12 öre “SÖDRA ST.BANAN 20.3 1864” (minor 
imperfections), a beautiful cover with a single 12 öre canc. “229” and a cover 
with 17 öre Lion Type “MALMÖ 7.3 1868”. Entire lot pictured on our website. 200 

µ 1742 Small lot with six interesting covers and cards all sent to or from abroad incl. one 
card from Copenhagen with the scarce canc. “MALMÖ-KÖPENH. 24.10 1901”. 
All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 1743 INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDERS. Ca 70 items sent to Greece incl. two to 
Tunisia 1969. All franked with 1.40 kr. Thee Crowns on fluoroscent paper, Facit 
No. 300v1 and all with Greek stamps on the back and two with Tunisian stamps. 
Interesting and unusual lot! 100 

µ 1744 SWEDEN-SWITZERLAND, very interesting and extensive selection 
covers/cards between these two countries. Some older, but mostly 1900-1940s. 
Incl. many postage due, hotel covers/cards, airmail, insured, registered etc. 
Please inspect! All pictured on our website. 200 

µ 1745 Binder with more than 50 covers and cards 1900s-1940s incl. several air mail 
covers to South Africa with interesting contents as well as covers to other foreign 
destinations. All pictured on our website. 100 

µ 1746 Lot with more than twenty covers incl. “Ahrenberg flight”, prephilately, covers 
with BC/CB pairs, cover with the first military stamp and a few air mail covers 
franked with Night Mail Aeroplane 1930. All pictured on our website. Bid 

µ 1747 Lot with three identity cards 1940-1968 issued by the Swedish Post. The fee paid 
with stamps, two with 50 öre Gustaf V Left Profile and one with 1 kr. Three 
Crowns. All pictured on our website. 100 

Ex 1748 Ex 1749
Pµ 1748 SELMA LAGERLÖF (1858-1940) Swedish author and the first female that was 

awarded the Nobel Prize in literature. Two small covers sent from Sunne 1914 & 
1915 to Gabrielle Ringertz (1863-1945 author and translator), one signed by 
Selma. Both franked with two copies of 5 öre Gustaf V in Medallion. 100 

Pµ 1749 ELLEN KEY (1849-1926) Swedish author and feminist. Five covers with full con-
tents sent to Gabrielle Ringertz (1863-1945 author and translator) 1904-1916. All 
franked with 10 öre Oscar II or Gustaf V in Medallion. 100 
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1750 POSTAL STATIONERY. Large lot in two moving boxes with material 1872 to 
modern with both used and unused items in quantities. Must be inspected. 200 

µ 1751 Large lot with postal stationery items in one moving box with, e.g. two well fil-
led stock boxes, two albums and three collection (seemingly identical) with unu-
sed material 1870s-1970s. Inspection recommended. 150 

Pµ 1752 FIRST DAY COVER COLLECTION. A fantastic collection 
up to the 1960s containing far more than 500 covers. A few 
duplicates, but more or less all different, in cancellations 
and frankings but especially with different type of cachet 
envelopes, often many different ones of the same FDC. 
Including many early covers, also with BC- and CB-
pairs/blocks, numerous with definitive issues, also many 
scarce ones. E. g. several with Picture Stone 10 kr. in pair, 
slot-machine blocks and many other scarce ones. The col-
lection is not organized, so please allow good time for vie-
wing! 1.000 

µ 1753 Lot with over fifty different First Day Covers 1932-1946. All pictured on our 
website. Bid 

Picture Postcards 

Ex 1752

µ 1754 OLYMPIC GAMES STOCKHOLM 1912. Lot with 66 different official unused 
postcards. SCARCE. 500
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FACIT  FÖRLAGS  AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se

History & Index

History of the FACIT Special Catalogue, every edition 1948-2022. 
Also complete index of contributors and authors

SEK 400



All catalogues are hardbound 
and with English text!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB 
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

Retailers may order it by
contacting us or our 
wholesaler:

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-21 66 60
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

Facit Sverige 2023 
The catalogue featuring all
Swedish stamps in colour. 
Also Postal Stationery and 

Military Stationery. 

Facit Postal X
The invaluable
catalogue for
collectors of
Swedish town
cancellations
and postal
history.

Facit Norden 2022  
All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with 
varieties, the period before 1951 is 
described with issue and denomination, 
without varieties. Also complete list of 
booklets from all Nordic countries.

Facit Special Classic 2024
All Nordic stamps up to 1951 
with varieties and specialties. 
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Editor
Vincent Schouberechts
Kardinaal Sterckxlaan 53
BE-1860 MEISE
BELGIUM

Email Victoria2000@telenet.be
Phone : +32/474.84.84.39

Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal
Anniversary Issue #20

Order it at: www.ffejournal.com

New Zealand: A Forged Separation Variety
By Bob Odenweller

Do you want to be a member of the FFE
authors? Contact the editor with your idea!

The unissued crown stamps of Macao
Luis Frazao

The World’s first forged Postage Stamp
Eduardo Escalada

Letters from Corfu carried by the
Austrian Lloyd to Trieste

Mario Mentaschi
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Selection of Articles:

The most productive author-experts
in the history of FFE Journal

By Claes Arnrup

Artist Muse or Deceptive Forgeries?
By Ken Pugh

Belgian Congo: Some new discoveries in
forged overprints and handstamps

By Luc Vander Marken

”Surcharges”
By Jean-François Brun

St Pierre & Miquelon forgeries
James R. Taylor
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Märket för köptrygghet!

Sveriges Frimärkshandlareförbund
www.stampdealers.se
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1886PHILATELIA UNIT

BLI MEDLEM!

Just nu 昀era kampanjer 
på vår web-shop 

Sveriges Filatelis琀örbund
Glas昀bergatan 8, 125 45 Älvsjö
tel. 073-203 02 00
e-post: kansli@s昀.nu
www.昀latelisten.se
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Norrphil 2022Norrphil 2022

Svensk 昀latelis琀sk 琀dskri昀 | Årgång 123 | Nr 8 2022

Svensk 昀latelis琀sk 琀dskri昀 | Årgång 123 | Nr 8 2022

Svensk post-昀lateli 1975–2002 Sista ar琀keln i serien – Hur det började

Ny ar琀kelserie  10 i topp – berömda frimärken

Frimärkets DagFöreningarna rapporterar

Nya Zeelands julträd

Filatelisten med ny layout och innehåll!
Bli medlem i Sveriges Filatelis琀örbund du också!
• Tidningen SFF-Filatelisten 8 nummer per år

• Gra琀s småannonser i 琀dningen

• Sälja på Samlamera

• Raba琀 på TRADERA

• Raba琀 på Facit-kataloger och Michel Online

• Delta i förbundets kurser och seminarier

• Raba琀 på förbundets li琀eratur och produkter

• Rä琀 a琀 ställa ut på utställningar

SFF Annons Postiljonen katalog 2023_2.indd   1 2023-08-19   08:32
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www.philasearch.com

8 Reasons to Shop On Philasearch

CLICK AND PICK

Join over 85,000 other collectors on the platform, who are 

already seeking out new pieces for their collections 

·

Shop from over 200 auction houses and dealers all on one place ·

Browse over 1,000,000 rotating items each week for free  ·

Never miss an item or a new auction with notifications 

to receive instant emails personalised to you 

·

Easy to scroll with beautiful high quality images·

Mobile and iPad friendly ·

Menu’s available in multiply languages including English, 

German, Italian, French, Japanese and Chinese 

·

And finally, its FREE to register and browse so there is 

really no reason why you shouldn’t jump online 

now... philasearch.com

·
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS – 
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA 

 
 
 
above                                         oben                                           foroven                                      ovanför 
acceptable copy                                                                            akseptabelt eks.                        godtagbart ex 
accumulation                            (grosser) Posten                       (stort) parti                                (stort) parti 
average                                      durchschnitt                              gennemsnit                               genomsnitt 
beautiful                                    schön                                          smuk                                          vacker 
bisect                                          Halbierung                                halvering                                   halvering 
below                                         unten                                          forneden                                    nedanför 
booklet                                       Heftchen                                    hæfte                                          häfte 
bundle                                       Bündel                                       bundt                                         bunt 
cachet                                         (Sonder)Stempel                      (sær)stempel                             (special)stämpel 
cancellation                               Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel 
charity                                        Wohltätigkeit                            velgørenhed                              välgörenhet 
chalky paper                             Kreidepapier                             kridtpapir                                  kritpapper 
clean                                           sauber                                        ren                                              ren 
close cut                                     eng geschnitten                        tæt klippet                                 nära klippt 
coat of arms                              Wappen                                     våbentype                                 vapentyp 
coil (stamp)                               Automatmarke                         rulle (mærke)                            rulle (bandmärke) 
commercial cover                     Gebrauchsbrief                         brugsbrev                                  bruksbrev 
comprehensive                         ausgedehnte                             omfattende                                omfattande 
corner                                         Ecke                                            hjørne                                         hörn 
counted                                     gezählt                                       talt                                              räknat 
cover                                          Brief                                            brev                                            brev 
crease                                         Bug                                             fold                                             veck 
crown & posthorn                    Posthorn                                    posthorn                                    postemblem 
cut into                                      beschnitten                                beklippet                                   inklippt 
definitives                                 Dauerserie                                 brugsmærker                            bruksmärken 
early                                           früh                                            tidlig                                          tidig 
entire                                          Brief mit Inhalt                         brev med indhold                    brev med innehåll 
error                                           Fehler                                         fejl                                               fel 
exception                                   Ausnahme                                 undtagelse                                 undantag 
expensive                                  teuer                                           dyr                                              dyr 
few                                             einige                                         enkelte, nogle                           fåtal, några 
fake                                            Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning 
fine copy                                                                                       godt eks                                     gott ex 
forgery                                       Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning 
frame                                         Rahmen                                     ramme                                       ram 
front                                           Vorderseite                               forside                                        framsida 
gum disturbance                      Gummifehler                            gummifejl                                  gummit påverkat 
hinge                                          Falz                                             hængsel                                     fastsättare 
ink                                              Tinte                                           blæk                                           bläck 
insured cover                            Wertbrief                                   værdibrev                                 ass brev 
inverted                                     kopfstehend                              omvendt                                    omvänt 
issue                                           Ausgabe                                    udgave                                       utgåva 
item                                            Marke, Los                                mærke, lot                                 märke, objekt 
letter                                           Brief                                            brev                                            brev 
lot                                               Los                                              lot                                               objekt, parti 
margin                                       Rand                                          rand                                           marginal 
mini sheet                                  Block                                          miniark                                      miniatyrark (block) 
mixed                                         gemischte                                  blandet                                       blandad 
normal mounting                     oben eingeklebt                        normal indklæbning               rätvänd infattning 
numeral type                            Ringtype                                    ringtype                                     ringtyp 
official                                        Dienst                                        tjeneste                                       tjänste 
overprint                                   Überdruck                                 overtryk                                     övertryck 
perfectly placed canc.                                                                  retvendt stempel                      rätvänd stämpel 
perforation                                Zahnung                                    takning                                      tandning 
pin hole                                     Nadelstich                                 nålestik                                      nålstick 
plate flow                                  Plattenfehler                             pladefejl                                     plåtfel 
postage due                              Porto                                          porto                                          lösen 
postal stationery                      Ganzsache                                 helsag                                         helsak 
postmark                                   Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel 
pre-philately                             Vorphilatelie                             førfilateli                                    förfilateli 
printing error                            Fehldruck                                  fejltryk                                       feltryck 
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rare                                             selten                                          sjælden                                      sällsynt 
re-entry                                      Doppeldruck                            dobbelttryk                               dubbeltryck 
registered                                  R-Brief                                        anbefalet                                    rek brev 
reprint                                        Neudruck                                  nytryk                                        nytryck 
repair                                         Reparation                                reparation                                 reparation 
reverse                                       Hinterseite                                bagside                                      baksidan 
rouletted                                    durchstochen                            gennemstukken                        genomstucken 
scarce                                         ungewöhnlich                          usædvanlig                               ovanlig 
selection                                    Auswahl                                    udvalg                                       urval 
several                                       mehrere                                     flere                                            åtskilliga 
sheet                                           Bogen                                         helark                                         helark 
short                                           kurz                                            kort                                             kort 
size                                             grösse                                         størrelse                                     storlek 
slot machine booklet               Automathäft                             automathæfte                           automathäfte 
spot                                            Fleck                                           plet                                             fläck 
stamp                                         Briefmarke                                frimærke                                    frimärke 
strip                                            Streife                                         stribe                                          strip 
superb copy                                                                                  pragteks, luxus                         praktex, lyxex 
surcharged                                überdruckt                                overtrykt                                   påtryckt 
tear                                             Riss                                             rift                                               riss 
territorial defence stamps       Landsturmmarken                   Landstormmærker                   Landstormsfrimärken 
thin                                             dünn                                          tynd                                            tunn 
touched                                     berührt                                       berørt                                         nära klippt 
value                                          Wert                                           værdi                                         värde 
variety                                       Variant                                       variant                                       variant 
very fine copy                                                                              meget godt eks                         mycket gott ex 
vendor                                       Einlieferer                                 indleverer                                  inlämnare 
weak                                          schwach                                     svag                                            svag 
weight                                        Gewicht                                     vægt                                           vikt 
wrapper                                     Streifband                                 korsbånd                                   korsband 
 

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar  
P(+lot no.)      photo                                   Photo                                 foto                                   foto 
µ                    extra internet scans           extra internet scans          extra internet scans        extra internet scans 
**                     mint never hinged             postfrisch                          postfrisk                           postfrisk 
*                       unused with gum              ungebraucht                     ubrugt                              ostämplat 
(*)                    unused no gum                 ohne Gummi                    uden gummi                   utan gummi 
�                      used                                     gebraucht                          stemplet                           stämplat 
�                      cover                                    Brief                                   brev                                  brev 
�                      on piece                               Briefstück                          brevstykke                       brevklipp 
cds                  circular date stamp           Rundstempel                    datostempel                    datumstämpel 
c.o.d.               cash-on-delivery                Nachnahme                      postopkrævning             postförskott 
cto                   cancelled to order              Gefälligkeitstempel         lejlighedsstempel           orderstämplat 
cert                  certificate                            Attest                                 attest                                 attest 
horiz               horizontal                           wagrecht                           vandret                            vågrätt 
imperf            imperforated                      ungezähnt                         utakket                             otandat 
inv                   inverted                              kopfstehend                      omvendt                          omvänt 
Ms                   mini sheet                           Block                                  miniark                            miniatyrark (block) 
optd                overprinted                        überdruckt                        overtryk                           övertryckt 
perf                 perforated                           gezähnt                              takket                               tandat 
pl                     plate                                     Platte                                  plade                                plåt 
pmk                postmark                            Stempel                             stempel                            stämpel 
PS                    postal stationery                Ganzsache                         helsag                               helsak 
R                      rare                                      selten                                 sjælden                             sällsynt 
reg                   registered                            Einschreiben                     anbefalet                          rekommenderat 
vert                 vertical                                senkrecht                           lodret                                lodrätt 
wmk               watermark                          Wasserzeichen                 vandmærke                     vattenmärke 
 

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER 
F                                                  = Facit 
GF                                               = Wowern 
Mi                                               = Michel 
Sc                                                = Scott 
SG                                               = Stanley Gibbons 
SpC                                            = Speciale Catalogus 
Z                                                 = Zumstein 
Y                                                 = Yvert
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Conditions of Sale 

 
  

1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder. 
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must, 
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.  

2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish 
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance 
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added. 
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T.,  only for 
a. Export to countries outside of EU. 
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.  

registration number in good time before the auction.  
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be 
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be 
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.  
The bids are increased as follows: 
  0 –   200€ 10€                    1.000 –  3.000€ 100€                     10.000 –  30.000€ 1.000€ 
200 –   500€ 20€                    3.000 –  5.000€ 200€                     30.000 – 100.000€ 2.000€ 
500 – 1.000€ 50€                    5.000 – 10.000€ 500€                    100.000€ –         5.000€ 
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.  

3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received  
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is 
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is  
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids 
submitted by telephone, fax or through internet live-bidding. The bidder is personally 
responsible for any and all his purchases in the auction.  

4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the  
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and 
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the  
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or 
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two  
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the 
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total  
maximum purchase limit.  

5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the 
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If pay-
ment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged 
together with a fee of 10€. To this may be added additional documented expences. 
Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer refused 
to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be re-auctioned 
at the expense of the buyer.  

6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the 
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with  
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + com-
mission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.  

7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt. 
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may 
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auc -
tioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the  
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different 
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, can -
cellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as 
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps 
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and 
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.  

8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.  
9, Swedish law is applicable.  
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and 
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor  

1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare 
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att 
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.  

2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%  
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens 
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer. 
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall: 
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU. 
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som 

uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.  
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på  
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om fakture -
ringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.  
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden: 
  0 –   200€ 10€                    1.000 –  3.000€ 100€                     10.000 –  30.000€ 1.000€ 
200 –   500€ 20€                    3.000 –  5.000€ 200€                     30.000 – 100.000€ 2.000€ 
500 – 1.000€ 50€                    5.000 – 10.000€ 500€                    100.000€ –         5.000€ 

3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av 
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda 
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att 
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig 
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och  
faxbud, eller genom internet livebudgivning, svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och mis-
suppfattningar.  

4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra  
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att 
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa  
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig 
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två 
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som 
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller  
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.  

5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir 
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från  
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat 
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med 10€. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkost nader 
tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen vägrar 
betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.  

6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation 
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör 
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus pro-
vision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.  

7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för  
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av 
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid  
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg 
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat  
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända  
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning, 
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan 
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt 
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på 
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken. 
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte  
returneras. En differens på 10–20%  måste kunna accepteras av köparen.  

8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovan- 
stående villkor.  

9. Svensk lag gäller.  
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla 
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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Next

POSTILJONEN AB 
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden. 
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9 
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50 
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59 
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70 
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00 
stampauctions@postiljonen.se 
www.postiljonen.com 

We feel sure that these events will be great philate-
lic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as 
consignor. Please contact us already today for a 
discussion about your holdings, an early consign-
ment will allow us to include YOUR material in 
our international pre-marketing. 

Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli 
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till 
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för 
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning un-
derlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår inter -
nationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering. 

INTERNATIONAL 
AUTUMN AUCTION 

25–27 September 2024

INTERNATIONAL 

SPRING AUCTION 

20–22 March 2024



There’s Always a 
New Auction!

Join in!

Consignments accepted now!
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